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Abstract 

The process of second language acquisition is usually assumed to be affected by differences 
between the source language (L 1) and the target language (L2). Within the Minimalist 
approach (Chomsky 1995) crosslinguistic variation is accounted for in terms of differences 
in the values of features of functional categories instantiated in specific languages. Mature 
English differs from Hungarian in that its Tense category does not carry the [+t] feature 
characteristic of Hungarian focused sentences. Also, English lacks an additional functional 
projection dominating IP, namely F(ocus)P(hrase), which hosts focused, wh-, and negative 
operators in Spec,FP and attracts the verb or adjectival predicate into its head in order to 
satisfy spec-head agreement. It follows that English learners of Hungarian will have . to 
instantiate a new functional category FP and reset the values of the Tense category in their 
IL grammar. 

In this thesis we account for the difficulties faced by adult English learners of Hungarian by 
adopting the hypothesis that the two main classes of features have distinct learnability 
properties. It has been suggested that interpretable features (among them phi-features of 
nouns as well as [+wh] and [+t] features) are acquired easier than non-interpretable features 
(such as features responsible for V2 word order, resumptive pronouns, verbal inflection and 
nominal case morphology, as well as verb-movement associated with the Focus Projection in 
Hungarian). We demonstrate that this effect is also found -in our English-Hungarian 
interlanguage data. We show that even though L2 learners manage to prepose wh, focus and 
negative operators, they have continued difficulties with the accompanying verb-movement 
properties of Hungarian. This is reminiscent of the difficulties we find in child L 1 language 
acquisition of Hungarian. 

However, we argue that learnability factors have to be complemented by considerations 
about the nature of the target language input L2 learners receive. We propose that the nature 
of the TL input accounts for the differences between child and adult learners of Hungarian. It 
is well known that robust data (i.e. simple, salient and frequently occurring sentences) are 
required for the acquisition of correct feature-specifications of a target language. Infrequent 
data may cause a delay in the process of establishing L2 feature specifications and result in 
incomplete representations. Ambiguous data, on the other hand, are I ikely to ultimately result 
in divergent L2 representations at near native level. 

Testing these predictions in a study of acceptability judgements of adult English-speaking 
learners of Hungarian, we show that adult English speaking learners of Hungarian have 
difficulties in acquiring double wh- and double focus constructions as well as focused 
infinitives, long and partial operator movement in Hungarian. It is demonstrated that in the 
case of double wh- and double focus constructions native speakers' intuitions are 
indeterminate/optional, therefore the data L2 learners receive are not robust, leading to 
optionality in learners' interlanguage grammars. Although enjoying categorifal judgements 
in native grammars, the nature of the input is similarly non-robust in the case of focused 
infinitives as well as long and partially extracted operator sentences. This is ar.gPt!~ to lead to 
the difficulties L2 learners exhibit with respect to these structures. In the face of non-robust 
target language data learners are found to fall back on L 1 values and/or to resort to general 
learning strategies, such as overgeneralization and analogy. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1 Introduction 

This thesis sets out to investigate two issues: a) the status of optional representations for the 

same grammatical construction in mature and developing grammars and b) the nature of 

competence at ultimate attainment in adult second language (L2) learning. We have used the 

Minimalist Program (MP) (Chomsky 1995) as our theoretical background. The motivations 

for our choice of linguistic theory are set out in Chapter 2. 

The first issue, optional representations within grammatical systems, is a highly elusive and 

controversial topic in current theoretical thinking. While optionality has been widely 

observed in the production and linguistic intuitions of native speakers, it has proved difficult 

or even impossible to account for in current linguistic theories. The very first question 

concerns whether optionality is only a performance phenomenon or whether it characterises 

underlying competence. We shall distinguish between variability characterising performance 

and optional representations, which we argue, are internal to the syntax and characterise 

competence. 

Our starting point is that current models of native speaker competence are not compatible 

with the notion of optional rules or representations. In the Minimalist Program syntax

internal optionality is not allowed. The reason for the discrepancy between the observed data 

and minimalist account of native speaker competence is that the MP has been constructed on 

the assumption that l&nguage is 'a perfect system'. That is, the computational system 

underlying linguistic processing is assumed to be characterised by utmost simplicity and 

economy (Chomsky 1995:9, 317). Thus any output of the computational system is assumed 

to be always a unique optimal output. Chomsky (1995: 171) states that: 

The linguistic expressions are the optimal realizations of the interface conditions, where 
"optimality" is determined by the economy conditions of UG. 

The cognitive system interacts with two external performance levels: the articulatory

perceptual system and the conceptual-intentional system. The interface levels are the 

Phonetic Form (PF) at the articulatory-perceptual interface and Logical Form (LF) at the 

conceptual-intentional interface. The conditions that hold at these interface levels need to be 

satisfied for a unique optimal output to surface. 
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Central to the minimalist claim is that output of syntactic processing is constructed by 

movement of syntactic elements. However, movement is only allowed if it is necessary to 

satisfy morphological requirements. Therefore, movement that is possible but not necessary 

(i.e. truly optional movement) is not allowed. The MP allows for variation at the PF level 

only. Chomsky (1995:27) argues the following: 

At the PF level, properties of the language can be readily observed and variation is 
possible within a fixed repertoire of phonetic properties and the invariant principles of 
universal phonetics. S-Structures are not constrained by interface conditions and can 
vary within the range permitted by the variation of the interface levels [ ... ] 

Thus, optionality has been pushed to the domain of PF in the Minimalist Program. 

Alternatively, seemingly optional constructions have been argued to be only quasi-optional 

in the sense that the two alternatives are claimed to carry different interpretations due to 

semantic or discourse differences. 

Similarly to the Minimalist Program, in standard Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince and 

Smolensky 1993) optional representations were not allowed, even though OT concerns itself 

with actual outputs and not underlying representations. Recently, however, there have been 

attempts to incorporate the phenomenon into the theory (Hayes 1997, Boersma 1997). These 

attempts have acknowledged the existence of optional outputs in mature grammars and even 

pointed out that optionality is a gradient phenomenon that can be measured in speakers' 

intuitions. These accounts attribute gradient optional representations to be the result of 

incomplete acquisition. This is corroborated by investigations in historical linguistics where 

it is also claimed that optional representations come into being as a result of L 1 acquisition 

(see research done by Kroch 1989, 1998, Santorini 1992, 1995, and Pintzuk 1993, 1995, 

1996, 1998). It has been argued that linguistic change is contingent upon the existence of 

optional representations for the same grammatical construction within the same speech 

community (Lightfoot 1991, 1995). 

In Chapter 2 we shall argue that optional representations exist syntax-internally, i.e. they 

characterise the competence of individual speakers of a language. However, we agree with 

Chomsky, that they are not 'optimal realisations of interface conditions'. Having a sub

optimal status means that although speakers use both of the alternatives, both or only one of 

the options will receive less than total acceptability in intuitional data showing a marginal 

status in the speakers' grammar. This is why free optionality (where both alternatives are 

fully accepted) is such a rare phenomenon in natural languages. We show that this is 
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witnessed in both mature and developing grammars. Developing grammars are characterised 

by more optional representations, precisely because they have not managed to approximate 

the 'optimal realisation of interface conditions'. Our empirical evidence comes from 

intuitional data from native speakers of Hungarian as well as adult English-speaking learners 

of Hungarian. We used the unique designated focus position of Hungarian as a basis of 

investigation as English and Hungarian differ to a considerable degree in this respect. 

The second related issue that our thesis set out to examine is the nature of ultimate 

attainment in second language learning. Chapter 3 is devoted to the introduction of relevant 

issues in second language acquisition research. It is well established that learner 

representations at ultimate attainment can be either target-like, incomplete or divergent 

(Sorace 1993). We were interested to see what kind of representations learners create in the 

face of categorical, optional and quasi-optional target language input. 

Having our research goal thus defined, we had to find appropriate constructions in focus

related phenomena in Hungarian. In Chapter 4 we outline the characteristic features of 

Hungarian and contrast it with the structure of English. We use the Functional 

Parameterisation Hypothesis (Borer 1984, Chomsky 1991) according to which languages 

vary with respect to the functional categories and their feature specifications. English differs 

from Hungarian in that its Tense does not carry. a [ +f] feature in focused sentences and· it 

does not instantiate a separate functional projection (Focus Phrase) to host operators and the 

verb. 
'I 

.· ... ' 

After the contrastive analysis of the two languages under investigation, we tested .both native 

speakers and English. learners of Hungarian on their judgements of acceptability of the 

identified focus-related phenomena. The elicitation techniques we used were magnitude 
• 1, 

estimation and rating. the 'two pilot studies and the main study are described in Chapter 5 

and the results of our investigations are outlined in Chapter 6. Finally, we give our 

conclusions in Chapter 7. This chapter also provides place for describing the limitations of 

our study and setting out the agenda for future research on the topic of optional 

representations in mature and developing grammars of Hungarian with special reference to 

ultimate attainment. 
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2 Linguistic Theory and Language Acquisition 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we outline the main issues that will be ultimately relevant to our study. In 

order to do this, first we need to address the relationship between linguistic theory and 

language acquisition theory. Then we review some of the issues within these two fields that 

bear directly on our study. The question of language universals and crosslinguistic variation 

will be addressed as a background for the contrastive analysis of the two languages under 

investigation. Next, it will be shown that crosslinguistic variation, diachronic change and 

language acquisition are intrinsically interrelated. Among the factors mediating the 

relationship between them are the pervasive phenomena of variability, optionality of rules in 

mature and developing grammatical systems, and markedness. 

Variability results from the dynamic nature of both mature and fledging grammars, as well as 

from the individual differences between and within speakers. Optionality, as we shall define 

the term, refers to the co-existence of interchangeable rules within a linguistic system. 

Optional representations have been argued to characterise the developing interlanguage 

grammars (ILGs) of LI and L2 learners and, more controversially, the adult steady state 

grammars of native speakers. The issue of markedness will also be discussed since it plays a 

crucial role in crosslinguistic variation, language change and language acquisition. 

The linguistic framework we adopt is the Minimalist Program (MP) (Chomsky and Lasnik 

1993, Chomsky 1995) which is a radical rethinking of the Principles and Parameters Theory 

(PPT) (Chomsky 1981, 1986) but has adopted some of the basic assumptions of it. The 

reason for our choice of the minimalist framework is manifold. First, PPT with its most 

recent minimalist version is the most coherent theory of language structure with a principled 

account of crosslinguistic variation. Second, it is also the theory that has clear implications 

for the processes of language change and acquisition and provides a set of testable 

hypotheses. Third, English and Hungarian have received extensive descriptive analyses 

within this theoretical framework. And last, language acquisition studies involving 

Hungarian within the generative framework are rare, thus our study is an attempt to narrow 

this hiatus in the research literature. 
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Our preference for the generative minimalist approach does not necessarily exclude the 

possibility that some of the issues that arise in the context of second language acquisition are 

better accounted for in other current theoretical frameworks. Therefore, we will sometimes 

make reference to the treatment of the main issues in other current linguistic theories, namely 

Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) and connectionist approaches to language 

learning (e.g. Elman et al 1996). We find that these theories are complementary to the 

PPT/MP in accounting for some of the phenomena that have eluded explanation within the 

generative framework. 

2.2 Language universals 

In this section we shall review the views taken by various linguistic theories of language 

universals with a view to finding the common underlying properties between the two 

languages in our study: English and Hungarian. 

According to some estimates, there are around 4,000 human languages around the world 

arranged in related language families (e.g. Vogelin and Vogelin 1977). Despite the 

superficial differences among all human languages and their dialectal versions, there is 

consensus among linguists that they must share a common set of properties. Those aspects 

thought to be common to all human languages are generally known as language universals. 

The search for universals has been in the heart of typological work on languages (Greenberg 

1966, Comrie 1989, and Croft 1990). The typologists have advanced several reasons for the 

existence of language universals, among them a universal functional underpinning for all 

natural languages as well as a common cognitive architecture characteristic of all human 

beings. Chomsky (e.g. 1986) and other generative linguists have specifically argued that 

language universals directly characterise the structure and workings of the language faculty 

within the human mind. The basis for the generativist argument is that knowledge of 

language emerges in the mind in the form of linguistic representations that build upon and 

make use of the mechanisms of the language faculty. 

Language universals have been envisaged differently in different theoretical frameworks. In 

what follows, we shall discuss the way the conception of language universals has varied 

among these frameworks, with special attention to the PPT /MP approach, the theoretical 

framework we have adopted for our study. 
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2.2.1 Principles of linguistic structure 

In the framework of the standard PPT (Chomsky 1981, 1986), principles have been proposed 

to be invariant properties of grammatical structure shared by all natural languages. The 

principles are seen as guidelines that all languages follow. Examples for these potentially 

universal core properties or rules in the PPT are, for instance, the principles of X'-theory, the 

Structure Dependence Principle, the Projection Principle, the Extended Projection Principle, 

the Empty Category Principle, the Binding Principles, Case Filter, Theta Criterion, 

Subjacency, etc. 1 

These proposed principles are seen to partly constitute Universal Grammar (UG)2. UG was 

originally postulated to account for the exceptional feat displayed by children when learning 

their native language (henceforth L 1 ). It is widely known that normally developed children's 

language learning is equipotential, uniform in its end state, relatively fast, efficient and 

apparently does not require negative data in order to ultimately formulate a grammar that is 

equivalent to that of the adult native speaker's grammar. The logical problem of language 

acquisition3 (Hornstein and Lightfoot 1981 ), which begs an answer to the question 'How can 

children know so much given so little evidence', required the stipulation of a rich and innate 

knowledge system, UG, that children bring to the learning task. Elements of UG need not be 

learnt as they are assumed to be inherently specified at the initial state of language 

acquisition. In other words, when faced with primary linguistic data (PLO), children's 

language acquisition proceeds automatically, but under the guidance of UG, which restricts 

the hypotheses they can entertain. This foreshadows our discussion in section in 2.5.1. 

In the Minimalist Program, a more recent parsimonious version of the PPT, the proposed 

principles have taken a somewhat more abstract shape. Apart from considerably simplified 

principles of syntactic structure, they include principles of syntactic operations. All the 

principles serve one function: they are economy principles, ensuring that the computational 

system (CHL) underlying linguistic knowledge is the least burdened with a rule component 

and uses the fewest possible number of steps in derivations and representations. The 

proposed universal operational principles include among others the shortest movement 

principle (Minimality), the principle of Greed, the principle of Procrastinate, the principle of 

1 For a review of the proposed principles and their general properties the reader is referred to Roberts (1997). 
2 Apart from principles, UG contains parameters of cross-linguistic variation, see section 2.3. l 
3 The logical problem is in fact a leamability problem, which has variously been termed 'Plato's problem', 

'Chomsky's problem', 'Gold's problem', 'Baker's paradox' or the 'poverty of the stimulus' paradox. 
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Least Effort, the principle of Full Interpretation, the principle of Minimize Chain Links, etc. 

(Chomsky 1995). The structure-building principles in this theory are Merge (i.e. form 

constituent) and Move. They are viewed as derivational operations universal in all natural 

languages. Additionally, the principle of feature checking provides a motivation for structure 

building, which results in language variation (see section 2.3.3). 

2. 2. 2 Universal constraints 

Mention must be made of Optimality Theory (OT) which was created in the early I 990s 

(Prince and Smolensky 1993). OT was well poised to solve some of the problems the 

standard PPT approach was facing at the turn of the decade. As Archangel i (I 997) points 

out, towards the end of 1980s, the standard generative theory failed to deliver some of the 

expectations presented for it. There was a lack of much awaited theoretical simplification in 

the way syntactic and phonological representations were assumed to be constrained. For 

instance, syntactic representations required ever-expanding syntactic structures with 

increasing numbers of empty categories. More and more parameters were proposed to 

account for cross-linguistic variation. Even more crucially, principles assumed inviolable 

frequently turned out in need of qualification and needed peculiar in-built restrictions. Speas 

(1997) strongly argues that all principles proposed by the PPT, and even the economy-based 

principles in the MP are in fact violable. 

These trends have conspired to lead to a new conception of grammatical structure and 

language acquisition in Optimality Theory. OT has been widely used in the area of 

phonology, but studies on syntactic description and acquisition of syntax within this 

framework have also started to appear (Beckman et al 1995, Archangeli and Langendoen 

1997, Barbosa et al 1998, Dekkers et al to appear).4 

In Optimality Theory, instead of principles, constraints have been proposed as universals of 

human languages. Constraints however, unlike principles, are seen as inherently violable. OT 

works in the following way: for a syntactic phenomenon, say wh-movement or null-subjects, 

variation among languages is accounted for by identifying instances of the same 

phenomenon cross-linguistically and proposing a universal set of constraints (called CON). 
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This universal set of constraints is assumed to be present in all languages, but particular 

languages obey each constraint to various degrees. Children are born with the knowledge of 

the possible (universal) set of constraints. The child's task is seen as setting up the particular 

constraint hierarchy the target language instantiates. Thus the proposed constraints, although 

present at the initial state, acquire different status in various mature languages during the 

course of language acquisition. Being violable, constraints can be violated by any language. 

In this sense, constraints constitute both the universals as well as the properties along which 

languages can vary (when violated). 

In OT the candidates made possible by the universal set of constraints are in competition 

with each other. The optimal candidate is the one that satisfies the highest ranked constraint 

in a given language. This is the winner candidate that gets spelt out. The number of the 

violations of the lower candidates is immaterial in OT. The most crucial information lies in 

the highest ranked constraint; other lower-ranked constraints are therefore lost to view. The 

number of violations of each constraint in a language is important only in setting up a 

particular language's "dominance hierarchy", the order of constraints determined by 

harmonic candidates (Tesar and Smolensky 1998). Tesar and Smolensky state: 'Optimality 

Theory recognises a relative distinction between more- or less-violation of a constraint, but 

an absolute quantitative measure of degree of constraint violation'. This results in a situation 

where gradience in grammaticality cannot be accounted for, only the sharp distinction 

between grammaticality vs. ungrammaticality (Pesetsky 1997). This shortcoming would 

make the OT framework less interesting had there not been recent attempts to incorporate 

gradient acceptability in the OT conception of grammar, too. We shall review these attempts 

in section 2.7.4 as they will bear direct relevance for our study. 

2.3 Cross-linguistic variation 

Having reviewed the ways different theories construe universal principles of human 

languages, we will outline how they in turn explain the apparent diversity of human 

languages. In this section we shall point to the parametric differences between our two 

languages under scrutiny: English and Hungarian. This will serve as a precursor to the 

detailed crosslinguistic analysis of the two languages in Chapter 4. 

4 One of the many reasons, apart from the more immediate ones mentioned above in the text, that OT has achieved 
such widespread application is that it has a lively electronic publications archive. The URL of the archive is 
http://mccs.rutgers.edu/roa.html 
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If there were only language universals underlying the languages of the world, all humans 

would be expected to speak the same language, i.e. a language with the same underlying 

system, even though the vocabulary items might still be different. That this is not the case 

has to be explained by a theory of language variation. 

2. 3. 1 Parameters of variation 

Standard PPT, as its name suggests, is a theory of principles as well as parameters of the 

architecture of natural languages. Parameters are posited to account for the diversity of 

languages. In standard PPT, these parameters are understood as the dimensions along which 

the principles of UG are allowed to vary. Parameters are generally thought to have binary 

values (yes/no choices) (Chomsky 1986) although some parameters have been proposed with 

more than two values (e.g. see the five values of the governing category parameter proposed 

by Wexler and Manzini 1987, Manzini and Wexler 1987)5. 

Standard PPT uses the comparative method to contrast various languages and find systematic 

differences between them. If a difference seems to be general and systematic enough cross

linguistically, languages are classified according to some proposed division. The established 

differences are then used to posit parametric differences. After this, investigations usually 

ensue to see whether there are subclasses within each type thus established. Thus, languages 

can be classified into nested categories along which they differ from one another6
• 

Some of the parameters that have been proposed in standard PPT to account for cross

linguistic variation are the following: 

• the head-parameter 

• the word order (head direction) parameter 

• the pro-drop (null subject) parameter 

• the wh-movement parameter 

• the verb-raising parameter 

5 However, it has been argued in the Iearnability literature that binary parameters significantly reduce the learning 
task for the child (Clark 1992, Berwick and Niyogi 1993, Gibson and Wexler 1994, Frank and Kapur 1996, inter 
alia). 

6 For an excellent account of the comparative method within PPT see Roberts (1997). 
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• the presence vs. absence of morphological marking of nouns and determiners 

• the possible verb second (V2) parameter7 

Individual languages are assumed to instantiate one of the options of each of these 

parameters. There are nested categories within some of these parameters, and some of them 

are interrelated with each other. 

One of the major attractions of this view of parametric variation lies in the way it is able to 

account for seemingly unrelated phenomena within a linguistic system. Setting a parameter 

to a particular value has far-reaching consequences for the whole grammar. This is manifest 

in the cluster effect observed in the process of language acquisition (see section 2.5. I). 

It is important to note that this account of cross-linguistic variation yields itself naturally to 

explanations of diachronic change. As we shall see in section 2.4. I, synchronic parametric 

variation obtaining among languages can be employed to explain diachronic changes within 

a particular language. 

2. 3. 2 Functional parameterisation 

In this section we review the view of parametric variation adopted in the MP: the Functional 

Parameterisation Hypothesis whose conception in fact predates the MP (Borer 1984, Emonds 

I 985). The minimalist framework has retained the basic notion of parametric differences 

among languages; however, the conception of the location and contents of the parametric 

differences has radically changed. Instead of construction-specific parametric rules (such as 

wh-movement, V2, verb-movement, etc.), the MP sees the location of parametric variation 

solely in the properties of functional categories (Borer I 984, Pollock I 989, Ouhalla I 99 I, 

Chomsky I 99 I). Functional categories are the elements with grammatical properties in the 

sentence: they carry information about number, gender, person, case, tense, agreement, 

finiteness, etc. Lexical categories, on the other hand, have descriptive content and comprise 

nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and prepositions. The functional/lexical dichotomy has 

been recognised for a long time in theoretical linguistics in the sense of a division between 

functors and content words (for a historical review see Joseph I 992, I 997). The Functional 

7 The reader is referred to Roberts ( 1997) for a detailed account of these proposed parameters. 
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Parameterisation Hypothesis has exploited this dichotomy by according functional elements 

pride of place in accounting for cross-linguistic variation (Emonds 1985, Ouhalla 1991, etc.). 

2.3.3 Grammatical features 

In the Functional Parameterisation Hypothesis adopted in the MP, functional categories as 

well as lexical categories have grammatical features. Features play a crucial role in 

morphological and syntactic processes. Cross-linguistic parameterisation results from the 

difference in the types and strength of the features of functional categories for Spell-out, i.e. 

the point where the derivation gets 'spelt out'. Syntactic movement and morphological 

mechanisms are motivated by feature strength: [+strong] features require movement for the 

purpose of feature checking before Spell-out, whereas [-strong] or weak features do not 

require movement as they are not checked before Spell-Out only at LF. Thus strong features 

result in deviations from the unmarked underlying order in the sentence, which has been 

assumed to be the SVO order since Kayne's (1994) proposal.8 

Apart from feature strength, further cross-linguistic differences are located in the 

phonological properties of features and feature-complexes for the PF output. In other words, 

there are further cross-linguistic differences in the actual shape of the morphological 

elements. 

Grammatical features are subdivided into a further division (Chomsky 1995:277). Therefore, 

the distinction between features is assumed to hold along two properties: [+/-strong] as well 

as[+/- interpretable]. 

Interpretable features have semantic content and so contribute to determining meaning at 

LF. These are 

• ct> (phi)-features9 of nominals, 

• categorial features (whether an element is a D, V or N, or whether a verb is in the 

perfective or progressive aspect), 

• head features of the functional categories T, C and D (with the exception of Agr) and 

8 About the role offeature strength in detennining markedness, see section 2.8.2. 
9 

Phi-(cp) features are person, number and gender features that can be carried by nouns, verbs and adjectives. 
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• semantic features, such as [ +wh ], [ +t], [+neg], etc. 

These interpretable features cannot be deleted/erased in a derivation; i.e. they have to stay 

visible to the computation, as they need to be interpreted at LF. However, they need to be 

checked by another element before Spell-Out if they are strong. For example, the Q feature 

in interrogative sentences is strong in English, and since it is an interpretable feature, it must 

be eliminated by movement of an element with a [+wh] feature (another interpretable 

feature). The [+wh] feature of a wh-element will then check the strong Q feature in an 

interrogative sentence. In a language where Q is weak, on the other hand, the wh-element 

with the [ +wh] feature can stay in situ since the weak feature of Q does not need to be 

checked before Spell-Out (Chomsky 1995:291 ). This will yield a language such as Chinese 

or Japanese, where sentences equivalent to the English John gave which book to Mary? are 

possible and necessary. The same applies to the [+t] feature carried by an element that is 

emphasised or focused. If a language has a strong F feature, a constituent with the [ +f] 

feature will raise to check off the strong F feature in a focused sentence. This is what 

happens in Hungarian, Finnish, Greek, Turkish, Standard Arabic, etc. (E.Kiss 1995). 

However, if a language lacks a strong F feature, the focused elements will stay in situ and 

other devices, such as stress assignment or morphological marking of some kind, will be 

employed. English belongs to this latter type of language. 

The other class of features is uninterpretable. The features belonging to this class have no 

semantic content and so they do not contribute to meaning at LF. The uninterpretable 

features include 

• <f> (phi)-features of verbs and adjectives 10
, 

• the functional head features of Agr, 

• phonological features, 

• Case features of nominals and 

• the Case assigning features of V and T. 

These are the purely formal features. Uninterpretable features must be eliminated at LF 

following the principle of Full Interpretation, as they cannot be interpreted at LF. This is 

done by obligatory feature checking and consequent elimination. Once checked, 

10 The phi features of V and A are carried essentially by the agreement inflections on the verb or predicative 
adjective. 
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uninterpretable features are erased/eliminated, as they have to be non-visible to the 

computation. As Chomsky (1995:280) puts it, 'a [-Interpretable] feature is "frozen in place" 

when it is checked, Case being the prototype'. 

In summary, language variation is accounted for in the MP by the strength of grammatical 

features of functional categories. The computational system and the set of functional and 

substantive lexical categories are assumed to be universal, variation is assumed to arise from 

the feature specifications of these categories. Each item carries a head-feature, a specifier

feature, and a complement-feature. Specifier and complement features (as well as those head 

features which have no semantic content) are uninterpretable, thus have to be checked and 

erased (Radford 1997: 170-215). 

2.4 Language change 

The process of language change will be considered in this section with the aim of pointing 

out the insights it can provide into the processes of (first and second) language acquisition. 

In particular, the notion of competing grammars will be emphasised as a major force of both 

language change and acquisition. We shall also argue that the role of the input in the 

diachronic development of languages is just as crucial as it is in language acquisition. 

Ultimately, our claim will be that adult second language acquisition in particular is 

fundamentally reliant on the nature of the evidence available to the learners. 

In current linguistic theories the focus of research into language change is to find the reasons 

for the successive stages of a particular language under change. Within this research the 

issue of gradual vs. abrupt change has been addressed along with the nature of the 

triggering experience. 

2. 4. 1 Parametric change 

It is a rather uncontroversial fact that languages are dynamic systems in a state of constant 

flux (Larsen-Freeman 1997). In PPT language change within a single linguistic system is 

accounted for by parameter resetting (Lightfoot 1991 ). In the MP language change is 

conceptualised as change in the strength of grammatical features (interpretable or 

noninterpretable). For example, changes in verb movement are seen as the result of a shift in 

the strength of the verb's grammatical features. During the period of Middle English the 
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verb-movement properties of English changed. According to the minimalist analysis, in 

Early Modern English in the era of Shakespeare (around 1600), finite verbs carried strong 

agreement features, i.e. strong person/number specifier-features. In Standard Modern English 

the same finite verbs are seen to carry weak agreement features (Pollock 1989, Radford 

1997:224-225, 308). Therefore some of the sentences taken from Shakespeare's plays would 

not be currently used in the following form: 

(l) Came you from the church? (Tranio, Taming of the Shrew, III.ii) 

(2) Wrong I mine enemies? (Brutus, Julius Ceasar, IV.ii) 

(3) I doubt not of your wisdom (Mark Anthony, Julius Ceasar, III.i) 

(4) Knows he not your voice? (First Lord, All's Well that Ends Well, IV.i) 

(5) What sayst thou? (Olivia, Twelfth Night, III.iv) 

(6) Who knows not that? (Curtis, Taming of the Shrew, IV.i) 

2.4.2 Causes of/anguage change 

The reasons for language change can be manifold: either internally driven or brought about 

by external factors such as language contact ensuing from migration, invasion etc. In the 

case of an internally driven change some factor causes the language system to become 

unstable. This might happen when the evidence for a parameter becomes less robust (i.e. not 

frequent and salient enough) or the parameter setting for a particular construction is 

ambiguous (i.e. two conflicting parameter values can account for a single construction) 

(Clark and Roberts 1993). 

As a result of non-robust or ambiguous data, innovations are created in the grammatical 

system. It is conceivable that even one individual can create an innovation (through language 

contact or as a result of a shift in their internal grammar due to the nature of the evidence 

they get) hence altering the triggering input for new acquirers. Children take on board 

innovations during the process of language acquisition. That is, the grammar children create 

will be crucially influenced by the weakest points in an unstable target language system. This 

way, members of the new generation will start to distinguish the innovation in the possible 

parameter settings in their grammar. As more and more speakers acquire the innovative 

form, the old value gradually loses its categorical, definitive status. When the old generation 

that favoured the old setting finally dies out and a subsequent generation wholly embraces 

the new setting, parameter resetting can be said to be complete. 
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2.4.3 Gradual change vs. restructuring 

Lightfoot (1991) argues that language change in the form of parameter resetting is chaotic 

and catastrophic. It is catastrophic in the sense that gradual changes in lexical specifications, 

changes affecting the frequency of occurrence of triggering experiences, and changes in the 

makeup of the language community might all lead to abrupt changes of parameter resetting. 

On the other hand, language change is chaotic in a sense that small disturbances or 

perturbations in a linguistic system cause disturbances in other parts of the system. Thus 

language is an eternally dynamic system without a steady state or a state of equilibrium (see 

also the same argument Larsen-Freeman 1997 for second language systems). 

Lightfoot (1991) further points out with respect to child language acquisition and language 

change that the chaotic dynamism of the linguistic system sometimes leads to a random and 

unpredictable restructuring which brings about the cluster effect characteristic of abrupt 

catastrophic changes. The size of the disturbances and their relative frequency will determine 

the criticality/instability of the system (see Klein 1986 for the instability and criticality of 

rules in second language grammars). 

We would like to argue that the instability of a linguistic system is reflected in the proportion 

of speakers who favour one value over the other. The fewer native speakers use a 

construction type as compared to an alternative construction representing a new parametric 

value, the more vulnerable the language system at that point will become. A child learner 

faced with a totally unstable/critical system in this sense (i.e. 50 percent of the population 

preferring one and 50 percent of the population preferring the other alternative) will be 

forced to have recourse to self-organisation of their grammatical representations (Bak and 

Chen 1991) or pathological learning in Clark and Robert's (1993) sense. In other words, if 

the composition of the native speaker population changes so much that the frequency of the 

triggering experience they provide for children changes to a critical extent, the situation may 

give rise to an abrupt restructuring of the entire system in the children's grammatical 

representations. Again, language change, or rather adoption of a new parameter, is supposed 

to happen when the new value is categorically favoured over the old one by a generation of 

children acquiring the target language. 
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As an example of an innovation that entered the English language, Lightfoot ( 1991, 1995) 

mentions the emergence of the periphrastic do in the 15th century. It first occurred in the 

early I 400s and its occurrence steadily increased from this time. The sharpest increase 

happened between 1475-1550 (Lightfoot 1995:45) and this served to eliminate the 

previously widespread V-to-I movement in English (see section 2.4.1 ). This process ranged 

between 1440 and I 600. This innovation in the system of English along with the earlier, 

gradual loss of rich inflections which was complete by 1400 and the item-by-item reanalysis 

of modal verbs as elements base-generated in I, resulted in a loss of full V2 in English. What 

remained in English is a residual V2 system, which is restricted to specific syntactic 

environments (i.e. only when [+wh] or [+neg] element appears in C0
) and with only specific 

verbal items (i.e. dummy do, have, be and the modal auxiliaries) appearing in C0
• As we 

shall see, this fact is directly relevant to our study on the acquisition of Hungarian by 

English speakers. 

It is worthwhile to point out at this junction that morphological changes usually happen 

gradually as a result of an item-by-item reanalysis, sometimes ranging over several hundreds 

of years (such as, for instance, the loss of gender marking, subjunctive mood, or rich 

morphological marking in English). These gradual changes are then followed by abrupt, 

catastrophic across-the-board shifts resulting in parameter resetting. The process of 

parameter resetting usually takes the shape of an S-curve and entails clusters of changes in 

other parts of the system. In the next section we review different types of linguistic change. 

2.4.4 The shapes of change 

A very useful taxonomy of different change patterns has been offered in Elman et al (1996). 

In fact, the taxonomy is used in the explanations for any type of development (of both 

cognitive faculties and motor skills) within the connectionist framework, not only linguistic 

change. What is interesting in this approach is that the patterns of growth are shown to be 

described as a result of a mathematical function inherent within the system. 

The shapes of change discussed by Elman et al (1996) are classified along three nested 

dimensions: linearity (linear vs. non-linear), direction (monotonic vs. non-monotonic, i.e. 

progressing in one direction only vs. changing in direction) and continuity (continuous vs. 

discontinuous). They discuss five possible shapes of change: 
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1. linear monotonic (steady increase/decrease of a property) 

2. non-linear monotonic with linear dynamics (exponential rate of growth, the 'burst' 

pattern) 

3. non-linear monotonic with non-linear dynamics (the S-curve) 

4. non-monotonic (improvement + decline pattern followed by subsequent improvement 

again, showing the U-shaped curve) 

5. truly discontinuous change (sudden restructuring). 

Linear monotonic change has been observed in the process of the steady loss of gender 

marking in English (Lightfoot 1991 ). Of the five shapes of change, the S-curve is the most 

characteristic pattern found in language change. The S-curve describes a period of steady 

growth followed by a rapid arrest to the rate of change. In the latter part the growth slows 

down dramatically and even stops ultimately, creating a state of 'asymptote'. Syntactic 

change, similarly to sound change, follows an S-curve (Bailey I 973a, 1973b) as exemplified 

by the change in the syntactic category of present-day English modals (Lightfoot 1991) and 

the development of periphrastic do (Kroch 1989). A similar change pattern has been argued 

to happen in the regularisation process of irregular verbs in English and the loss of inflection 

on modals (Lightfoot 1991) (see section 2.4.3 above). 

Truly discontinuous change, i.e. sudden restructuring, is assumed to happen as a result of 

parameter (re)setting. As we saw above, parametric change brings about a cascade effect in 

the whole language system, exhibiting changes in clusters of seemingly unrelated 

phenomena. This kind of abrupt change, i.e. restructuring of the entire system, is not only 

common during the process of language change (Kroch 1989) but also in LI acquisition (e.g. 

Clahsen 1988) and L2 acquisition (e.g. McLaughlin 1990). 

Diachronic language change and developmental language change exhibit similar types of 

shifting patterns, such as the S-curve and discontinuous change. In addition, LI language 

development exhibits burst patterns, such as the vocabulary burst in children between the 

ages of 2 and 5 years. Also, children's language development is said to often exhibit the U

shaped curve. The U-shaped curve is assumed to be the result of learning by analogy. 

Learning by analogy results in overgeneralizations. This is followed by a subsequent 

recovery from the overgeneralization once the correct target rule has been hypothesised (see 

e.g. Pinker 1984 for the account of over-generalised past tense marking in English children, 
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such as 'goed'). In the next section we look at language acquisition in more detail. Now we 

return to the mechanisms of linguistic change. 

2.4. 5 Competing grammars 

As we saw in sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4, the process of parameter resetting does not happen 

from one generation to the next. It is usually preceded by an extended, gradual process. It has 

been observed that there is always a period (sometimes spanning hundreds of years) when 

two parameter settings coexist with each other and there is grammatical competition within 

two values (Kroch 1989)11
• Why does grammar competition come about and how does it 

determine the make-up of the linguistic system? These are questions which are pertinent to 

our study, so we shall explore them in more detail. 

2. 4. 6 Optionality in language change 

The studies on parameter resetting in footnote 11 propose that language change occurs as 

optional forms come to exist within the grammatical system of a language. The alternative 

form may enter as a result of externally or internally driven factors, as outlined in section 

2.4.2. Crucially, these optional forms may enter into competition with each other even within 

an individual's grammar (Santorini 1992). Pintzuk (1998) argues that some specific text, 

such as Beowulf or other prose texts from Old English, can exhibit two variants of a word 

order at the same time, the older OV and the new VO order. Thus Pintzuk's data support the 

argument for the existence of two systems within an individual speaker. This precludes the 

possibility that variation is solely a social phenomenon within a speech community with sub

dialects represented by separate groups of individual speakers. Kroch (1989, 1998) also 

argues that two variants can exist within a speaker's competence thus creating a type of 

diglossia within the same individual. This is what he calls the double base hypothesis (for 

more details see below in section 2.4. 7). 

The point of controversy in this position is whether the two representations exist within the 

same grammar, or whether they belong to two separate grammars held by the same person. 

11 Grammar competition has been seen to be the driving force of parameter resetting in Old English (Pintzuk 1993, 
1995, 1996, 1998), Middle English (Kroch 1989, 1998, Kroch and Taylor 1997), Old French (Kroch 1989), 
Middle French (see papers in Battye and Roberts 1995), Early Yiddish (Santorini 1992, 1995), and Indo-European 
(Kiparsky 1995). Grammatical competition during the course of language change has also been investigated for 
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The controversy originates in a sharp distinction made by Chomsky (I 986) between E

language and I-language. Chomsky has categorically distinguished E-language phenomena 

from the internalised system of individual speakers, i.e. I-language. According to him, !

language is a perfect system; it cannot contain two parallel grammars as parameters are 

supposed to be mutually exclusive within the same grammar. 

Kroch (I 989) and Lightfoot (I 99 I) on the other hand argue that the process of language 

change is not a fact of grammar but a fact of language use 12
• The study of language use is the 

study of the choices that people make among alternative forms. However, the development 

of these alternative forms is a fact of grammar. Thus, E-language phenomena may effect the 

I-language of a speech community and vice versa (for a strong defence of this point see 

Battye and Roberts I 995). 

Cook (1991, 1992, 1996) has argued for the latter position for syntactic representations (i.e. 

the possession of multiple grammatical representations) held by multilingual speakers whose 

languages constitute different settings of the same parameter. In what follows we shall 

present empirical evidence for the double base hypothesis. 

2.4. 7 The double-base hypothesis 

Kroch (1989) argues for a double-base hypothesis during language change when one form is 

replacing another, such as in English loss of V2 properties, see section 2.4.3. The double 

base hypothesis has been exemplified by Santorini's work on Early Yiddish subordinate 

clauses (Santorini 1992, 1995). She shows that during a period of Early Yiddish, individual 

speakers had both an older Intl-final and a new Intl-medial grammar in subordinate clauses. 

This is exemplified here by two subordinate clauses taken, crucially, from the same text: 

(7) vas er zeyn tag fun zeynm r. gilernt hat 

what he his day from his rabbi learned has 

'what he learned from his rabbi in his day' 

(from Preface to Shir ha-shirim, 1579) (Santorini 1995:60, example (I I ).c) 

Middle Spanish (Fontana 1993 quoted in Pintzuk 1995), Ancient Greek (Taylor 1994 quoted in Pintzuk 1995) and 
Old Portuguese (Ribeiro 1995). 

12 Kroch draws attention to 'the underlying competence extended to the discourse level' (Prince 1988) in cases of 
variation in use where grammatical options are determined by features of extra-sentential context. 
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(8) dz der mensh git erst oyf in di hikh 

that the human goes first up in the height 

'that people first grow in height' 

(from Preface to Shir ha-shirim, 1579) (Santorini 1995:61, example (12).a) 

This optionality ultimately resulted in a parametric change whereby Yiddish became a 

symmetric V2 language; that is, it started to exhibit obligatory verb second phenomena in 

both main and subordinate clauses 13
• The following examples of Modern Yiddish main and 

subordinate clauses are from Santorini (1995:54) showing a symmetric V2 structure: 

(9) Oyfn veg vet dos yingl zen a kats 

on-the way will the boy see a cat 

(10) ... oyb oyfn veg vet dos yingl zen a kats 

... whether on-the way will the boy see a cat 

Pintzuk's (1993, 1995, 1996, 1998) work illustrates a similar competition between Intl

medial (i.e. Intl-initial) and Intl-final constructions in Old English 14
• According to the 

evidence of her empirical investigations, both structures co-existed and entered into 

competition with each other during both the Old and Middle English periods, and the 

innovating VO structure finally won out by the end of the Middle English period. The 

following evidence of competing grammars are cited from Old English in Pintzuk (1998): 

(11) & woldon hig utdragan 

and (they) would them out-drag 

' ... and they would drag them out' (Pintzuk 1998:2, example (7).a) 

(12) he wolde adrrefan ut anne repeling 

he would drive out a prince 

' ... he would drive out a prince ... ' (Pintzuk 1998:2, example (7).b) 

13 In this respect, Yiddish has undergone changes directly opposite to those characterising English and French. Both 
English and French have lost V2 in their main clauses and exhibit V2 only in residual form (Platzack I 995). 

14 She incidentally argues against the standard view of word order change in English held by van Kemenade (I 987) 
and Lightfoot (1991), i.e. the view that the change from OV to VO happened in an abrupt manner. 
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Both Santorini and Pintzuk's evidence bears witness to competing grammars within the same 

linguistic system during the period of language change. The double-base hypothesis is based 

on the assumption that children and adults are able to construct more than one grammatical 

systems from the primary data. Santorini ( 1992) agrees with Kroch ( 1989) in that this ability 

is independently and incontrovertibly evidenced in multilingualism, diglossia and intra

sentential code switching. Children's mental representations during syntactic change are 

similar to bilingual's me.ntal representations, as well as those of adult learners of a second 

language (Santorini 1992:619). This idea is echoed in Cook's (1991, 1992, 1993, 1996) 

concept of multicompetence. Multicompetence is argued to be the state of mind of bilingual 

and multilingual adults. A more thorough account of multicompetence as it relates to second 

language acquisition is given in Chapter 3. 

2.5 Language acquisition 

2. 5. 1 Parameter setting 

As was proposed originally by Chomsky ( 1981, 1986), the fields of generative linguistic 

theory and language acquisition are intimately related through their shared research 

questions. The double objective of the generative research agenda consists of (I) the attempt 

to describe the properties of native speakers' tacit knowledge of their language and (2) the 

parallel endeavour to answer the question of how this knowledge comes to be acquired by 

children. The PPT/MP tries to satisfy both these requirements in that parameters are seen not 

only as properties along which languages vary cross-linguistically, but they are also 

supposed to account for developmental language change, i.e. the interim grammars children 

(and adult learners) create during the process of language acquisition. Acquisition is 

therefore seen as a task of parameter setting by the child who is exposed to the target 

language and parameter resetting or activation by the adult learner whose first language is 

already in place (see Chapter 3). 

As we have already outlined, the child is supposed to be born with an innate knowledge of 

UG principles as well as prespecified parametric options. This inborn knowledge constitutes 

the initial state of language acquisition, S0 . The child's acquisition task is therefore reduced 

to identifying the specific parametric values the ambient language instantiates, i.e. the FCs 

and their feature specifications in the TL. 
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Traditionally, there have been at least three arguments for the parameter setting view of 

language acquisition. All of them are connected to the nature of the input children receive, 

i.e. the triggering evidence. One of the arguments is the Iearnability argument that we have 

outlined in section 2.2.1. This poverty of the stimulus argument concerns the fact that 

children acquiring their language do not receive, or if they do, misinterpret, negative 

evidence. Thus information about the grammaticality of evidence children receive is not 

forthcoming or not used appropriately (Brown and Hanlon 1970, Marcus 1993). The next 

argument relates to the noisiness of the input. This argument points out that children not only 

do not receive information about grammaticality but they are exposed to noisy data. Noisy 

data can be ungrammatical, ambiguous or incomplete. First, children receive ungrammatical 

data in the sense of grammatical mistakes, false starts, slips of the tongue, etc. (see Chomsky 

1965, but cf. Newport, Gleitman and Gleitman 1977 who argue that the input children 

receive consists of short but grammatical sentences). Also, children are frequently exposed 

to ambiguous and therefore misleading data as to the correct parameter value of their target 

language (Truscott and Wexler 1989, Weissenborn 1992). A third argument concerns the 

fact that children are never exposed to the totality of the language system they are to 

internalise. In other words, the input to language acquisition is incomplete and the child has 

to glean the underlying system from an incomplete amount of data (Hornstein and Lightfoot 

1981, Chomsky 1986). We shall see in Chapter 3 that the same learnability problem 

characterises L2 acquisition where the effects of insufficient input are even more detrimental 

for successful acquisition of the TL. 

As Roberts ( 1997) points out, the above arguments point to a correlation between the 

richness of the final state (Ss) and the amount of information we are led to attribute to the 

initial state (S0 ). That is, the more complex and noisy the mature grammar and the smaller 

the amount of evidence available to the child, the more knowledge we are compelled to 

impute to the child. The argument is that without imputing prespecified knowledge of UG to 

the child before they are exposed to any language data, the process of language acquisition 

by children is simply not explainable, given the conditions under which it takes place. 

Since parameters are seen as interrelated (Marantz 1995, Roberts 1997) and each parameter 

is supposed to be responsible for a number of superficially unrelated properties in the 

language, setting a parameter value has consequences for the entire grammatical system. 

This is what has been known as the 'cluster-effect' or 'cascade effect' of setting a single 

parameter (see sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.3 above). This view of language acquisition certainly 
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has considerable explanatory force. However, on a cautionary note, Meisel ( 1995: 12) argues 

that the explanatory power of parameters is lost if clusters cannot be unanimously 

identified 15, and if parameters refer to individual properties of grammars only. To keep its 

explanatory appeal, parameter theory clearly needs to be constrained and the precise nature 

and number of parameters need to be clarified. 

One of the unresolved questions in this view of language acquisition concerns the nature of 

the initial state, and the other the nature of the triggering experience that forces parameter 

setting. In the next sections we highlight these two questions briefly. 

2. 5. 2 The L 1 initial state 

The first question which relates to the initial state of the grammar is, in fact, a question 

concerning what exactly the prespecified UG should be seen to contain. It is unanimously 

accepted among generativists that the initial state, i.e. UG, constitutes the core principles of 

language design. It is more controversial, however, whether, and if so, in what way, 

parametric options are also part of the initial state that constrains the LI grammar building. 

What parametric options are provided initially for the child is still an open issue. Do 

parameters initially appear with both/all their values accessible simultaneously? This is the 

continuity approach according to which all parameters are present with both/all their values. 

They are each to be eliminated in the face of positive evidence, except for the TL parameter 

and its value. In fact, it is important to note that this view of parameter setting works by 

assuming the availability and use of indirect negative evidence (Lebeaux 1988: l 79ff, 1990, 

Meisel 1995)16? As an alternative to the 'all-present' view, it has been proposed that 

parameters have a pre-set (default) value which needs to be changed when evidence to the 

contrary is forthcoming and noticed (Hyams 1986)? This latter scenario would entail a 

markedness relationship between each of the parameter values which does not exist in the 

case of non-nested but disjoint parameter values. The nature of the initial state in L 1 

acquisition is still a question of debate. In second language acquisition a parallel debate has 

recently emerged, which we shall review in Chapter 3. 

15 As, for example, in the case of the pro-drop parameter, where it has been called into question whether free 
inversion of subject and verb and the that-trace effect is part of the cluster of properties (Jaeggli and Safir 1989). 

16 To support this position on the initial state, it has been argued (Valian 1990) that all the parameter values need to 
be available to children in order for them to be able to parse the incoming input. 
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2. 5. 3 Hypothesis testing vs. triggering 

The other question that still awaits an answer is the nature of the input based on which 

language acquisition is supposed to proceed. The parameter setting account of language 

acquisition has employed two models to explain acquisition by the child: hypothesis testing 

and triggering (Atkinson 1992). Hypothesis testing assumes a creative process undertaken by 

the child's language acquisition device (LAD) (Brown 1973). In this view, the language 

learner is seen to take an active part in the grammar creating process by a trial and error 

process. The second model, triggering, places the onus of the task of acquisition on the 

evidence the child is exposed to and not the innate powers of the learning device. Both of the 

models assume that the principles and mechanisms of UG guide learning. However, 

triggering is thought to be more superior to traditional hypothesis-testing models, since it is 

simple, mechanical, predicts a more uniform developmental path across learners and is more 

reliable in leading the learner to the correct grammar (Carroll 1989, Fodor 1998, cf. Bley

Vroman 1986 for hypothesis-testing in second language acquisition). However, there are 

some unresolved issues around the idea of triggering, too. Let us look at these with an eye to 

explicate the role of the nature of the input on the basis of which the learner has to proceed 

during acquisition. 

2. 5. 4 The nature of the input 

As we saw in section 2.4.2, Lightfoot (1991) has argued that the triggering data need to be 

simple and robust for parameter setting to take place. By simplicity he assumes that the 

triggering evidence needs to contain simple main clauses. He calls this requirement 'degree 0 

learnability'. In his investigations of the acquisition of the V2 parameter, he concedes that 

the degree 0 triggering input needs to be complemented by the initial part of subordinate 

clauses as well (Lightfoot 1 991 ). This is called 'degree 1 Iearnability'. Under the 

requirement of robustness, Lightfoot subsumes the double requirements of salient and 

frequent data readily available to the child, a requirement noted by Clark and Roberts (1993) 

as well. These are the definitions we shall also adopt for simple and robust data. 

Although there is a general consensus about the necessity of readily available robust data for 

parameter setting to take place, there is no precise theory of triggers to date in the literature. 
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Researchers have not been able to identify the exact nature and quantity of the required 

triggering evidence on the basis of which LI parameter setting is to take place. It is most 

likely that different parts of the linguistic system require different and varying amounts of 

triggering data. 

Roberts ( 1997) has proposed that if we had a fully developed theory of parameters, all the 

child would be required to do is find out the target language's parametric bar-code in terms 

of the values for the yes/no binary choices for parameters. Since parameters are interrelated 

by implicational relationships among and within them, this would render the task of 

language acquisition much simpler and more efficient. However, Turkel (I 994b) has argued 

that the number of interrelated parameters should be restricted to two, otherwise the 

acquisition process is paralysed by lack of relevant evidence available for the learner. 

The impasse between these two positions on the required number of interrelated parameters 

can be avoided if we assume that children are conservative learners. This idea has been 

addressed in various disguises in the literature. We shall review some of the proposals with a 

view to contemplating whether the same conservatism can be assumed for adult second 

language learners. 

In the learnability literature, acquisition is seen as a failure-driven process, involving small, 

greedy steps, when a datum of the input cannot be accounted for by the current grammar. 

The Single Value Constraint of Clark (1992) constrains successive hypotheses made by the 

learner to differ only in the setting of one parameter, thus conservatism on the part of the 

child is guaranteed. The greediness of steps is manifest in the Greediness Constraint of 

Gibson and Wexler (1994), which requires that every step a learner takes must lead to an 

improvement in the system. Although this constraint does not guarantee the non-existence of 

the phenomenon of backsliding (or U-shaped curves, see section 2.4.4), it minimises its 

occurrence. Turkel (1994b) points out, however, that even if acquisition is viewed as taking a 

series of successive small, greedy steps, as assumed by Clark and Gibson and Wexler, the 

process can lead the learner to hypothesising grammars from which there is no way out (no 

positive evidence that can disconfirm the wrong hypothesis). This is usually the result of 

mis-triggering parameters by several types of data in the learner's input. These data are 

usually insufficiently simple or robust (frequent and salient). It has been argued that such 

mis-triggering can happen as a result of: 
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• ungrammatical input (Grodzinsky 1989, Kapur 1994), such as Want your lunch now? 

Raining hard, etc. in the parental input. 

• well-formed but exceptional constructions (Truscott and Wexler 1989, Weissenborn 

1992, Fodor 1994) Exceptional constructions are such as I'm gonna make me a sandwich, 

Sit you down, Let's go to the zoo and similar constructions which constitute exceptions to 

the binding principles. Also exceptional constructions are the discourse-conditioned null 

subjects in otherwise [-pro-drop] languages, such as English and German: Got up at 6 and 

went to the market. 

• ambiguous input (Clark 1992, Gibson and Wexler 1994). Ambiguous input contains 

sentences such as You saw WHAT?, I don't know how, You know what?, Tell you what, 

which lead the child to hypothesise the wrong parameter setting. 

• input with borderline grammaticality, such as ?? Arel?? Is John or his parents here? or 

I, who the FBI thinks *aml*is an anarchist, will doubtless be there. 

Misleading input such as the above ones can lead the learner to end up in situations called 

traps (Turkel 1994b) from which there is no positive evidence to escape. In other words, 

when the learner is led to fall into one of these traps, positive evidence that might persuade 

them to entertain an alternative hypothesis might simply not be available. These traps have 

been variously termed local maxima (Gibson and Wexler 1994, Bertolo 1995, Clark 1992), 

oscillators or pendulum (Randall 1990, 1992, Turkel 1994b ). 

So how do we account for the fact that children manage to avoid traps and finally converge 

on mature representations? There have been several proposals for the avoidance of traps. 

Traps can be avoided by assuming an initial default setting of parameters, such as taking [

V2] (Gibson and Wexler 1994) or pro-drop (Hyams 1986) as the unmarked, default value. 

Alternatively, traps can be avoided by assuming parameter ordering as a result of maturation 

(such as word order parameters followed by the V2 parameter) (see Borer and Wexler 1987). 

As a third potion, it has been argued that more relevant triggering data in the input might 

cause the learner to avoid local maxima. This can comprise degree 1 data, such as embedded 

clauses, imperatives, separable prefixes, intonation, or contextual/situational cues for the 

correct setting of V2 (Gibson and Wexler 1994:439). In another proposal, the learner is 

assumed to ignore ambiguous data and learn from unambiguous input only, thus 

guaranteeing that the child does not enter these traps (Fodor 1998). Also, certain formal 

relationships, such as the subset-superset relationship between parameters or between 

parameter values can lead to traps. To avoid these, the Subset Condition has been 
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hypothesised to hold between parameters and parameter values (Berwick 1985), which 

ensures that the child hypothesises the most restricted and smallest possible grammar 

compatible with the data. These proposals all assume that the child is a conservative learner 

and thus convergence on the TL is guaranteed. We shall se that the same cannot be held for 

the adult second language learner. The adult learner has been found to be trapped in 

situations where positive evidence does not seem to be sufficient or sufficiently salient to 

disconfirm wrong hypotheses. This leads us to argue that the adult learner is different from 

the child learner in that the mechanisms which guarantee conservative learning are missing 

in L2A. 

2. 5. 5 Feature strength setting 

As we saw above in section 2.3.3, parametric differences are seen in the MP as differences in 

the feature specification of functional categories. Indeed, in this theory, language acquisition 

is seen not as parameter setting but as feature-strength setting. The questions still unsolved 

include the exact number of functional categories and their universality across languages as 

well as the problem of the triggering experience and the markedness problem characteristic 

of the PPT approach (see section 2.8 below). 

Acquisition in the MP is seen as the result of lexical learning, i.e. discovering the feature 

properties of lexical items. Ouhalla (l 992b) has pointed out that there are three types of 

lexicon: the UG lexicon, the mental lexicon and the grammatical lexicon. The UG lexicon is 

seen as the set of (abstract) functional categories, which is "part of the genetic blueprint 

which constrains human languages" (Ouhalla 1992b:9). The mental lexicon in this division 

consists of abstract predetermined concepts. It characterises the human cognitive system 

independently of UG or the linguistic module. The grammatical lexicon consists of the actual 

lexical representations for both abstract functional elements and abstract concepts. Thus 

acquisition involves specifying the values of the UG-lexicon (the functional categories and 

their feature values) and building up the grammatical lexicon through lexical learning from 

the PLO. 
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2. 5. 6 Acquisition of [+I-interpretable] features 

Radford (1997: 183) hypothesises that interpretable features which have semantic content are 

acquired more easily than uninterpretable features which do not. He reminds us that child 

English and children with specific language impairment (SLI) have been shown to exhibit 

similar problems most of which can be traced to lack of specification for functional 

categories, resulting in "telegraphic speech" (Radford 1990). In the case of speakers with 

SLI, it has been shown that impaired access to functional categories is a more permanent 

phenomenon than in normally developing children (Guilfoyle and Noonan 1992, Ouhalla 

1992b). 17 

Radford (1997) suggests that in creole studies the simplified morphology is a result of the 

survival of only interpretable features. Thus the fact that in Jamaican creole personal 

pronouns do not inflect for case and verbs do not have agreement-based inflections would 

receive a principled account. He cites some examples from Jamaican creole after Bailey 

(1966): 

(13) Mi/Im/Dem a rait 

me/him/them are write 

'I am/(S)he is/They are writing' (Radford 1997:183) 

(14) Dem en si we 

them been see we 

'They saw us' (Radford 1997:204) 

Radford's hypothesis predicts that the tense feature (which is an interpretable feature) will be 

acquired before agreement features and plural marking on nominals will be acquired earlier 

than case marking on nominals (cf. Radford 1997:183). Both of these predictions seem to be 

partially born out in studies on child and adult SLI speakers (Gopnik 1990, Gopnik and 

Crago 1991, Bishop 1994, Rice, Wexler and Cleave 1995, Leonard 1995, Ullman and 

Gopnik 1994 ). The problem with these studies is that they do not systematically compare 

error rates between the 3rd person singular and past tense marking, or the plural marker and 

the case-morphology of nominal elements. Also, both in creoles and SLI data the problems 

17 See section 3.2.2.2 in Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion ofSLI cases. 
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with tense marking seem to co-exist with variable agreement marking. Gopnik (I 994) 

suggests that the explanation might lie somewhere else in the case of speakers with SLI. He 

argues that the invariable plural marker -s and past tense marker -ed are used by SLI 

speakers by application of a conscious rule. On the contrary, the more variable agreement 

inflections show a higher error rate as they are stored in associative memory as unanalysed 

lexical units and are randomly inserted in the sentences (see also Ouhalla I 992b). However, 

a study on a Greek child with SLI by Tsimpli and Stavrakaki (to appear) shows that 

interpretable features are indeed less impaired than non-interpretable features in the 

determiner system. 

It is probably more revealing to look for evidence for the difference in the ease of acquisition 

of interpretable and non-interpretable features in a language with a variable word order due 

to some functional category, such as the V2 structures in Germanic languages. In Swedish 

SLI children it has been observed by Hansson and Nettelbladt (I 995) that those children who 

had problems with the V2 word order (producing incorrect *V3 orders) were the ones who 

had more problems with verb-inflection and the provision of obligatory subject pronoun. 

Hyams (I 992) has also pointed out that there is a correlation between pro-drop, word order, 

and verbal morphology in normally developing children. These studies raise more questions 

about the differential learnability hypothesis than they answer: although correlated, is 

acquisition of V2 word order easier than acquisition of verbal inflections? 

2.6 Variability 

In this section we need to distinguish between variability which is a performance 

phenomenon and optionality which characterises underlying competence. Variation in 

performance has been extensively described in Labov's sociolinguistic studies of native 

speaker performance (Labov 1972). Two parallel models have been proposed in non-primary 

language acquisition, the capability continuum of Tarone (1988) and the variable 

competence model of Ellis (1985, 1989). These models state the existence of variable rules 

based on varying linguistic and situational contexts, and, crucially, the amount of attention 

directed to the form rather than the content of the utterance. However, variation at the level 

of competence can be argued to obtain regardless of the amount of attention paid to form by 

the speaker. In the next sections we argue that this kind of variation is a characteristic of the 

underlying grammar, not a feature of the performance system. Thus we reserve the term 

optionality for the syntax internal phenomenon. Optionality in representations involve 
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alternative representations for the same structure or alternative surface forms for a string 

with the same LF interpretation. In this thesis we categorically distinguish optionality from 

variability which term we wish to reserve for performance. 

2. 7 Optionality 

As we saw in sections 2.3 and 2.4, languages vary cross-linguistically and individual 

languages evolve all the time. This type of variation occurs at the competence level. In 

addition, as we saw in section 2.6 above, there is variability at the performance level. 

It was argued that variation at the competence level is brought about by competition between 

two parameters or constraints. The phenomenon of optionality at the competence level merits 

a more detailed discussion, as it is arguably present in both mature languages (steady state 

stable optionality, see section 2. 7 .1.1) and the inter language of children and second language 

learners (developmental optionality, see section 2.7.2) (see Wexler 1994 for cases of optional 

infinitives in L 1 acquisition; for cases of optional representations in the second language 

grammar see e.g. Eubank 1993/1994, Eubank 1996, Eubank et al 1997, Eubank and Grace 

1996, 1998, Vainikka and Young-Scholten 1994, 1996, 1998a, 1998b, Beck 1998, Millier 

1998, Hulk 1991, 1996, etc.). 

2. 7. 1 Genuine optionality 

As briefly outlined in Chapter 1, current theoretical advances in the Minimalist Program do 

not allow for syntactic optionality. Among the arguments prohibiting optional 

representations from syntax the basic one made by Chomsky ( 1995) is the assumption that 

language is a 'perfect system'. This assumption is necessary in order to relieve the 

computational system (CHL) of any unnecessary burden in the form of computational cost 

and enable it to deal with the interpretation of LF information only. Interpretation at LF is 

assumed to be universal therefore it does not present extra computational cost. 

Chomsky has hypothesised that language is a perfect system but only as far as the 

computational component is concerned. Outputs at the PF level, however, can be less than 

perfect. Displacement of an element from where it receives its LF interpretation is seen as a 

deviation from the underlying 'deep structure' obtaining at LF. Deviations from the norm are 
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brought about by the operation Move. Move displaces elements from their base position as 

the result of fulfilment of morphological requirements of strong features. In Chomsky's 

(1995:317) words these deviations from the LF order of elements constitute the 

"imperfections" in the design of natural languages: 

The most casual inspection of output conditions reveals that items commonly appear 
"displaced" from the position in which the interpretation they receive is otherwise 
represented at the LF interface. [ ... ] 

Among the reasons for displacement, Chomsky (1995:317) singles out the following: 

Speculations about [the reason why natural languages have displacement] invoked 
considerations of language use: facilitation of parsing on certain assumptions, the 
separation of theme-rheme structures from base-determined semantic (8) relations, and 
so on. Such speculations involve "extraneous" conditions of the kind discussed earlier, 
conditions imposed on CHL by the ways it interacts with external systems. That is where 
we would hope the source of "imperfections" would lie, on minimalist assumptions. 

On another occasion when he contemplates the sources of "imperfections" in language, 

Chomsky (1995:9) includes PF variation within the imperfections: 

How "perfect" is language? One expects "imperfections" in morphological-formal 
features of the lexicon and aspects of language induced by conditions at the A-P 
interface, at least. 

In order to ensure that the computational system is least burdened with extra cost, principles 

of linguistic structure are supposed to be invariant in the Minimalist Program. In addition, 

parameters are assumed to be exclusive in that they are seen as having binary values, i.e. [ +/

strong], [+/-interpretable]. A particular language is assumed to instantiate only one of the 

values of a parameter. This is an assumption inherited from earlier conceptions of a 

homogenous language community without any parametric variation within it. 

The third argument involves the exclusive nature of the Move operation in the MP. Elements 

do not move unless forced by morphological requirements. Principles of economy must be 

adhered to, so that all the computation should be seen to deal with is the imperfections 

caused by strong feature values, which constitute deviation from the norm. Movement is 

possible and necessary only if morphologically motivated, thus movement that is possible 
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but not necessary (truly optional movement) is theoretically excluded from the operations of 

the computational system. 18 

2. 7 .1.1 Steady state optionality 

Despite the above theoretical arguments against stable optionality in native grammars (i.e. 

alternative structures with the same LF interpretation), in this section we shall list the cases 

where optional forms have been argued to exist in a language. It is a well known fact that 

optionality exists in French wh-placement (Haegeman 1994, Roberts 1997): 

( 15) Qui as tu vu? I Tu as vu qui? 

who have you seen I you have seen who 

'Who have you seen?' 

( 16) Quelle fille a-t-il embrassee? I II a embrassee quelle fille? 

which girl has he kissed? I he has kissed which girl? 

'Which girl has he kissed?' 

Sorace (1993) argues that auxiliary selection under the syntactic mechanism of restructuring 

is optional, allowing both Non ha potuto venire and Non e potuta venire to be correct. Stable 

optionality has also been argued to exist in the presence or absence of English 

complementizers in relative clauses and complements (Pesetsky 1997): 

(17) a. the person whom Mary invited to the party 

b. the person that Mary invited to the party 

c. the person Mary invited to the party 

(18) a. Mary thinks Peter is hungry 

b. Mary thinks that Peter is hungry. 

Optionality exists in constructions with singular/plural concord, alternating word order in 

imperatives, negative concord and demonstratives in Belfast English (Henry 1995): 

18 However, recently some attempts have been made within the Minimalist Program to integrate optionality. 
Petti ward ( 1997) accounts for optionality within syntax by the differential timing of movement. 
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( 19) The eggs are I is cracked. 

(20) You sit down. I Sit you down. 

(21) I have(n't) seen nobody. I I haven't seen anybody. 

(22) I like those I them shoes. Those I Them look good. 

Scrambling and passive in Japanese and extraposition and heavy NP shift in English are also 

argued to be optional movements by Fukui (I 993). He argues that a movement is optional if 

it does not violate the language-specific value of a parameter, i.e. the head-direction 

parameter. Thus in Japanese since scrambling and passive use leftward movement of an 

object and hence follow the head-final property of Japanese, they constitute optional 

movement types: 

Scrambling 

(23) a. John-ga sono-hon-o katta (koto ). 

Passive 

John-NOM that-book-ACC bought (the-fact-that) 

'John bought that book.' 

b. Sono-hon-o John-ga katta (koto). 

'John bought that book.' 

(24) a. (Mary-ni) John(-ga) nagur-rare-ta (koto ). 

Mary-by John-NOM hit-PASSIVE-PAST 

'John was hit (by Mary).' 

b. John-ga (Mary-ni) nagur-rare-ta (koto ). 

'John was hit (by Mary).' 

Similarly, in English rightward movement is argued to be optional, hence extraposition and 

heavy NP shift can optionally apply: 

Extraposition 

(25) a. I read a review of John's book last week. 

b. I read a review last week of John's book. 

Heavy NP shift 

(26) a. They brought the beautiful pink dress into my room. 

b. They brought into my room the beautiful pink dress. 
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In Muxi (1995) it is argued that with 3rc1 person direct object clitics, participial agreement is 

optional in Catalan: 

(27) Les he vist I vistes 

them-Fem-pl have-lsg seen I seen-Fem-pl 

'I have seen them.' 

(28) Ja l'he escrit/ esrita 

already it-Fem-sg have-Jsg written I written-Fem-sg 

'I have already written it.' 

As we have established in section 2.4.6, genuine optionality in mature grammars exists 

during language change when one form is replacing another (Krech I 989, I 998, Santorini 

I 992, I 995, Pintzuk I 993, I 995, 1996, I 998, Muxf I 995, etc.). In this case it is assumed that 

both alternatives enjoy the same preference by native speakers. However, it was also argued 

that genuine optionality is only a temporary phenomenon since natural languages strive for 

economy and elimination of redundancy (Chomsky I 993). Over time, optionality is usually 

reduced either by categorisation or reanalysis. Categorisation is the process when one of the 

alternatives loses its grammatical status in the language. Such categorisation happened in the 

almost complete loss of V2 in English (Lightfoot I 991 ). Reanalysis happened in the case of 

Agr when it acquired a weak feature instead of the old strong feature leading to loss of main 

verb raising (Radford I 997). Note that both of these changes involved elimination of strong 

morphological requirements in English. 

The strife for elimination of redundancy leads to the adaptation of the most economical 

grammar, as Clark and Roberts (I 993) have shown. When the positive evidence upon which 

parameter setting is to proceed is ambiguous, in a sense that it is compatible with a number 

of different and conflicting parameter settings (grammars), the learner's fitness metric, 

regardless of frequency of input, will not be able to decide on the correct parameter value. 

Clark and Roberts argue that in due course the learner's grammar building process will be 

forced to turn on 'itself. Relying on its own structure it will opt for the most economical 

grammar in the present system, thus resolving optionality in a 'pathological' manner, i.e. 

without external pressure. The process of categorisation usually takes a considerable amount 

of time. We witnessed the large time-scale in section 2.4.3 with respect to the loss of V2 in 
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English. Arguably, this process has still not run its course, thus there is no total loss of Y2 in 

English, as there is still what is called a residual V2 in this language. Also, the loss of strong 

Agr features is still in process in possessive have. This is evident in the existence of 

alternative constructions Have you any sheep? and Do you have any sheep? in some dialects 

of English (see Radford 1997). 

Apart from categorisation and reanalysis, genuine optionality can be reduced by semantic 

differentiation. Constructions that still look optional on the surface may acquire different 

pragmatic/semantic values. Thus scrambling in German can be regarded as merely quasi

optional as it produces different LF representations (Langer 1995). Adverb-placement in 

French infinitives (Pearce 1995) as well as pro-drop and subject placement in Romance 

(Grimshaw and Samek-Lodovici I 995, 1998 and Adger 1996) are only apparently optional 

in the same sense. We shall review quasi-optional constructions in section 2.7.2 below. 

2. 7. 2 Pseudo-optionality 

Let us see a selection of studies that claim that genuine syntactic optionality does not exist, 

but is a result of different semantic/discourse interpretations. This is what Adger (I 996) 

claims for the varying placement of Italian subjects. He argues that Italian speakers use a 

subsystem of their linguistic competence to assign distinct interpretations by constructing 

different discourse contexts to apparently optional syntactic variants. Thus the postverbal 

subject acquires a different reading shown in the English translation: 

(29) Tre leoni sono scappati. 

three lions be-Jp escape-pp-Jp 

'Three of the lions have escaped.' 

(30) Sono scappati tre leoni. 

be-Jp escape-pp-Jp three lions 

'Three lions have escaped.' 

Grimshaw and Samek-Lodovici (1995, 1998) show that the referential pro-drop in Italian ha 

cantato is not optional, but it is obligatorily required wherever the subject is referring to the 
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discourse topic and impossible whenever it is not. Subject inversion affects foci and is also 

obligatory. Thus neither construction is optional in the next examples: 

(3 I ) Ha cantato. 

(She/He) has sung. 

(32) Ha cantato Gianni. 

JOHN has sung. 

Similar ideas are explored in Langer (1995) who shows that scrambling in the German 

Mittelfeld is actually not optional, but results in different interpretations. Scrambling is in 

fact an obligatory movement in the case of weak pronouns, rendering them defocused. 

However, definite DPs can be both interpreted as defocused or focused due to their position 

in the Mittelfeld: 

(33) a. lch habe dem Hund DEN KNOCHEN gegeben. 

I have the-DAT dog the-ACC bone given 

'I gave the dog THE BONE.' 

b. lch habe den Knochen DEM HUND gegeben. 

'I gave the bone to THE DOG.' 

(34) a. Der Mann trocknete dem Kind DIE TRA.NEN. 

(35) 

the man dried t he-DAT child the-ACC tears 

'The man dried the child's TEARS.' 

b. Der Mann trocknete die Tranen DEM KIND. 

'The man dried the tears of THE CHILD.' 

a. Der Mann setzte das Kind DER GEFAHR aus. 

the man exposed the-A CC child the-DAT danger particle 

'Tthe man exposed the child to DANGER.' 

b. Der Mann setzte der Gefahr DAS KIND aus. 

'The man exposed THE CHILD to danger.' 

Langer (1995) cites optional constructions in English, however, he asserts that they are used 

with different interpretations: 
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(36) a. He looked up the number. 

b. He looked the number up. 

(37) a. He gave the book to the man. 

b. He gave the man the book. 

(38) a. This is Chomsky's latest article. 

b. This is the latest article by Chomsky. 

Similarly, Pearce (1995) argues that verb-movement in French infinitives is not optional. 

Contrary to Pollock's (1989) analysis, Pearce shows that speakers do not arbitrarily choose 

between the French equivalents of 'to appear often sad is ... ' and 'to often appear sad is ... ', 

but their choice is determined by the semantics of the adverb. When it precedes the 

infinitive, it is more strongly focused and thus makes the construction more marked (Pearce 

1995:33). Thus adverbs receive differing interpretations in different (apparently optional) 

positions by speakers in the examples below, with the adverb in (39)b. being more strongly 

focused: 

(39) a. Paraitre souvent triste n'est pas bon pour la sante. 

to appear often sad is not good for the health 

b. Souvent paraitre triste n'est pas bon pour la sante. 

often to appear sad is not good for the health 

'To appear often sad is not good for your health.' 

All of these studies argue that there is in fact no competition between two alternatives as 

they have different discourse interpretations. 

2. 7.3 Developmental optionality 

Optionality in interlanguage grammars is a well-attested phenomenon both in L 1 and L2 

acquisition (see e.g. Wexler 1994, Henry 1998, Henry et al 1998, White 1990/1991, 1991, 

l 992a, Eubank 1993/1994, 1994, Robertson 1996, Robertson and Sorace in press etc.). In 
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this section we shall deal with developmental optionality as present in LI acquisition. The 

discussion of optionality in L2 will be delayed until Chapter 3. 

Developmental optionality is a common phenomenon in child language. It is expected, since 

developing languages are by definition unstable, permeable, and in a constant flux of change 

(Adjemian I 976). Optionality is the result of hypothesis testing in the sense that old 

hypotheses turn out to be inadequate when new language data are encountered that cannot be 

parsed. Creation of a new hypothesis, however, does not automatically eliminate the old rule; 

thus two competing grammars are expected to operate during the time of developmental 

change. Therefore, optionality allowed by UG in native mature grammars during the time of 

language change (section 2.4.5) also characterises developing grammars. In fact, 

developmental optionality may be the major characteristic feature of grammars under 

construction. Similar grammar-competition exists in language acquisition as in diachronic 

language change. 

Optionality has been extensively investigated in the literature on child language. Wexler 

(1994) has drawn attention to the so-called optional infinitive phase (01) in child language. 

He hypothesised that the 01 phase during which tensed and infinitive main verbs are in free 

variation is the result of the optional presence of the Tense category in the child's grammar 19
• 

Children in the 01 phase produce forms such as the following taken from Brown (1973): 

(40) a. Cromer come on Wednesday. 

b. Fraser comes on Saturday. 

The 01 stage has been observed in French children (Pierce 1992) and German children 

(Poeppel and Wexler 1993). These data confirm Wexler's hypothesis. In French verbs that 

appear before the negative marker pas are inflected and verbs that appear after pas are in the 

infinitive and carry the infinitive marker -er. In German the same phenomenon happens, 

finite verbs appear in V2 position, non-finite verbs stay in sentence final position. These 

languages with richer morphology than English present clearer evidence for the 01 stage, 

since in English the bare stem of the verb and the infinitive form are indistinguishable. 

19 Wexler (1994) entertains the possibility of an underspecified Tense category in which the[+/-] features are absent. 
However, since child language in the Ol phase completely lacks elements which would be indicators of the[+] 
feature, such as English to, German zu, French a, de, etc., he opts for the missing Tense hypothesis instead. 
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Hyams (1996) and Wexler (to appear) argue that the children's deficit in the 01 phase is not 

only morphological but is rooted in a more comprehensive deficit in the interpretative/ 

pragmatic abilities. Hyams (1996) argues that both the categories 1 and D are underspecified 

which results in optional specificity in these categories. This would account for the optional 

use of pronominal subjects, root infinitives as well as determiners and free object 

scrambling. 

As a third explanation for· the 01 phase, Rizzi (1993/1994, 1994) proposes a truncation 

hypothesis to account for the appearance of root infinitives in child language. Children 

between the ages of 2;0 and 2;6 optionally project functional categories. This is due to the 

lack of a principle "CP = root" in child grammars. Vainikka (1993/1994) has argued that 

clauses with nominative subjects are IPs (such as I seed you produced by Nina, 2; 1 .15), 

whereas clauses with oblique objects are VPs (e.g. me ate outside produced by the same 

child at the same recording session). Radford (1995a, 1996b) also argues that children start 

out with a VP (the pre-functional telegraphic stage) and when they first acquire an extended 

projection above VP, they only optionally project it. He argues for a structure-building 

account of child acquisition along which the superstructure of functional categories is 

acquired as a response to positive data from the target language. These are just some of the 

hypotheses that attempt to explain the optional infinitive stage in child first language 

development. 

In the next section we shall look at a very unique property of optional representations, 

namely gradience. It refers to the fact that not both of the alternatives in an optional 

construction are usually accepted to the same extent: one is preferred more to the other. 

2. 7.4 Gradient optionality 

So far we have seen that free variation in the computational system is theoretically 

prohibited within the MP. On the other hand, in OT optionality at the competence level is 

possible and has received several analyses. In addition, the phenomenon of gradient 

optionality has received a considerable amount of attention within the OT framework. In 

what follows we briefly review these. 
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In the standard OT framework (Tesar and Smolensky 1998), equally ranked constraints can 

lead to optionality as two candidates emerge as optimal in free variation. Equally ranked 

constraints result from a tie between two competing constraints.20 This scenario is very rare, 

since as Hayes (1997) points out, 'in realistically large grammars it is likely that some. 

constraint deep down within the hierarchy will discriminate between the free variants, 

wiping out free variation' (Hayes 1997: 15, fn.10). Ties are usually resolved by a lower 

ranked constraint (Archangeli & Langendoen 1997: 15). If there is no lower ranked constraint 

that can decide between the two outputs, or in case the lower ranked constraints have 

mutually cancelled each other out, no single optimal output can emerge. 

Instead of equal ranking of constraints as envisaged in the standard framework, Hayes 

( 1997) proposes that optional outputs are the result of free ranking of constraints, where 

'each variant outcome is obtained by fixing the free ranking in a particular way' (Hayes 

1997:15). In other proposals free variation has been explained variable ranking of constraints 

which is very similar to free constraint ranking (Pesetsky 1997, Boersma 1997). 

Additionally, Hayes (1997) suggests that apart from a free ranking of constraints, constraints 

have strictness bands and fringes. Let us see all three proposals in more detail. 

Pesetsky ( 1997) accounts for the optional presence or absence of the complementizer that in 

English relative clauses by the tied ranking of two constraints: TELEGRAPH (a constr?int 

which prohibits pronunciation of function words) and LEITEDGE(CP) (a constraint which 

requires that the first leftmost pronounced word in CP must be the complementizer). These 

two constraints are variable in their rankings. The particular ranking will determine whether 

the complementizer that gets spelt out or not. 

Boersma (1997) accounts for the alteration between [anpa] and [ampa] in the pronunciation 

of Dutch speakers by also assuming variable ranking of two constraints. His model, 

however, contributes to the understanding of optionality by casting light on the issue of 

gradient optionality (see also Sorace 1996b, 1998). It is well known that optionality is very 

rarely 'free', the ideal 50%-50% distribution between the alternating options is extremely 

rare, except perhaps, as we argued in section 2.4.5, in the case of language change, when one 

form is replacing another. Boersma ( 1997:2) suggests that we should interpret the standard 

OT idea of equal ranking in a probabilistic manner if we are to account for the gradient 

20 Equally ranked constraints come about as one constraint acquires the same value as another as a result of either 
violation or satisfaction of a higher ranked constraint. 
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nature of optionality. It is conceivable that one form of the optional pair may occur in 80% 

and the other only in 20% of the cases. This would account for the strength of preference 

between the two alternatives. 

The strength of the preference for one form over the other is likely to differ between 

different neighbouring dialects (a point hinted at in Turkel 1994a and Pesetsky 1997 as well). 

In addition, the strength of preference will also vary between speakers of the same dialect 

and even within the same speaker over the course of time. 

Complementing Boersma's (1997, 1998) proposal, Hayes (1997) presents another 

modification of the standard OT framework. Analysing the variable distribution of light and 

dark allophones of Ill in American English, he proposes that constraints can not only be 

mutually ranked in the traditional OT sense, but actually possess a value for strictness on a 

continuous scale. Some individual constraints vary in strictness, thus their variable ranking 

on the continuous strictness scale yields a strictness band. Hence some constraints not only 

vary in strictness among each other, but can vary around their own strictness value as well. 

Where the strictness bands of two constraints fail to overlap, the bandwidth is vacuous: one 

of the constraints clearly outranks the other resulting in categorical judgements. However, if 

the strictness bands for two conflicting constraints overlap, optionality ensues. The relative 

frequency of output forms will depend on how many times one of the conflicting constraints 

wins out by receiving a slightly higher selection point for the strictness value within the 

strictness band. 

Hayes ( 1997) accounts for gradient optionality by proposing that the upper and lower limits 

of strictness bands are not firmly delimited in some cases, resulting in variable limits. These 

unfixed limits constitute the fringes of strictness bands21
• Hayes denotes the fringes with the 

traditional well-formedness diacritics such as the commonly-used markers for less than 

grammatical sentences, that is *?, ?, ??. If a selection point for the strictness value of a 

constraint is made within the fringe, the output will emerge with a degree of ill-formedness, 

i.e. marginality or ungrammaticality. This is what we called borderline cases in 

grammaticality in section 2.5.4. 

Hayes conjectures that the fringes of strictness bands 'arise as part of the acquisition process, 

in cases where the input data do not suffice to establish firmly what the upper or lower 
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bounds of a constraint's strictness bands are' (Hayes 1997: 18, my italics). Firm categorical 

judgements result when UG principles dictate an outcome or where the ambient data is 

sufficiently robust22
• Gradient judgements emerge if no principle of UG forces the outcome 

and the data are not sufficient. This can happen either when 

• relevant data occur in massive free variation with further varying realisations for each 

alternant (like the light and dark /I/ investigated in Hayes' paper) 

• relevant data occur with extreme sparseness (such as deverbal -able adjectives created 

from verbs, like obfuscate ~ ?obfuscable) 

• or speakers are exposed to highly unusual sentences that are unlikely to occur naturally, 

typically created by syntacticians to test a proposed constraint or rule (such as 

subjacency or long extraction). 

Thus Hayes (1997) convincingly argues that gradient well-formedness is the residue of the 

influence of sparse or uninformative data. If we assume that children are incremental 

learners (taking conservatively modest steps, see section 2.5.4), the rise of gradient well

formedness can only be accounted for by the suggestion that the learner does not get 

sufficient data to eliminate the fringes that it set up as tentative hypotheses. This is usually 

the consequence of the availability of only sparse, uninformative, or downright misleading 

data. 

The issue of gradient optionality leads to considerations of markedness. Preference for one 

alternative over the other indicates that one is the unmarked and the other the marked option 

of the two. In the next section we shall discuss the issue of markedness. 

2.8 Markedness 

Markedness is a term that has been widely used to define any asymmetry within a system of 

oppositions (Battistella 1995, 1996). 

Despite the differences in the notions and definitions of markedness, there are some common 

trends in the conception of the marked/unmarked dichotomy. The marked item, construction, 

21 Note that fringes are also a band with a range that defines bandwidth. 
22 See the connection regarding the emphasis on robust data with Lightfoot (1991) and Clark and Roberts (1993), 

although what Hayes defines as a robust rule means a rule without any exceptions (Hayes 1997:27). 
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or rule is seen as the more constrained one, having a focusing characteristic, a marked 

property that delimits or specifies it. It is the special, the exceptional, or unusual part of the 

marked/unmarked pair. The unmarked element, on the other hand, is taken as the norm, the 

natural, universal element, usually the simple and common alternative which is the less 

informative, less conceptually complex, more basic, familiar, prototypical and the more 

frequent of the two. 

2. 8. 1 Typological markedness 

In research on language typology (Greenberg 1966, Comrie 1989, Croft 1990), markedness 

plays a major part in the discovery of implicational universals. In this conception, the 

presence of a marked option implies the presence of its unmarked counterpart. With the help 

of implicational universals it is possible to make predictions about language development 

and language change. Marked structures in the adult language tend to be later acquired by 

children. On the other hand, unmarked structures are retained in neutralisation and language 

attrition, are lost later in aphasia, tend to be more stable historically and are acquired earlier 

by children, as observed by Jakobson (1941 /1968). Jakobson made the claim th~t 

crosslinguistic distribution and developmental priority are both related to the same 

markedness values. The more widely distributed features would be acquired earlier than the 

less widely distributed features across languages. 

2. 8. 2 Markedness and leamability in UG 

As opposed to the conception of markedness in the typological work, markedness in the PPT 

is not connected with the cross-linguistic frequency, regularity or productivity of an element, 

construction or rule, but with the learnability of language. Therefore markedness has a 

theory-internal definition espoused by Chomsky (1981) in that the elements of the core 

grammar are taken to be unmarked in a sense that they do not need special external evidence 

from the target language. Marked elements are part of the periphery and need to be learnt. 

The learning of marked elements necessarily requires positive evidence from the input. 

Later, the question arose in the literature on markedness and learnability as to whether the 

core can contain marked and unmarked parameters, or whether the core consists of purely 

unmarked parameters and all the marked parameters with other idiosyncrasies of a particular 
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language are confined to the periphery, as was thought earlier. Chomsky (1986) seems to be 

of the former opinion, namely that the core contains both unmarked and marked categories. 

He makes the following three-way distinction: distinction between core and periphery, 

markedness within the core, and markedness within the periphery. Markedness within the 

core means that certain parameter values are assumed by learners as default, thus they 

represent the unmarked value (Hyams 1986). Other core options may be considered marked 

to a lesser or grater degree23
• However, Chomsky ( 1986) also pointed out that unmarked 

default parameter settings might not be acquired earliest, as certain other factors, such as 

maturation and frequency in the input may intervene. Thus it is possible that marked 

parameter settings show up earlier if they have more robust (frequent and salient) 

manifestation in the input the learner is exposed to. 

The question of markedness has received a more unified account in the Minimalist Program. 

As we have already suggested above in section 2. 7 .1, in the MP structures that adhere to the 

economy principles are unmarked, as they require the least computational cost. There is a 

preference for LF (covert) operations over pre-Spell out (overt) syntactic movements. This 

preference is the outcome of the principles of Procrastinate and Greed. Also, there is a 

requirement for rules not to apply unless deemed necessary as a result of the principle of 

Last Resort. If a structure goes against these general principles, it is seen as more costly for 

the derivation and representations and is therefore more marked. In this version of the 

theory, Chomsky ( 1991, 1993, 1995) questions the possibility of the markedness of 

parameters since parameters are seen as residing in the numbers and feature specifications of 

functional categories. As a result, hierarchies of accessibility within UG are not relevant in 

the MP framework (Battiste Ila 1996 :91 ). 

On the other hand, OT is in many respects a formal theory of markedness (Smolensky 1996). 

In OT, markedness implies the robustness of a given property in a given language. OT 

addresses the question of crosslinguistic as opposed to language-particular markedness by 

assuming that the same constraints are at play in all languages, but to a greater or lesser 

degree. The more common a given property cross-linguistically, the more unmarked and 

consequently the more universal it is. The less common a property among languages, the 

23 The idea that other core options can be marked to a lesser or greater degree raises the possibility of hierarchies of 
markedness, as manifested in hierarchies ofaccessibility. This idea is inherent in Jakobson's (1941/68, 1971) 
Child Language, Greenberg's (1966) Language Universals, and Keenan and Comrie' s (1977) accessibility 
hierarchies ofNPs, etc. These hierarchies of preference, ranging from default to least preferred, have been widely 
investigated in the empirical research on language acquisition and make the rationale for grammaticality 
judgements. See Chapter 5 for discussion. 
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more marked it is cross-linguistically. Extremely marked properties are found quite rarely, 

and they have minimal (or no) claims to universality. 

Again, in the OT view universals are present in each language. However, universals are 

present in languages to different degrees. Thus if an unmarked (i.e. universal) property is less 

highly valued in a particular language than in the majority of languages, it will be seen as 

marked within that language. Battistella ( 1996:91) raises the possibility that language

particular markedness values could be encoded in deviations from the unmarked constraint. 

This view of markedness, however, reduces it to a matter of distribution and ultimately to 

frequency and this way it becomes similar to the conception of markedness within the 

typological work. OT and the typological work both require the examination of successively 

more and more languages to determine the markedness value of each constraint or property 

across languages. However, the technique used to discover language universals, i.e. 

unmarked properties, constraints or rules, seems to be less efficient in OT than in the 

typological work. Implicational universals (e.g. Keenan and Comrie 1977) have a more 

efficient predictive power for acquisition (see studies on testing predictions in second 

language acquisition by Eckman 1977, Hawkins 1987, Eckman et al 1988, Gass 1979). 

2.9 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have briefly outlined how the issues of principles of linguistic 

organisation, cross-linguistic variation, change and acquisition are treated in the PPT/MP and 

some other complementary theories. This was in order to introduce the topic of concern in 

our own investigations, i.e. optionality, as well as to give a rationale for selecting the 

theoretical framework in which we wish to present and interpret our own study. 

In this thesis the PPT/MP model is used, but other theories are introduced to account for 

some of the issues the PPT/MP theory leaves unexplained. Among these are the nature of the 

trigger experience (input) as the cause for transitions between developmental stages and the 

prevalent child-adult differences we find in ultimate attainment, as well as inter- and intra

leamer variability. These issues have been partly addressed in Chapter 2 and will be further 

discussed in Chapter 3. 
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In the next chapter we outline the main issues in second language acquisition (SLA) theory. 

In chapter 4 we contrast English and Hungarian and introduce the problem of acquisition of 

Hungarian focus structures by adult English speakers in the PPT/MP framework. The 

discussion of our study will be conducted in Chapters 5 and 6 and our conclusions will be 

drawn in Chapter 7. 
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3 UG and Second Language Acquisition 

3.1 Introduction 

Principles and parameters theory has been adopted as a potential component in a theory of 

second language acquisition (L2A). Although the generativist framework itself says nothing 

directly about L2A (White 1996a), it provides a firm theoretical framework against which 

hypotheses regarding L2A can be formulated and tested (Gregg 1996). 

The main concern dominating the research agenda between the mid-1980s and mid 1990s was 

whether adult learners of a second language still have continued access to UG, something that 

has been, by necessity, assumed for L 1 learners (see Chapter 2). This has constituted the 

'access debate' among SLA researchers. A related question concerned the age at which access 

to UG was assumed to stop being available or the period when it gradually ceased to constrain 

the emerging interlanguage grammar (ILG). This area of research has crystallised in the 'age 

debate'. The third area of inquiry has been conducted into the similarities and differences 

between L 1 and L2 acquisition. Apart from the potentially different learning mechanisms as 

well as the differing age of first exposure to the target language (TL), we can expect there to 

be differences between LI and L2 learning due to the likely influence of the L2 learner's L 1. 

This issue has been addressed within the 'transfer debate'. In the following sections we shall 

provide a brief summary of these areas of discussion as they have evolved in the last 15 years 

in order to identify and circumscribe the issues our study will address. 

In section 3.5 of this chapter we shall deal with L2 development with particular reference to 

optionality, the main issue identified in our study. Specifically, we shall address the topic of 

the nature of representations at ultimate attainment. 

3.2 The access debate 

As we indicated above, the access debate dominated the research agenda between 1985 and 

1995. The debate crystallised into two extreme positions. Initially there was a sharp contrast 

between the no-access and a full-access view held by different camps. This situation could not 

be maintained for long, so several intermediate proposals were created. 
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Researchers who claimed that adult L2 learners have no access to UG in general (Clahsen and 

Muysken 1986, Clahsen 1988, Bley-Vroman 1989, Schachter 1990) argued that adult L2 

learners use different cognitive skills and learning strategies, such as general problem solving, 

distributional analysis, analogy, linear ordering24
, etc. Recent proponents of this view are 

Meisel (1997) and M ii Iler (1998) who argue that adult L2 learners of German do not use the 

hierarchical organisation of the TL but rather employ a strategy of linear ordering in creating 

their IL grammar. Another study comparing L 1 and adult L2 acquisition of word order in 

Dutch by Neeleman and W eerman (1997) has concluded that adults acquire individual 

construction-specific rules one by one, i.e. in a piecemeal fashion. This is argued to be a 

process guided by general learning strategies. Their interpretation is supported by the finding 

that L2 grammars of Dutch show a lack of clustering effect which is present in L 1 grammars. 

On the other hand, researchers who argue that adults still have access to UG do so on the 

basis of the observation that similarly to L 1 acquisition, the ILG of adult L2 learners is also 

underdetermined by the input (White 1989). In other words, the extent of the success of L2 

learning goes beyond the input even though it might not reach the same level of ultimate 

attainment as in L 1 acquisition and L2 learners may not attain a final state identical to the 

monolinguals' grammatical system. Another argument for the UG-access view is that IL 

grammars can be described within UG constraints provided a more detailed theory-internal 

analysis is rendered to the linguistic system of both the target and the interlanguage grammars 

(see e.g. du Plessis et al 1987, Schwartz and Gubala-Ryzak 1992). In what follows we review 

some studies in which the operation of principles as well as parameters of UG has been 

investigated in L2 acquisition. We shall conclude that while principles must be operative in L2 

acquisition, there is more and more evidence that parameterised aspects are not available in L2 

acquisition. 

3.2.1 Access to principles 

The original assumption was that if non-native speaker learners (NNSs) behave in a different 

way from native speakers (NSs) in production and grammaticality judgements, their grammar 

24
For instance, Clahsen and Muysken (1986) claim that L2 learners of German move non-finite elements 
rightward, an operation non-existent in natural languages as it is disallowed by UG. 
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could not be identical to that of NSs, therefore it could not be constrained by UG. Fairly 

recent papers have still espoused this view (Schachter 1996, Flynn 1996 and Epstein et al 

1996, 1998). However, other researchers argue that even if the two systems prove to be 

different, the ILG can still be constrained by UG principles. According to this argument, the 

learner might choose a possible option within UG even though the chosen option is not 

instantiated in either the L 1 or the TL (du Plessis et al 1987, Hulk 1991, White 1992a, 

Martohardjono and Gair 1993, Schwartz and Sprouse 1994, 1996, inter a/ia). The argument 

is then that IL grammars are natural grammars since they are constrained by UG. However, it 

is possible that their acquisition follows a different path from that of L 1, in other words, IL 

grammars can go through different developmental stages. Also, in the majority of cases they 

have a different end state from that of L 1 acquisition. These differences we shall argue are due 

to the different initial states characterising L 1 and L2 acquisition as well as differences in the 

nature and amount of input L 1 and L2 learners receive. In what follows we give details about 

both positions regarding the access of UG. 

As indicated above, the observable differences between the development of child L 1 and adult 

L2 grammars of the same language has engendered a lot of speculation that UG might not 

guide adult language learning. Clahsen and Muysken ( 1986) have pointed out the differences 

in the development of word order in child L 1 and adult L2 learners of German. They argue 

that child LI learners start out from an OV structure and progress through developmental 

stages which, although not target-like at points, conform to the constraints of UG at all times. 

On the contrary, adults start out from a VO structure, regardless of their first language25
• 

Consequently, in order to best approximate the target grammar, adults have to resort to a 

series of general cognitive strategies (Slobin 1985) to 'patch up' the deficiencies in the ILG 

caused by the initial default setting. L2 learners of German are said to go through the 

following stages (adapted from Clahsen and Muysken 1989:57): 

Phase I: 

Phase II: 

SVO +adverb preposing, resulting in incorrect *V3 structures: 

acht uhr ich komme zu hause 

extraposition of subject + all non-finite elements placed clause-finally, thus 

unsuccessfully attempting V2 structures: 

25 Note that Clahsen and Muysken (1986) thus argue against the transfer ofLl properties. They claim that 
adults initially hypothesise an SVO word order, led by the canonical word order strategy. This is similar to 
the default grammar proposed by Platzllck ( 1996) and Klein and Perdue ( 1997), see section 3.5. l .2. 
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Phase III: 

Phase IV: 

jetzt /iest ein buch Susanne 

AdvV +subject-verb inversion: 

gestern abend war die po/izei gekomm 

verb end in subordinate clauses: 

... wenn jetzt die papieren kommen 

Clahsen and Muysken (1986, 1989) argue that these stages are not constrained by UG but 

rather are created by the employment of general cognitive strategies, such as use of canonical 

word order, extraposition, linear ordering, and so on. Proponents of the full access view on the 

other hand have pointed out that the same learners' grammars can indeed be analysed as UG

constrained under the assumption of a different, more elaborate syntactic analysis involving an 

extra IP projection in German (du Plessis et al 1987). In response, Clahsen and Muysken 

(1989) have maintained their position that although L2 learners may have access to UG 

principles such as structure dependency, the parameterised aspects of UG are not available for 

them. Apart from the earlier word order data from child LI and adult L2 learners of German 

(Clahsen and Muysken 1986), they base their revised argument on data from acquisition of the 

inflectional paradigm and negation (see Clahsen 1988). When comparing the data from these 

three studies, substantial differences are observed between LI and L2 learners. These striking 

differences show up in the spontaneous production of learners. Clahsen and Muysken (1989) 

argue that in LI development parameter setting is indicated by the appearance of a cluster 

effect (see Chapter 2 section 2.5.1 ). Acquisition of the full inflectional paradigm is 

coterminous with subject-verb inversion, correct V2 order as well as target-like placement of 

the NEG marker nicht also seems to be part of the cluster. The authors argue that this 

relatively sudden restructuring which takes place within a period of one month is triggered by 

a simple element from the PLD. The acquisition of second person singular present declarative 

-st ending causes the child to identify the full inflectional paradigm, which leads to correct 

representation of finiteness, which in turn motivates correct verb placement in main clauses. 

Similarly, as soon as complemetizers are available in the child's lexicon, it is argued that verb 

placement in subordinate clauses becomes target-like. Clahsen and Muysken (1989) 

demonstrate that this developmental shift is not present in adult L2 acquisition. Although the 

notion of subject-verb agreement is present from the beginning of L2 development, 

establishing a morphological paradigm in an L2 is more problematic, as witnessed by random 

and sometimes incorrect use of inflections. Attainment of the full paradigm unfolds more 

graduaIIy and shows a lot of intra- and inter-learner variation. Most crucially, acquisition of 
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subject-verb agreement develops independently of the development of verb placement in main, 

subordinate and negative clauses. It is claimed that rather than appearing as part of a cluster, 

the rules are learnt piecemeal by L2 learners. Clahsen and Muysken (1989) are led to 

conclude from their observations that adults no longer have open parameters, instead they 

have only the principles of UG and the knowledge of their LI with its fixed parameters and its 

lexicon. Therefore the IL is assumed to conform to UG until the L2 input forces adjustments 

to be made to the LI-based system. However, it is argued that the adjustments are made not 

by the domain-specific linguistic module but by the general learning module, creating UG

violations. Thus, adult L2 learning is not parameter fixing as is LI acquisition, nor is it 

parameter resetting as is child L2 acquisition. The authors conclude that in adult L2 

development parameter resetting is no longer possible. The entertainment of new hypotheses 

does not lead to restructuring of the IL grammar, rather only to the addition of new rules and 

patterns in a piecemeal fashion. Thus Clahsen and Muysken (1989) argue that even when the 

outcome appears to be similar in LI and L2 acquisition, L2 attainment is only the result of 

successful 'mimicry' of native speaker performance, but certainly not the result of similar 

learning mechanisms. As we shall see, Tsimpli and Roussou ( 1991) and a number of other 

researchers recently have defended the position that ILGs are possible languages but devoid of 

the possibility of parameter resetting. 

As was demonstrated in the work by Clahsen and Muysken (1989), the strictly no-access view 

has been softened by conceding that adults still have access to the invariant principles of UG 

(see also Bley-Vroman et al 1988, Schachter 1990, 1996). Although the access debate still 

has not been resolved for want of unequivocal evidence for either position26
, it has been 

extremely useful in one respect. As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the no-access 

view can easily be invalidated if the TL and the learners' ILG receive a satisfactorily detailed 

syntactic analysis. The welcome result of the access debate is that recent L2A studies have 

been conducted based on an extremely fine and current syntactic analysis. For instance, 

Eubank ( 1992) argues for stages of L2 German in terms of AgrP and TP projections. White 

(1992a) also shows that French learners of English project both a TP and an AgrP. These 

studies use the split IP analysis of Pollock (1989). 

26 We believe it is never going to be possible to solve the UG access dilemma, since the two camps use different 
theoretical premises and assumptions. The lack of a common theoretical framework makes it impossible to 
decide which proposal is right (see proponents of each view in the text). 
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Other studies within the PPT have also analysed ILGs as natural languages, at least as far as 

adherence to the principles of UG is concerned. For instance, White (1988), Flynn (1987) and 

Martohardjono and Gair (1993) have demonstrated that L2 learners do not deviate from the 

constraints of the principles of UG27
• Recently, access to the invariant principles of UG 

during L2 acquisition has been increasingly presumed (Eubank 1995, Towell and Hawkins 

1994, White l 996a, l 996b, inter alia). However, even though UG principles are assumed to 

be operative in any language learning process, the differences between L 1 and L2 acquisition 

still remain to be explained. 

After the abandonment of the strict no-access-to-VG, the question arose whether rather than a 

wholesale loss of UG options in L2 acquisition, different components of UG might have 

different status in L2 acquisition. This engendered a wealth of positions with respect to the 

extent of UG access. Is it the case that both principles and parameters that are not instantiated 

in the L 1 are inaccessible to the L2 learner thus leading to UG violations when the L2 requires 

them (Schachter 1989, 1996)? Or is it the case that ILGs are fully constrained by UG, but 

parameters that have not been instantiated in the L 1 are unavailable to the L2 learner, hence 

where the L 1 and L2 differ, parameter resetting and activation becomes impossible in L2A 

(Bley-Vroman et al 1988)? Alternatively, do L2 learners have access to both parameters 

realised by the L 1 as well as parameters not instantiated in the L 1, thus being able to reset 

parameter values and activate new parameters (Zobl 1989, 1990, Flynn 1987, Martohardjono 

and Gair 1993)? If UG principles remain available but parameters responsible for cross

linguistic variation are not operative, what are the reasons for and the nature of the attenuation 

of access to functional categories? Are they initially missing only to be gradually instantiated 

during L2A (Vainikka and Young-Scholten 1994, 1996, l 998a, l 998b )? Or, are they subject 

to maturation during childhood and hence atrophy before the onset of adult L2 acquisition 

(Clahsen and Muysken 1986, 1989, Tsimpli and Roussou 1991, Tsimpli and Smith 1991, 

Smith and Tsimpli 1991, 1995, Smith, Tsimpli and Ouhalla 1993, Beck 1996, 1997, 1998)? 

Do all the aspects of parameterisation become the subject of critical period effects or are there 

differences within the functional module (Tsimpli l 996b, 1997, Tsimpli and Stavrakaki to 

appear)? 

27 Studies that have attempted to show that L2 grammars do exhibit 'wild' rules which are not constrained by 
UG in the sense ofGoodluck (1991) have failed to provide convincing evidence. The allegedly non-UG
constrained preposition-stranding data of Klein ( 1995) have been shown to indeed belong to UG, as this 
construction is attested in natural languages. 
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As we can see, the revised focus of investigation has allowed researchers to ask more detailed 

questions about the development and end-state of the IL grammar. There has been a concerted 

attempt at providing theory-internal explanations to facts of L2 acquisition, rather than 

merely point out the differences between L 1 and L2 acquisition, a dominant practice in the 

original access-to-UG debate (Schwartz and Eubank 1996). 

As a summary, principles are assumed to be still available to the adult learner for the building 

of the L2 grammar. There seems to be a consensus arising among researchers working within 

the generative framework that differences between L 1 and L2 acquisition may be accounted 

for by an attenuated access to parameters. The question occupying the research agenda at 

present is whether parameters are still available for L2 learners to activate and reset, and if 

they are, whether L2 learners are able to reset them. In the next section we review the 

positions taken on these issues. 

3.2.2 Access to parameters 

3 .2.2.1 L2 acquisition 

Recently, SLA theory has embraced the Functional Parameterisation Hypothesis (sect!on 

2.3 .2.) according to which functional categories (FCs) are seen as the locus of parametric 

variation. As indicated in the last section, the current controversy in UG-based L2A research 

centres on the possibility of parameter activation and resetting. More precisely, research has 

been directed towards the emergence of new FCs not realised in the L 1 grammar and changes 

in feature values of FCs differently instantiated in the L 1 (see Towell and Hawkins 1994). 

As Ratwatte (1995) has pointed out, both activation of a new FC and resetting the values of 

existing FCs entails a change in the underlying representation of the TL grammar. On the one 

hand, learners have to notice properties not present in their L 1 and work out the related 

consequences in the L2. The change in mental representations will result from the computation 

of the consequences of the newly activated FC in the IL grammar. We call this process 

activation of a new FC. On the other hand, resetting the values of existing FCs requires 

modification to existing hypotheses. Learners need to notice the discrepancies between their 

LI and L2 and adjust their underlying representations of the TL accordingly. In both cases, 
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learners need to discover the implications that the differences between L 1 and the L2 have on 

the rest of the grammar. Note that noticing new or different properties of the L2 is a crucial 

element in the process of parameter activation and resetting (see Truscott 1998 and fn. 40 

below). 

Zobl (1989, 1990) argued that although learners initially misanalyse the L2 input, they are 

eventually able to reset a parameter and activate a new functional category. He demonstrated 

that Japanese learners of English are able to activate a new FC, more precisely Agr, in their 

ILG. These learners are shown to initially misanalyse subject NPs in English as if they were 

topic/theme, based on their L 1, a topic-prominent language. The misanalysis is indicated by 

the learners' attempt to keep low referential and/or rhematic NPs out of the subject position by 

the overuse of expletives. However, it is shown that they eventually manage to activate the 

target parameter for subject-prominence. 

In contradiction to Zobl's findings, other researchers have argued that FCs are not accessible 

or are only partially accessible to the L2 learner through the LI settings. This position is 

generally termed the Failed Functional Features Hypothesis (Hawkins and Chan 1997). Bley

Vroman et al (1988) first proposed the attenuated-access-to-parameters view. Beck (in Beck, 

Eubank and Schwartz 1995, and Beck 1996, 1997, 1998) and Hawkins and Chan (1997) have 

adopted the impaired-access-to-FCs view. Tsimpli and Roussou (1991 ), Tsimpli and Smith 

(1991) and Smith and Tsimpli ( 1991 and 1995) have taken the 'attenuation' idea to its logical 

extreme, by expounding the no-access-to-FCs hypothesis. 

Tsimpli and Roussou ( 1991) postulated that the VG-lexicon, i.e. the universal set of 

functional categories, is itself subject to critical period effects. Initially, the child has all the 

options of UG; i.e. all FCs are available to chose from. Those FCs that are not instantiated in 

the LI grammar gradually disappear, leaving only the features encoded in the entries of L 1 

lexical items behind. Therefore, access to FCs becomes impossible after the end of the critical 

period. Consequently, all FCs and their feature values not instantiated in the L 1 lexical entries 

become unavailable in adult L2 acquisition. This position predicts that when the L 1 does not 

employ a functional category, instantiation of it will be impossible in the IL grammar, and 

when the L 1 and L2 functional category features differ, no feature-values can be re

established. Thus parameter activation and resetting is not possible in L2 acquisition. What 

learners are found to do instead is reanalyse the TL input in the light of the L 1 parameter 
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values. This was observed in the case of Greek learners of English who were found to 

reanalyse the English subject pronouns as agreement elements, i.e. pronominal clitics left 

adjoined to the verbs, just as non-subject-clitics are in Greek. This is confirmed by the fact 

that Greek learners of English leave out non-referential subjects, i.e. expletives, even at quite 

advanced levels. Thus, contrary to Zobl (1989, 1990)'s Japanese learners who were found to 

be able to reset the parameter of Agr, Greek learners of English appear unable to reset the Agr 

parameter. 

In Tsimpli and Smith (1991) and Smith and Tsimpli (1991 and 1995), the authors investigated 

the linguistic makeup of Christopher, a linguistic savant. Christopher, in his mid-30s, is fluent 

in some 18 languages, but is severely impaired in other cognitive areas. Tsimpli and Smith 

argue that Christopher's L2 grammars are a testimony to the no-parameter-resetting 

hypothesis, since his representations contain the English values for parameters. What he has 

managed to do, they argue, is acquire the vocabulary of these foreign languages and use them 

in a grammatical system which still retains the English parameter settings. 

In a different L2 study, Tsimpli (l 996b, 1997) has subjected the Failed Functional Features 

Hypothesis to empirical testing. While she maintains that the functional module (the UG 

lexicon) is severely impaired in L2 learners, she refines the absolute no-access-to-FCs 

hypothesis. As we saw in section 2.3.3. in Chapter 2, within the minimalist framework, 

features are divided between interpretable and non-interpretable ones. In accord with 

Radford's (1997) observation in section 2.5.5, Tsimpli's (l 996b) prediction was that non

interpretable features are more difficult to acquire than interpretable features and will show 

more optionality during development. Universally strong features (such as the Q feature in 

interrogatives) are easier to identify from the PF output as they have overt manifestations, e.g. 

through a distinct word order, a change in prosody and/or a distinct morphological realisation. 

Interpretable features, such as the [ +wh] in English or the [ +f] feature in syntactic focusing in 

languages like Hungarian and Greek, are easier and earlier acquired by children (Tsimpli 

1996a) since they can identify them from the PF output. This is shown by the early preposing 

strategy of children to place focused and wh-phrases sentence-initially for reasons of scope. 

However, preposing of operators is not accompanied by verb raising or SAi. Tsimpli (l 996a) 

calls this partial grammatica/isation. 
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Our study on child acquisition of Hungarian (reported in Appendix A) supports this 

observation. We carried out a search for all operator clauses in the files of the five Hungarian 

children in the CHILDES database and compared the results with spontaneous production of 

adult L2 learners of Hungarian. In our investigations we also found that while children and 

adult second language learners prepose elements for scope reasons, they have continued 

difficulties with the concomitant verb movement. For a detailed report of our exploratory 

study into L 1 and L2 acquisition of Hungarian verb movement in focused, negative and 

interrogative clauses we refer the reader to Appendix A. 

To explore the issue of the differential learnability problems interpretable and non

interpretable features present in L2 acquisition, let us consider a study on L2 acquisition by 

Tsimpli (l 996b see also 1997). She tested Greek learners of English on a resumptive strategy 

which is present in English wh-sentences, but not in Greek. Although her study is based on 

only percentage data, the results support her hypothesis that non-interpretable features are 

difficult or even impossible to acquire. She has found that transfer effects were present from 

the early ILG up to the very advanced stages, although learners' PF outputs managed to 

approximate the L2 to a considerable degree. Learners were found to be quicker in identifying 

the phi-features on pronouns (which are [+interpretable] features) and they managed to 

reanalyse English pronouns from a clitic status to a fully non-affixal pronoun. However, the 

phi-features on T and C (both [-interpretable] features) are not reset leading even advanced 

learners to accept ungrammatical sentences such as 

( 41) *Who do you believe that came yesterday? 

(42) *Maria knows what is the name of the doctor. 

Importantly, Tsimpli (1996b, 1997) evokes the role of the input in the distinction between the 

acquisition of interpretable and non-interpretable features. Since non-interpretable features are 

less salient than interpretable ones, they do not always bring about parameter resetting. In 

some cases they affect output representations which look like the L2 overt realisations, but do 

not have corresponding feature-specifications. Thus, morpho(phono )logical reanalysis of 

English pronouns is easier than changing the resumptive strategy in C from the Greek value 

(no that-t effect) to the English value (presence of that-t effect). 
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Beck (in Beck, Schwartz and Eubank 1995, Beck 1996, 1997 and 1998) argues that the 

capacity of adult learners to represent the strength values of V-features under functional heads 

changes with maturation. She suggests that this change is a direct result of a modified 

cognitive makeup - itself an effect of a critical period (Beck 1997 :96, see also Eubank and 

Gregg 1996, 1998). Beck thus hypothesises that the adult ILG is characterised by local 

impairment, hence the Local Impairment (LI) hypothesis. Investigating English learners of 

German, she predicts that the ILG of these learners will show gaps in the underlying 

knowledge of word order throughout development and even at advanced levels. More 

specifically, verb raising in German will be optional both in the early and in the later English

speaking learners. Note the similarity between this position and that of Tsimpli and Roussou 

(1991 ), particularly in the role accorded to a critical period in the loss of target-like 

representations of FC values. The difference between Tsimpli's (1996b, 1997) and Beck's 

studies (1996, 1997, 1998), however, is that while Tsimpli hypothesises that non-interpretable 

features will be more difficult to acquire, Beck's hypothesis concerns the difference between 

N-features and V-features of functional categories. Beck's hypothesis is confirmed by the 

grammaticality judgements of her subjects: even at advanced levels, English learners of 

German have non-target-like representations of verb placement in German. Their 

representations of the V-features under I0 are unspecified, leading to optionality in their 

judgements. Again, the reason of this under-specification is accounted for by a linguistic 

impairment to this part of the language faculty due to maturation. 

Hawkins and Chan (1997) examined Chinese learners of English while testing the Failed 

Functional Features Hypothesis. The first language of their subjects were Mandarin and 

Cantonese which differently instantiate FCs in the CP from English. While English relative 

clauses exhibit operator movement, Chinese uses resumptive pronouns within relative clauses. 

The authors have found that their learners behave in a target-like manner in most cases, but 

the findings reveal the effect of an early misanalysis present even at an advanced level: 

learners misanalyse English relative clauses (wh-operator +variable sequences) as wh-topic + 

pronominal sequences. The results constitute additional evidence for the claim that L2 

learners' mental representations do not always match that of native speakers even though their 

ILG closely resembles natives' grammar in other areas. Again, an impaired access to the 

functional module in adult learners is taken as responsible for the mismatch between the L2 

learners and NSs. 
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3 .2.2.2 Linguistic impairment 

In addition to the studies conducted on adult L2 acquisition reviewed in the previous section, 

the Failed Functional Features Hypothesis has been supported by research carried out on 

people with damaged or deprived linguistic systems. Speakers within this heterogeneous group 

belong to one of many categories. One subgroup consists of aphasic or agrammatic speakers, 

individuals with dysphasia (in other word specific linguistic impairment (SLI)), as well as 

clinical cases of people with left hemispherectomy. Another subgroup consists of speakers 

with late exposure to linguistic input, i.e. people deprived of relevant linguistic input, such as 

Genie and Chelsea, as well as congenitally deaf people who were not introduced to sign 

language in childhood (Curtiss 1988, Berent 1996). 

We shall see that the study of these damaged or deprived linguistic systems has repeatedly 

made it possible to dissect the language faculty into its dissociable components. These 

speakers' linguistic systems reveal highly specific deficits, clearly describable by the divide 

between lexical and functional categories. 

Functional categories have indeed been shown to be missing m most of these cases. 

Grodzinsky (1990) and Ouhalla (1992b) have observed that agrammatic patients' speech 

lacks the functional architecture which is crucially characteristic of normal native speakers. 

As we mentioned in section 2.5.5. in the previous chapter, speakers with dysphasia or SLI 

have also been shown to have difficulty in representing functional categories and their 

concomitant syntactic structure (Gopnik 1990, Gopnik and Crago 1991, Gopnik 1994, 

Clahsen 1991, Fletcher and Ingham 1995, Rice, Wexler and Cleave 1995, Hansson and 

Nettelbladt 1995, Leonard 1995). Interestingly, English children and adults with SLI have 

been observed to have a morpho-phonological problem that is not exhibited to the same degree 

in Italian and Hebrew speakers with SLI (Leonard 1995, Fletcher and Ingham 1995). It is still 

to be determined whether SLI speakers have a representational deficit related to functional 

categories or whether their linguistic problems can be accounted for by processing difficulties 

involving the non-saliency of morphological and functional categories. Studies on Swedish 

SLI children by Hansson and Nettelbladt (1995) however support the functional deficit 

hypothesis since their subjects' grammar not only lacks the grammatical elements associated 

with functional categories but displays word order deviations as well (see section 2.5.5). 
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Functional categories have also been argued to be missing in the case of Genie who missed out 

the critical period for this aspect of grammar (Eubank and Gregg I 996, I 998) and 

congenitally deaf learners deprived of suitable linguistic input in their childhood (Curtiss 

I 988, Berent I 996). As mentioned above, the same dissociation has been found in the special 

case of linguistic impairment found in Christopher, a polyglot savant studied by Tsimpli and 

Smith (I 99 I) and Smith and Tsimpli (I 99 I and I 995). They argue that Christopher's deficit 

is also in the inability to acquire functional categories in any of the numerous subsequent 

languages he has learnt. 

In the above cases of linguistic impairment, the causes of missing morphology and 

accompanying deviations in the syntactic domain can be found either in late exposure to 

crucial linguistic data or in a (potentially fatal) damage to the linguistic system. It has been 

argued that these learners have no access to functional categories whatsoever, i.e. the 

parameterised aspects of universal grammar have not been utilised in their grammatical 

systems. Remember that in the L2 studies maturation was assumed to be responsible for the 

impaired access to FCs. The question of availability of crucial linguistic input for the timely 

activation of the innate constraints of UG takes central position in the 'age debate', to which 

we turn in the next section. 

3.3 The age debate 

The age debate in SLA research has been the most enduring one in the field. It has centred 

around two questions: (I) whether there is an optimal age for L2 acquisition and (2) whether it 

is ever possible to achieve native-like proficiency in an L2. 

3.3. 1 The critical period 

Penfield and Roberts (I 959) first entertained the Critical Period Hypothesis. Penfield earlier 

hypothesised that after the age of I 0- I 2114 the established connections of the cortex of the 

brain become fixed and cannot be further modified. Consequently, there is a loss of plasticity 

in brain structure, therefore an age-related decline in learning ability is expected. Lenneberg 

( 1967) has extended Penfield's hypothesis on the basis of clinical evidence. He claimed that 
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there is a laterization process between the two hemispheres of the brain during the first dozen 

years of life. After that there is a decreased potential for language learning due to the 

increasing prohibition in the reorganisation of the established brain structures. Thus, Penfield 

and Lenneberg identified puberty as the cut-off point in the ability to achieve native-like 

fluency in any language, first or subsequent. 

The idea of the Critical Period Hypothesis has resurfaced within UG research on L2 

acquisition as well. Although the critical period hypothesis in L 1 acquisition is related to the 

critical period hypothesis in L2 acquisition, the two are not one and the same phenomenon, as 

stressed by Schachter ( 1996), Eubank and Gregg ( 1996, 1998) and Bialystok ( 1997). The 

question has been formulated whether there is a sudden decrease in access to UG at puberty, a 

gradual decline, or no decline at all. 

In addressing the possibility of a critical period in L2 learning, first there was a need to refine 

the term and render it an operational definition. It was pointed out that it is probably more 

appropriate to talk about a 'sensitive' rather than a 'critical' period, as whatever biological or 

cognitive determinants there are of capacities, they are unlikely to become totally unavailable 

after a certain age (Lamendella 1977, Bornstein 1989, Eubank and Gregg 1996, 1998). Also, 

Seliger (1978) pointed out that there is a series of sensitive periods for different linguistic 

components. He therefore established the notion of a 'multiple critical period hypothesis' 

instead of the single critical period assumed earlier for language learning in general. 

In essence, the age debate centres on the observable differences between L 1 and L2 

acquisition. According to Ellis (l 985a:99), researchers participating in the age debate have 

had to address three properties that seem to differentiate L 1 from L2 learning. These are ( 1) 

the rate of learning (relative learning speed), (2) the route of learning (the distinct stages of 

development), and (3) the outcome of learning (success at ultimate attainment). We argue that 

while rate of learning is irrelevant to the age debate, the different routes of learning and 

differential success levels achieved by the majority of adult L2 learners are indeed in need of 

an explanation. 

Rate of learning is a measure of relative learning speed and has no direct relation to general 

cognitive maturity. Therefore any of those studies that attempt to compare child and adult 

acquisition on the basis of their ability to memorise various linguistic categories (usually in a 
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laboratory setting) have no bearing on the child-adult differences that obtain in language 

development. 28 Route of learning, although initially claimed to be similar for L 1 and L2 

learners by the creative constructivists in the 1970s (i.e. Bailey, Madden and Krashen 197 4, 

Fathman, 1975, Cazden, Cancino, Rosansky and Schumann 1975), has been shown to be 

more different than what was first assumed. Studies which directly compare L 1 and L2 

acquisition (Cook 1973, Flynn 1983, Clahsen and Muysken 1986, 1989, Clahsen 1988, 1990, 

Meisel 1991, 1997, Neeleman and W eerman 1997, etc.) have repeatedly shown that L2A 

exhibits different stages of development from that of the ones found in L 1 development. This 

is expected, especially if the L 1 of the adult learners is seen to have an influence on the ILG. 

Unfortunately, we still do not have a clear indication of what the exact stages of development 

are for adult learners of second languages, except for the acquisition of German (Clahsen and 

Muysken 1986, 1989, Pienemann and Johnston 1987). 

More specifically, Zobl ( 1995) and Zobl and Liceras ( 1994) have shown that L 1 and L2 

learners markedly differ in their acquisition of FCs. It has been argued that in L 1 acquisition 

the emergence of FCs proceeds in a category-specific fashion, i.e. the category DET appears 

before INFL, which in turn precedes COMP (see Vainikka 1993/1994, but cf. Radford 1990, 

l 995a,b, l 996a,b, who argues for a simultaneous appearance of all FCs in English children). 

It is also argued that in L 1 acquisition bound morphology triggers acquisition of FCs and their 

feature specifications (Clahsen 1988, Wexler 1994, etc.) However, in L2 acquisition learners 

exhibit cross-categorial development of FCs, since INFL and COMP morphology appears 

from the beginning in an unsystematic fashion (Clahsen 1988). The suggestion that the 

acquisition of bound morphological paradigms triggers syntactic development in L2A (Eubank 

1992, 1993/1994, l 994a, l 994b, 1996) has not been supported by empirical research. In fact, 

Schwartz and Gubala-Ryzak (1992), Schwartz and Sprouse (1994, 1996), Sprouse (1998), 

Tsimpli ( l 996b, 1997) and Lardiere ( 1997) have all argued for a dissociation between 

morphological acquisition and syntactic development in L2A29
• It has been suggested that 

instead of bound morphemes, it is free morphemes which trigger development in L2A 

28 See studies of this type reviewed in Ratnasabapathy ( 1994 ). 
29 Even for LI acquisition, Verrips and Weissenborn (1992) and Poeppel and Wexler (1993) have argued that 

morphological acquisition is not related to acquisition of verb-raising (cf. this view, however, with that of 
Clahsen 1990/ 1991 ). 
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(Vainikka and Young-Scholten 1994, 1996, I 998a,b)30
• In addition, learners do not set all of 

the necessary parameters in the same way and at the same time as LI learners. This leads to 

stages of acquisition not evidenced in LI learning. Also, the computation of the consequences 

of a newly (re)set parameter may present the L2 learner more difficulties than LI learners. 

Switching to the target value may not be accompanied by clustering of related phenomena 

(White 1985, 1986, 1991, Phinney 1987, Liceras 1988, Neeleman and W eerman 1997, etc.). 

The third difference distinguishing LI and L2 acquisition is level of ultimate attainment. This 

issue has recently received a lot of attention and generated a healthy discussion within the 

field. As pointed out earlier, two questions have had to be addressed within the age debate 

with respect to L2 acquisition: (I) whether younger is better for L2 acquisition and (2) 

whether it is ever possible to achieve native-like competence in an L2 (Kim et al 1997). The 

first question focuses on maturational effects, which take place during the sensitive period( s) 

so that an earlier age of onset of learning has an advantage over a later age of onset (Long 

1990). The second question relating to ultimate attainment does not take maturational effects 

into consideration. Instead, it asks whether there is a cut-off point beyond which native-like 

acquisition of an L2 becomes impossible. 

Both questions have been addressed by a series of studies carried out by Johnson and Newport 

(1989, 1991) and Johnson (1992). Johnson and Newport (1989) found that the end of the 

critical period is around the age of 7. Subjects who were exposed to English before age 7 

performed similarly to native speakers. The researchers also found that there is a gradual 

maturational decline in ability from 7 to about 15 years of age. After age 15 however, Johnson 

and Newport found a dramatic drop in ability to learn a second language. They based this 

conclusion on the finding that in the older group (above age 15) there ceased to be a 

correlation between age of exposure and performance. In short, Johnson and Newport argue 

for a dramatic maturational change, i.e. an irreversible loss of plasticity or readiness for 

language learning, after the age of 15. As a result, it is claimed that learners above age 15 find 

themselves in a steady state of limited success in the L2. Johnson and Newport's findings 

therefore seem to support the Critical Period Hypothesis. 

30 The difference between free and bound morphemes is explained in Ouhalla ( 1991 ). Bound morphemes 
correspond to inflections and free morphemes are elements such as progressive be, perfective have, the 
negative marker not, the complementiz.er that etc. in English. 
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Not unexpectedly, the Johnson and Newport studies and their replications have had a 

tremendous influence on the way the Critical Period Hypothesis has been evaluated. However, 

these studies are not devoid of mistakes as some of their detractors have shown (Ellis 1994, 

Percival et al 1996, Singleton 1995, Kellerman 1995a, Bialystok and Hakuta 1994, Elman et 

al 1996, Bialystok 1997, etc.) It has repeatedly been suggested that the evidence based on 

which Johnson and Newport formulated their conclusions has not been unequivocal. 

Remember that Johnson and Newport argued that after age 15 the possibility to learn an L2 

dramatically diminishes. However, Bialystok and Hakuta (1994) re-plotted the original data 

and found that the end of the decline of an abating learning ability is in fact at age 20 instead 

of 15. In a similar attempt to refute the drastic age-related cut-off point argued for by Johnson 

and Newport, Elman and his collaborators (Elman et al 1996) also reanalysed the original 

data. Intriguingly, they found no cut-off point, but a continuous fading of abilities 

characteristic from birth throughout the entire lifetime of learners31
• Both these studies have 

shown that the tendency for proficiency to decline with age projects well into adulthood and 

does not exhibit a fatal drop at around age 15.32 We can conclude that the results of the 

reanalyses carried out by Bialystok and Hakuta (1994) and Elman et al (1996) have presented 

unassailable evidence that there is no defined cut-off point in learning potential around 

puberty. Rather, there is a gradual decline in abilities that characterises the entire lifespan of 

language learners. 

Having said that, both reanalyses point out that what is indeed different between the two 

groups identified by Johnson and Newport is variability33
• Whereas young learners behave in 

a strikingly similar way to each other, there is considerable individual variation in the case of 

adult learners34
• Some of the adult learners perform better than young learners and some of 

them are substantially worse. Bialystok ( 1997) attributes the differential success rate of adults 

to varying learning experiences outside the U.S. previous to testing. She also suggests that 

learners before the age of 7 might have had English as their dominant, i.e. first language 

(rather than Korean or Chinese being their L 1 ). Thus they are in effect native speakers of 

31 Or, more precisely, until the age of around 40, the age-range that the original Johnson and Newport studies 
investigated. 

32 Elman et al ( 1996) point out that their single non-linear function by which they explain the steady decline in 
abilities throughout the whole lifespan accounts for 63.1 % of the variance in the original data, while Johnson 
and Newport's drastic decline hypothesis accounts for only 39.25% of their own data 

33 The two groups were young learners who were exposed to English before the age of 15 and older learners 
who started learning it after age 16. 
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English and this would account for their indistinguishable native-like performance. In fact, 

Bialystok goes further to argue that the only factor contributing to the decline in proficiency 

between 7 and 20 years of age is in fact the amount of time spent learning and speaking the 

target language in the TL environment. It is interesting to note in this regard that Kellerman 

(l 995a) suggests that the sole contributing factor that might interact with performance is 

length of exposure to the target language regardless of where that exposure took place -

whether in the target language environment or in a foreign language context.35 Kellerman 

(l 995a) bases his argument on data from Dutch learners of English as a major subject at 

college, who from the level of 200 year at college proved to be similar to natives on structures 

that are both similar and different in the two languages. 

Kellerman (I 995a), however, does not rule out the possibility that Chinese and Korean 

learners have more difficulty acquiring English than Dutch learners precisely because of the 

typological differences between the source and target languages, a point that Bialystok (I 997) 

also returns to. Bialystok strongly argues that structural differences between LI and TL 

account for the differential success rate between younger and older learners. She agrees with 

Kellerman's (1995a) proposal that only those structures of the target language will show an 

age-related decline, which are different in the LI and the TL. In the case of Chinese and 

English, she argues that plurals, determiners and the subcategorization of some verbs are 

different, thus they are expected by Bialystok to show an age-related decline. On the other 

hand, Bialystok predicts that structurally similar constructions will show no age-related 

decline in performance. Bialystok finds her predictions born out by her data. She points out 

that Johnson's (1992) data collected on the original test materials but in the written mode 

show that Chinese and Korean learners perform uniformly on the present progressive, 

auxiliaries, pronominalisation and word order, regardless of when they started learning 

English. The author argues that this is expected under the assumption that these structures are 

similar in the two languages. 

34 Variability is shown by a greater variance around the mean regression line in the plot graph of the data for 
people above the age of 15. 

35 He also, very tentatively, suggests that length of exposure to the L2 in a foreign language context might be 
linked to learners' aptitude or talent. He argues that people with a stronger aptitude or talent usually pursue a 
university degree and a professional career and ultimately become experts in their profession and 
consequently represent exceptionally advanced speakers of the L2. 
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However, Bialystok ( 1997) stops short of offering a linguistic explanation of the alleged effect 

of structural differences between the L 1 and the target language. It is insufficient to make ad 

hoc predictions on the basis of surface (construction-specific) properties of the L 1 and TL. 

Bialystok's (1997) idea as it stands is, in effect, a revamping of the contrastive analysis 

hypothesis in its original form, such that was advocated by Lado (1957). Kellerman's (l 995a) 

proposal for a research agenda seems slightly more refined. Crucially, the structural 

differences need to be examined within a unified theoretical framework, such as the one that 

sees functional categories as a source of cross-linguistic variation. Now we turn to those 

studies which see access to FCs as contingent upon the critical period. 

3.3.2 Functional categories and the critical period 

As we have indicated in the section above, Bialystok's (1997) and Kellerman's (l 995a) studies 

have given rise to the suggestion that child-adult differences in language acquisition might be 

explainable by a differential status of FCs in the two sets of learners. If age-related differences 

can be accounted for by the impaired access to the functional module in adults, this would 

support the Failed Functional Features Hypothesis, which states that the attenuated access to 

FCs is a result of the critical period in L2 acquisition. Eubank and Gregg ( 1996:6, see also 

1998) indeed speculate that 'there may be multiple CPs [critical periods] for linguistic 

competence, perhaps with different timings, or that some components (modules) of linguistic 

competence may be subject to CPs while others not'. This insight has been investigated in 

neurolinguistic research carried out on congenitally deaf speakers as well as adult L2 learners 

by Neville and her associates (Neville 1995, Neville et al 1992, 1996, Weber-Fox and Neville 

1996). 

This group of studies measures event-related brain potentials (ERPs )36 as a reaction to 

grammatical and semantic anomalies in written (Neville et al 1992) or signed English (Neville 

et al 1996). In the first study conducted by Neville et al (1992), congenitally deaf learners 

were investigated who started their English development late and consequently learnt it 

imperfectly. These deaf signers were shown to display ERPs similar to those displayed by 

normal hearing speakers when presented with semantically anomalous sentences or open class 

36 ERPs are a means to measure electrical activity in different brain regions with electrodes attached to the scalp 
of subjects, see references in the text. 
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words, showing that late exposure did not hinder the acquisition of this part of the grammar. 

However, their ERPs elicited in response to closed class words were markedly different from 

normally developing native speakers37
• Thus the results suggest that specialisation for 

grammatical processing involving closed class words (i.e. functional categories) may be more 

sensitive to the timing of exposure to the TL than is semantic processing or vocabulary 

acquisition. In the second study by Neville et al (1996) the ultimate attainment of adult L2 

learners of American Sign Language was shown to be different from native speakers of ASL, 

i.e. both hearing and congenitally deaf signers who learnt ASL in early childhood
38

• The 

difference between the late L2 learners of ASL and native speakers of ASL was, again, in 

syntactic processing of closed class words, rather than in knowledge of a semantic or lexical 

nature. These two studies have been interpreted as support for the Critical Period Hypothesis. 

However, the reason we are mentioning them at this juncture is that they provide further 

evidence for the diminished ability of adult learners to access knowledge of functional 

categories. This is a more important and novel finding, which is in line with the Failed 

Functional Features Hypothesis. It combines the critical period with the issue of the access to 

FCs in L2 acquisition. 

In a third study employing ERPs, Weber-Fox and Neville (1996) investigated normally 

developing learners of an L2 who were exposed to English at different times. Their main aim 

again was to test the Critical Period Hypothesis with regard to L2 acquisition. Perhaps by now 

not very surprisingly, they found that grammatical processing involving functional categories 

is subject to an age-related decline within L2 learners, whereas semantic processing is not. 

Learners who were exposed to the L2 between the ages of 11-13 showed little deviation from 

native speakers on syntactic tasks, such as phrase structure rules, specificity, and subjacency. 

However, learners who were older than 16 at the beginning of acquisition showed a strikingly 

different pattern in their ERP reactions to these syntactic structures. The ERPs elicited to 

semantic anomalies did not show an age-related decline. 

37 Open class words are defined as 'words which primarily convey referential meaning' and closed class words 
as 'words that primarily provide structural information in a sentence' (Weber-Fox and Neville 1996:252). 
This division clearly represents the substantive-functional category divide, which has been hypothesised in 
theoretical work in the Functional Parameterisation Hypothesis, see section 2.3.2 in Chapter 2. 

38 The subjects in this study were adult hearing individuals who learnt American Sign Language in adulthood as 
an L2 to become interpreters between English and ASL. 
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This view of the critical period hypothesis allows more refined distinctions to be made within 

the linguistic achievements of those individuals who were deprived of linguistic input in 

childhood. Eubank and Gregg ( 1996, 1998) have suggested that Genie, the child who was 

deprived of linguistic stimuli between the ages of 1 ;6 and 13, 'only' missed the critical period 

within which functional categories have to be acquired. In comparison, Chelsea, who was 

misdiagnosed initially to be mentally retarded and was only found to be congenitally deaf at 

the age of 31, missed the entire critical period for language acquisition. The result is that 

Genie, after extensive language instruction, showed a less impaired linguistic system, as she 

was able to acquire extensive vocabulary and construct sentences according to X-bar structure 

as witnessed by utterances such as 

(43) 'Another house have dog' 

'Want go ride Miss F. car' 

'Genie bad cold live father house' 

'Very angry Mrs L. V. house' 

'Father hit Genie long time ago' 

'Mama have baby grow up' (taken from Curtiss (1988) 

In comparison, Chelsea's linguistic repertoire is widely deficient. Her utterances lack any of 

the basic structure-dependent rules, as can be seen in examples such as 

( 44) 'Breakfast eating girl' 

'The small a the hat' 

'Orange Tim car in' 

'The woman is bus the going' 

'They are is car in the Tim' (taken from Curtiss (1988) 

As a summary, the studies reviewed above unequivocally point to the evidence that FCs are 

'the flesh and blood of grammar' (Ouhalla 1991) and their timely acquisition is crucial in a 

successful attainment of the TL. Lack or imperfect acquisition of FCs will result in impaired 

representations, which in turn will show up in production, comprehension and grammaticality 

judgements as well. 
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3.3.3 Other factors differentiating L 1 and L2 acquisition 

3 .3 .3. I Different learning mechanisms 

In the last section we have reviewed evidence that onset of learning (age) is a crucial factor in 

the successful mastery of an L2 system, especially that of the functional module. However, 

there are other factors contributing to the differences between LI and L2 acquisition. 

Bialystok ( 1997) attributes the age-related differences to the different learning styles adults 

and children use. Children learn by creating new categories, thus they use what Piaget called 

the strategy of accommodation. Since adults already have a linguistic system in place, their 

strategy is usually to extend the existing categories in their LI (in other words, they use the 

strategy of assimilation in Piaget's term). Apart from differences in learning styles, there are 

differences in other cognitive capacities as well. Wolfe-Quintero (1996:357) points out the 

differential access to various types of cognitive capacity children and adults have. 

Slobin (1985) has proposed the best-known set of language-specific learning mechanisms for 

L 1 acquisition. Children are claimed to employ language learning mechanisms similar to the 

ones below39
: 

• Pay attention to stressed syllables in extracted speech units. 

• Keep track of the frequency of occurrence of every unit and pattern that you store. 

• Store together ordered sequences of word classes and functor classes that co-occur in the 

expression of a particular proposition type, along with a designation of the proposition 

type. 

• Keep the order of morphemes in a word constant across the various environments in 

which that word can occur. (S Jobin 1985: 1251-1254) 

Andersen (1989) has applied Slobin's language learning principles to SLA. However, as 

Gregg ( 1997) has pointed out, the problem with these language-specific learning mechanisms 

is that they do not comprise a natural class in any of the cognitive or mental operations even 

though they have been proposed for the language faculty alone. 

39 Slobin's (1985) language learning mechanisms have been extended to include some 40 such principles. 
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Among the modular mechanisms, the Subset Principle (Berwick 1985, Wexler and Manzini 

1987) and the Uniqueness Principle (Pinker 1984) have been proposed as language specific 

learning mechanisms in L 1 acquisition. However, neither has been supported by empirical 

findings in the SLA literature (White 1989, MacLaughlin 1995). 

Gregg ( 1997) lists the learning mechanisms that have been proposed specifically for L2 

acquirers. The general learning mechanisms described by O'Malley and Chamot (1990) 

include the following: 

• inferencing ('using information in text to guess meanings of new linguistic items'), 

• rehearsal ('repeating the names of items ... to be remembered'), 

• deducing ('applying rules to the understanding of language'), and 

• imagery ('using visual images ... to understand and remember new verbal information'). 

Other proposals have been made by O'Grady (1987) who claims that 'descriptively adequate 

grammars can be constructed from concepts and relations that are not specific to the language 

faculty' (O'Grady 1987:1). However, as Gregg (1997) points out, the general learning 

principles again represent various cognitive mechanisms and are not specifically applied to the 

acquisition of linguistic properties, i.e. properties of UG. Both Slobin's (1985) language

specific learning principles and O'Mally and Chamot's (1990) and O'Grady's (1987) general 

learning mechanisms are merely enough for the description of the process of acquisition but 

they lack explanatory power. The same criticism can be levied against the mechanisms of 

automatisation and control (Bialystok 1978, Bialystok and Sharwood Smith 1985, 

McLaughlin, Rossman, MacLeod 1983). 

Apart from the disparate learning mechanisms children and adults seem to use, differences in 

processing capacities (such as memory limitations) as well as differences in metalinguistic 

abilities (such as ability to notice discrepancy between the L 1 and the TL 40
) make the two 

acquisition processes essentially different. In addition, failure to keep acquisition abilities 

40 The influence of metalinguistic knowledge has been investigated in numerous studies, see e.g. Sorace (1985), 
Trahey and White (1993), etc. Noticing the differences between the source language and the target language 
is crucial, as observed by Truscott (1998). The role of attention in noticing crucial linguistic properties of the 
PLO and bringing them to the domain of conscious explicit linguistic knowledge has been strongly 
emphasised by Ellis (1995) and Schmidt (1994 ). 
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active might also contribute to child-adult differences, especially in the case of lexical 

acquisition (e.g. Aitchison 1988). 

3.3.3.2 Differences in input 

Hatch ( 1977) first pointed out that differences in the type of input child as opposed to adult 

learners receive might potentially explain the age-related differences in language acquisition. 

Young children receive better tuned and linguistically less complex input providing them with 

more and clearer samples from which they can glean properties of the TL (Newport, Gleitman 

and Gleitman 1977). The PLO adult L2 learners are usually exposed to is qualitatively and 

quantitatively different (Schwartz and Sprouse 1994 ). First, adult learners receive less input 

data from the L2 on the whole (Klein 1986). Also the PLO they receive tend to be more 

complex, more formal, and in a classroom foreign-language setting the nature of the input data 

might contain more ungrammatical sequences. Thus the L2 data are usually insufficient when 

compared to the input child acquirers receive. 

Meisel ( 1997) argues that in L 1 acquisition the crucial property of the input is its robustness 

(saliency and simplicity) not so much its frequency. However, Lightfoot (1991, 1995), Clark 

and Roberts (1993) and Gibson and Wexler (1994) have all singled out frequency along with 

robustness as a factor paramount for parameter setting. In line with Meisel's observation, 

Beck (I 997) also points out that in L 1 acquisition frequency of occurrence might not be as 

crucial for the acquisition of the morphological paradigm as in L2 acquisition. This is based 

on the observation made by Brown (1973) that there is no correlation between caretaker 

frequency of morpheme use and L 1 acquisition sequences. However, in L2 acquisition input 

frequency (as well as saliency and simplicity) clearly have a determinant role in the process of 

acquisition (Larsen-Freeman and Long I 991 ). 

We wish to argue that insufficiency of the input might be one of the major factors contributing 

to the inability to attain native-like competence in L2 acquisition. OeGraff (1996) indeed 

argues that the absence of adequate PLO from the target language (i.e. the non-robustness, 

instability or structural complexity of the input, as well as the restricted range of uses and 

length of exposure to the TL) usually lead to the creation of pidgins. He explicitly draws 

parallels between pidgins and L2 grammars in that if the PLO remains below the necessary 
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threshold level, the adult learner will resort to relexification-like strategies that make crucial 

use of L 1 settings (see more about relexification in section 3.5.2). 

3. 3.4 Summary 

As a summary, it is possible that the differential success rate attained by child and adult 

learners is not only the result of differences in age of onset of learning. We have established 

that age of first exposure does indeed have a crucial effect on the extent to which FCs can be 

successfully acquired. This may be accounted for by the different neurocognitive flexibility 

children and adults have. However, we have also established that other factors also contribute 

to differences in learning outcomes between children and adults, among which the following 

have been identified: 

• diverse length of exposure 

• dissimilar learning situations (naturalistic vs. formal) 

• other age-related affective and cognitive factors (various degrees of motivation, distinct 

learning styles and mechanisms as well as dissimilar memory capacities) 

• differing metalinguistic abilities (leading to variance in ability to notice TL properties) 

• crucial discrepancies in the nature and quantity of input learners are exposed to. 

3.3.5 Talent in L2 leaming 

The findings about individual talented learners do not refute but in fact corroborate these 

suggestions. Studies by Schneiderman and Desmarais (1988), Novoa, Fein and Obler (1988) 

and Ioup et al ( 1994) have shown that it is indeed possible to attain native-like competence of 

an L2 by some very few individuals. However, such level of success is awarded only to the 

elected few and it is a result of the favourable combination of (some or most of) the above 

factors listed in the last section. These studies show that provided that adult learners have 

long-term exposure to the TL (irrespective of whether in the target language environment or in 

a formal setting) as well strong motivation and additionally they manage to retain earlier 

neurocognitive flexibility leading them to arrive at accurate L2 representations, they are in a 

position to achieve native-like competence in the L2. 
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3.3. 6 Native-like performance 

Apart from the above studies of exceptionally talented learners, the general observation that 

younger learners consistently outperform older ones has been refuted by a small number of 

studies in which older learners are shown to have attained native-like performance. These 

studies form counter-evidence to claims about the critical period, which as we have 

established in section 3.3.1, seems to characterise the entire lifespan of humans. White and 

Genesee (1996), Birdsong (1992), Bongaerts et al (1995), Patkowski (1994), Ioup et al 

(1994) and Juffs and Harrington (1995) have all shown that some near-native speakers' 

mental representations are similar to that of native speakers'. 

3.4 The transfer debate 

The extent and nature of the influence of the native language on the representations of the 

TL has also been a central topic of investigation in SLA research. Our assumption will be 

that adult learners come to the learning task with a fully specified grammar that consists of 

the instantiation of all the principles of UG and some of the parameters relevant to the first 

language. 

The expansion of the L2 learner's linguistic system was first conceived of by Corder (1973) 

as a process which starts out from the mother tongue and proceeds through intermediate 

stages towards the target language. However, the initial role attributed to the L 1 was denied 

during the period of the creative construction hypothesis (e.g. Dulay and Burt 1974, Dulay, 

Burt and Krashen 1982). Since the end of the 1970s, there has been a revived interest in the 

role of the mother tongue in the construction of IL systems. This interest has been shown not 

only in the general SLA literature (Kellerman 1983, Gass and Selinker 1983, 1992, 

Kellerman and Sharwood Smith 1986, Odlin 1989) but also in the standard PPT framework 

(White 1985, Flynn 1987, etc.). The issue has flared up recently in the current theoretical 

and empirical debate over the nature of the L2 initial state (Hoekstra and Schwartz 1994, 

Eubank and Schwartz 1996). 

In the early 1980s it was emphasised that both the L 1 and the L2 play a role in cross

linguistic influence. Andersen's (1983) principle of 'transfer to somewhere' emphasises that 
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resemblance between L 1 and L2 is a crucial prerequisite for language transfer to occur. He 

pointed out that any L 1 candidate for transfer must be compatible with 'natural acquisitional 

principles' (1983: 182) and that the PLO must provide some grounds for the learner to be 

able to generalise the L 1 hypotheses to the L2 input. Zobl (1982) showed that transfer 

interacts with developmental sequences in that typologically common (unmarked) patterns 

may surface either as an L 1 effect or as a developmental factor. Kellerman (1983) also 

argued that perceived language distance might have a role in crosslinguistic influence. 

According to this psychotypology, the more distant two languages are in a particular 

linguistic domain, the less chance there is for transfer to occur. Chinese speakers don't use 

their L 1 hypotheses while Dutch speakers are more likely to do so in learning English as an 

L2. In addition, Kellerman ( 1995b) points out that if the TL is indeterminate in some aspect, 

L 1 influence is more likely to occur as learners tend to fall back on their L 1 hypotheses for 

guidance. With the advent of the Functional Parameterisation Hypothesis a more elaborate 

linguistic analysis has been employed in the study of transfer in L2 acquisition. In the next 

section we shall review the recent studies carried out on the nature of the L2 initial state. 

3.4. 1 Transfer of L 1 FCs 

Similarly to L 1 acquisition studies, there is a split in opinion as to whether a UG grammar is 

fully articulated in early L2A (the strong continuity approach) or whether it develops over 

time (the weak continuity approach). 

According to the strong continuity approach advocated in the SLA literature by Schwartz and 

Sprouse (1994, 1996) L2 learners (similarly to LI learners) have functional categories already 

instantiated in their earliest grammars. The full functional architecture (including IP and CP 

trees) are available from the very early stages. Moreover, the initial state of L2 acquisition is 

fully determined by the parameter settings of the L 1. Hence the entirety of the L 1 grammar 

(excluding the phonetic matrices of lexical/morphological items) is transferred into the early 

stages of L2A and the L 1 constrains the initial hypotheses the learner can make. The proposal 

therefore is that the L 1 has complete influence over the initial L2 representations, including 

the nature of both lexical and functional categories and their projections. This position has 

been called the Full Access/Full Transfer (FA/FT) view. 
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The proponents of the other, weak continuity approach in SLA research (Vainikka & Young

Scholten 1994, 1996, I 998a, I 998b) advocate the view that functional projections are 

completely free from LI influence in the L2. LI influence therefore is restricted to the nature 

of lexical projections. Adult learners have the same task as children, that is, they have to set 

'open' parameters by building up functional projections from a core VP structure. Hence, this 

position has been termed the Minimal Trees (MT) hypothesis. 

In contrast to both of the above extreme views, Eubank (l 994a and 1996) permits only partial 

LI influence over functional projections. He takes a middle position between the two extreme 

views and proposes that even though there is full LI influence on the initial nature of lexical 

projections, only very few or even none of the functional projections in the L2 representation 

are influenced by the LI initially. Eubank (I 994a, 1996) argues that the initial FCs have 

<inert> values which need to be specified for the TL in the course of L2 acquisition. This 

position has been called the Valueless Features (VF) view. 

As we saw in section 3.2.2.1, Tsimpli and Roussou (1991) represent a radically different 

position from all of the above proposals. They argue that since functional projections mature 

during the critical period of language learning, parameters of UG are no longer available for 

resetting in adult L2 acquisition. Thus deprived of the possibility of being able to reset 

parameters, learners are claimed to only 'match' their interlanguage to the target language so 

that the two look alike. Thus their position is similar to that of Schwartz and Spouse (1994, 

1996) in assuming initial full transfer, however, while Schwartz and Sprouse predict 

parameter resetting, Tsimpli and Roussou ( 1991) argue against the possibility of resetting. 

Therefore, their position is termed the no-access-to-FCs hypothesis. 

In the next section, we shall see what these positions predict with regard to optional 

representations throughout the developmental process and at ultimate attainment. 

3.5 The development of L2 competence and optionality 

The development of the L2 grammar proceeds in stages. Above we have outlined the 

theoretical positions on the initial state of L2 acquisition in relation to transfer. In the next 
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sections we shall deal with the stages of second language development, with special reference 

to the issue of optionality of representations in the ILG. 

3.5. 1 Initial state and optionality 

3.5.1.1 Structure building, underspecification, or LI: (MT, VF, or FT/FA)? 

On the assumption that the IL is a natural language, i.e., it is UG-constrained; the initial state 

of the ILG can be characterised in two ways (Epstein et al 1996). It may either be constrained 

by the inborn system of UG, such as in L 1 acquisition. That is, the L2 learner can be thought 

of having access to all the options provided by UG. According to this view, initially optional 

representations make up the linguistic faculty (a proposal set forth in the MT hypothesis by 

Vainikka and Young Scholten 1994, 1996 1998a,b, and the no-access-to-FCs view ofTsimpli 

and Roussou 1991 ). In the VF hypothesis of Eubank ( l 994a and 1996), as long as 

specification of FCs has not occurred, optionality (i.e. variability) of rules in the IL of learners 

is expected. Initially, learners are predicted to have absolutely indeterminate, random 

judgements on aspects of the target grammar associated with FCs and their feature 

specifications. In this proposal, initial optionality is due to lack of underlying representations 

as a result of unspecified <inert> features. Alternatively, the L2 initial state can be thought of 

as constrained by a language-specific version of UG, characterised by those options that are 

instantiated in the L 1 of the learner (the view held in the FT/FA hypothesis of Schwartz and 

Sprouse 1994, 1996, Schwartz 1998). In this case, optional representations are not predicted 

to characterise the initial L2 grammar. 

Apart from these by now classical views on the initial nature of the ILG, two more positions 

have been put forward with regard to the L2 initial state: the Initial Hypothesis of Syntax of 

Platzack (1996) and the Basic Variety proposed by Klein and Perdue (1997). They both 

assume that the initial ILG, rather than being underspecified or entirely determined by the L 1, 

starts out from a default system. Since these views both complement the initial state debate, 

they need to be reviewed in detail here. 

3.5.1.2 Default initial grammar (IHS and BV)? 
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Corder ( 1981) speculated that L2 learners might return back to a simplified system at the 

beginning of the development of the L2. He incidentally called this simplified system 

'universal grammar'. Mazurkewich (1988) has proposed a similar back-to-UG position, based 

on considerations of markedness. Two recent theoretical positions have subscribed to this 

view: one, the Initial Hypothesis of Syntax (IHS) expounded by Platzack (1996) and the other, 

the Basic Variety (BV) proposed by Klein and Perdue (1997) as the system characterising the 

L2 initial grammar. 

Working within the Minimalist framework, both of these hypotheses claim that all features are 

initially weak in the ILG of L2 learners. The IHS states that initially 'all instances of feature 

checking take place after Spell-out' (Platzack 1996:375) and Klein and Perdue hypothesise 

that 'in the BV, all features are weak' (Klein and Perdue 1997:336). This entails the 

markedness relationship assumed in the Minimalist Program according to which the lack of 

movement is the unmarked mechanism and movement motivated by strong feature values is 

the marked mechanism, see section 2.8.2 in the previous chapter. It is suggested that both L 1 

and L2 learners initially entertain a general hypothesis according to which the TL contains 

only weak features. Therefore, all initial utterances are predicted to conform to an unmarked, 

default structure: they are expected to contain no movement and a general SVO structure. As 

a consequence, the IHS and the BV are different from the earlier conceptions of the initial 

state. Neither the ILH nor the BV predicts L 1 transfer, but just as equally, they do not predict 

initial optional representations either. 

Platzack (1996) argues that in L 1 acquisition the child will gradually adjust the TL values 

from weak to strong where the primary data license this. This process continues until the age 

of 7, the age Platzack assumes to be the end of the critical period41
, after which established 

strong features cannot be reset. However, Platzack does not argue that assignment of strong 

values to default weak ones becomes impossible after the age of 7, so he leaves open the 

possibility of parameter setting after the critical period. 

Platzack presents several pieces of evidence for the position that the early ILG will be 

characterised by non-raising. He points out that initial orders in L2 acquisition are 

41 Remember that Johnson and Newport (1989, 1991) also argued that learners who start learning the L2 before 
age 7 are indistinguishable from native speakers, but learners who start after 7 show an age-related decline in 
attainable proficiency. 
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predominantly SVO irrespective of the LI or TL word order. This claim is born out in data 

from Schwartz and Sprouse's (1994, I 996) Turkish learner and Vainikka and Young

Scholten's (1994, I 996, I 998a) Turkish and Korean learners whose LI s are SOY but they 

exhibit an early SVO order. Second, in early IL grammars there is an absence of subjects even 

where the learners' LI requires them (White I 985, Liceras I 989, Hilles I 986, I 99 I). Also, 

learners of an L2 with V2 characteristics exhibit problems with raising even if their LI 

requires the same verb raising to C in V2 constructions. This has been observed in the case of 

Swedish and Danish learners of German (Hakansson I 994). These learners produce incorrect 

*V3 structures in which the verb does not move to second position, in spite of the fact that V3 

structures are not allowed in their LI either. According to Platzack, the findings all constitute 

evidence for the non-raising properties of early ILG. On the other hand, Platzack predicts that 

once acquired, strong features cannot be lost as a result of language attrition. He provides 

evidence that expatriate Swedes make no errors in V2 in their LI. 

As far as the LI and L2 differences are concerned, Platzack (I 996) brings a connectionist 

argument42
• Platzack argues that in LI acquisition the marked properties become engraved in 

the brain of the learner before the age of 7. These marked properties (strong features) cannot 

be subsequently forgotten. On the contrary, in L2 acquisition the marked properties (the 

strong features of the TL) will not be engraved in the L2 learners' brain (as a result of the end 

of the critical period) and will be vulnerable in situations of stress, tiredness, intoxication and 

other cases where the speaker is not in total control. This is argued to happen even if the 

learner is exposed to naturalistic PLO. 

The Basic Variety (Klein and Perdue I 997) is reminiscent to Platzack's IHS in that it also 

assumes no movement for the initial L2 grammar. Klein and Perdue hold the position that L2 

learners' initial grammar exhibits universal organisational principles regardless of the 

learners' LI and regardless of the TL to which the learners are exposed. Klein and Perdue 

claim that the Basic Variety constitutes an interplay between pragmatic, semantic and phrase 

structure constraints. Among the special pragmatic constraints characterising the BV are 

'topic first' and 'focus last' and the semantic constraints include the 'controller/agent first' 

rule. Klein and Perdue (I 997) argue that the BV is a core manifestation of the human 

language faculty, resembling simple varieties of fully-fledged languages, such as telegraphic 

42 See also Schachter ( 1996) and section 2.5.6. 
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speech, headlines and captions. Also, the BV is likened to systems operating in the 'pragmatic 

mode' in Giv6n's (1979, 1984) sense, such as child language or pidgins. Similarly, it is 

pointed out that Bickerton's (1990) protolanguage brings together the similarities between 

child language, pidgins and language produced by speakers deprived of linguistic input (see 

section 3.2.2.2). 

The BV is assumed to be the 'perfect' I-language (Chomsky 1995:9, 317-318) in the sense 

that all features are supposed to be weak in it. The learner has to strengthen some of the 

features based on the PLO thus turning the initial prefect system 'imperfect'. The reason for 

the imperfections in the system is the interaction between the computational system and other 

external sources, such as the pragmatic system or the conceptual-intentional system, see 

section 2. 7 .1. 

Klein and Perdue (1997) base their argument on their observation of L2 learners in a cross

linguistic investigation where the L l and TLs of the learners were systematically varied (Klein 

and Perdue 1992). They note that in the spontaneous production of their L2 learners there is a 

lack of inflectional (free and bound) morphology, utterances contain no movement, and 

complementizers and subordination are entirely missing. From these observations they 

conclude that the BV might possibly lack formal features of FCs, although the functional 

categories themselves (0 and the elements of the exploded IP: Tense and Agr) might be 

present with an unmarked value. The exception is CP, which is argued to be missing 

altogether (this is what L l researchers, such as de Villiers 1995 and Whitman 1994 claim). 

Elements that typically require a CP in mature grammars, such as negative markers, 

quantifiers and focus particles equivalent to only and also tend to precede the part of utterance 

over which they have scope. Klein and Perdue ( 1997) suggest that closed-class elements are 

adjoined rather than integrated into the structure in the BV. The Basic Variety allows L l 

influence only in the very early stages of acquisition as evidenced by Italian learners of 

German who transfer SVO into their initial L2 German. Subsequently, the L l is assumed to 

have an effect only when the TL has alternative ways of expressing the same content43
• 

Similarity in development among learners with different L ls is accounted for by the fact that 

the driving force of acquisition is the PLO from the TL. Klein and Perdue ( 1997) claim that 

this variety of ILG is potentially fossilizable, as it is a relatively stable system. 

43 See reference to Kellerman (1995b) above in section 3.4. 
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However, the hypothesis of the Basic Variety has engendered a lot of criticism. Bierwisch 

(1997) argues that several properties of the BV are more likely the result of general learning 

strategies than of language-specific principles. In this he agrees with Meisel ( l 997a, 1997b) 

and Neeleman and W eerman ( 1997) who claim that L2 learners resort to strategies using 

sequential ordering of surface strings, see section 3.2. Thus the BV is a mix of both UG

constrained and non-grammatical cognitive processes. Schwartz ( 1997) contests that the BV is 

a 'perfect' I-language. Klein and Perdue (1997) allow for some influence at the very initial 

stages, but they state that L 1 influence is 'rare overall' (1997 :314, fn.16). Schwartz argues 

from the viewpoint of FT/FA that some of the features must be strong in what Klein and 

Perdue call the BV of their learners. Preposed wh-phrases and subjects in Spec,IP are both the 

result of strong features and they do characterise learners' grammar in the Klein and Perdue 

study. We certainly agree with Schwartz ( 1997) that the absence of morphology is not a 

straightforward reflex of [-strong] features in functional heads. Word order is a much more 

reliable diagnostic for determining functional feature values in ILGs. Also, it has been shown 

that strong SOY features do transfer from Turkish to English (Hazdenar 1997). 

3.5.1.3 Summary 

As a summary, two positions have been identified with respect to optionality at the initial state 

of language acquisition: 

• there is optionality due to either lack of functional architecture (MT) or underspecification 

of existing functional categories (VF) 

• there is no optionality either because of transfer of L 1 values (FT IF A) or as a result of a 

default initial system with [weak] values (IHS/BV) 

However, indeterminate judgements do arise as a result of ignorance of L2 learners in case 

where the L 1 does not instantiate a property. Learners in this case do not have any 

representation and their knowledge of the L2 property is non-existent. Henry and Tangney 

(1996) argue that knowledge strength is correlated with the occurrence or absence of a 

particular form in the data. Knowledge strength of a form thus depends on a 'simple· process of 

strengthening a form in memory each time it is used (both in the input and in the learner's 
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output, i.e. each time it is heard or used)'. Initially, as long as the learner has not received 

sufficient PLD, the knowledge strength is weak, leading to indeterminate/optional 

representations. 

3.5.2 Intermediate stages 

Since L2 learners have a fully developed computational system (i.e. their language faculty 

contains the principle of feature checking), they only have to discover the consequences of 

parametric variation between the L l and the TL. The L2 learner's task is to reset any 

parameter setting instantiated in the L l and activate new parameter settings if the L2 data so 

require. That is, failure to assign representation to any input data will force amendment of 

the current system. Additionally, language acquisition includes lexical learning of the 

grammatical lexicon (learning the phonological matrices of free and bound morphology) as 

well as the mental lexicon (pure vocabulary learning of substantives) (Tsimpli l 996a, 

Schwartz and Sprouse 1996). 

It is well established that ILGs are unstable systems, which is the effect of the permeability 

of grammars in progress (Adjemian 1976). During the process of gradual accommodation of 

L2 properties, some of the rules in ILGs become unstable and acquire a critical nature (Klein 

1986) leading to a reanalysis of their status within the system. Thus, learner judgements are 

usually rather variable and inconsistent at intermediate stages (Corder 1973, Sorace 1993) 

due to the process of reanalysis. Restructuring (McLaughlin 1990) involves a sudden 

reanalysis of the entire system resulting in across-the-board repercussions for the whole 

grammar. Restructuring may occur quite fast (as in the case of basic word order acquisition) 

or it may take some while (such as in lexical/morphological acquisition) (Schwartz and 

Sprouse 1996). However, the clustering effect of parameter setting characteristic of L l 

acquisition has not been observed in L2 acquisition. Herschensohn (1997) argues that in the 

L2 acquisition of verb placement core properties (negative placement) is acquired first but 

properties on the periphery (adverb and quantifier placement) are acquired later, due to the 

nature of the input. Adverbs and quantifiers can be base generated in various positions and 

this leads to their delayed acquisition (Lardiere 1997, Schwartz and Sprouse 1996). This 

supports our observation that L2 acquisition is crucially dependent on the nature of the 

input, see section 3.3.3.2. 
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The gradual accumulation of L2 entities implies that development is a continuous process, 

whereas restructuring involves a sudden discontinuous change (see Sorace 1992). Selinker 

(1992) described the intermediate stages of language learning as a continuous succession of 

gradual progression interspersed by sudden changes: 

'IL learning is best viewed as a "cline progression" from stable plateau to stable plateau, 
[ ... ]the learner is operating with a system at each point'. (Selinker 1992:226) 

The gradual accumulation of entities itself can proceed in two ways. It can involve either 

relexification, i.e. use of L2 words in L 1 syntactic structures (see McLaughlin 1987, 1990, 

Tsimpli and Roussou 1991, Tsimpli and Smith 1991, Smith and Tsimpli 1991, 1995, 

Hawkins and Chen 1997, DeGraff 1996). Alternatively, it can involve incremental 

incorporation of the L2 elements into the existing system (Schwartz and Sprouse 1994, 

1996). According to the second view, both elements and rules are incorporated into the 

existing system, which is taken to be influenced by the L 1. The changes that are made in L2 

development are the following (Schwartz and Sprouse 1994:349): 

( 1) part of the machinery of the L 1 is relinquished 

(2) a new property or mechanism of grammar is appended to the current system 

(3) part of the machinery of the L 1 grammar is replaced by a new property or mechanism 

Thus we have established that development in L2 is an attempt by the learner to 

accommodate more and more of the target language in the current linguistic system in a 

series of incremental stages (Schwartz and Sprouse 1994). The gradual nature of language 

acquisition thus involves overlapping stages where two or more hypotheses can compete 

within the same system (Ellis 1985, 1989). Grammar competition leads to optional 

representations as widely observed in L2A (White 1990/1991, 1991, 1992a, Eubank 

1993/1994, 1996, Vainikka and Young-Scholten 1994, 1996, 1998a, 1998b, Gavruseva and 

Lardiere 1996, Bruhn-Garavito and Montrul 1997, Montrul 1996, Hulk 1991, 1996, Beck 

I 996, 1998, etc). Categorical representations emerge only when the knowledge system 

becomes strong due to adequate amount of sufficiently robust PLO. 
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Optionality at the intermediate stages of acquisition was first observed in a series of studies by 

White (1990/1991, 1991, l 992a, 1992b) where Francophone learners of English accepted 

both SVAO and SAV structures, exhibiting two co-existing parameter-settings within the 

ILG. White (op.cit.) takes this as a period of uncertainty/fuzziness, where the parameter is 

wavering between two values. 

In the FA/FT proposal initial transfer is supposed to be followed by parameter resetting. 

However, it is argued that learners make use of any of the UG options and mechanisms, not 

only the option instantiated in the TL. Thus, the FT IF A predicts intermediate optionality 

where the L 1 option competes with the newly hypothesised rule. Schwartz and Sprouse (1994, 

1996) argue that in the case of Francophone learners of English, lack of clear, sufficient 

evidence is the main reason for optional adverb-placement. 

In the MT (Vainikka and Young-Scholten 1994, 1996, l 998a, l 998b) learners are assumed to 

rely on triggers in the input to be able to proceed from a bare VP through incremental stages 

towards the target grammar. The different stages of acquisition are assumed to be overlapping 

successive stages, first a bare VP, then an under-specified FP, followed by a fully specified 

AgrP, and lastly a CP. Thus optionality is predicted to emerge in overlapping stages, but it is 

predicted to fade out as one stage wins out over the other. 

Eubank (1993/1994, 1996) in the VF hypothesis argues that since the actual morphological 

items do not get transferred to the ILG, the initial values of FCs are inert, leading to optional 

representations. Eubank (1992) postulates that similarly to L 1 acquisition, L2 development is 

intimately tied with morphological acquisition (based on proposals by Rochrbacher 1994 and 

Vikner 1995). It is claimed that just like in L 1, once L2 learners identify a crucial proportion 

of the morphological paradigm of the TL, syntactic changes (i.e. target-like verb raising) will 

automatically follow. However, correlation between morphological richness and strength of 

features responsible for word order has been argued to be more apparent than real (e.g. 

Chomsky 1995:277, Lightfoot and Hornstein 1994:9, Marantz 1995, Schwartz and Sprouse 

1996, Sprouse 1998). Also, contrary to fact, the VF predicts that optional representations will 

dominate the intermediate stages, but will suddenly disappear once learners establish the 

nature of the TL inflectional system. 
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The Local Impairment hypothesis of Beck (1996, 1997 and 1998)44
, although it does not have 

a prediction for the initial state of L2 acquisition, predicts optional representations about the 

status of V-features at intermediate stages. This is the result of the non-accessibility of this 

part of the grammatical system to L2 learners. Thus if there is a strong feature to be activated 

in the ILG (such as in the case of English learners of German V2), learners will not arrive at 

determinate representations but the intermediate grammar will exhibit optionality in verb-

movement. 

3.5.2.1 Sununary 

Thus, we have established that all theoretical positions predict an intermediate stage where 

optional representations dominate the ILG due to grammar competition and reanalysis. This is 

a direct consequence of the gradual development of the ILG towards the L2 system, regardless 

of the nature of the initial representations assumed. As knowledge of the L2 properties is 

strengthened by continued exposure to PLD, optional representations become gradually 

pruned. The exact motivation and mechanism for this differs in the various proposals. 

3.5.3 Ultimate attainment 

According to the FA/FT position, parameter resetting will happen provided there is sufficient 

evidence in the L2 input. However, convergence on the TL is not guaranteed, as the L2 initial 

state is by definition different from that of the L 1 initial state. More particularly, the special 

combination of the L 1 and the TL may lead to a situation where the learner does not have 

access to relevant positive evidence. One such case is represented by a Turkish learner of 

German who retains the incorrect *V3 order for want of relevant crucial data. This fossilized 

aspect of the IL is the result of an early misanalysis of the L2 data, i.e. adjunction of 

additional CP elements, as well as the absence of crucial data45
• Schwartz and Spouse ( 1 996) 

predict fossilization to happen as a consequence of at least three factors: 

• the learner's L 1 has preset values, thus the L2 learner does not start from a default setting 

• crucial data (i.e. negative data) needed to force restructuring do not exist 

44 See section 3.2.2.1 for an introduction. 
45 

In this case, the Turkish learner would need to notice that XSV1+fini1eJ structures are absent in the PLO. 
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• the relevant positive data are highly complex or extremely rare 

Both the VF and MT hypotheses predict convergence of the ILG with the TL system as soon 

as the learner incorporates a critical portion of the morphological paradigm of the target 

system. Thus they expect that learners at an advanced level will have acquired the inflectional 

properties and thus their underlying representations will be target-like in the syntactic domain 

as well. Remember that the crucial assumption here is that similarly to LI acquisition, there is 

a correlation between the morphological component and the abstract syntactic feature

specification in L2 acquisition as well. Several researchers have questioned this assumption, 

see section 3.3.1 (p. 63) and section 3.5.3 (p.84) above for references. 

The Local Impairment hypothesis of Beck ( 1996, 1997 and 1998), however, predicts optional 

representations even at the advanced level. This is similar to the no-access-to-FCs view of 

Tsimpli and Rousseau (1991) and Smith and Tsimpli (1991, 1995). Both of them account for 

optional representations by a lack of knowledge of the target-like feature values throughout 

the L2A process. 

3.5.3.1 Summary 

In summary, the LI hypothesis and the no-access-to-FCs view will both predict the presence of 

optional representations at advanced and near-native levels. The FT IF A proposal suggests that 

optionality might persevere where the input is insufficient to 'disabuse' the learner of an L 1-

induced hypothesis. Since the VF and MT hypotheses are based on a misconceived 

assumption, their prediction for ultimate attainment will not be considered. 

3.5.3.2 Types ofrepresentation at ultimate attainment 

In SLA research the ultimate attainment of L2 learners was originally investigated in order to 

bear upon the issue of access to UG (Coppetiers 1987, Bley-Vroman et al 1988, Schachter 

1989, 1996, Birdsong 1992, White and Genesee 1996). The studies on very advanced and 

near-native learners to date have not been conclusive, as the grammatical representations of 

these learners have been found to show great variability (Johnson et al 1996, Eubank and 

Grace 1996, Eubank et al 1997, Lardiere 1997, 1998, inter a/ia). 
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The new focus of inquiry is concerned with the precise character of L2 learners' competence 

at near-native level (Sorace 1993, Ratwatte 1995, Lardiere 1997, and also Tsimpli l 996b, 

1997, Beck 1996, 1997, 1998, etc.). In what follows we outline the characteristics of L2 

competence at near-native level as identified by Sorace (1992, 1993), then we shall discuss the 

refinements we propose to the distinctions made in this regard. 

Sorace (1993) distinguishes between three different types of representation that can comprise 

the near-native grammar: 

• complete, i.e. native-like representations 

• incomplete, i.e. 'lack of given L2 properties', and 

• divergent, i.e. 'interlanguage representations of L2 properties that are consistently 

different from native properties' (Sorace 1993 :22) 

Sorace (1993) investigated categorical and optional rules in Italian auxiliary selection as 

represented by French and English near-native speakers of Italian. The elicitation technique 

used in her study was magnitude estimation (see section 5.3.1.4.). The final results are 

reported using the geometric mean46
• The geometric means calculated from the results of 

magnitude estimation are comparable to the values gained from acceptability judgements 

elicited on a scale of 1-10 (see section 5.4.3.1.). Using repeated measures ANOVA and the 

post hoc Shem; test, Sorace (1993) examined the significant differences between the 

judgements of her three experimental groups: Italian natives, and French and English near

native speakers of Italian. 

Her results show that in the case of a categorical rule in Italian (e.g. the categorical 

distinction in the grammaticality of Maria non ci e potuta andare vs. *Maria non ci ha 

potuto andare) French learners (24 people) make similar judgements to natives. That is, the 

French subjects distinguish between the correct and the incorrect sentence type to a significant 

degree as can be seen in Figure 3-1 below: 
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l 

Native categorical rule 

4+----

2 

0 +-----''---

*Ma ria non ci ha potuto 
andare 

Maria non cl e potuta 
andare 

DINS 

• FNNS 

0 ENNS 

1 

Figure 3- I Chart from Sorace ( I 993:40) (INS = Italian native speakers. FNNS = f-rench non
native speakers. ENN = English non-native speakers) 

However, her English subjects (20 people) gave an average judgement of 6.286 and 6.623 

respectively to the two alternatives (see the third bars in Figure 3- 1 above). Sorace thus 

concludes that her English subjects 'are unable to distinguish between the two types of 

sentences: their judgements are indeterminate' (Sorace 1993:40). 

Further, when examining an optional native alternation (e.g. the mutually acceptable Non ha 

potuto venire and Non e potuta venire constructions), Sorace found that the Engl ish subjects 

behaved in a similar fashion. That is, they gave an average of 7.23 1 and 6.977 to the two 

optional sentence types, as shown in Figure 3-2 below: 

Native optional rule 

----------- ------------------~ 
12 

10 +--~~=------------------

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 +----"--

Non ha potuto venire None potuta venire 

DINS 

• FNNS 

O ENNS 

46 Geometric mean is the arithmetic mean of the scores that have been transformed into logs. This is neccssal') 
in magnitude estimation in order to bring the scores together onto a common scale. For a description of 
magnitude estimation see the methodology section in 5.3. 1.4. 
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Figure 3-2 Chart from Sorace ( 1993:41) (INS = Italian native speakers, FNNS = French non
native speakers, ENNS= English non-native speakers) 

Sorace notes with respect to these optional native constructions that 'the English subjects 

cannot decide between the two auxiliaries and produce indeterminate judgements on both 

sentence types' (1993:41 ). Noting the similar behaviour of her English subjects regarding both 

the categorical and optional target language rules, she concludes that these learners' 

representation of auxiliary selection in Italian is incomplete. The French subjects, on the other 

hand, made significantly different judgements to the native optional sentence types, accepting 

one and rejecting the other (see the middle bars in Figure 3-2 above). In other words, they 

transform an optional rule into a categorical one, ending up with a divergent representation. 

Sorace ( 1993) attributes the differential findings for the two near-native groups to the 

influence of the L l: French instantiates an auxiliary distinction, although different from 

Italian, English on the other hand does not exhibit the property at all. Thus the fact that 

French near-native speakers of Italian have divergent representations and English near-natives 

of Italian have incomplete representations of Italian auxiliary selection is sufficiently 

accounted for by the influence of the L 1. English learners are seemingly unable to notice and 

incorporate the relevant PLO crucial for parameter-setting to take place, while French learners 

apparently notice the relevant PLO but are constrained by their L l representations even at 

ultimate attainment. 

Note that Sorace (1993) does not provide an operational definition of incompleteness or 

divergence. It is simply assumed that if learners' judgements are significantly different from 

native judgements, their IL contains a divergent representation. On the other hand, it is 

implicit in the treatment of the English judgements that if learners fail to distinguish between 

two sentence types and their judgements are indeterminate (i.e. they centre around the high 

intermediate values of 6-7), their grammar is incomplete. 

We would like to argue that it is necessary to make refinements to the distinction in the 

different types of mental representations. Ultimately, we need to have operational definitions 

for each of the different representations characterising near-native competence with precise 

ways of measuring them. These operational definitions and the criteria of measuring them will 

hopefully allow further research and comparison of results of studies into the nature of the 

ultimate L2 competence. As a first step towards the operationalisation of possible types of 
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near-native representations, we need to consider the theoretically possible characteristics of 

learner representations in general. 

3.5.3.2.1 Complete/convergent representations 

A complete/convergent representation is by definition identical to native speakers' 

representations as reflected in their grammaticality judgements. Native grammars contain 

categorical, optional and quasi-optional rules as well as borderline cases. A categorical rule 

is characterised by a significant difference between the correct and the incorrect version as 

expressed by native speakers' judgements. Most of the rules of language fall into this category. 

For optional rules, there is no significance between the alternatives, both of them are equally 

accepted by natives. For examples of optional constructions, see section: 2. 7 .1. 1 in Chapter 2. 

Quasi-optional constructions seem optional only on the surface but have different 

acceptability values and carry different interpretations depending on the context of the 

utterance. In other words, quasi-optional constructions show significant differences only m 

differing logico-semantic contexts. For examples, the reader is referred to section 2. 7 .2 m 

Chapter 2 above. 

A sentence with acceptability hovering on the borderline usually receives an indeterminate 

judgement between correct and incorrect. That is, some natives would reluctantly accept it 

(probably with some reservations) while others would rule it out. These borderline sentences 

form part of what Lakoff (1973) and Mohan (1977) call 'fuzzy grammars'. Bellow we cite 

two representative examples of sentences with borderline grammaticality. In fact, many 

speakers would find neither variant of them grammatical: 

( 45) ?? Are I ??Is John or his parents here? 

(46) I, who the FBI thinks *am I *is an anarchist, will doubtless be here. 

So far we have looked at native representations as expressed in grammaticality judgements by 

native speakers. In what follows we review possible non-native representations: divergent and 

incomplete representations. 
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3.5.3.2.2 Divergent representations 

A divergent representation implies a difference in quality from native representations. There 

must be a statistically sign ificant difference between native judgements and learner judgements 

if they are to be termed divergent. In the following we invite the reader to speculate on the 

possible scenarios that might obtain at the asymptotic near-native level of acquisition. 

First we consider hypothetical categorical rules in the target language. Please refer to Figure 

3-3 below in the following discussion. Faced by a categorical rule in the target language, 

learners might ultimately accept variants, or they might reject both alternatives (the thi rd and 

fi fth pairs of bars in Figure 3-3 ). Th is wou ld suggest that they have formed a divergent I LG. 

However, learners might wind up with a divergent representation if their judgements are 

diametrically opposed to that of natives', i.e. if they accept the incorrect and reject the correct 

sentence type (the second pair of bars in Figure 3-3): 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

0 

native categorical divergent 

A hypothetical example: 
native categorical rule 

divergent incomplete 

Figure 3-3 Native categorical rule 

divergent 

Now we turn to hypothetical optional constructions in the target language. The followi ng 

discussion is illustrated in Figure 3-4 below. Faced by optional constructions in the TL, 

learners might turn the native optional ru le into a categorical one by distinguishing 

significantly between the two alternatives (see the second and third pairs of bars in Figure 3-4 

below). Thus they would exhi bit divergent representations. In case learners equally reject both 

alternatives, their representation can still be opt ional but divergent (see the last pair of bars in 

Figure 3-4): 
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Figure 3-4 Native optional rule 
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Quasi-optional constructions resemble categorical ones in that although similar on the 

surface, they are given significantly different judgements in differing semantic contexts. Thus 

the same scenarios apply with regard to the possible representations in L2 grammars as to 

categorical rules (described in the discuss ion above and ill ustrated in Figure 3-3). In each of 

these scenarios learners create a different ru le from that of the target rule. 

3.5.3.2.3 Incomplete representations 

An incomplete representation has to be defined in relation lo the native grammar, just as a 

divergent representation is divergent only in relation to the TL. lncompleteness as defined by 

Sorace ( 1993:22) implies a difference in quantity from the native representations, i.e. it is 

defined as a ' lack of given L2 properties' .47 The question arises whether learners' judgements 

have to be significantly different from native judgements to be qualified as incomplete. In 

Sorace's ( 1993) study English learners' judgements are significantly different from natives ' in 

case of the native optional constructions, whereas in the case of the native categorical rule a 

significant difference from native judgements is not reported. However, the mean group 

judgements centre around a high intermediate value of 6-7 in both cases without a significant 

47 Under the assumption that L2 grammars arc natural grammars constrained by UG principles, lack of a given 
property would have far-reaching consequences in the TLG. thus making the incomplete ILG not only a 
quantitatively but also qualitatively different grammar. On the other hand ifthe no-parameter-setting view is 
correct. lack of a property simply means just that: lack of a given property. with no relevance to the status of 
other parts of the system. 
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difference between the two alternatives (see Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 again). Therefore it is 

assumed that the main characteristic of incomplete representations is that they are 

indeterminate. Learners do not seem to have any formed representation as to the acceptability 

of these constructions; therefore they choose to select intermediate values on the 

grammaticality scale. 

Note that optionality characterised by indeterminacy (judgements which centre around the 

intermediate value on the scale48
) is only one type of optionality (the forth sets of bars in 

Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4). Indeterminacy of this kind indicates lack of knowledge and carries 

less theoretical interest than optionality in divergent representations. What is striking about 

this kind of indeterminacy as found by Sorace ( 1993) is that it exists in the grammar of highly 

advanced learners despite positive evidence. 

This conception of incompleteness raises the question whether there is a possibility for a 

grammar containing an incomplete representation for further progress. In other word, given 

time and sufficient amount of continued exposure would incomplete representations turn into 

either divergent or complete representations? Slightly paraphrased, are representations at 

ultimate attainment (where the ILG appears to be asymptotic) still permeable and amenable to 

change?49 Is it the case that only if the L 1 does not instantiate a property that the ILG is still 

amenable to change? 

3.5.3.2.4 Optional representations 

From the above discussion we can conclude that optionality can be a characteristic feature of 

both divergent and incomplete grammars, as well as complete grammars. Of these, optionality 

in stable native grammars is of utmost interest from the point of view of linguistic theory 

(Chomsky 1995, Pettiward 1997, Hayes 1997, Boersma 1997, 1998). With regard to L2A, 

optionality in divergent end-state grammars interesting, as it could ultimately explain 

fossilisation (Selinker 1972, 1992, see also White 199011991, l 992a). However, the third 

48 See Tarone et al ( 1976) and Sorace ( 1988, 1990) for instability/indeterminacy of this kind in the ILG. 
49 It can be argued that representations at ultimate attainment are, by definition, steady states that are not 

amenable to change. However, if we accept the diachronic view of mature languages as dynamic systems 
capable of change, there is no reason why we should not view non-native grammars at ultimate attainment 
non-stable. 
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type, incomplete optionality is also worthy of concern. It provides the potential for L2 

representations even at ultimate attainment to progress. 

Of course, within the lifetime of a human individual this theoretical potential cannot be 

fulfilled, i.e. an incomplete representation does not have enough time to 'turn' complete or 

divergent. However, allowing this theoretical possibility would explain why (albeit very few) 

individuals do manage to attain native-like performance in a second language. 

3.6 Summary 

In this chapter we looked at the main theoretical debates within SLA research. In a sense they 

all bear relevance to our study on the second language acquisition of Hungarian by adult 

English-speakers. Subsequent to our discussion of the debates we have established the 

following: although adult L2 learners have access to UG principles, access to FCs and their 

feature specifications is impaired. Age of onset of learning a L2 is crucial in successful 

acquisition of L2 FCs and their features values. The LI of adult learners has an influence on 

the ILG, prevalent especially when there is insufficient evidence from the L2. The ILG at 

ultimate attainment will thus depend on two factors: the nature of the L2 rule to be learnt 

(whether it is categorical, pseudo-optional or optional) and the nature of the TL evidence L2 

learners receive (whether it is robust, rare or ambiguous). 

In the next chapter we shall compare English and Hungarian in order to see the parametric 

differences with particular reference to focusing. This will be done with a view to identify 

those areas of Hungarian grammar that need resetting/activating by learners whose LI is 

English. 
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4 The Characteristics of Hungarian 

4.1 Introduction 

In order to gain insight into the nature of the learning task (adult) English learners of 

Hungarian face, we need to give a brief outline of the grammatical structure of Hungarian in 

general. Naturally, the description cannot be exhaustive, it merely serves as a guideline to the 

structure of Hungarian, its morphology, syntactic structure and the main features of 

phonology.so 

4.2 Family relations and dialectal variation 

Hungarian belongs to the Finno-Ugric group within the Uralic language family. It constitutes 

the largest group within the Finno-Ugric language group, with some 15 million native 

speakers mostly in and around Hungary. There are only two minor languages in the Ugric 

branch, Ostyak and Vogul, which are closely related to Hungarian, but geographically well 

separated from Hungary. Although related to Finnish and Estonian (the two major languages 

of the Fennic, i.e. Non-Ugric branch), present-day Hungarian is not mutually intelligible 

with any of its relatives, close or distant. Finnish and Estonian are said to be more intimately 

related than, for instance, Finnish and Hungarian (Comrie 1987, Abondolo 1987, Campbell 

1995). Nevertheless, Hungarian displays a number of properties characteristic of the Uralic, 

and more specifically Finno-Ugric, languages. Among these features are a rich inflectional 

and case-marking system, vowel harmony, objective conjugation (i.e. subject-object 

agreement), the existence of the definite article, a set of spatial cases, word stress on first 

syllable, and front rounded vowels, both short (6, ii) and long (o, u). These properties, of 

course, can be found in other languages as well. Their special combination is, however, 

characteristic of the Finno-Ugric family. In addition to these features, Finno-Ugric languages 

share a basic lexicon. 

Within its speech community, Hungarian shows surprising uniformity, in the sense that it 

does not have mutually unintelligible dialects. However, there do exist dialectal differences 

so A comprehensive descriptive grammar of Hungarian can be found in Kenesei et al (1998), as well as Kiefer 
( 1992), Kiefer and E.Kiss ( 1994 and 1998). 
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in vocabulary, phonology, pronunciation, morphology and even syntax m the various 

regional dialects both within and beyond the borders of Hungary. 

4.3 Morphology 

4.3.1 Nominal morphology 

Noun morphology is rich with some 17-27 nominal cases. 51 The full list of nominal cases 

identified by various linguists is given in Appendix B. Hungarian also has an extensive set of 

postpositions, the majority of which assign nominative case to their complements: 

(47) az egri var alatt 

the Eger castle beneath 

'below Eger castle' 

( 48) a torokok miatt 

the Turks because-of 

'because of the Turks' 

The range of postpositions complements the set of nominal cases in Hungarian. Sometimes 

there is more than one marker for the same grammatical function. For instance, apart from 

the dative suffix -nak/-nek, two alternative postpositions, namely szamara and reszere, can 

be used to express the same thematic role benefactive: 

( 49) Gergely killdott egy levelet Dob6-nak I Dob6 szamara I Dob6 reszere. 

Gergely sent a letter-ACC Dob6-DAT I Dob6 DAT I Dob6 DAT 

'Gergely sent a letter to Dob6.' 

51 The variation in the number of cases identified is due to some uncertainty as to the derivational versus inflectional 
origin of some of the nominal suffixes. 
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4.3.2 Verbal morphology 

Hungarian verbal morphology is agglutinating, mainly suffixing. Verbal morphology is 

extensive, presenting the language learner with a considerable lexical learning task. A 

Hungarian verb is marked for five grammatical features: mood, tense, person and number of 

the subject, in some cases the person of the object, and the definiteness or indefiniteness of 

the direct object. More precisely, a verb consists of three parts: the stem, the tense/mood 

suffix, and the person/number suffix. These parts have a fairly fixed sequence in the 

formation of a verb form. 

Present tense is marked by a zero morpheme, past tense is marked uniformly by a + suffix, 

and future tense is constructed periphrastically by the auxiliary fog and the infinitive. Mood, 

i.e. conditional and subjunctive mood, is also expressed morphologically, either through 

inflections or periphrastically. The indicative mood is marked by a zero morpheme. 

Aspectual and voice distinctions are mainly expressed derivationally, i.e. through the use of 

derivational suffixes on the verb. 

4.3.2.1 Subject agreement 

Hungarian has an extensive subject-verb agreement paradigm, with a discrete morphological 

inflection for each person and number in both tenses: 

(50) harcol-ok I -sz I -0 I -unk I -tok I -nak 

fight- 1 sgl-2sgl-3sg/-J pl I -2pl I -3pl 

'I I you.sg I he-she-it I we I you.pl I they fight.' 

(51) harcol-t- -am I -al I -0 I -unk I -atok I -ak 

fight-PAST-Jsg/-2sgl-3sg/-Jpl /-2pl I -3pl 

'I I you.sg I he-she-it I we I you.pl I they fought.' 
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4.3.2.2 Object agreement 

Hungarian is a nominative-accusative language. Verb-morphology displays an overwhelming 

transitive-intransitive distinction. Hungarian transitive verbs have two sets of conjugation 

paradigm, indefinite and definite conjugation, selected according to the definiteness of the 

object complement of the verb.52 Compare examples in (52) and (53) below: 

(52) szeret-ek I -sz I -0 I -ilnk I -iek I -nek egy lanyt 

love-lsgl-2sgl-3sgl-lpl I -2pl l-3pl.JNDEF a girl-ACC 

'I I you.sg I he-she-it I we I you.pl I they love a girl.' 

(53) szeret-em I -ed I -i I -jilk I -itek I -ik Vicat 

love-lsgl-2sgl-3sgl-lpl I -2pl I -3pl.DEF Vica-ACC 

'I I you.sg I he-she-it I we I you.pl I they love Vica.' 

4.4 Pro-drop 

Hungarian is an extensively subject-drop as well as an object-drop language. Since the verbal 

inflection expresses the person and number of the subject, and in some cases the person of the 

object, it both licences and identifies the phi-features of the dropped subject and object 

complements of the verb: 

(54) Ha elarul(-0), megol-om. 

if betray-SU: 3sg. OB: 1 sg, kill-DEF.SU: 1 sg. OB: 3sg 

'If he/she betrays me, I'll kill him/her.' 

(55) Ha becsap-sz, megver-lek. 

if cheat-SU:2sg.OB:lsg, beat-INDEFSU:lsg.OB:2sg 

'If you cheat me, I'll beat you.' 

52 Throughout this thesis IN DEF indicates indefinite verbal inflection, DEF indicates definite inflection in the 
glosses. 
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The following Table 4-1 shows the 151 person singular definite conjugation of the stem olvas 

'read': 

prefix root mood/tense person/number periphrastic 

def/indef object mood 

present indicative el- olvas- 0 /0 om 'I (will) read it' 

past indicative el- olvas- 0 I t- am 'I read it (past)' 

present conditional el- olvas- na- I - m 'I would read it' 

past conditional el- olvas- - I t- am volna 'I would have read it' 

subjunctive olvas s- I - am el! 'I should read it' 

Table 4-1 Definite lsg inflectional paradigm 

4.5 Word order 

4.5.1 'Basic' word order 

With respect to canonical word order, Hungarian is said to exhibit both SOY and SYO 

orders. As to its basic word order, Hungarian, like Finnish, is supposed be in a transitional 

state, moving from an earlier SOY order to a SYO order.53 Whether SYO or SOY is the 

neutral, canonical order for present-day Hungarian is still a question of unresolvable debate. 

In fact, Siewierska (1995) classifies Hungarian in an altogether different category, the 'split 

word order' category, to distinguish it from the rest of the languages that display a single 

basic word order. She calls it a 'split word order' language along with possibly Basque and 

argues that this type represents a very minor percentage of the languages of the world (3%). 

E.Kiss (1987, 1992) argues that it is not very illuminating to claim either of the two orders as 

the neutral, i.e. context-independent, order in Hungarian. The word order of a neutral ('out of 

the blue') sentence depends very much on a number of grammatical factors. Among these 

grammatical factors are the specificity, definiteness, theta role and other semantic features 

(such as the [+/-human] feature) of the subject or object arguments of the verb, as well as the 

aspect of the sentence54
• Note, of course, that if we assume with Kayne (1994) that SYO is the 

53 Finnish is said to have proceeded further on this development towards an SVO structure (Vilkuna 1989). 
54 In order to see the inter-relatedness of, for instance, definiteness and aspect in the determination of basic word 

order, note the variation in the following sentences. Transitive verbs with an indefinite or determinerless NP 
argument are conjugated according to the indefinite conjugation in an SOV order as the following example shows: 
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universal order, the very notion of basic word order becomes trivial, since all the other word 

orders (i.e. the SOY and verb-initial VSO/VOS structures) can be seen as derived from this 

base order. 

4.5.2 Discourse configurationality 

As seen above, Hungarian has a rich nominal and verbal morphological paradigm, which 

provides a highly elaborate system for showing thematic relations in propositions. This rich 

system renders the use of word order to indicate syntactic-thematic roles unnecessary. What 

it actually means, in effect, is that word order in Hungarian is not necessarily employed for 

indicating thematic relations, such as agent, patient, recipient (Who did what to whom?), as 

these relationships are clearly marked by the inflections on the arguments of the verb. 

In English, on the other hand, it is almost exclusively the sequence of elements that is 

instrumental in marking syntactic and thematic roles. English has been called a 

configurational, fixed word order language. In configurational languages the syntactic position 

of elements is a crucial indicator of their grammatical and thematic role in the sentence. 

Contrary to English, Hungarian word order is 'freed' to fulfil other functions in communication. 

These are discourse functions, which satisfy requirements of information packaging in the on-

(I) Mari (egy)almat eszik. 
Mary-NOM (an) app/e-ACC eat-3sg.INDEF 
'Mary is eating an apple.' ('Mary is apple-eating'). 

whereas transitive verbs with a definite NP, i.e. a specific object argument, display the definite conjugation and 
appear in an SVO sequence: 

(2) Mari eszi az almat. 
Mary-NOM eat-3sg. DEF the apple-A CC 
'Mary is eating the apple.' 

A similar phenomenon can be observed with verbal prefixes, which express aspect in Hungarian. Indefinite NPs 
with a verb without a prefix appear in an SOY order and have an imperfective aspect interpretation: 

(3) A ferfi slSrt ivott a kertben. 
the man-NOM beer-A CC drank-3sg.INDEF the garden-in 
'The man drank beer in the garden.' ('The man was beer-drinking in the garden.') 

while definite NPs with a prefixed verb appear in an SVO order with a perfective aspect interpretation: 

(4) A fern meg-itta a s0rt a kertben. 
the man-NOM PREF-drank-3sg.DEF the beer-ACC the garden-in 
'The man drank up the beer.' 

These word order patterns are further complicated by discourse phenomena, such as focusing and topicalization. It is 
thus clearly difficult to determine the basic word order pattern of Hungarian. 
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going discourse. Word order is thus varied to distribute textually and contextually determined 

factors such as given, new, topic, focus, contrast, emphasis and a range of other proposed 

informational primitives to elements of the sentence55
• However, as we indicated above, word 

order in Hungarian is also determined by semantic factors, such as the specificity and 

definiteness of a constituent, or whether it is a quantifier, an operator or the predicate of the 

sentence, etc. Languages that have designated positions for discourse functions rather than 

syntactic/thematic functions are called discourse configurational languages (E.Kiss 1995). 

This group includes Hungarian, Basque, Greek, Bulgarian, Turkish, Catalan, and Finnish. 

In Hungarian, it has been argued that there are three syntactically designated positions with a 

specific discourse function: the Topic position, the Quantifier position and the Focus 

position. Quantifiers, focused as well as wh-expressions are generally termed operators in an 

A' -position. Operators are moved from their Case-marked position in the sentence to a scope 

position. From their scope position operators bind a variable left in their trace. In this study 

we investigate the acquisition of focus, therefore here we shall introduce the other two 

discourse functions only briefly. 

The partial tree in (56) shows the preverbal part of the Hungarian sentence which provides a 

hierarchical structure for various A' -moved elements. The designated Topic position 

occupies a sentence initial position and can host any number of elements. The next operator 

position is the Quantifier position to which Quantifier Raising moves any number of 

quantified elements. This position is separate from the designated Focus position and it does 

not share the characteristic features of the latter. The Focus position is the host for focused, 

wh- and negative operators. 

(56) Topic Phrase* 

~ 
Quantifier Phrase* 

~ 
Focus Phrase 

VP 

55 For a survey of these informational primitives see Vallduvi (1992, 1993). 
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E.Kiss (1994) posits two different parameters of UG with which languages of the world can 

be said to differ from each other, namely that 

1. a language may or may not express grammatical relations by S-structure 

configurations. Hungarian has a [-] value for the expression of grammatical relations at 

S-structure, while English has a [+] value for this parameter. This means in effect, that 

English expresses grammatical and thematic roles in the sentence configurationally, 

while Hungarian does not. 

2. a language may or may not express logical relations by S-structure configurations. 

Hungarian has a [ +] value for logical relations at S-structure. This means that scope 

relations of operators play a crucial role in the word order of Hungarian. English might 

be said to have a [-] value for expressing logical relations at S-structure. 56 

E.Kiss's generalisations under point 1 are correct with respect to showing grammatical 

relations at S-structure. However, her second proposed parameter under point 2 needs 

refinement. Although English does not show logical relations at S-structure in the case of 

quantifiers and focused expressions, it does have A' -movement in the case of wh-phrases, 

relative pronouns, topicalized constituents, and negative operators. We shall return to these 

shortly in the contrastive analysis of English and Hungarian. First we review the Hungarian 

operator positions. 

4.5.3 Topic prominence 

Hungarian is a topic-prominent language, as opposed to English, which is a subject

prominent language. Semantically, the topic of the sentence is understood as the notional 

subject. It serves for the foregrounding of an entity, or a group of entities, the existence of 

which is presupposed by the participants of the discourse. Usually it represents the given 

information in the proposition, i.e. an element of a pre-established, given set. Note that there 

can be any number of topics in a Hungarian sentence. 

56 E.Kiss (1994) points out that Greek, Basque, Japanese, Somali, and Quechua have been described as having a[+] 
value for both of these parameters. 
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4. 5.4 Neutral, emphatic and focused sentences 

In Hungarian, three basic types of sentences have been identified with respect to their 

discourse functions: neutral sentences, emphatic sentences, and sentences with a focused 

constituent (Kalman 1985). Let us exemplify each in turn. 

In neutral sentences each constituent bears equal stress. Therefore neutral sentences display 

level prosody. As we pointed out earlier, the order of constituents in neutral sentences 

depends on the lexical properties of the main verb as well as on specific semantic features of 

its complements. In the following neutral sentence each stress is indicated with a diacritic ' 

to show level prosody: 

(57) 'Gergely 'vissza-tert a 'torok 'fogsagb61. 

Gergely PREF-came the Turkish capture-from 

'Gergely returned from Turkish imprisonment.' 

According to the classification given in Kalman (1985), emphatic sentences are clauses in 

which the verb bears the main stress. Emphatic sentences correspond to do-support sentences 

in English (see also Koml6sy 1994:97). Emphasis and focus is indicated by small caps: 

(58) A torokok vegiil MEG-VERTEK a magyarokat. 

the Turks-NOM in-the-end PREF-beat-they the Hungarians-ACC 

'In the end the Turks DID beat the Hungarians.' 

The feature of Hungarian, which will be the focus of our L2 study, is the fact that in focused 

sentences the XP which bears the focus interpretation immediately precedes the inflected 

verbal element or the predicate of the sentence: 

(59) Gergely DoB6T akarta szolgalni. 

Gergely-NOM Dob6-ACC wanted serve-INF 

'Gergely wanted to serve DOB6.' 

(60) Dob6 A VAR KAPITANYA volt. 

Dob6-NOM the castle(-POSS) captain-POSS was 

'Dob6 was THE CAPTAIN OF THE CASTLE.' 
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The main difference between typical neutral and focused sentences can be seen in their basic 

word order. While neutral sentences predominantly have an SVO (logical subject, V, 

object/argument) structure, the sentences with focus have the characteristic features of SOV 

(Topic, Focus, V) structure (Kiefer 1992: 11 ). This is exemplified by the following contrast: 

(61) SVO: Imre ism en Erzsit. 

Jmre-NOM knows Erzsi-ACC 

'Imre knows Erzsi.' 

(62) SOV: Imre 'ERZSIT ismeri. 

Jmre-NOM Erzsi-ACC knows 

'It is ERZSI that Imre knows.' 

That the SOV structure is probably the earlier word order that characterized Hungarian was 

shown by Dezso ( 1980:250) who argues that the determiner less NP appearing before the verb is 

an earlier, more unmarked construction57
• Dezso further suggests that the preverbal focus 

position was inherited from this early SOV word order. 

4.5.5 The semantic properties of focus operators 

The focus operator (i.e. the preverbal focused element introduced above) can carry different 

semantic interpretations, according to textual and contextual features of the domain of 

discourse in which it appears. The focus operator always operates on a set of contextually 

relevant entities present in the domain of discourse and identifies all and only the elements of 

this set of which the predicate holds. It can express identification or identification with 

exclusion, which is in effect contrast (Kenesei 1989). In Hungarian identificational focus is 

always exhaustive [+exhaustive]. It can, but does not necessarily have to be contrastive [+/

contrastive]. In the following paragraphs we shall exemplify the different types of focus 

operators in more detail. 

57 
Vilkuna (1989) has attributed a similar earlier SOV construction to Finnish. However, both De?SO's and Vilkuna's 
proposals loose theoretical power if we assume Kayne's (1994) proposal about an invariant underlying order, see 
section 4.5. l above. 
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Among the semantic roles of the focus operator the most characteristic one is the expression 

of identification with exclusion, i.e. contrast. This means that there is a set of possible 

candidates for which the proposition may be true and the focus operator identifies and selects 

the one from this set of which the proposition holds true excluding the rest of the set. In this 

case identification of one element with the exclusion of the rest of the possible candidates of 

the set corresponds to contrast. Note that when focusing operates on a closed set of 

individuals, identification always goes together with the exclusion of the rest of the set, 

resulting in contrast. Contrastively focused elements can only be DPs and PPs. Identification 

with exclusion is exemplified in the following example, where the contrastively focused 

element is marked by small caps: 

(63) Mit loptak el? A lovat vagy a szamarat? 

what-ACC stole-they PREF? the horse-ACC or 

'What did they steal? The horse or the donkey?' 

(64) A SZAMARAT, (nem a lovat). 

the donkey-ACC, (not the horse-ACC) 

'THE DONKEY, (not the horse).' 

the donkey-A CC? 

If the focused expression involves only identification without exclusion, it does not carry a 

contrastive interpretation. The examples below in (65) and (66) involve identification 

without exclusion, which is the only possible interpretation if there is an open set 

presupposed in the discourse domain: 

(65) a. Ki irta az Egri Csillagokat? 

who wrote the Eger Stars-ACC? 

'Who wrote Eclipse of the Crescent Moon?' 

b. GARDONYI GEZA. 

'GEZA GARDONYI.' 

(66) a. Mit tudsz Gardonyir61? 

what-A CC know-you Gardonyi-about? 

'What do you know about Gardonyi?' 
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b. Azt, hogy EGERBEN temettek el. 

that-ACC that Eger-in buried-they PREF 

'That he was buried in EGER.' 

Contrary to an unrestricted number of topics, there can only be one focused phrase in the 

designated focus position in Hungarian. This considerably restricts the possibilities of 

focusing more than one phrase in the same clause. The language thus resorts to other means 

of expressing multiple quantification, which will be reviewed in later sections. 

According to E.Kiss's (l 998a) distinctions, wide focus is presentational focus that carries 

new information in the sentence. It is commonly described in information packaging 

accounts of focus (Vallduvi 1992, 1993, Vallduvi and Engdahl 1996). On the other hand, 

narrow focus is the so-called identificational focus operator, which expresses identification 

or contrast. It is the focus operator which occupies a designated syntactic position in several 

discourse configurational languages, such as Hungarian described in Horvath ( 1986), E.Kiss 

(1987) and Brody (1990), Greek described in Tsimpli (1995), Finnish outlined in Vilkuna 

(1995), etc. Let us summarize, after E.Kiss (l 998a), the difference between wide focus and 

narrow focus. E.Kiss (l 998a) equates 

• wide focus with information focus (i.e. presentational focus expressing new information) 

• narrow focus with the identificational focus (i.e. focus operator expressing identification 

or contrast) 

E.Kiss (l 998a) goes on to contrast the two types of focus she has identified: 

(67) 

Identificational Focus 

exhaustively identifies the subset of a set 

identification, +/-contrast 

takes scope over the VP 

operator moved to [Spec,FP] in syntax 

moved to a left-peripheral operator position 

triggers V movement to F 

cleft-construction 
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non-exhaustive 

conveys new information 
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operator moved to [Spec,CP] in LF 

left in situ 

does not involve any movement 
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However, it can be argued that what E.Kiss (1998a) and Roberts (1996) call information (or 

presentational) focus is actually part of the neutral sentence. This is supported by the 

observation that the sentence-final element appears with level prosody and it does not have 

any of the features characteristic of focus operators. 

As a summary of the semantic interpretation of the focus operator we reiterate what was said 

above. In Hungarian, the preverbal Focus operator performs identification. It exhaustively 

identifies the subset of a set of entities with or without excluding the rest of the set. If it 

excludes the rest of the set, it expresses contrast (identification with exclusion); if it does not, 

it expresses only identification. 

The functional literature (e.g. Dik 1989:282, Siewierska 1991 :176) recognises more than two 

types of focus. The division of focus into different subtypes was carried out before E.Kiss 

(1998a) gave the above account of the two focus types. Below, we reproduce the 

subcategorization of different types of focus from Siewierska ( 1991: 176)58
: 

(68) 

--------Non-contrastive 

(New/completive) 

Where's John going? 

He's going to the market. 

parallel 

Focus 

John and Bill came. 

John was nice, 

replacive 

Ken is in London. 

No, he isn't in London, 

he's in Edinburgh. 

---------Contrastive 

counter-pres oppositional 

expanding restrictive selective 

He's given us hope. John bought coffee and rice. Would you like 

He's given us not only hope, No, he didn't buy rice, coffee or tea? 

but also opportunities. he only bought coffee. Coffee, please. 

58 In the tree in (68) drawn up by Siewierska (1991) we can recognise the various types of focus that we have 
idcnti fied above. It can be argued that the non-contrastive (new/completive) focus of Siewierska corresponds to 
E.Kiss's (1998a) information/presentational focus; replacive corresponds to the corrective of Kalman et al 
( 1986); expanding can be taken as the equivalent of emphatic; restrictive parallels contrastive; and selective can 
be a term for identificational focus. This exercise serves for highlighting the problem of the considerable 
terminological confusion in both the functional and generative literature. 
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These distinctions between the different types of focus may be accompanied by various 

formal expressions in a language, such as cleft constructions, special prosody, word order 

changes, morphological focus markers, and so on. However, a particular language does not 

necessarily have all of the above distinctions expressed through different formal means. 

Hungarian is unique in the sense that it has a designated syntactic position for all the above 

types of focus, contrastive and non-contrastive. 

4.6 Designated Focus projection 

In languages where there is a designated syntactic position for focused material, such as 

Hungarian, the Focus operator usually occupies the specifier position of a functional projection. 

The exact nature of this projection is, however, given different treatment in various authors' 

works. In what follows we shall review some of the major proposals that have been advanced 

for the analysis of Hungarian focus constructions. Our ultimate aim is to try to reconcile the 

notion of focus projection (FP) with the other functional projections, such as IP containing 

Tense and Agr as well as NegP and is 'only' -phrases, in one tree representation. This is 

necessary for the comparison of Hungarian functional categories and their lexical properties 

with those obtaining in English. 

4. 6. 1 The theory-neutral description 

Our main question concerns the verb-movement possibilities in Hungarian. Any theoretical 

analysis of Hungarian has to account for the verb-movement property in sentences containing 

an operator, i.e. a focused, wh-, or negative phrase. A diagnostic for verb movement is the 

surface position of the preverbal verbal element59
, which appears preverbally in neutral 

sentences (see example (69), but postverbally in sentences with operators (examples (70)-(73)): 

(69) 'Gergely 'meg-szerette 'Vicat. 
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(70) Gergely V1ckr szerette meg. 

Gergely-NOM Vica-ACC loved-DEF PREF 

'Gergely fell in love with VICA.' 

(71) Gergely KIT szeretett meg? 

Gergely-NOM who-ACC loved-JNDEF PREF? 

'Who did Gergely fell in love with?' 

(72) Gergely NEM szerette meg Vicat. 

Gergely-NOM not loved-DEF PREF Vica-ACC 

'Gergely did not fall in love with Vica.' 

(73) Gergely nem VICAT szerette meg. 

Gergely-NOM not Vica-ACC loved-DEF PREF 

'It is not VICA Gergely fell in love with.' 

In what follows we shall outline the main proposals for the verb-movement properties of 

Hungarian shown in (69)-(73). We shall review, in particular, what syntactic positions 

various authors have advanced as landing sites for the moved operators and the main verb (or 

predicate) itself. During the history of focus analyses, VP, CP, IP and a new functional 

projection FP have all been proposed as hosts for the operator and the verb. 

4. 6.2 VP-focus: the semi-configurational approach with a flat V' (E.Kiss 1994) 

E.Kiss (l 98la,b,c, 1987, 1992, and 1994) analyses Hungarian as a semi-configurational 

language with a bipartite clause structure. She argues that the Hungarian clause consists of a 

flat non-configurational V' dominated by a highly configurational hierarchical left periphery, 

which provides several A' -positions as landing sites for various movement transformations. 

Movement rules, such as Topicalization, Quantifier-raising, Wh-movement and Focus

movement move constituents from their base-generated position in the flat postverbal part to 

the left periphery. 

59 Preverbal elements are prefixes and other verbal modifiers. We shall review them in detail in section 4.8. 
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E.Kiss (1992, 1994) argues that the Hungarian sentence is the projection of the abstract 

functional category tense. Tense is in complementary distribution with mood. Spec,TP is 

assumed to be the landing site for the topic phrase; Spec, VP is analysed as the landing site for 

the focus or the wh-phrase; quantifiers are assumed to be left adjoined to the VP. Figure 4-1 

shows the clause structure proposed in E.Kiss (1992): 

c 

CP 

Tense Phrase 
' 

[Spec,TP] T' 
[Topic] .. 

! 
/ ---~ 

T VP 

[Spec, VP] 
[Focus] 

V' 
'I"--,/ i '~"-,,, 

._ A / I '"', ,~~ 
I V+I XP XP XP* ... 

i I [VM] I _1_1_=-U 
Figure 4-1: E.Kiss's (1992) clause structure 

The flat V' contains the propositional part of the sentence. The verb is phrase-initial and its 

arguments, including the prefix and other preverbal elements, are base-generated postverbally. 

It is from this postverbal position that elements are moved either to Spec,VP or Spec,TP, 

depending on their specific discourse functions. Note that in this analysis the verb is assumed to 

stay in its base-generated position under V+I within the V'. In other words, E.Kiss does not 

assume verb-movement. 

One of the drawbacks of this analysis is that it does not account for the fact that the unmarked 

surface position for the elements is the preverbal position. The standard analysis for the 

prevetbal elements assumes a VM+ V node60
, as outlined in Ackerman and Koml6sy ( 1983) and 

60 Where the VM stands for preverbal elements, such as the prefix or other verbal modifiers, see section 4.8 for more 
detail. 
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utilised in later proposals by Horvath (1986), Farkas (1986), Kenesei (1989), Maracz (1990), 

Brody (1990), Pinon (1992), inter alia. 

Note that in her more recent work, E.Kiss ( 1998b) has revised her position on the Hungarian 

clause structure. In contrast to her earlier position, she now assumes that the focused material 

appears not in Spec,VP, but rather in Spec,FP, a functional projection that dominates the VP. 

This way her later analysis conforms to the analysis of other authors who will be discussed 

below. 

4.6.3 GP-focus: the V2 analysis (Maracz 1990) 

According to Maracz (1989/1991, 1990) the all-pervasive noun-incorporation of internal 

arguments with generic, indefinite and sometimes idiomatic interpretation points to a 

configurational VP-node in Hungarian. The internal arguments of the verb follow a hierarchy of 

nominative-accusative-dative-instrumental-lexical case. Maracz (op.cit.) argues that the VP is 

head-final, i.e. left branching, in accordance with other lexical phrases in Hungarian. Thus the 

Hungarian sentence is assumed to display an underlying SOV structure. 

Maracz (1990) argues that the Hungarian neutral sentence is an IP. V-to-1 movement and the 

movement of the subject from Spec, VP to Spec, IP results in the neutral order (SVO). Maracz 

(1990) thus assumes the following structure for neutral sentences in Figure 4-2: 

/1 ,./·"""" 
' 

/ 
/ " " / ', 

[Pref] 10 [Spec, VP] V' 
I 

~ I 
/ 

V0/lnfl 
NP vo 

[OBJ] 

• 
. -·----···--~ 

Figure 4-2: Maracz's (1990) analysis of neutral sentences 
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On the other hand, non-neutral sentences are argued to activate a CP level. The CP contains 

wide-scope quantifiers: wh-phrases, focused XPs, csak 'only' -phrases and negated constituents. 

In his analysis Maracz (1989/1991, 1990) adapts the analysis of Germanic V2 structures to 

Hungarian sentences containing wide-scope quantifiers. Therefore a strong C0 is assumed to 

attract the verb and hence there is V-to-C movement in these sentences. The focused, negated, 

or wh-element is argued to appear in Spec,CP, just like any non-subject-like topic in German 

V2 structures. The clause structure in Figure 4-3 is based on the analysis given by Maracz 

(1989/1991, 1990): 

CP 

C' 

co 
hogy 

CP* 

_////~-----
Spec,CP GP 

I Topic l 
Lauantifierj 

Spec,CP 

[ 

focus ] 
wh 

csak 
neg constr 

'""', 
C' 

I"~----------, ____ ___ 

C0 IP 
V0 /lnfl //"""' 

... 
I 

Figure 4-3: Maracz's (1989/1991, 1990) V2 analysis of wide-scope sentences 

Note that CP is assumed to be recursive in Maracz (1989/1991, 1990). Quantifiers and topics 

appear in a higher Spec,CP dominating the CP containing the wide scope operator. The 

complementizer of an embedded sentence is assumed to be in the head c0• 

Since our study assumes a feature-checking approach to syntactic movement, the attractive 

feature of Maracz's analysis is the assumption that verb-movement is motivated by feature

strength. However, rendering the same analysis to the Hungarian focus structure as to Germanic 

V2 structures involving non-subject topicalization conceals the considerable differences 

between the structure of the two languages and the particular constructions involved. 
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4.6.4 IP-focus: the configurational SVO approach (Horvath 1995) 

Contrary to E.Kiss's verb-initial flat structure and Maracz's SOY structure, Horvath (1986, 

1995) has claimed that Hungarian is an SVO language. Initially she assumed that the focus 

feature is associated with the verb, but in her later analyses she has postulated that focused 

sentences are IPs with the operator appearing in Spec,IP. 

Originally, Horvath (1986) hypothesised a FOCUS-parameter for UG with the following two 

options: 

FOCUS-Parameter: 

a) [+FOCUS]: a feature associated freely with any category - deriving the English-type 

languages, i.e. Focus in situ 

b) the "grammaticalized" version of the [+FOCUS] feature: an intrinsic part of the feature

matrix of a single category, namely, V - meant to derive the Hungarian-type, structurally 

limited, instantiations of Focus 

It can be seen from clause b) of the proposed Focus-parameter, that Horvath ( 1986) associated 

the assignment of the [+F(ocus)] feature with the verb. To summarise her earlier position, she 

assumed that in the Hungarian-type languages the feature [ +F] is part of the feature matrix of 

the verb and can be assigned by the verb to any constituent that it governs and is adjacent to. 

Horvath (1995), on the other hand, has postulated that focus in Hungarian appears in Spec,IP of 

the sentence, and it is the functional head 1° (more specifically, the [+tense] feature in it) that 

assigns the feature [+f] to the element that appears in Spec,IP. The feature [+f] originates in 1°, 

and is assigned to a constituent in Spec,IP under spec-head agreement, rather like structural 

case-assignment. The verb or predicative adjective moves to 1° in order to lexicalize the head 

node, that is, to provide it with lexical content. Figure 4-4 is Horvath's (1995) proposed clause 

structure for operator sentences: 
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[Spec, IP] 
[+Focus] 

.A .A 
I I' 
l [(V)+I] 
I A 
' i 

I' 

VP 

V' XP* 

VM V 
l_L_J ' 

L ----------~___J 

i 
-----------------

Figure 4-4: Horvath's ( 1995) clause structure 

Horvath (1995) attempts to account for cross-linguistic variation among designated Focus 

languages by revising her original FOCUS-Parameter (Horvath 1986). Languages can 'choose' 

from the options of two factors: a) the actual functional category that assigns the [ +t] feature, 

whether it is I0 or c0
, and b) the mode of feature assignment, whether it happens under 

government or spec-head relations. Hungarian is said to belong to the IP-focus group with spec

head agreement between the operator and the moved verb or adjectival predicate (see Horvath 

1995). 

The appeal of this proposal is that it uses spec-head agreement in the analysis of operator 

structures. Also, it proposes the head I0 as the landing site for the moved verb, which provides a 

natural account for the inflectional properties of the verb as well as its adjacency to the operator 

position. 

Kenesei (1989, 1992) has also identified Tense as the carrier and assigner of the [ +t] feature. 

The IP analysis has also been adopted by Piii6n (1992) with the modification that he postulates 

that the Hungarian sentence is a projection of a Sigma-Phrase (LP) in which it is the Tense head 

which is associated with the [ +t] feature in operator sentences. Piii6n (op.cit.) assumes that a 

number of functional heads can contribute to the articulation of a single projection with a 

unique specifier position, Spec, LP. The following Figure 4-5 shows the clause structure 

proposed by Piii6n (1992). Note the distinction he makes between two kinds of is 'only' -

phrases: one, the quantificational is, which is not part of the extended LP, and the other, 

emphatic is, which is one of the heads contributing to the LP: 
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QP LP 
[ quantificational is] 

Spec, LP L' 
[focus] 

Lo 

[emphatic is] 

Lo 

[+neg] 

L 0 VP 
[±tense] 

V0 XP* 

XP V0 

Figure 4-5 Pinon' s ( 1992) clause structure 

Chapter 4 The Characteristics of Hungarian 

4.6.5 FP-focus: an extra functional projection proposal (Brody 1990) 

Brody (1990) modified Horvath's (1986) early formulation of the FOCUS-Parameter by 

associating the focus operator with a functional projection of its own. He still assumes that the 

verb is the element that assigns the [+F] feature to a complement that it governs and is adjacent 

to. However, he proposes that the verb is moved to F, the head position of a new functional 

projection, the Focus Phrase (FP). 

Brody (1990) accounts for cross-linguistic variation by arguing that the feature [+F] can be 

assigned to the element in the Spec,FP position either at S-structure, or as late as at LF. In 

Hungarian assignment of the [+F] feature happens at S-structure, while English instantiates an 

LF-based [ +F] assignment without any overt movement. 

Brody (1990) originally proposed that Hungarian does not have a separate INFL node. In line 

with later theoretical developments in the Minimalist Program, he later argues in Brody (1995) 

that all inflectional morphemes are generated directly on the verb. Therefore there is no need to 

posit any syntactic movement mechanism for the verb in order to pick up or have its 

inflectional morphemes checked, as earlier assumed. Earlier, in Brody ( 199), he supported his 

argument for the absence of an IP projection by the claim that Hungarian does not have modal 
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auxiliaries61 • Instead of verb-movement to INFL, Brody ( 1990) assumed verb-movement to the 

F head of the FP, which is projected only in focused sentences. In Figure 4-6 we reproduce the 

clause structure assumed by Brody ( 1990): 

Focus Phrase 

[Spec,FP] F' 
[+Focus] 

F VP 

• I 

V XP* 

I 

I 

v i VM 
I L __ (__j 

I 

____J 

Figure 4-6: Brody's ( 1990) focus projection 

Brody's (1990) analysis conforms to the analyses that have been proposed for other designated 

Focus languages (see e.g. Ouhalla 1992a, 1993 for Arabic, Tsimpli 1995 for Greek, etc.). From 

Brody's (1990) analysis we shall adopt the notion of a separate functional projection in focused 

sentences. 

Brody (1995) extends the FP-focus analysis in the Minimalist checking approach. Contrary to 

his earlier proposal, he assumes an elaborated split IP structure. The inclusion of a Tense node 

was necessitated by the realisation that Tense plays a crucial role in distinguishing between 

tensed and infinitival structures on the one hand, and other (participial/gerundive) structures vs. 

[+/-tense] clauses on the other. Also, separate AgrS and AgrO projections are needed to account 

for the subject-object (a)symmetries found in Hungarian. Below is the structure of the sentence 

assumed in Brody (1995): 

61 However, the fuhrre auxiliary fog 'will', as well as the auxiliary szokott denoting present habitual action, are clearly 
auxiliaries that require an INFL node. The analysis of Hungarian auxiliaries can be found in Kalman et al ( 1989), 
Kenesei ( 1998) and Bartos ( 1998). Note that in his later work Br6dy ( 1995) has noted the necessity for the clause 
to contain at least a Tense node, as is shown in the text. 
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FP 

Spec,FP F' 

F AgrSP 

TenseP 

I 

L VM 
------

AgrOP 

VP 

V' XP 

v 
J 

Figure 4-7 Brody's ( 1995) clause structure 

4. 6. 6 FP + IP approach (Puskas 1996) 

Chapter 4 The Characteristics of Hungarian 

Puskas (1992, 1994, and 1996) combining the proposals by Brody (1990, 1995) and Horvath 

(1995) with the split CP approach of Rizzi (1990, 1995) has proposed the following constituent 

structure for the Hungarian sentence, see Figure 4-8: 

FP 

VP 

Figure 4-8 Puskas 's ( 1992, 1994) clause structure 

Puskas argues that FP is a CP-type projection and not an IP-type projection, such as TP and 

AgrP. In line with Rizzi (1990, 1995), she assumes that sentences containing an operator are 
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type-changing sentences, such as wh-questions, negatives, imperatives and focused sentences 

which modify the type of an indicative declarative sentence. Thus the FP is part of the CP

structure of the sentence rather than an element of the elaborate IP structure. IP is the projection 

of the verb. It contains functional categories that serve to fulfil morphological requirements, 

such as tense and agreement features. Verb movement from 1-to-F, however is not motivated by 

overt morphological requirements of the verb, thus projections involving any of the operators 

are not extended V-projections in Grimshaw's (1991) sense. 

4. 6. 7 Feature-checking approach: [+I-interpretable] features 

Within the Minimalist Program, feature checking is assumed to be motivated by morphological 

requirements, i.e. the strength of features under functional nodes. However, features have been 

divided into two categories: interpretable and non-interpretable (see section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2). 

In our analysis of Hungarian we would like to utilise this distinction between the two types of 

features. 

Our analysis in this thesis will be mainly based on Brody's (1995) clause structure. Verb

movement to Agr is motivated by the necessity to fulfil morphological requirements of non

interpretable features on the verb, i.e. the phi-features. These features will be checked and then 

erased. On the other hand, Tense is an interpretable feature, i.e. it needs to be checked but stays 

visible to the computation. Verb-raising to it will be obligatory to check the [+tense] feature. 

Verb-raising will be not required when the clause has a [-tense] feature. T-to-F movement also 

involves interpretable features, that of [ +wh], [+neg] and [+f] in Hungarian. The verb moves 

up to F0 in order to satisfy the spec-head agreement between its strong feature and the feature of 

the operator in Spec,FP. Although Brody (1995) assumes that an [+f] feature was present under 

T0 in addition to a strong [ +f] feature in F0 in Hungarian, it is not clear whether in the 

Minimalist framework this feature is required under T0
• The assumption of an optional [ +f] 

feature under F0 assigned to a focussed phrase in the numeration or the course of the derivation 

would be sufficient to force verb (or adjectival predicate) movement to F0
•
62 This is the analysis 

we shall adopt in the present thesis. 

62 I owe many thanks for this observation to Roger Hawkins, my external supervisor. 
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4. 7 Focus operators 

It is time to review the specific operators that can appear in the designated specifier position 

in Hungarian. Any element with a [ +wh], [+neg] and [+f] feature is called an operator. 

Elements that involve negation overtly carry a [+neg] feature. These include negated 

constituents, predicate negation, negative universal quantifiers senki 'nobody', semmi 

'nothing', other negative polarity items soha 'never', semelyik hdz 'neither/none of the 

houses', etc. Others involve covert negation. These include negative non-universal 

quantifiers (keves 'few') and adverbials expressing negative frequency, degree, or manner 

(such as ritkan 'seldom', alig, kevesse 'hardly', hiaba 'in vain', rosszul 'badly', csunyan 'in 

an ugly way', hibasan 'with faults', hianyosan 'with deficiencies', elegteleniil 

'unsatisfactorily' etc.)63
• Although not overtly negative, these elements also carry a [+neg] 

feature. This [+neg] feature turns them into operators and ensures that they appear in the 

focus position. 

Wh-phrases, as well as csak 'only'-phrases and emphatic is 'also'-phrases are inherently 

focused and carry the [+f] feature in Hungarian. They appear in the specifier of FP. Apart 

from wh-operators, csak 'only' and emphatic is- 'also' phrases, any constituent of the clause 

can acquire the [ +f] feature in the numeration or the course of the derivation, by which it 

acquires an operator status and moves into the focus position of the sentence. 

In the next section we shall review the types of preverbal elements. They occupy a preverbal 

position in neutral sentences, but appear postverbally if any focus operator appears in the 

sentence. 

4.8 Preverbal elements 

A fundamental property of Hungarian is that preverbal elements (i.e. verbal prefixes and 

other verbal modifiers) are in complementary distribution with the operators of the sentence 

in the preverbal position. This means that only one can fill the preverbal slot to the exclusion 

of the other. In neutral sentences these elements appear preverbally. However, when there is 

63 Kiefer ( 1967) and £.Kiss ( 1994) offer an extensive discussion of negative and positive adverbials. 
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an operator in the sentence, these elements occupy a postverbal position. In other words, 

there is a single position available preverbally, which can be occupied by either the preverbal 

element or the operator, but not both. Compare the following ungrammatical sentences in 

(74)-(77) with the ones given in examples (69)-(73). In the following sentences the verbal 

prefix appears preverbally although there is an operator in the sentence, creating sharply 

ungrammatical sentences: 

(7 4) *Gergely VICAT meg-szerette. 

Gergely-NOM Vica-ACC PREF-loved-DEF 

'Gergely fell in love with VICA.' 

(75) *Gergely KIT meg-szeretett? 

Gergely-NOM who-A CC PREF-loved-IN DEF? 

'Who did Gergely fell in love with?' 

(76) *Gergely nem meg-szerette Vicat. 

Gergely-NOM not PREF-loved-DEF Vica-ACC 

'Gergely did not fall in love with VICA.' 

(77) *Gergely nem VICAT meg-szerette. 

Gergely-NOM not Vica-ACC PREF-loved-DEF 

'It is not VICA Gergely fell in love with.' 

In order to present a more detailed analysis of the Hungarian VP, we need to examine the 

preverbal elements and describe their syntactic and semantic properties as well as the 

possible categories they fall into. The following in-depth overview of verbal prefixes and 

other verbal modifiers is presented with a view to outlining the specific learning problems 

they present for L2 learners of Hungarian. 

4. 8. 1 Verbal prefixes 

Of the two subcategories within the group of preverbal elements we shall first examine the 

Hungarian verbal prefixes. Verbal prefixes in Hungarian are crucial since they play a major 

role in morphological as well as syntactic processes. Prefixes are derivational morphemes. 
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They determine the subcategorizational and selectional properties of the verb they attach to 

as seen in the following examples with the stem nez 'look': 

(78) at-nez valami-n 

(79) 

through-look something-through 

'look through something' 

le-nez 

down-look 

valaki-t 

somebody-A CC 

'look down on somebody' 

The next question we address is the types of verbal prefixes present in Hungarian. 

Historically, verbal prefixes are preverbal modifiers of various sorts, including different 

kinds of complements and heads of complements. The group comprising the core 

representatives of prefixes are directional complements of the verb: be- 'in', ki- 'out', le

' down'' fel- 'up'' cit- 'across'' rci- 'onto'' ide- 'hither'' oda- 'thither'' szet- 'around'' 6ssze

'together', vissza- 'back'. In addition to the directional prefixes, Hungarian has two prefixes 

with a perfectivizing function: el- and meg-. 

Apart from the above core representatives of prefixes, various heads of complements, 

predicative complements and direct objects are also now analysed as prefixes. The following 

is a non-exhaustive list of non-directional complements with a verb that they can occur with: 

(80) 

benn-eg 'lit: inside burns= get burnt inside' 

helyre-hoz 'lit: place-onto brings = put something right' 

jovci-tesz 'lit: good-into makes= remedy' 

helyt-ad 'lit: place-ACC gives= allow' 

egyet-ert 'lit: one-ACC agrees= be of the same opinion' 

el/ent-mond 'lit: counter-A CC say = contradict' 

eszre-vesz 'lit: mind-to takes= notice' 

agyon-UI 'death-to hits = strike dead' 

The members of this less basic and more heterogeneous type lack the productivity of 

directional prefixes. Some of them can appear with some other verb(s), others are not 
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productive at all. Since they are more idiomatic expressions, learning of them requires 

lexical memorisation. 

Koml6sy (1994: l 02) estimates the number of verbal prefixes at one hundred, although there 

is some controversy as to the exact number within this closed category. The reason for this is 

that incorporation is still in process today, i.e. verbal modifiers are currently acquiring 

functions that are typical of derivational morphemes. 

The individual properties of prefixes range over a wide spectrum of syntactic functions. 

Apart from the perfectivizing function mentioned above (el-, meg-), some are used to express 

different Aktionsart64
, and some serve to form complex predicates with unanalysable 

meanings. Thus the meaning is non-compositional in some of the more idiomatic cases, such 

as: 

(81) to/ va/ami-t 'push something-A CC' versus 

ki-to/ va/aki-ve/ 'lit: out-push somebody- with= deceive somebody' 

The next question concerns the syntactic and semantic status of verbal prefixes. Are they 

lexical entries of their own or are they listed in the lexicon attached to the verb? Data from 

first language acquisition could certainly inform this question. Let us see the two sides of the 

argument surrounding the status of prefixes in Hungarian. 

Some authors assume that prefixes have lexical entries of their own, since they belong to a 

definite categorial class, e.g. that of adverbials, and they have particular subcategorization 

properties. Similarly to inflectional and derivational affixes, a prefix can be analysed as the 

head of its own projection that subcategorises for a verb and selects its own complements. 

This is in line with the assumption that prefixes and verbs are generated under separate heads 

in the lexicon (see e.g. Puskas 1996)65
• It is argued that there is strong evidence from 

acquisition data that this is the case (see Pleh 1992, Gergely 1991). Children sometimes 

make mistakes in the lexical restrictions of prefixed verbs by using prefixes productively and 

creatively, as the two non-target-like utterances show: 

64 Such as certain prefixes do in Russian and German. 
65 Verb-particle combinations in English are analysed as "complex" verbs with two heads, a verb and a particle. Of 

the two heads the verb is the head which projects VP but it adjoins to the head that contains the particle: 
Mary [looked down} on John. I He [wrote down] the answer. 
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(82) Csukd ki az ajt6t! 

close out the door-A CC 

'Close the door.' 

(83) Oltoztessel le! 

dress-me down 

'Undress me.' (Pleh 1992) 

The verb csuk 'close' takes the semantically similar be 'in' prefix in the adult language, but 

the child in example (82) used a prefix with the opposite meaning ki 'out', thus creating a 

semantically anomalous utterance. The same productive and independent use of the prefix le 

'down' is evidenced in the utterance in (83). In the adult language the prefix le 'down' 

occurs with the verb vetkoztet 'undress', while the verb oltoztet 'dress' can occur with only 

the prefix fel 'up'. The child combines 'dress' with 'down', hence again producing a 

semantically anomalous sentence. Anecdotal evidence shows that this kind of productive and 

creative use of prefixes abounds in children's production. 

However, there is some argument that (at least) a subset of the prefixes might be generated 

attached to the verb66
• The evidence is argued to come from syntax. E.Kiss (I 994) argues that 

the VM+V unit is sometimes the basis of word formation: le-nez (v.t.) 'look down on 

somebody' is basis of le-nezes (n) 'the act of looking down on somebody'. However, the 

lexical unit does not always serve as the input to word formation processes directly. For 

instance, the indefinite object VM loses its case marking when incorporated during word 

formation: /eve/et fr 'letter-ACC writes' becomes level-iras 'letter-writing', kezet fog 'hand

ACC takes' becomes kez-fogas 'handshake', reszt vesz 'part-ACC takes' becomes resz-vetel 

'participation', etc. Also, if it is argued that verbal modifiers are incorporated and are 

generated attached to the verb in the lexicon, it would be difficult to see how they can move 

by themselves in the syntax. Therefore, we shall assume that verbal prefixes are generated 

separately in the lexicon and need to be learnt separately. 

66 This position is in line with Chomsky's ( 1970) Lexicalist Hypothesis, which states that certain morphological 
rules apply to lexical items and derive complex categories in the lexicon. These categories are represented in the 
syntax as single complex units. 
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To summarise this section, verbal prefixes are very salient in Hungarian grammar due to the 

aspectual and other semantic functions they fulfil as well as their characteristic syntactic 

behaviour. They are in complementary distribution with operators. Therefore, their position 

varies in the sentence depending on whether the sentence is a neutral one or it contains an 

operator. 

4.8.2 Verbal modifiers (VMs) 

The second group of constituents which behave in a rather similar fashion to verbal prefixes 

are called verbal modifiers (VMs). Just like prefixes, these elements are closely related to the 

verb they modify semantically and lexically but are free syntactically. They serve to restrict 

the meaning of the verb. They are semantically incorporated to the verb and form the 

semantic predicate of the sentence. The meaning of a VM+V complex predicate can be 

compositional but is mostly non-compositional, carrying an idiomatic expression. 

In a discussion of the base-generated status of verbal modifiers in the lexicon, Koml6sy 

(1994:98) argues that when a VM and a V form a unit and acquire an idiomatic interpretation 

they should be listed in the lexicon as a single complex lexical unit. Unlike prefixes, some of 

the verbal modifiers are not orthographically incorporated with the verb, but appear 

separated from the verb. 

Similarly to prefixes, verbal modifiers can be of different syntactic categories and have 

different grammatical functions 67 (see Koml6sy 1994:98-100 for a comprehensive list). It is 

inevitable that the heterogeneous character of the group and the different orthographic rules 

have led to some confusion in the traditional literature as to their syntactic and semantic role 

in the VP. 

Koml6sy (1992) muses over the fact that some of the preverbal elements have been termed 

verbal prefixes while others have not still reached the status of 'prefixhood' in traditional 

descriptions. Some of the less core members of the prefix category, i.e. elements other than 

the directional and perfectivizing prefixes, are treated as prefixes by traditional grammars, 

67 See Baker (1988) where incorporation involves heads of various categories moving into heads of a variety of 
categories. For example, N, P, as well as V and A may incorporate into V. 
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see examples in (80). This is so despite the fact that they are less productive and their 

meaning is less compositional than the elements of the basic set of prefixes. Koml6sy 

(op.cit.) wonders why some obligatory complements are treated as verbal modifiers and not 

prefixes although some non-core members are considered prefixes. The following is a list of 

verbal modifiers: 

(84) 

reszt vesz 'lit: part-A CC takes = participate' 

szenne eg 'lit: coal-into burns= get charred' 

beteg volt 'sick was' 

rosszul esik 'badly feels= hurt somebody's feelings' 

ujsagot olvas 'newspaper-ACC reads' 

uszni akar 'swim-INFL wants' 

mozibajar 'cinema-to goes' 

kezet mos 'hand-ACC washes' 

kezetfog 'lit: hand-ACC takes ' 

nyelvesz lesz 'linguist becomes' 

gazdag lesz 'rich becomes' 

nyelvesznek vel 'linguist-as takes= think somebody is a linguist' 

szokere fest 'blond-into dyes' 

The question naturally arises whether the only criteria distinguishing between prefixes and 

other verbal modifiers are conventions of orthography. So we must look for other differences 

in the traditional distinction between prefixes and other verbal modifiers. 

Except for predicate nominals and adjectives of finite copular clauses (nyelvesz lesz 

'becomes a linguist', beteg volt 'was sick') each of the preverbal elements is marked 

morphologically. Note that the members of the prefix category which fall outside the core 

locative/perfectivizing category also bear morphological marking. So the difference must lie 

in the extent of derivational incorporation these preverbal elements have gone through, i.e. 

the extent of grammaticalization they have been subjected to in the language and their 

decreased productivity as a consequence. 

It is generally known that incorporation takes place at the lexical level (see Baker 1988 and 

footnote 67). The lexicon is the location where it is determined which verb allows 
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incorporation and what category can be incorporated into it. Since lexical selection of the 

preverbal element is more or less idiosyncratic for each verb, complex VM+ V semantic units 

have to be learnt individually (Horvath 1986). This is predicted to present some difficulties 

in interlanguage development, since the lexical entry of each verb has to be identified on the 

basis of input alone. There is no rule-type generalisation that can be used in order to find out 

which verbs will take which preverbal elements. 

Apart from the semantic differences pointed out above, there is a striking similarity between 

adverbial/perfectivizing prefixes and other verbal modifiers with respect to syntactic 

behaviour. Elements in both groups are syntactically independent and can be moved freely in 

the sentence. When they occupy the preverbal position, they serve the role of modification of 

the verb. Neither prefixes nor verbal modifiers can act as focus operators, as they cannot 

express identification or identification by exclusion since they are non-referential. However, 

they can bear emphasis in the case of predicate focus (in emphatic sentences). There the 

VM+ V complex bears the primary stress, and the sentence corresponds to emphatic do

sentences in English (Puskas 1998). 

In the next section we shall outline the syntactic criteria that have been proposed for well

formed focused, interrogative and negative sentences cross-linguistically. Satisfaction of 

these criteria is crucial for the correct ordering of elements in a language. Thus, we shall see 

what syntactic restrictions will determine the ordering of the verb, its prefix or VM, and any 

operator in the Hungarian sentence. We shall compare these restrictions with those that 

obtain in English. 

4.9 Contrastive analysis of English and Hungarian 

The aim of this section is to show how the Wh-Criterion (Rizzi 1990, 1996), the Neg

Criterion (Haegeman and Zanuttini 1991) and the Focus Criterion (Brody 1990, 1995) apply 

in English and Hungarian. These syntactic criteria constitute well-formedness conditions on 

movement of wh-phrases, negative operators, and focus operators, respectively. The three 

criteria share some structural similarities in their application, among them the most striking 

similarity being that they all involve a specifier position as the site to which operators must 
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move. In other words, there is specifier-head agreement between the element in the specifier 

position and that of the head of the maximal projection.68 

4.9.1 Affect-Criterion 

The structural similarities among wh-questions, negative and focused sentences and the 

constraints that apply to them were summarised in the Affect Criterion by Haegeman (1993). 

The Affect-Criterion encompasses all three well-formedness criteria: 

Affect-Criterion (Haegeman 1993 ): 

a) An AFFECTIVE operator must be in a spec-head configuration with an [AFFECTIVE] x0 . 

b) An [AFFECTIVE] x0 must be in a spec-head configuration with an AFFECTIVE operator. 

The Affect-Criterion was proposed by Haegeman (1993) based on Klima's (1964) analysis 

of interrogative and negative sentences. Klima had suggested that negative elements, wh

phrases and only form a natural class that he called 'affective elements'. In what follows we 

outline each of the criteria as they apply to English and Hungarian, respectively. 

4.9.2 Wh-Criterion 

4.9.2.l English main wh-questions 

Wh-movement, as May (1985) and Chomsky (1986) described it, is a case of substitution, i.e. 

movement of a maximal constituent into a specifier position. It is a structure preserving 

movement, since it involves movement of a category into an empty position. 

The first to argue for the extension of the concept of Case-marking and agreement checking 

to wh-movement was Rizzi (1990, 1996), based on the assumption that wh-movement lands 

68 The trend in recent GB theory to analyse the specifier position in more detail (Webelhuth 1995:82, Haegeman 
1993:183) has led to the in-depth investigation of spec-head agreement, coindexation, feature sharing, feature
checking, operator movement and scope-relations, instead of the government relations dominating earlier analyses. 
These are mechanisms that are central to recent work in the theory, particularly the Minimalist Program. Apart from 
being the position for moved wh-, negative and focus operators, the specifier position of functional heads is 
specialised for the checking of all Case marking and agreement features. 
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in the specifier of Comp (Chomsky 1986). Rizzi postulated the Wh-Criterion as a licensing 

mechanism for wh-operators.69 He bases the licensing mechanism for wh-operators on a 

close analogy with the licensing mechanism for arguments. 

The Wh-Criterion as postulated by Rizzi (1990, 1996) is the following: 

a) A wh-operator must be in a Spec-head configuration with an X0 marked [ +wh]. 

b) A x0 marked [ +wh] must be in a Spec-head configuration with a wh-operator. 

Rizzi gave the following qualifying definitions: 

a) wh-operator: a wh-phrase in a scope position 70 

b) scope position: left-peripheral A' -position, i.e. an adjoined position [YP,XP] or a 

specifier position [Spec,XP]. 

The Wh-Criterion expresses the requirement that any wh-phrase must be in the required 

relation with a head carrying the feature [ +wh ], and that a head which carries this feature 

requires a wh-operator in the given configuration. The licensing of the wh-feature in English 

follows two separate mechanisms: 

a) in main clauses INFL (which already contains other independently licensed specifications 

such as Agr and Tense) also contains the feature [ +wh]. In a split-INFL approach (Pollock 

1989) the [ +wh] feature would be associated with T or Mood. See example (85) and (86): 

(85) *[CP who [c (1p Mary saw t ]]] 

[+wh] 

(86) [CP Whoi [c didj (1p Mary tj [VP see ti]]]]? 

[+wh] 

The sentence in (85) is ungrammatical because the [ +wh] I0 is not in the required 

configuration with the wh-operator, violating clause b) of the Wh-Criterion. The sentence in 

(86) is correct since did carries the feature [ +wh] and is in the required configuration with 

the wh-element. 

69 Rizzi (1996) also postulates a structurally similar Neg-Criterion. Haegeman and Zanuttini (1991) work out the 
details of Neg-Criterion, see section 4.9.3. 

70 Rizzi (1996) gives the definition ofa wh-operator as a wh-phrase in a scope position to exclude wh-phrases 
appearing in a base-generated left position, as in some French wh-questions. 
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b) in subordinate clauses the licensing is a question of the classical device of selection (the 

standard subcategorization of verbs): some main verbs like 'wonder' select a [ +wh] c0 

subordinate clause, triggering the movement of the wh-phrase to Spec,CP: 

(87) I wonder [CP whoi [c (1p John saw ti]]] 

[+wh] 

(88) *I wonder (cp [c (1p John saw who]]] 

[+wh] 

Other main verbs, such as 'think' or 'believe' select a [-wh] c0
, thus rendering the following 

constructions ungrammatical, since the Wh-Criterion is not fulfilled: 

(89) *I think whoi C John saw. 

(90) *I believe whoi C John saw. 

Rizzi (1990, 1996) argues that the Wh-Criterion must universally be satisfied at the level of 

LF. However, the application of overt wh-movement is subject to parametric variation. In 

English, wh-movement applies at S-structure and hence the ungrammaticality of *I wonder 

John saw who. In Chinese it applies at LF. Thus in English wh-in-situ is ruled cut, whereas 

in Chinese wh-phrases move at LF, i.e. they remain in situ in the overt syntax. Thus 

languages differ not with respect to whether they have wh-movement or not, but in terms of 

the level at which the move-wh rule applies. 

For yes/no questions in English as well as V2 Germanic languages Haegeman (1995:98) 

following Brody ( 1995) postulates an empty [ +wh] operator to satisfy spec-head agreement: 

(91) [CP OP [c Have [you seen him?]]] 

[+wh] 

(92) [CP OP [c Kommt [er morgen?]]] 

[+wh] 

Subject wh-questions such as Who phoned? or Who loves Sylvia? in English follow a 

different pattern from non-subject wh-questions. They will be reviewed in section 4.9.2.3. 
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4.9.2.2 Hungarian main wh-questions 

Puskas (1992) first applied the Wh-Criterion of Rizzi (1990, 1996) to Hungarian. As in 

English, in Hungarian the movement of wh-phrases applies at S-structure. The general 

assumption made by Chomsky (1986) that wh-phrases move to Spec,CP however, has to be 

qualified in the case of Hungarian. Wh-phrases seem not to appear in Spec,CP, because there 

is a hogy complementizer occupying C0
: 

(93) Kivancsi vagyok, [CP [c hogy [FP mikor [F tamadnak a torokok.]]]] 

curious am-I that when attack-they the Turks 

'I wonder when the Turks attack.' 

Instead of moving to Spec,CP the wh-phrase appears in the spec of a lower projection. This 

position has been identified as the specifier of the independent focus projection (FP) (Brody 

1990, see section 4.6.5 above). 

This observation is corroborated by the fact that in Hungarian, unlike in English, the wh

phrase does not have to move to the very beginning of the sentence, as either the subject or 

the topic of the sentence can precede it in the Topic position (see the tree of operator 

positions in (56) above): 

(94) Dobo MIT mondott? 

Dob6 what-ACC said-3sg 

'What did Dobo say?' 

(95) A szultant KI latta? 

the sultan-ACC who-NOM saw-3sg 

'As for the sultan, who saw him?' 

Therefore we can establish that full main clauses consist of a CP, TopicP, QuantifierP, 

FocusP, and a VP in Hungarian. 

Anticipating our discussion in section 4.9.5.2 of the structure of Hungarian focused 

sentences, we point out that according to Brody's Focus-Criterion the head of the lower 

position to which Hungarian wh-phrases move is F0 whose projection is F(ocus)P(hrase). F0 
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carries the features [+focus] as well as [ +wh] and [+neg]. The verb (or the predicate) moves 

to the head in order to check its [ +f], [ +wh] or [+neg] feature, as well as to satisfy the spec

head relationship with the element appearing in Spec,FP, in this case the wh-word. As a 

result of verb movement to F0
, the verbal prefix or preverbal modifier stays left behind in a 

postverbal position. As a consequence of the focus position they appear in (i.e. Spec,FP), 

Hungarian wh-phrases obligatorily carry stress. 

In Hungarian the feature [+f] is not realised morphologically.71 Instead, it is always realised 

as a primary stress at PF on the XP that moves to Spec,FP. In case there is no element in 

Spec,FP in a focused sentence, the verb (or the adjectival predicate) retains its [+f] feature 

and realises it as stress at PF, creating an emphatic sentence that corresponds to emphatic do

clauses in English, see example (58) (Puskas 1998). 

It has been suggested that in some languages I0 is a "rich" functional head, which contains 

enough material to trigger movement to it. However, according to the Split INFL hypothesis 

of Pollock (1989) and Chomsky (1991 ), INFL is made up of Agr and Tense categories 

minimally, so there is no sense in which we can talk about a unified INFL category. The Agr 

category within INFL in French is argued to have strong features capable of attracting both 

main and auxiliary verbs into it, but in English it is weak so only auxiliaries can raise to it. 

Tense is the head that carries the strong [ +wh] feature in English (Rizzi 1990, 1996). 

Auxiliaries and periphrastic do appear in Tense to check their own tense feature. Also, they 

pick up T0's strong [ +wh] feature and raise to c0 in order to be in a spec-head relationship 

with Spec,CP in questions, see section 4.9.2. 

In Hungarian, on the other hand, a language with structural focus, the F0 functional head is 

an additional category, and "rich" enough to trigger movement of the verb to it. It contains 

among others, the feature [+focus], [ +wh] and [+neg]. So while in Hungarian the feature 

[ +wh] is carried F0 (and arguably by T°), in English it is carried by T0 and c0
• This is in line 

with the proposal that languages instantiate different functional heads with distinct features. 

Features do not have to be the same for similar functional categories in other languages. 

Moreover, a given feature can be either part of a functional head or it can have an 

independent projection. This hypothesis is taken to account for cross-linguistic variation 

71 In some languages there is a focus marker, such as in Aghem (Horvath 1986), Arabic (Ouhalla 1992a, 1993), and 
Gun, a West African dialect spoken in Benin (Aboh 1993 cited in Haegeman 1995:109). 
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among natural languages in the Functional Parameterisation Hypothesis, see section 2.3.2 in 

Chapter 2. 

4.9.2.3 Comparison of English and Hungarian main wh-questions 

Let us exemplify the difference between the projection in English as opposed to Hungarian 

in main wh-clauses. The major difference between main wh-question formation in Hungarian 

and English lies in the target site of the main verb in head-to-head movement. In English 

main wh-questions (excluding subject wh-questions) there is 1-to-C movement, or in other 

words, subject-auxiliary inversion (SAi). The English head-to-head movement is graphically 

shown in the tree representation below. The sentence in (96) has the structure in (97). Here 

and below boldface indicates phonological stress. 

(96) [CP Who; [c didj ][1P youk [r [1 1j] [VP tk [ v phone t; ?]]]]]] 

(97) 

CP 

~ 
Who; C' 

[+~h] ~ 
C IP 

I~ 
dlidj y~uk ~ 

[+~h] ~ 
I Spec V' 
1j I A 

I_ - - - t k v NP 

I I 
phone t; 

In this main clause the element in 1° carrying the [ +wh] feature is moved to c0, the object 

wh-operator is moved to Spec,CP, and thus the Wh-Criterion is fulfilled. As we have 

mentioned in the last section, English has the unusual property that it has a weak Agr, with 

the result that main verbs cannot move out of the VP. Therefore, when there is no auxiliary, 
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the dummy modal "do" must be inserted and moved to c0 in wh- and yes/no questions 72• If 

there is a modal or aspectual auxiliary, there is no need for do-support, since these elements 

move to c0
• 

Subject wh-questions are different from other wh-questions, creating a subject-object 

asymmetry that is present throughout the grammatical system of English. In a subject wh

question, such as the ones below there is no 1-to-C movement: 

(98) Who phoned you? 

(99) Who loves Sylvia? 

Here, the Wh-criterion seems to be violated since there is no do-support. Rizzi ( 1996) 

suggests that I-to-C movement creates a configuration in English which does not licence a 

subject trace. Rizzi (1990) argued that I-to-C movement in subject interrogatives (in 

sentences such as *Who does love Mary?) would violate the proper head government 

requirement of the ECP. The question concerns whether the subject wh-phrase in these 

constructions stays in Spec,IP or moves to Spec,CP. Rizzi (1996) rules out the possibility 

that the subject wh-phrase does not move but stays in Spec,IP. He argues that it moves up to 

c0 as there is coindexation between I0 and c0 and this makes it possible to satisfy the Wh

criterion. Haegeman (1994), on the other hand, while she agrees with Rizzi (op.cit.) that the 

subject wh-phrase appears in CP, argues that an empty category in c0 matches the [ +wh] 

feature of the subject wh-phrase who which appears in Spec,CP. These accounts are different 

from Grimshaw's (1993, 1997) treatment, who argues that subject wh-phrases do not move 

but stay in Spec,IP when the clause contains auxiliary verb, and Spec, VP when no auxiliary 

is present. 

In Hungarian spec-head agreement holds between the wh-phrase and the verb in the same 

way, except that there is V-to-I-to-F movement. Further, unlike in English, there is no 

restriction on movement of the main verb, which can therefore move head-to-head to F0 

carrying the [ +wh], [+t] or [+neg] features. Therefore, Hungarian does not need an element 

of the do-support kind. It follows that in English the presence of do-support is a reliable cue 

that I-to-C movement has applied. On the contrary, there is nothing in the Hungarian 

72 as well as negatives, see section 4.9.3.1. 
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sentence to indicate 1-to-F movement, unless there is a verbal prefix or other preverbal 

modifier that appears postverbally after verb movement has applied: 

( 100) [FP Ki~ [F latottj [1p [1 tj [ vP tj Mari ti]]]]]? 

who-ACC saw-3sg Mary-NOM 

'Who did Mary see?' 

[F latottj [1p [ 1 tj [VP tj meg Mari ti]]]]]? 

PREF 

'Who did Mary get a glimpse of?' 

The Hungarian main wh-question corresponding to (96) is illustrated in ( 102) and the course 

of verb movement is shown in the corresponding structure in (103). In the tree structure in 

( 103) the complementizer hogy 'that' is identified in the head of CP for explanatory reasons. 

It indicates that Hungarian main and subordinate clauses have the same structure, unlike the 

difference between English main and subordinate clauses, see sections 4.9.2.4 and 4.9.2.5 

shortly. 

( 102) [FP Kit; [F hfvtay (1p [1 fj [VP [ VM fel ] [ y fj] f; ?]]]]] 

who-ACC called-you up 

'Who did you phone?' 

(103) 
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CP 

I 
C' 

~ 
C FP 

I~ 
(hogy) kit . F' 

[+t]' ~ 
[+wh] F IP 

I~ 
hivtal. e I' 
I~ 

I VP 

[lt] \ 
[+wh] V' 

I ~ 
1; V NP 

1' I 
VM V t. 
I I I 

fel ti 

One of the questions that arises when we compare English and Hungarian wh-questions is 

whether wh-phrases are universally/inherently focused, as Horvath ( 1986) and E.Kiss ( 1987) 

suggested. In the phonology of English wh-questions, the wh-word/phrase is not stressed 

(Ladd 1996). In an English wh-question the stressed constituent is the sentence final verb 

rather than the wh-phrase appearing sentence initially, see examples (96) and (104)-(105) 

below: 

( 104) Which book did you buy? 

( 105) Who came? 

Contrary to English, in Hungarian wh-phrases carry the [+f] feature and bear tonal accent 

(stress) as a result of their position in Spec,FP. In English where there is no FP projection 

and wh-phrases appear in Spec,CP, the focal stress is consequently not assigned. We expect 

this difference to bear importance in the acquisition of Hungarian by English speakers, as we 

shall outline in Chapter 5. 
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4.9.2.4 English embedded wh-questions 

Subject-auxiliary inversion (SAi) in English is a root phenomenon, therefore there is no 

inversion in embedded wh-questions in English. In embedded sentences the [ +wh] C
0 

is 

selected by the main verb. 

( 106) I wonder who John saw t 

( 107) *I wonder who did John see t 

In English the embedded wh-phrase appears in Spec,CP. Other complementizers, such as the 

subordinator that and its interrogative counterparts if/whether appear in C0
• There is further 

subdivision within c0 according to Nakajima (1996)73
• 

Relative pronouns, exclamative wh-phrases and the expression how come in main clauses 

form exceptions to wh-phrases in that they appear in c0 and they do not trigger 1-to-C 

movement of the verb: 

(108) How nice he is! 

( 109) How come you are here? 

The status of the complementizer in embedded sentences is subject to cross-linguistic 

variation. We shall compare English and Hungarian in this regard. 

Bhatt and Yoon (1992) argue that complementizers have two distinct functions: 

• to serve as subordinators, and 

• to indicate clause-type 

Consequently, Bhatt and Yoon ( 1992) distinguish between two kinds of complementizers 

according to their distinct functions: 

73 The analysis ofNakajima (1996) distinguishes two types of projections within CP: CP-type C and TopP-type C. 
Nakajima's claim rests on the distribution and similar behaviour of English whether and that, and if and rero-that, 
respectively. The head ofCP contains the interrogative complementizer whether and its declarative counterpart 
that; while the head ofTopP-type C is the position ofinterrogative if and its declarative correlate zero-that. 
Nakajima argues that Top-type C is where the verb raises in V2 phenomena, as Top is a verbal projection, 
whereas C is not. 
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• those that carry only information relating to the subordinate status of the clause they 

introduce, i.e. pure subordinators which can optionally be omitted, and 

• those that indicate the type of the clause they introduce, i.e clause-typing 

complementizers whose presence is obligatory 

The complementizer that in English serves both of these functions in the same lexical item, 

whereas Bhatt and Yoon ( 1992) observe that in languages with a richer morphological 

system the two functions tend to be expressed by separate lexical items. In Hungarian, for 

example, the pure subordinator is hogy, and in this function can be freely omitted, whereas 

the clause-type indicators, such as the -e question marker in yes/no embedded questions are 

obligatory. 

4.9.2.5 Hungarian embedded wh-questions 

As we have mentioned above, unlike English, Hungarian embedded clauses have the same 

structure as main clauses. In Hungarian embedded questions the F0 inherits the [ +wh] feature 

from the c0
, as Puskas (1992: 159) argues on an analogy with West Flemish. In West

Flemish there is a case of "head-to-head" agreement (co-indexing) between c0 and 1°, that is, 

the features of 1° are passed on to c0
• Puskas argues that the motivation for the "head-to

head" agreement, i.e. the transmission of the [ +wh] feature from c0 to F0 in Hungarian is 

precisely the satisfaction of the Wh-Criterion. In Hungarian the c0 is filled by the 

complementizer hogy 'that' in embedded sentences, although it can be phonologically null (it 

can be optionally omitted, as mentioned in the previous section). The wh-phrase itself 

appears in Spec,FP: 

( 110) ... [CP [c hogy [FP mit [F latott [1P [1 t [VP t Janos t ]]]]] 

that what-A CC saw-3sg John-NOM 

' ... what John saw.' 

( 111) ... [CP [c hogy [ TopicP Janos [FP mit [F latott [IP [1 t [VP t t t ]]]]] 

Similarly to English, embedded wh-phrases need to be distinguished from other elements, 

such as relative pronouns, exclamative wh-phrases and the element hogyhogy 'how come'. 

Compare sentences in (I 08) and (I 09) with ( 112) and ( 113): 
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(112) Hanyszor meg-mondtam! 

how-many-times PREF-said-lsg 

'How many times have I told you!' 

(113) Hogyhogy el-jottel? 

how-come PREF-came-2sg 

'How come you've come?' 

These latter elements are not moved to Spec,FP but appear in C0
, and do not trigger 1-to-F 

movement of the verb Gust like in English they do not trigger SAi, see examples ( 108) and 

(I 09)). Note that these constructions are the exceptions to verb-movement in wh-, negative 

and focused clauses. 

Kenesei (1984, 1992, 1994) describes the processes of subordination in Hungarian. The most 

common subordinating conjunctions (simple complementizers) are the following: hogy 

'that', ha, hogyha 'if, bar, habilr 'though', bilrha 'if only', mint 'as', mintha 'as if, 

minthogy 'since', mintsem hogy 'so as not to/rather than', mivel, mivelhogy 'since', azonban 

'however', mert, merthogy 'because', ahogy 'as', amikor 'when', and any combination of a

l+wh-phrase. 

As can be seen in the list, Hungarian has some complex complementizers which are made up 

of a case-marked NP and the simple complementizer hogy, or two complementizers: 

mivel+hogy 'lit: what-with + that = since', mert+hogy 'lit: because + that = because', 

amint+hogy 'lit: relative-as+ that= as soon as', etc. 

Proposals for the position of the complementizer and the relative wh-phrase have assumed 

that the hogy 'that' complementizer appears in C0
, whereas relative wh-phrases occupy 

Spec,CP (e.g. Horvath 1986). In the case of complex complementizers the first 

complementizer is base-generated in Spec,CP and hogy occupies the head c0
. Kenesei 

(1994) analyses the complementizer +relative pronoun sequence (such as mint ahogy 'as') in 

a similar way to Puskas's (1996) analysis of the complementizer + wh-phrase sequence in 

subordinate questions: 
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( 114) 

[cP [c hogy] 

(cp aki [c 

(cp mivel [c hogy] 

[cP mert [c hogy] 

[CP amint [c hogy] 

(cp 

(cp 

[c mint [1P1FP ahogy] 

(c hogy (FP ki] 

(Horvath 1986) 

(Kenesei 1994)74 

(Puskas 1996) 

In Hungarian a hogy 'that' clause can be an argument of an adjectival predicate or a verb, 

just as in English (Nakajima 1996). In Hungarian there is an additional expletive which is 

related to the clausal complement and it bears the case of it (examples from Kenesei 1994 ): 

NOM case, complement of A 

(115) Felo volt (az), hogy a gep el-romlik. 

worrying was (that) that the plane down-breaks 

'It was feared that the plane might break down.' 

ACC case, complement ofV 

(116) Kati azt kepzeli, hogy a gep el-romlott. 

Kati that-A CC imagines that the plane down-broke 

'Kati imagines that the plane has broken down.' 

Oblique case, complement of A 

(117) Bilszke volt arra, hogy elso lett. 

proud was that-SUB that first became 

'He was proud that he came first.' 

Oblique case, complement of V 

( 118) Csodaloztam azon, hogy meg-ertette. 

wondered-lsg that-SUP that PREF-understood-3sg 

'I was amazed that s/he understood.' 
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Kenesei (1994:312) proposes that the arguments with structural case, i.e. the pronominals az, 

azt, be analysed as expletives. They are empty, non-referential expressions, and form a chain 

in Chomsky's (1986) sense with the complement that-clause. In Hungarian the expletive is 

obligatory in oblique cases, but optional in subject-complement and object-complement 

matrix clauses. This is a consequence of the subject- and object-pro-drop character of 

Hungarian: 

(119) (Az) gyakran megesik, hogy a vonat kesik. 

(that-NOM) often happens that the train comes-late 

'The train is often late.' 

(120) Felo volt (az), hogy a vonat kesni fog. 

fearful was (that-NOM) that the train be-late will 

'It was possible that the train would be late.' 

(121) (Azt) nem tudom, hogy mikor erkezik a vonat. 

(that-ACC) not know-lsg that when arrives the train 

'I don't know when the train arrives.' 

(122) Kati gyakran gondolja (azt), hogy a vonat kisiklik. 

Kati often thinks (that-ACC) that the train derails 

'Kati often imagines that there is a derailment.' 

Expletives are not present in English subordinate clauses. 

After a comparison of wh-questions in English and Hungarian according to the Wh-Criterion, 

we now turn to the Neg-Criterion. 

74 
Kenesei (1994) bases his argument on historical data In 16th century Hungarian hogy-relatives were in use. These 
are the by now obsolete hogy kilme/y 'that who/what' relatives (examples from Simonyi 1882 and Galarnbos 1902 
cited in Kenesei 1994:303). 
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4.9.3 Neg-Criterion 

Haegeman and Zanuttini (1991) postulated the Neg-Criterion based on data such as the 

following English sentence75
: 

(123) In no case would I do that. 

[+neg] 

Sentences with negative operators such as 'in no case' display a similar structure to wh

questions. Rizzi (1996) formulated the Neg-Criterion on an analogy with the Wh-Criterion. 

Neg-Criterion: 

a) Each NegX0 must be in a Spec-head relation with a Negative operator. 

b) Each Negative operator must be in a Spec-head relation with a NegX0
• 

The Neg-Criterion applies to negative sentences with a negative operator, such as 'never', 

'hardly anywhere', 'under no circumstances', 'in no way', etc. The conditions of sentential 

and constituent negation are also brought under the Neg-Criterion by the assumption of 

empty operators in the sentence. 

Haegeman (1993, 1995) set out the parallelisms between interrogative and negative 

constructions in English. Among the five properties identified by Haegeman (op.cit.) we 

mention three. First, both negative and interrogative constituents license polarity items such 

as anyone, ever or anything. Second, both preposed negative and interrogative constituents 

give rise to SAi, i.e. 1-to-C movement, in root sentences. Therefore both negative and 

interrogative clauses require do-support in English. The third similarity between the two 

constructions is what Haegeman calls Wh-absorption. Wh-absorption characterises an 

interrogative sentence with two question words but a single question interpretation. A typical 

answer to this type of question is a paired list. English, French and German allow Wh

absorption (Who said what?, Wer hat was gesagt?), whereas Hungarian and Italian do not 

allow this type of construction: 

75 as well as extensive data from West Flemish 
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(124) *Ki mondott mit? 76 

who-NOM said what-A CC 

'Who said what?' 

However, multiple questions with absorption are fully possible in Hungarian if the two wh

words refer to the same set of entities (see E.Kiss 1992, 1994 ), see also later in section 

4.9.8.1.2.2: 

( 125) Ki szeretett bele kibe? 

who liked into who-into 

'Who fell in love with whom?' 

A structural parallel to Wh-absorption is Negative concord, i.e. Neg absorption. Negative 

concord obtains when two negative operators jointly express a single negation. This is 

allowed in French, Italian, and Hungarian, but not in Standard English: 

(126) Personne ne disait rien 

noone ne said nothing 

( 127) Senki nem mondott semmit (sem). 

noone not said nothing-A CC (not) 

'Noone said anything.' 

(128) *Noone said nothing. 

We shall deal with negation separately in detail in the following sections. 

76 The correct Hungarian multiple question is the following: 

(5) Ki mit mondott? 

Sentences of the type 'Ki mondott mit?' deemed ungrammatical by Haegeman (1995) and Puskas (1994) are 
possible if the interpretation is of an echoic clarifying question, similarly to Polish (Wachowicz 1974 cited in 
Pesetsky 1987:117): 

(6) W koncu, kto robi co? 
finally who does what 
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4.9.3.1 Negation in English 

The placement of the NegP in the clause structure varies cross-linguistically (Ouhalla 1990, 

1991 ). In English it is IP-internal, placed below Tense. Thereby the unmoved negative 

marker not intervenes between VP and Tense, hence the ungrammaticality of both *Mary not 

phoned Bill and *Mary phoned not Bill. If there is an auxiliary, it moves to tense and 

agreement, otherwise do-support is employed to carry tense and agreement features in 

negative sentences with a main verb: see (129) and the corresponding (130). 

(129) 

(130) 

[AgrSP Maryj [AgrS did; [ TP [ T t ; [NegP not [VP tj phone Bill ]]]]]] 

AgrSP 

" ~· 
Agr TP 

I~ 
dLid; Spec ______-:\ 

T NegP 

t nor-\ 
VP 
~ sr A 
t· V NP 1 

I I 
phone Bill 

4.9.3.2 Negation in Hungarian 

While in English NegP occurs below TP, there is consensus in the literature that in 

Hungarian the sentential NegP is above TP. In Hungarian ordinary sentential negation is 

expressed by the negative marker nem. In such negated sentences the verb moves out of the 

VP. The exact position of sentential NegP has been identified in between the Agr and T 

heads in Puskas's (1994) analysis, and inside the Sigma-Phrase (:LP) in Pifi6n's (1992) work. 

The target of verb-movement is F0 in the analysis of Puskas (1994) as illustrated in ( 131 ), 

and the head :L0 of the Sigma-Phrase in Pifi6n's (1992) work, as shown in (132): 
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( 131) [Fr [F nem; lattamj [AgrP [Agr y [NcgP [Neg t; [ TP [ T ~· [ vr [ v Y Janost ]]]]]]]]]] 

not saw- I sg John-A CC 

'I didn't see John.' 

( 132) [rP [r nem [rP utazomj [VP [ VM el ][ v y ]]]]] 
not travel-lsg away 

'I'm not leaving.' 

According to Puskas, in bare sentential negation there is Spec-head agreement between a 

null operator in Spec,NegP and the negative marker nem in the head of Neg0
, thus the Neg

Criterion is satisfied. Nem cliticises to the verb and together they move to F0
• In Pifi6n's 

(1992: 109) analysis, the sentential negator nem is part of his :LP. It is one of the functional 

heads along with 'emphatic is ', both contributing to the feature-specification of his extended 

Sigma-Projection. In (133) and the corresponding structure in (134) we exemplify a sentence 

with a nem negative marker and an additional focused phrase in Spec,:LP after Pifi6n (1992): 

[r nem ] [rp [r hivta;] [VP fel t; fj Petert ]]] 

Mary-NOM not called-3sg up Peter-A CC 

'It was Mary who did not phone Peter.' 

(134) 

LP 

~ sr -----'-
Mari j L LP 

I I 
[+neg] L1 

n~m ~ 
L VP 
I~ 

[+tense] V 1'rP 1'rP 
,' A. I I Ta; VM ~ ~ Petert 

I; 
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However, neither of these two analyses (that of Puskas 1994 and Pinon 1992) can account 

for the fact that Hungarian contains both sentential negation and constituent negation. As we 

have seen, in sentential negation nem cliticises to the verb that moves to the head F0: 

(135) [TP Janos [FP OP [F nem hfvta [1p t felt Juliskat]. 

John not called up July-A CC 

'John did not call up July.' 

In constituent negation the nem + XP expresses a (negative) identification, thus appears in 

the focus slot (E.Kiss 1994:35): 

(136) [FP NEM Janos [F hivta [1P t fel t Juliskat]. 

not John called up July-ACC 

'It was not John who called up July.' 

In case there is a focus in a negated sentence, the focus has wide scope over the whole 

clause, see (137) which is similar to (133): 

(137) [FP JANOS [F nem hivta [1p t fel t Juliskat]. 

John not called up July-A CC 

'It was John who did not call up July.' 

There can be constituent negation in a negated sentence: 

(138) [FP NEM Janos [F nem hfvta [1p t felt Juliskat]. 

not John not called up July-A CC 

'It was not John who did not call up July.' 

In fact, Olsvay (1998) posits two NegPs in Hungarian: one for sentential negation (NEGP) 

and the other for constituent negation (NegP). In (140) we shall reproduce the tree proposed 

in Olsvay ( 1998) corresponding to the structure in ( 139): 

(139) Nern Janost nem hfvta meg senki sem. 

not John-ACC not invited PREF nobody not 

'It wasn't John that nobody invited.' 
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(140) 

NegF FP 

nem SPEC F' 
-..... ---~ 

Janosti F • NegP 

I / 

: [nem [hivtai]]k SPEC 
• Neg' 

I ~ 
I I 

I : NI 
L ________ '. _______ t~j 

VP 
/ --

/ 

meg ti~ senki sem 

• l I 

i 
! 

Figure 4-9 Olsvay's ( 1998) proposed tree for negative clauses 

Having identified the structure of a Hungarian clause that contains both sentential and 

constituent negation, we look at a phenomenon which is called metalinguistic negation. 

Since the negative particle is flexible in Hungarian, there is a range of possibilities for it to 

show up in the sentence. The negative particle is exploited for the purposes of metalinguistic 

negation. Horn (1985) argues that metalinguistic negation 'signals the speaker's 

unwillingness to assert a given proposition in a given way - or, more generally, the speaker's 

objection to the content or form (phonetic, morphological, syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic) 

associated with a given utterance' (Horn 1985:122). In other words, in metalinguistic 

negation the speaker objects to the content or form of a previous utterance. The interpretation 

is of a contrastive, corrective and contradictory statement. In the case of metalinguistic 

negation, the negative particle is not stressed in Hungarian, as can be seen in the following 

examples from (141) through (147): 

(141) Nern [JANOS hivta fel MARIT], hanem [MARI hivta fel JANOST]. 

not John called up Mary-A CC but Mary called up John-A CC 

'It was not the case that John called up Mary, but Mary called up John.' 
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(142) Nern [JANOST cs6kolta meg Mari], hanem [JANOST es ZOLIT]. 

not John-ACC kissed PREF Mary but John-ACC and Zo/i-ACC 

'It wasn't just John that Mary kissed but John and Zoli.' 

(143) Nern [HOLNAP megyiink haza] hanem [MEG MA]. 

not tomorrow go-we home but already today 

'We are going home not tomorrow but today.' 

(144) Mari nem [a KONYHAT mosta fel], hanem [a SZEMETET vitte le]. 

Mary not the kitchen-ACC washed PREF but the rubbish-ACC took down 

'What Mary did was not wash the kitchen floor but take down the rubbish.' 

(145) Janos nem [FEL-HIVTA Marit], hanem [MEG-LATOGATTA]. 

John not up-called Mary-A CC but PREF-visited 

'John did not phone Mary but visited her.' 

(146) Mari nem [FEL-ment], hanem [LE-ment] a lifttel. 

Mary not up-went but down-went the lift-with 

'Mary did not go up but down with the lift.' 

(147) Mari nem [haza-MENT], hanem [haza-SZALADT]. 

Mary not home-went but home-ran 

'What Mary did was not go home but run home.' 

Miert 'why' is similar to the negative marker in that normally it can adjoin both to an XP, 

see (148) and a predicate, see (149): 

(148) (a) [FP MIER T Marit [F killdted el a boltba]? 

why Mary-ACC sent-2sg PREF the shop-to 

'Why is it Mary you sent to the shop?' 

(b) Mert csak o volt itthon. 

because only she was at-home 

'Because she was the only one at home.' 
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(149) (a) [FP MIERT [F killdted el Marit a boltba]? 

(b) 

why/what for 

'Why did you send Mary to the shop?' 

'What did you send Mary to the shop for?' 

Mert idegesitett. 

because annoyed-3sg 

'Because she annoyed me.' 

( c) Kenyerert. 

bread-for 

'To get some bread.' 

Similarly to metalinguistic negation, miert can be used metalinguistically as well, as the 

answers in example (150) show: 

(150) (a) Miert [FP MARIT [F killdted el a boltba]]? 

(b) 

why Mary-ACC sent-2sg PREF the shop-to 

'Why is it the case that you sent Mary to the shop?' 

Mert nekem nem volt idom el-menni. 

because for-me not was time-mine PREF-go-INF 

'Because I didn't have time to go.' 

( c) Mert a bolt nem szallit hazhoz. 

because the shop not delivers home-to 

'Because they don't do home delivery.' 

Other examples of metalinguistic uses of miert 'why' parallel that of metalinguistic negation. 

In this sense, metalinguistic miert corresponds to hogyhogy 'how come' questions, see 

examples (151) through (153): 

(151) Janos miert/hogyhogy [FEL-HiVT A Marit], ahelyett hogy 

148 

John why/how come up-cal/ed-3sg Mary-A CC instead that 

[MEG-LATOGATTA volna]? 
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PREF-visited COND 

'Why did John call Mary instead of going to see her?' 

'How come John called Mary instead of going to see her?' 

(152) Mari miert/hogyhogy [FEL-ment], miert nem [LE-ment] a lifttel? 

Mary why/how come up-went why not down-went the lift-with 

'Why did Mary go up instead of down with the lift?' 

'How come Mary went up rather then down with the lift?' 

(153) Mari miert/hogyhogy [haza-MENT], ahelyett hogy [haza-ROHANT volna]? 

Mary why/how come home-went instead that home-ran COND 

'Why did Mary walk home rather than run?' 

'How come Mary walked home rather than run home?' 

In the case of metalinguistic negation (examples (141)-(147)) and metalinguistic why 

questions (examples (150)-(153)) neither the negative marker nem, nor the question-markers 

miert 'why' and hogyhogy 'how come' function as an operator, since they are not stressed 

and do not occupy the focus slot. Consequently, they do not entail verb-movement either. 

This will be crucial in the argument we shall adopt in our study on the acquistion of 

Hungarian. 

4. 9. 4 Comparison of wh-questions and negation 

In English sentential negation and questions pattern together with respect to do-support. In 

Hungarian they pattern together with respect to verb-movement. Focused elements are also 

operators, thus focused sentences display similar verb-movement in Hungarian (see section 

4.6.1). 

The difference between wh-movement and negation is that negation can be sentential or local 

both in Hungarian and English (Quirk et al 1985: 790). On the contrary, wh-constituents 

always cause SAi in main clauses in English and verb-movement in Hungarian and do not 

have a local analogue. The only exceptions are why and how come. This difference is present 

both in English and Hungarian as shown above. 
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4.9.5 Focus-Criterion 

Horvath (1995:28) observed that the S-structure position for focus operators shows a 

'fundamentally similar' cross-linguistic variation to that of wh-elements. She also shares the 

assumption with Rizzi (1996) that there is a 'fundamental parallelism between the nature and 

origin of structural Focus positions and that of structural Case-assignment positions'. 

Brody (1990) introducing his Focus projection (by positing a new functional category F0 

projecting a Focus Phrase) pointed out the following well-formedness conditions: 

Focus-Criterion: (Brody 1990: I 0) 

a) At S-structure and LF the Spec of an FP must contain a +f-phrase. 

b) At LF all +f-phrases must be in an FP. 

Although not immediately obvious, the clauses of the Focus-Criterion are on a par with the 

Wh-Criterion. In a later paper, Brody ( 1995) strengthened the second condition so that it 

corresponds to the Wh-Criterion. The earlier version had only FP specified in condition b) 

instead of Spec,FP. This was in order to allow a focused verb in the head ofFP to satisfy the 

focus criterion. However, with the recent introduction of "checking domains" (Chomsky 

1993), the focused verb is now assumed to adjoin to the +F head and thus it is in the 

checking domain of that head. The revised Focus-Criterion is the following: 

The revised Focus-Criterion: (Brody 1995:31) 

a) At S-structure and LF the spec of an +F XP must contain a +f-phrase. 

b) At LF all +f-phrases must be in the spec of a +F XP. 

The Focus-Criterion suggests that constituents are marked [+f] very much like wh-phrases 

are marked [ +wh]. The same focus analysis has been extended to Modern Greek (Tsimpli 

1995) and classical Arabic (Ouhalla I 992a, 1993 ). 

4.9.5.1 Focus in English 

In English neutral sentences bear sentence-final stress on the last element. Focus is expressed 

by free assignment of stress to any element of the sentence (Culicover and Rochemont 1983, 
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Rochemont and Culicover 1990). Alternatively, English uses syntactic means to express 

focus. One of these syntactic means is clefting (Delin 1989, 1991, Collins 1991 ). Cleft 

sentences have several subtypes in English. Genuine clefts single out an entity to be focused 

and introduce it in the head it + copula clause: It's John who helped in the end. Pseudo-clefts 

represent a summary of the discourse by way of a what + copula clausal head: What we want 

is freedom. 

There is a phenomenon of left dislocation in English that can easily be mistaken for focus 

movement of the Hungarian type: 

(154) This book I've read, that one I haven't. 

Indeed, it has been termed the so-called 'focus movement' of English. However, the 

sentence John I fell in love with is different from 

(155) Janosba szerettem bele 

John-into liked-I PREF 

'It was John I fell in love with'. 

What is called 'English focus movement' is to be categorically distinguished from the focus 

operator movement in Hungarian. The information value of the two elements in the ongoing 

discourse is different, John being a topic in the English example, Janos being the exclusively 

identified focus in the Hungarian example. Also, the syntax of these two constructions is 

different: while in English there is no word order change, in Hungarian verb movement is 

obligatory. Therefore it is more appropriate to call the so-called English 'focus movement' 

topicalization or left dislocation. 

4.9.5.2 Focus in Hungarian 

The assumptions of the Minimalist Program correspond to the licensing mechanisms of the 

Wh-Criterion, Neg-Criterion and the Focus-Criterion. In these criteria it is the satisfaction of 

spec-head agreement that accounts for the movement of elements. Indeed, in the Minimalist 
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Program spec-head agreement is the only remaining relation that is allowed between 

elements 77
• 

Working within the Minimalist framework, Kenesei (1993) and Brody (1995) both assume 

that Hungarian has an AgrS and an AgrO head as well as a separate Tense projection which 

is associated with the [+t] feature in focused, interrogative and negative sentences. Both 

analyses give account of the Focus projection as a function of feature strength. It has been 

conceded that in the analysis of Hungarian there is a need for both an IP where the verb 

checks its inflections, and an FP, a clause-typing category which is part of the split CP 

structure (Puskas 1992, 1 996). 

According to Brody's (1995) analysis in the Minimalist framework, the 'N' feature in 

Spec,FP is strong in Hungarian, as it needs to be filled at S-structure (before Spellout) by an 

element that will thus acquire the focus interpretation and obligatory stress. The 'V' feature 

of the head F is also strong in Hungarian. This accounts for the fact that verb movement 

occurs obligatorily in focused constructions in this language. 

The following examples in (156) through (163) show the variation of neutral and focused 

tensed and infinitival sentences in Hungarian. Kenesei ( 1986, 1989) and Brody ( 1995) have 

argued that in focused infinitival sentences verb movement is optional, both alternatives are 

correct, as shown in ( 162) and ( 163 ): 

neutral tensed 

(156) Mari fel-hivta Petert. 

Mary up-called Peter-ACC 

'Mary called up Peter.' 

( 157) *Mari hivta fel Petert. 

Mary called up Peter-ACC 

77 
The checking domain of a head is any position related to that head except for its complements, i.e. adjuncts, or its 
own specifier (Cook and Newson 1995:333, based on Chomsky 1993). 
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focused tensed 

( 158) MARI hivta fel Petert. 

Mary called up Peter-A CC 

'It was Mary who called up Peter.' 

( 159) *MARI felhivta Petert. 

Mary up-called Peter 

neutral infinitival 

(160) Szeretnem fel-hivni Petert. 

would-like-I up-call-INF Peter-ACC 

'I would like to call Peter.' 

(161) *Szeretnem hivni fel Petert 

would-like-I call-INF up Peter-A CC 

focused infinitival 

(162) Jobb ~nne PETERT hivni fel 

better would-be Peter-ACC call-INF up 

'We'd better call PETER up' 

(163) Jobb lenne PETERT fel-hivni 

better would-be Peter-ACC up-call-INF 

Note that in this analysis the [+focus] feature is carried by Tense. In addition, there is an FP 

projection (Brody 1995). The 'N' feature in Spec,FP is strong, as it needs to be filled at S

structure by a DP or PP that will thus acquire focus interpretation and obligatory stress. The 

'V' feature of the head is also strong, accounting for obligatory verb movement in tensed 

focused sentences. Optional verb movement in focused infinitival clauses is accounted for by 

assuming that the +F feature on the -Tns head can be either strong or weak (Brody 1995). In 

other words, Brody (op.cit.) argues that in tensed clauses the verb moves to support T0 then 

moves to the head F0 if there is a focused element in the specifier position of FP. In infinitive 

clauses the verb only optionally moves to the head F0
• The syntactic tree underlying the 

Focus-Criterion is shown in ( 164 ). 
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(164) 

FP 
~ 

SJ?ec F' 
I /, 

[+tl F ', 
[strong] I TP 

[+t] /\ 
[strong] T' 

Lf 
[strong] 

The 'N' feature in Spec,FP is the interpretable [ +wh] or [+f] feature. The 'V' feature of the 

head is a non-interpretable feature, similar to the feature [+finite] responsible for V2 order in 

Germanic and the phi-features responsible for morphological processes in most of the 

languages. Since in English the [ +wh] and the [+neg] features in Spec,CP are strong, there is 

overt operator movement to this position. This accounts for the 'residual' V2 property in 

English (Rizzi 1990, 1996, Grimshaw 1993, 1996). However, the [ +f] feature is weak in 

English, thus overt movement of focused elements is not carried out, or more precisely, it 

happens only after Spellout in English. 

4.9.6 Long vs. partial operator movement 

Long extraction of wh-phrases is a very common phenomenon in English, as exemplified in 

sentences such as Who do you think came? Who did you say (that) you saw? This property of 

English has generated a great deal of interest among linguists who have tried to unravel the 

restrictions on long movement. Since Ross ( 1967), various island, subjacency and empty 

category principles have been proposed in English. The original analyses have been extended 

to other languages as well. 

In Hungarian, long movement of operators, although possible, is less common. The reason is 

that there is an alternative device for the expression of such complex sentences in the 
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language. Hungarian makes extensive use of expletives, i.e. demonstrative pronouns that 

freely take case endings 78
• The expletives can occur in Focus or Quantifier positions: 

(165) Eva [FP azt [F talalta] ki, [hogy el-megy moziba]]. 

Eve that-A CC found out that PREF-goes cinema-to 

'Eve decided that she would go to the cinema.' 

(166) Eva [QP azt is] ki-talalta, [hogy mikor erkezik a vonat]. 

Eve that-ACC too out-found that when arrives the train 

'Eve also found out when the train would arrive.' 

Sentences introducing an expletive allow partial movement of the focus operator as in 

( 167). The operator (Petert) remains in the lower clause while the expletive (azt) in the main 

clause marks its scope. Long focus movement is possible if the expletive is replaced by the 

moved focus-phrase as in ( 168): 

( 167) Kati [FP azt [F akarja], hogy [FP PETERT [F latogassam] meg]]]. 

Kati that-ACC wants that Peter-ACC visit-SUBJ-I PREF 

'It is PETER Kati wants me to visit.' 

(168) Kati [FP PETERT [F akarja], hogy [IP meg-latogassam]]. 

PREF-visit-SUBJ-I 

Parallel to partial and long focus movement, partial and long movement of wh-phrases is also 

possible as exemplified in (169) and ( 170) below: 

(169) Kati [FP mit [F akar], hogy [FP KIT [F latogassak] meg]]]? 

Kati what-ACC wants that who-ACC visit-SUBJ-I-INDEF PREF 

'Who does Kati want me to visit?' 

(170) Kati [FP KIT [F akar], hogy [1p meg-latogassak]]? 

PREF-visit-SUBJ-I-INDEF 

78 The use of expletives was demonstrated first in the discussion about subordinate sentences in section 4.9.2.5. 
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Note that the lower clause does not have an operator position as indicated by the absence of 

verb-movement in the embedded clause in both ( 168) and ( 170). 

Apart from Hungarian, German and Romani have been argued to employ partial wh

movement (McDaniel 1989). Long-extraction of elements has been investigated under the 

label of 'mondatatszovodes' ('sentence intertwining') by Zolnai (1926) and Szalamin (1978) 

in Hungarian. 

Long and partial operator movement are both possible in (spoken) Hungarian (de Mey and 

Maracz 1986, Horvath 1995, 1997, Millier 1997, etc.). The two are claimed to represent 

optional constructions with the same semantic meaning. Their use is restricted by 

subcategorizational properties of the main verb. However, in spite of the optionality in some 

cases, partial operator movement is the unmarked and long-movement is the marked 

construction in Hungarian in the sense that partial movement has a wider range of 

application than long movement. 

Long extraction of elements has been a characteristic feature of spoken Hungarian ever since 

the second half of the 15th century when the first surviving written documents date from. 

Long extraction does appear in the written language but considerably less than in the spoken 

language. The most common long extraction involves extraction of a (contrastive) topic 

element or a wh-word. Long extraction of focus is less frequent. Szalamin (1978 :30 I) cites 

only one example: 

(171) Ezt a kutat szeretnem, ha be-none a borostyan. 

this-ACC the well-ACC would-like-I if PREF-grow-COND the ivy 

'It is this well I'd like the ivy to grow over' 

Zolnai (1926) cites other attested examples of long extraction of focused elements. He 

postulates that the motivation for long-extraction of focused elements is the particularly great 

emphasis rendered to some element in the embedded clause. 

Long extraction in Hungarian resembles long movement in English in that when the subject 

of the lower clause is moved into a matrix clause whose main verb requires an object 

argument, there is case-reassignment, similarly to English (see E.Kiss 1987): 
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(172) Zoli [FP azt [F akarja, hogy [FP MARTA [dojjon el ]]]]. 

Zoli that-ACC wants that Martha come-SUBJ-she PREF 

'Zoli wants MART A to come.' 

(173) Zoli [FP MARTAT [F akarja, hogy [1p el-jojjon]]]. 

Zoli Martha-ACC wants that PREF-come-SUBJ-she 

Kenesei ( 1994) noted that long focus-movement is possible with (i) object complement 

clauses of bridge verbs, see (174) and (175) (ii) case-reassigned clauses of matrix predicate 

adjectives, see (176) and (177), (iii) oblique NP, see (178), or (iv) adjunct, see (179): 

(174) A TEGNAPI MESET akarom, hogy el-meseld. 

the yesterday story-A CC want-I-DEF that PREF-tell-SUBJ-you-DEF 

'I want you to tell me yesterday's story.' 

(175) KtT DOLGOT akarok, hogy el-mondjal. 

two things-ACC want-1-INDEF that PREF-tell-SUBJ-you-INDEF 

'I want you to tell me two things.' 

(176) EMMAT fontos, hogy meg-latogasd. 

Emma-ACC important that PREF-visit-SUBJ-you-DEF 

'It is Emma that you need to visit.' 

( 177) KtT EMBERT erdemes, hogy fel-keress. 

two people-ACC worthwhile that PREF-seek-SUBJ-you-INDEF 

'There are two people who are worth seeing.' 

( 178) KtT EMBERREL szeretnem, hogy talalkozz. 

two people-with would-like-I-DEF that meet-SUBJ-you 

'I would like you to meet two people.' 

( 179) HOLNAP szeretnem, hogy talalkozz vele. 

tomorrow would-like-I-DEF that meet-SUBJ-you him-with 

'I would like you to meet him tomorrow.' 
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In both partial and long movement constructions there are two clauses - a main and an 

embedded clause. If we classify them according to the main clause, the main verb can 

subcategorise for a subject, an object or an oblique argument. As pointed out, in Hungarian 

the main clause contains a demonstrative expletive. Long extraction of focused elements into 

a main clause whose verb subcategorises for a subject is least acceptable, but it is possible to 

extract elements from the lower clause into main clauses with object and other 

subcategorised arguments. The following examples in ( 180) to ( 182) show long extraction of 

a focused phrase into subject, object and oblique position in the matrix clause. In each Eva is 

extracted from the subordinate clause with el-jon 'PREF-come' as the verb: 

subject 

( 180) Az zavar, that bothers me 

Az bosszant, that annoys me 

?*EVA zavar, hogy eljott. 

?*Ev A bosszant, hogy eljott. 

Az erdekel, that interests me ?*Ev A erdekel, hogy eljon-e. 

Az szamit, that matters ?*EVA szamit, hogy eljojjon. 

object 

( 181) Azt gondolom, that-A CC think-I 

Azt hiszem, that-ACC believe-I 

Azt mondtam, that-ACC said-I 

Azt kerdeztem, that-ACC asked-I 

Azt akarom, that-A CC want-I 

Azt szeretnem, that-ACC would-like-I 

oblique 

(182) Arra szamitok, that-onto expect-I 

Att61 felek, that-from fear-I 

?Ev AT gondolom, hogy eljon. 

?Ev AT hiszem, hogy eljon. 

Ev AT mondtam, hogy eljon. 

Ev AT kerdeztem, hogy eljon-e. 

Ev AT akarom, hogy eljojjon. 

Ev AT szeretnem, hogy eljojjon. 

Ev ARA szamitok, hogy eljon. 

EvAT6L felek, hogy eljon. 

Azon tanakodom, that-about ponder-I Ev AN tanakodom, hogy eljon-e. 

Long extraction of wh-phrases works on the same principle. However, its range of 

application is wider than long extraction of focus, as it is freely allowed in subject and object 

extraction in the main clause. In the following examples we exemplify long wh-movement 

and the corresponding partial wh-movement. 
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(183) Mire szamitasz, hogy ki jon el? 

(184) 

what-on expect-you that who comes PREF 

Kire szamitasz, hogy 

who-on expect-you that 

'Who do you expect to come?' 

el-jon? 

PREF-comes 

(185) Mitol felsz, hogy ki jon el? 

what-from fear-you that who comes PREF 

( 186) Kitol felsz, hogy el-jon? 

who-from fear-you that PREF-comes 

'Who do you fear will come?' 

(187) Azon tanakodom, hogy melyik pizsamat vegyiik fel. 

that-on ponder-Jsg that which pyjamas-ACC put-Jpl-SUBJ-DEF PREF 

( 188) Melyik pizsaman tanakodsz, hogy 

which pyjamas-on ponder-2nd that 

'Which pyjamas do you think we put on?' 

fel-vegyiik-e? 

P REF-take-2nd-pl-SUBJ-DEF-Q 

Classifying long extracted clauses according to the subordinate clause, again, the embedded 

verb can subcategorise for subject, object, or any other arguments. It appears easiest to 

extract an embedded subject, as the embedded subject can easily take the case of the 

argument of the main verb (see Zolnai 1926:29, Szalamin 1978:296 for similar attested 

examples). 

subject extraction: 

(a) declarative main clause 

( 189) Mit gondolsz, hogy ki jon el? 

what-ACC think-you that who comes PREF 

(190) Kit gondolsz, hogy 

who-ACC think-you that 

'Who do you think will come?' 

(b) subjunctive main clause 

el-jon? 

PREF-comes 

(191) Mit szeretnel, hogy ki jojjon el? 

what-ACC would-like-you that who come-IMP PREF 
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(192) Kit szeretnel, hogy 

who-A CC would-like-you that 

'Who would you like to come?' 

el-jojjon? 

PREF-come-IMP 

object extraction: 

(a) declarative main clause 

( 193) Mit hiszel, hogy mit tett az asztalra? 

what-ACC think-2nd that what-ACC put-3sg the table-onto 

( 1 94) M it hiszel, hogy az asztalra tett? 

what-A CC think-2nd that the table-onto put-3rd 

'What do you believes/he put on the table?' 

(b) subjunctive main clause 

( 195) Mit akarsz, hogy kit vegyek felesegiil? 

what-A CC want-you that who-A CC take-I-SUBJ wife-for 

(196) Kit akarsz, hogy felesegiil vegyek? 

who-ACC want-you that wife-for take-I-SUBJ 

'Who do you want me to marry?' 

oblique object extraction: 

(a) declarative main clause 

( 197) Mit mondtal, hogy kinek vettel jegyet? 

what-ACC said-you that who-DAT bought-you ticket-ACC 

( 198) Kinek mondtad, hogy vettel jegyet? 

who-DAT said-you that bought-you ticket-A CC 

'Who did you say you bought tickets for?' 

(b) subjunctive main clause 

(199) Mit szeretnel, hogy kivel beszeljek? 

what-ACC would-like-you-INDEF that who-with talk-lsg-SUBJ 

(200) Kivel szeretned, hogy beszeljek? 

who-with would-like-you-DEF that talk-Jsg-SUBJ 

'Who would you like me to talk to?' 
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Extraction of arguments with oblique cases into main clauses whose verb subcategorises for 

an argument with subject or oblique case proves to be more difficult, due to a case-clash in 

the matrix clause: 

(201) Mi 

what 

(202) *Kinek 

zavarja Marit, hogy kinek telefonaltal? 

bothers Mary-ACC that who-DAT phoned-you 

zavarja Marit, hogy telefonaltal? 

(203) 

who-DAT bothers Mary-ACC that 

*Ki 

who 

zavarja Marit, hogy 

bothers Mary-ACC that 

phoned-you 

telefonaltal (neki)? 

phoned-you (for-him) 

'Who did you talk to on the phone, that annoys Mary?' 

(204) Mi bosszantja Marit, hogy kinek nem vettel ajandekot? 

what annoys Mary-A CC that who-DAT not bought-you gift-A CC 

(205) *Kinek bosszantja Marit, hogy nem vettel ajandekot? 

who-DAT annoys Mary-A CC that not bought-you gift-ACC 

(206) *Ki bosszantja Marit, hogy nem vettel ajandekot (neki)? 

who annoys Mary-A CC that not bought-you gift-ACC (for-him) 

'Who didn't you buy a present for, that annoys Mary?' 

(207) Mire szamitasz, hogy Mari kivel fog tancolni? 

what-onto expect-you that Mary who-with will dance-INF 

(208) *Kivel szamitasz, hogy Mari fog tancolni? 

who-with expect-you that Mary will dance-INF 

(209) *Kire szamitasz, hogy Mari fog tancolni (vele)? 

who-onto expect-you that Mary will dance-INF (with-him) 

'Who do you expect ~ary to dance with?' 

Extraction of adjunct wh-words is unproblematic hence they represent the most common 

type of long extraction (examples from Szalamin 1978): 

(210) Mit gondolsz, hogy mikor jon haza? 

what-ACC think-you-INDEF that when comes home? 

(211) Mikor gondolod, hogy haza-jon? 

when think-you-DEF that home-comes 
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'When do you think he will come home?' 

(2 I 2) Mit akarsz, hogy hol jojjilnk ossze? 

what-ACC want-you-INDEF that where come-we-SUBJ together 

(2 I 3) Hol akarod, hogy osszejojjilnk? 

where want-you-DEF that together-come-we-SU BJ 

'Where do you want us to meet?' 

4. 9. 7 Wh-in-situ and focus-in-situ 

Hungarian, similarly to English, does not allow wh-in-situ in simple sentences, which 

implies that the Wh-criterion must apply at S-structure in both languages: 

(2 I 4) *John saw what? 

(2 I 5) *Janos latott mit? 

However, unlike Hungarian, in English wh-in-situ is allowed but it carries an echo question 

interpretation. Thus John saw WHAT? is allowed with an echo interpretation. Echo-questions 

usually express surprise at information just made available to the speaker or a request for 

repetition, thus they are not interpreted as real wh-questions. In English it is possible to query 

the subject or even part of a word in an echo question: 

(2 I 6) You were wondering whether WHO was coming? 

(2 I 7) Her name is Mc WHAT? 

Hungarian echo-questions differ from genuine wh-questions not in their structure, but in 

intonation. Normal Hungarian wh-questions have a falling intonation as in (2 I 8) , whereas 

echo-questions have a rise-fall intonation similar to yes/no questions as in (2 I 9) and (220) 

(cf. Varga 1981, 1983, 1985): 

(2 I 8) genuine wh: KINEK mondtad el? falling intonation 

who-DAT told-you PREF 
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(219) echo question: 

(220) yes/no question: 

K INEK mondtad el? 

MELINDANAK modtad el? 

Melinda-DAT 

rise-fall intonation 

rise-fall intonation 

Focus-in-situ is not allowed in Hungarian, although E.Kiss (l 998a) identifies focus-in-situ 

with the element that introduces new information in a sentence-final position, i.e., the one 

with presentational interpretation. Following E.Kiss, Roberts (1996) also argues for focus-in

situ in Hungarian as well. However, in section 4.5.5 we argued that these in fact form part of 

a neutral sentence with level prosody. In English focused phrases stay in situ and are marked 

by stress, see section 4.9.5.1. 

4.9.8 Multiple operator sentences 

In this section we present a comparative account of multiple operator sentences in English 

and Hungarian. Here we give a very concise summary of what obtains in the two languages. 

In Hungarian preposed multiple wh-phrases are possible, while in English they are not, cf. Ki 

mit mondott? vs. *Who what said? English employs one preposed wh-word and one in-situ: 

Who said what? As briefly indicated above, the latter construction is also possible in 

Hungarian: Ki 6/t meg kit? but only if it refers to the same set of entities. 

In Hungarian preposed multiple focus is not possible (*Csak ket fl/met csak hdrman ldttak, 

see (245)), but one preposed focused element and a second postverbal focused element is 

possible (Csak harman ldttak csak ket fl/met.), a strategy similar to English multiple wh

questions. In English there is no syntactic focus movement at all, either single or multiple. 

The fact that Hungarian has focus-movement, while English does not, is reminiscent of a 

similar relation that holds between English and Chinese/Japanese, where English has wh

movement but Chinese and Japanese do not. Let us elaborate on these characteristics of the 

two languages. 
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4.9.8.1 Multiple questions 

4.9.8.1.1 English multiple wh 

In English there is subject-object asymmetry (the so-called 'superiority effect') with respect 

to multiple questions. 

(221) Who read what? 

(222) *What did who read? 

In multiple wh-questions this superiority effect disappears if you replace the simple wh

words with wh-phrases containing which (Pesetsky 1987): 

(223) *What did who read? 

(224) Which book did which people read? 

In these cases the wh-phrases are bound by an OP: 

(225) [cP Qij Which peoplei [1p ei read which booksj] 

Those variables that are bound by the Q operator are argued to be D-linked. D-linked 

elements receive their reference from the discourse context. Their referent is specific. 

Therefore the interpretation is more of an echoic rather than a real wh-question. 

4.9.8.1.2 Hungarian multiple wh 

4.9.8.1.2.1 preposed multiple wh 

In Hungarian multiple questions with preposed multiple wh-phrases are possible but with 

some qualification: 

(226) Ki mit latott? 
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(227) Ki kit vett el? 

who whom married PREF 

'Who married whom?' 

However, these multiple wh-questions are not analysed as real double questions by E.Kiss 

( 1992, 1993 and 1994 ). The first wh-element is argued to be in the quantifier position and 

have the semantic function of a universal quantifier. The second wh-element occupies the 

focus position. Thus these constructions ask questions about the immediately preverbal 

element as indicated by the English translations of the following examples: 

(228) Mari kinek mit adott el? 

Mary who-DAT what-A CC sold PREF 

'What did Mary sell to whom/to each person?' 

(229) Mari mit kinek adott el? 

Mary what-ACC who-DAT sold PREF 

'To whom did Mary sell what/each thing?' 

Note that not all multiple questions are grammatical in Hungarian. E.Kiss (1993) postulates a 

specificity condition on multiple operator constructions: namely that the first preposed wh

element, which appears in the quantifier position and has wider scope, has to be specific (i.e. 

given), otherwise the sentence is ruled out: 

(230) Ki milyen konyvet olvasott el? 

who what book-ACC read PREF 

'*What book did who read?' 

(231) *Milyen konyvet ki olvasott el? 

what book-A CC who read PREF 

'Who read what book?' 

(232) Kinek miert segitettel? 

who-DAT why helped-you? 

'*Why did you help who?' 
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(233) *Miert kinek segitettel? 

why who-DAT helped-you 

'Who did you help why?' 

(234) Mit hogyan magyaraztatok meg? 

what-ACC how explained-you PREF 

'How did you explain what?' 

(235) *Hogyan mit magyaraztatok meg? 

how what-ACC explained-you PREF 

'What did you explain how?' 

In case both operators are specific, they are interchangeable: 

(236) Ki melyik konyvet olvasta el? 

who which book-ACC 

'Which book did which people read?' 

(237) Melyik konyvet ki olvasta el? 

which book-A CC who 

'Who read which book?' 

As the above examples show, Hungarian allows multiple wh-questions, but they do not 

constitute real multiple questions in the logical sense. They are sentences with a wh

operation and a quantification-like operation in Hungarian (E.Kiss 1992:146, 1994). 

4.9.8.1.2.2 genuine multiple questions 

As well as preposed multiple wh-phrases, Hungarian allows for constructions like the 

following, as already mentioned in section 4.9.3: 

(238) Ki szeretett bele kibe? 

who fell-in-love PREF who-into 

'Who fell in love with whom?' 
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(239) Ki latott meg kit eloszor? 

who saw PREF whom first 

'Who saw whom first?' 

(240) A regenyben vegiil ki olt meg kit? 

the novel-in in-the-end who killed PREF whom 

'In the novel who killed whom in the end?' 

As shown by these examples, real double questions with two genuine interrogative operators 

are possible79
• However, there are certain restrictions on real multiple questions in 

Hungarian. The construction is grammatical only if the two interrogative phrases quantify 

upon the same set of entities as in (241) a) below. It is ungrammatical if they apply to two 

markedly different sets as in (241) b) and c): 

(241) a) Ki vett el kit? 

who married PREF whom 

'Who married someone and whom did he marry?' (one person married 

another) 

b) *Ki mondott mit? 

who said what-A CC 

c) *Mit mondott ki? 

what-ACC said who 

In real double questions the postverbal wh-word has all the features of a focus operator, but it 

fails to satisfy the requirement that all operators precede their scope. This failure is said to 

account for the slightly marked status of the construction CE.Kiss 1992:147). The second wh

element occupies a position that has been identified as a lower FP. The assumption is that FP 

79 Puskas (1996) argues that these constructions are felicitous only as echo-questions. To the extent that the English 
multiple question 'Who said what?' can be taken as an echo-question, what being D-linked, her argument stands. 
However, what can be interpreted as either specific or as non-specific, thus both interpretations (that of an echo
question and a real multiple question) are possible. The same holds for the Hungarian sentences above. 
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is a recursive projection thus the Focus Operator can be iterated (E. Kiss 1998b ). Therefore 

the second wh-phrase is argued to be in the lower Spec,FP. 

4.9.8.1.2.3 preposed multiple vs. genuine multiple questions 

There is an alleged semantic difference between multiple questions with quantification (Ki 

kit vett el? who whom married PREF) in example (227) and real multiple questions in 

Hungarian (Kivett el kit? who married PREF whom) in example (241). According to this 

argument (e.g. E.Kiss 1994 ), to a quantification the felicitous answer would pair up several 

pairs of people: 

(242) Ki kit vett el? 

who whom married PREF 

'Who married whom?' (more than one couple) 

(243) Jan6 Bogit, Szeki Beat, es Csabi Jucit. 

John Bogi-ACC, Szeki Bea-ACC and Csabi Juci-ACC 

'John married Bogi, Szeki - Bea, and Csabi - Juci.' 

In case of a real multiple question however, the listing interpretation is ruled out by a 

reference to only two individuals: 

(244) Vegill ki hivott fel kit? Tony Blair Jelcint, vagy Jelcin Tony Blairt? 

in the end who called PREF whom? Tony Blair Yeltsin-A CC or Y-NOM TB-A CC? 

'Who called the other, Tony Blair or Mr Yeltsin?' 

Thus, there is supposed to be a semantic distinction between multiple questions depending 

on the position of the wh-phrases in the sentence. If there are two preposed wh-phrases, the 

interpretation is of more than two couples, and if the two wh-phrases appear pre- and 

postverbally, respectively, the interpretation is that of one couple only. In English these 

semantically based distinctions are missing since there is no alternative for the multiple 

question Who called whom? 
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4.9.8.2 Multiple focus 

4.9.8.2.1 English multiple focus 

Since English does not instantiate focus movement, multiple focus in English is also not 

possible. 

4.9.8.2.2 Hungarian multiple focus 

4. 9. 8. 2. 2.1 preposed multiple focus 

As pointed out in section 4.9.8, in Hungarian preposed multiple focus is not possible as there 

can be only one constituent in Spec, FP: 

(245) *Csak KET FILMET csak HARMAN lattak. 

only two films-A CC only three people saw 

'There are only two films that only three people saw.' 

(246) *KIT JANOS vett el? 

whom John married PREF 

'Who did John marry?' 

However, as Tsimpli (1995) has observed for Greek and Brody (1990) for Hungarian, a 

stressed element may precede the wh-word occupying the focus slot, thus resulting in a 

correct focused embedded wh-question: 

(24 7) De en azt kerdeztem, hogy JANOS kit vett el? 

but I that-ACC asked-lsg that John whom married PREF 

'But I was asking who did JOHN marry?' 

Let us see a similar Greek example from Tsimpli (1995). Tsimpli claims that a focus phrase 

and a wh-phrase cannot co-occur in Greek, not even in two separate clauses, because of 

scope reasons. However, in embedded clauses Greek does allow a focus and a wh-phrase to 

co-occur: 
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(248) Dhen ksero sti MARIA pjos milise. 

not know-I to-the Maria who talked 

'I don't know who talked to MARIA.' (Tsimpli 1995:194, ex. 38.b) 

(249) Mu-ipan o Y ANIS ti agorase. 

me-told-3p the Yanis what bought 

'They told me what VANIS bought.' (Tsimpli 1995:195, ex. 39.c) 

Tsimpli proposes that the focus phrase occupies the Spec,CP and the wh-phrase the Spec,FP 

in the above sentences. Thus F0 can be specified for both the [ +f] and [ +wh] feature, and C0 

can be specified for both [ +wh] and [ +f] feature in embedded clauses (Tsimpli 1995: 197). 

The argument is that the focus phrase occupies Spec,CP in Greek as there is no 

complementizer. 

However, JANOS in the Hungarian sentence (247) above cannot end up in Spec,CP as there 

is a complementizer hogy in c0
, which precedes it. At the same time, intuitively JANOS is 

contrastively focused and the wh-word after it becomes de-accented. 

The analysis of JANOS as the contrastive focus element of the sentence is supported by the 

expletive pronominal azt 'that-ACC' in the matrix clause. If we remove the expletive azt 

from the matrix clause and exchange it with kiwincsi vagyok 'I wonder' or szeretnem tudni '1 

would like to know', Janos loses its stress and becomes either the subject or the topic of the 

sentence: 

(250) Kivancsi vagyok, hogy Janos kit vett el? 

curious am-I that John-NOM who-A CC married PREF 

'I wonder who did John marry?' 

(251) Szeretnem tudni, hogy Janost ki vette fel?' 
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We would like to argue that the type of focusing present in sentences like (247) and repeated 

in (252) here for reference is metalinguistic focus on a par with metalinguistic negation80• 

(252) De en azt kerdeztem, hogy JANOS kit vett el? 

but I that-ACC asked-lsg that John whom married PREF 

'[I'm not interested in who PETER married] I was asking who did JOHN marry?' 

In the above sentence the strongly emphasised JANOS is juxtaposed to some other person 

who is presupposed and has probably been mentioned in the previous discourse. This might 

account for the strong corrective or contrastive flavour of this kind of sentence. To 

summarize, we propose that metalinguistic focus is a type of corrective focus. It refers back 

and eliminates the presupposition of an alternative focused phrase. 

4. 9. 8. 2. 2. 2 genuine multiple focus 

Multiple Focus is only possible in Hungarian with one constituent moved to Spec,FP and the 

other moved into a lower Spec,FP position, as we saw above with regard to genuine multiple 

wh-questions in section 4.9.8.1.2.3. The Hungarian multiple focus construction is 

superficially similar to English multiple wh-questions. However the difference is that while 

in English multiple questions the second wh-phrase stays in situ, in Hungarian the second 

focus-phrase does not stay in situ but indeed moves up to the lower Spec,FP (E.Kiss 1998b ): 

(253) Who saw what? 

(254) 'Csak KET filmet lattak 'csak HARMAN. 

only two film-A CC saw-3pl . only three people 

'It was only two films that only three people saw.' 

E.Kiss (l 998b) proposes that the second focus-phrase (+F XP) appears after the verb in a 

lower FP. The problem this introduces is the question of the exact position of the preverbal 

element which is 'stranded' after the verb. This is what we discuss in the next too sections. 

80 See Hom ( 1985 and page 146 in section 4.9.3.2) for a definition of metalinguistic negation. For metalinguistic 
negation in Hungarian see also Roberts ( 1996). Interestingly, Hom argues that echo-questions could be renamed 
metalinguistic questions, as they also require a previous utterance by another speaker within the discourse. 
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4.9.8.3 Preverbal elements in multiple operator constructions 

In what follows we examine the question of the preverbal element in Hungarian multiple 

operator constructions. Because of the first focused XP in the sentence, the verb moves to the 

head F to satisfy spec-head agreement. The second focused XP appears in the postverbal FP 

projection. The source of the problem is that verb movement leaves two possible positions 

for the preverbal element to appear: either immediately after the verb or after the second 

focused element. 

(255) MARI hivta fel CSAK PETERT. 

Mary called up only Peter-ACC 

'It was Mary who called up only Peter.' 

(256) MARI hivta CSAK PETERT fel. 

Mary called only Peter-ACC up 

('op.cit.') 

The prefix has been claimed to freely left-incorporate to the verb or remain after the second 

focused element (E.Kiss 1992, 1994, l 995c ). This account allows for free optionality in the 

postverbal position of the incorporated element. Alberti and Medve ( 1998) argue that 

optionality of this kind is due to stylistic variation in the language and is present because of 

reasons of processing. 

What we would like to propose is that there is a slight semantic difference between the two 

options. If the prefix left-incorporates to the verb, the second focused element is simply a 

presentational focus in E.Kiss's (l 998a) sense81
• On the contrary, in case the incorporated 

element stays clause-finally after the focused element, the sentence has a contrastive focus 

reading. Please compare (257) with (258) and (259) with (260) below: 

81 See section 4.5.5 above for a definition of presentational/information and contrastive/identificational focus as 
proposed by E.Kiss (l 998a). 
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presentational (new information) 

(257) Dob6 meg-erositette a deli bastyat. 

Dob6 PREF-strengthened the southern bastion-ACC 

'Dob6 strengthened the southern bastion.' 

Es MELYIK BASTY AT erositette meg Bornemissza? 

and which bastion-ACC strengthened PREF Bornemissza 

'And which bastion did Bornemissza strengthen? 

contrastive (more emphatic) 

(258) 0006 gyozte le a tOrokoket. 

Dob6 beat PREF the Turks-A CC 

'It's Dob6 who beat the Turks.' 

De akkor KIKET gyozott HUNYADI le? 

but then who-pl-ACC beat Hunyadi PREF 

'But then who did HUNYADI beat?' 

presentational 

(259) Az iskolasok meg-neztek a Ben Hurt, a Robin Hoodot es a Rob Royt. 

the students PREF-saw the B.H.-ACC, the R.H-ACC and the R.R.-ACC 

'The students saw Ben Hur, Robin Hood and Rob Roy.' 

Es a Gandhit MIERT nem nezte meg senki? 

and the Gandhi-A CC why not saw PREF nobody? 

'Why didn't anybody see Gandhi?' 

contrastive 

(260) Az ELSOSOK neztek mega Ben Hurt, a MASODIKOSOK a Robin Hood-ot, a 

HARMADIKOSOK pedig a Rob Roy-t. 

the first-year saw PREF the Ben Hur-A CC, the second year the Robin Hood-A CC, 

the third then the Rob Roy-ACC 

'The first year saw Ben Hur, the second Robin Hood, and the third Rob Roy.' 
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A Gandhit MIERT nem nezte SENKI meg? 

the Gandhi-A CC why not saw nobody PREF? 

'Why did NOBODY see Gandhi?' 

The difference in both cases can be clearly felt. 82 The contrastively focused sentence is 

regarded more marked by native speakers. This decreased preference correlates with 

speakers' decreased acceptance of the wh-V-wh-PREF order (Ki hivoll kit fe/? 'Who called 

whom up?') as opposed to the more natural wh-V-PREF-wh order (Ki hivott fel kit? Who 

called up whom?) in multiple wh-questions. 

As a summary, the Hungarian multiple focus construction is similar to English multiple wh

sentence, namely that one operator is preposed to the specifier of a head category, whereas 

the other is postverbal. The difference is in the in-situ argument vs. operator position of the 

two phrases in the two languages. 

4.9.9 Wh-movement vs. focus movement 

Wh-movement and Focus-movement represent two distinct instances of operator movement. 

These two types of movement independently exist in languages to the extent that one of them 

may be missing but the other may be present. English is such a language. Hungarian 

instantiates both83
• See Table 4-2 below for languages with or without S-structure wh

movement and languages with or without S-structure focus movement (after Kenesei 1993): 

82 This is also supported by Puskas's (1996:186) observation that nem+ V+senki+PREF is a more marked 
construction, see her examples (64)a and (64)b reproduced here: 

(7) Nern beszelt meg semmit a barataival 
not talked PREF nothing-A CC the friends-with 
'He didn't agree about anything with his friends.' 

(8) Nern beszelt SEMMIT meg a barataival. 
not talked nothing-ACC PREF the.friends-with 

'He talked about nothing with his friends.' 

83 Although both are operator movements with similar quantificational and syntactic properties, the two movement 
types are clearly not identical. See Puskas ( 1996), Kenesei ( 1993) and Tsimpli ( 1995) for various arguments for 
differences between wh-movement and focus movement. 
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wh-movement focus movement 

Chinese, Japanese etc. 

French etc. +/-

English etc. + 

Hungarian, Basque etc. + + 

Table 4-2 Wh-movement and focus movement cross-linguistically 

As shown in Table 4-2 above, English differs from Chinese/Japanese with respect to wh

movement: English has wh-movement, Chinese/Japanese do not. In a parallel fashion, with 

respect to focus-movement Hungarian differs from English, in that Hungarian has focus

movement, while English does not, although both have wh-movement. 

There is no language attested which has focus movement but shows no wh-movement. This 

can be expressed as an implicational universal (Greenberg 1966). From the implicational 

universal it follows that focus movement is a more marked phenomenon than wh-movement, 

as focus-movement entails wh-movement, but not vice versa. According to scholars who 

have investigated the role of implicational universals in L2A (Eckmann 1977, 1996, 

Hawkins 1987) the more marked construction is acquired subsequently or simultaneously 

with the less marked construction, but never before. It follows that focus movement is 

predicted to be acquired after or simultaneously with wh-movement but not before. Since 

both languages in our study exhibit wh-movement, this prediction could not be tested. It 

would be interesting, however, to see whether, for instance, Japanese, Chinese or Korean 

learners of Hungarian would follow the predicted sequence of acquisition. 

4.10 Acquisitional predictions 

In acquisition terms, the Minimalist Program has the following predictions for English L2 

learners of Hungarian: 

l) The 'V' feature of F in Hungarian is strong, whereas it is weak in English. UG specifies a 

weak +F feature, unless there is overt evidence of T-to-F movement in the language. 

Learners have to realise that in Hungarian the 'V' (head) feature of FP is strong, resulting in 

verb movement to F at S-structure. It was argued that since the strong 'V' feature is a non

interpretable feature, its acquisition will be more difficult. 
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2) The 'N' feature of a higher projection is strong both in Hungarian and in English. In 

Hungarian it means that Spec,FP has to be filled by an operator at S-structure and the 

element that fills Spec,FP acquires focus interpretation and carries stress. In English the 'N' 

feature of C is strong in case of wh-questions, negative preposing and relative clauses. Thus, 

the prediction is that learners will use the strong 'N' feature of C, and will fill it with a 

lexical element before actually realising that Hungarian has a separate functional projection 

for operators. Learners have to realise that the 'V' feature on the head F of this new FP is 

also strong (see point I) above), resulting in verb-movement in order to satisfy the spec-head 

relation between the head and the operator in the spec of FP. 

4.11 Summary 

In this chapter we compared English and Hungarian with respect to focusing and related 

phenomena, such as negation and wh-questions. In the last section we provided some 

preliminary acquisitional predictions for adult English-speaking learners of Hungarian. We 

are now set to turn to the experimental studies we carried out to test these predictions. In 

chapter 5 we outline the pilot and main studies and in chapter 6 we provide the results of the 

main study. 
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5 The Empirical Study 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4 we reviewed the theoretical background to the cross-linguistic description of 

focus movement. In particular, we looked at the parametric variation between English and 

Hungarian with regard to the syntactic constructions involving the presence or absence of 

focus movement (operators in situ, moved operators, multiple movement, long movement, 

and partial movement of operators). In the last section of Chapter 4 we outlined the basic 

implications of these parametric differences for the L2A of Hungarian by English speakers. 

In this chapter we first give a summary of the theoretical assumptions we have made (section 

5.2.1 ). In section 5.2.2 we spell out the questions our study sought to answer. Next, we 

outline the predictions we have formulated with regard to the acquisition of focus movement 

in an L2 (section 5.2.3). The experimental hypotheses that our study set out to test can be 

found in section 5.2.4. 

The actual experiments we carried out to investigate the acquisition of focus movement are 

described in section 5.3. In Appendix A we reported the results of an exploratory study into 

the similarities and differences between L 1 and L2 acquisition of Hungarian focus 

movement. The outcome of this preliminary inquiry indicated the place of our study in the 

field of current language acquisition research in general. More specifically, the comparative 

L 1 /L2 study was carried out in order to highlight the empirical issues to be considered in our 

main experiment. 

In section 5.3.1 we briefly outline the results of a first pilot study that was carried out with 

adult L 1 Hungarian speakers. The first pilot was conducted in order to test a measurement 

technique, i.e. magnitude estimation, and to refine the experimental hypotheses. Next, in 

section 5.3.2, we shortly describe the second pilot study. It was carried out with adult L 1 

English learners of Hungarian and was the immediate predecessor to our main study. 

The full description of the main L2 study can be found in section 5.4. Reporting both L2 

studies (i.e. the second pilot and the main experiment) offers an opportunity to compare two 

different types of measurement: magnitude estimation and rating of linguistic acceptability. 

In section 5.4.7 we describe the data elicited in the main study. This is followed by a 
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description of the steps taken in the analysis of the data. Finally, we illustrate the layout we 

will follow in the presentation of the results in Chapter 6. 

5.2 The experimental hypotheses 

5.2.1 Summary of the theoretical assumptions 

In this section we summarise the assumptions we have made with respect to the acquisition 

of focus movement in a second language. The assumptions can be grouped in two categories: 

assumptions from general linguistic theory and assumptions from language acquisition 

theory. 

5 .2.1.1 Assumptions from general linguistic theory 

1. The principles of UG are invariant and constrain any language acquisition process. 

2. Native languages are dynamic systems in a constant flux. 

3. Language change and acquisition is contingent upon the presence of optional 

representations held by individual speakers at the competence level. 

4. Optionality is a function of the nature of the input, resulting from non-robust (i.e. 

rare, complex, obscure) or ambiguous evidence (i.e. when more than two grammars 

can account for a construction in the PLO). 

5. Genuine optionality is not favoured by native grammars as it violates the principles 

of economy. 

6. Optionality is reduced either by semantic differentiation or by categorisation. 

5.2.1.2 Assumptions from language acquisition theory 

I. L2A is guided and constrained by the same principles of UG that guide L 1 A. 

2. The parameterised aspects (i.e. the FCs and their feature specification) may be 

unavailable in L2A and in impaired L 1 A. 

3. Adult L2A commences from an initial state fully specified by the LI. Therefore, in 

order to approximate the L2 system learners have to either reset the L 1 value of a FC 

to the L2 value or activate a new L2 FC and assign relevant feature values to it. 
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4. Adult learners have different cognitive processes available in acquiring an L2. 

Crucia11y, their metalinguistic awareness can be heightened by negative evidence. 

5. Markedness plays a role in L2A: it is more difficult to 'unlearn' a marked value than 

to learn it. 

6. The evidence, i.e. PLO, in L2A is quantitatively and qualitatively different from the 

PLO in LIA. 

7. The nature of the PLO plays a crucial role in L2A: 

a) It has to be robust (i.e. frequent, simple and sa1ient84
) and unambiguous (as 

to the grammatical representation learners are led to formulate) to enable 

parameter resetting. 

b) It may be rare, complex, or obscure, which may ultimately lead to optional 

(i.e. incomplete or divergent) representations in the ILG. 

c) It may be ambiguous, which may ultimately result in optional (i.e. 

incomplete or divergent) representations in the ILG. 

d) Even if robust and unambiguous, PLO can go unnoticed. 

8. IL development can be gradual/cumulative or discrete/discontinuous. Lexical 

learning is gradual, while parameter setting is a discontinuous process resulting from 

restructuring of the ILG. 

9. Lexical learning involves working out the feature specifications and 

subcategorizational and selectional properties of the lexical entry. Lexical learning 

also involves memorisation and storage in long-term memory. 

I 0. Restructuring follows when a sufficient amount of lexical learning and concurrent 

syntactic analysis has taken place. 

11. Optionality may be persistent in ILGs because of 

a) the pervasive influence of the LI 

b) the possible unavailability/underspecification/impairment of the UG lexicon, 

i.e. FCs and their feature specification 

c) the unavailability of learning strategies used by LI learners in situations of 

language acquisition, i.e. lack of the 'fitness metric' and/or the Subset 

Principle causing the L2 learner to be less conservative than LI learners 

d) greater tolerance for gradient acceptability as a result of qualitatively and 

quantitatively different input. 

84 Frequency refers to the number of occurrence of a construction-type in the PLO, simplicity impli~ the structural 
make-up of the crucial evidence (whether it is a main clause, a subordinate clause etc.) and salience of a rule or 
mechanism means it is prevalent in more than one construction or module of the grammar (such as do-support in 
English negative interrogative and emphatic clauses). 
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12. Representations at ultimate attainment can be convergent, divergent or incomplete, 

depending on the nature of the TL rule and the nature of the evidence that L2 

learners receive. 

5.2.2 Questions to be addressed 

1. How does the riature of the input exactly influence L2A? In other words, how does 

the acquisition process deal with optional, pseudo-optional, infrequent and 

ambiguous data in the input? 

2. Can developmental optionality ever be eradicated from the ILG at near-native level? 

5.2.3 Predictions for ultimate attainment 

We predict that IL representations will have the following possible characteristics at ultimate 

attainment: 

Resulting 
IL rule 

Target input 

genuinely optional quasi-optional 
incomplete, learners do not have learners do not have any 
i.e. an L2 rule missing any representations representations 
from the ILG 
(indeterminate, 
inconsistent judgements) 
divergent 1, 
rule based on L l 
(determinate, consistent 
judgements) 

learners prefer only 
one over the other, 
i.e. tum optionality 
into categorical 
distinction 

divergent 2, learners introduce 
i.e. a different rule from different 
that of the L l and L2 interpretations for 
(determinate, consistent each option 
judgements) 
complete, learners come up 
i.e. an IL rule identical to with genuine 
the L2 rule optionality 
(determinate, consistent, 
target-like judgements) 

learners consider only 
one acceptable and the 
other unacceptable, i.e. 
make it categorical 

learners come up with 
semantic differences 
other than the L2, i.e. 
reassign, reinterpret, 
reanalyse the L2 rule 
learners come up with 
target-like semantic 
differences 

categorical 
learners do not have any 
representations 

learners have a 
categorical rule but 
other than the L2, they 
misanalyse the L2 data 

learners come up with 
an optional rule and 
perhaps assign different 
interpretations to them 

learners have a target
like categorical rule 

Table 5-1 Hypothetical representations of optional, pseudo-optional and categorical rules at 
ultimate attainment 
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5. 2. 4 Hypotheses 

In the following we outline the hypotheses we wished to test in our main study. 

Experimental hypotheses are informed guesses about the outcome of some proposed 

research. In order to test the hypotheses, specific constructions from the TL were needed and 

specific predictions formulated for each of them in the ILG. 

We wanted to submit to testing the Failed Functional Features hypothesis, more particularly 

we wished to test the Local Impairment hypotheses of Beck (1996, 1997, 1998). Within this, 

there are five sub-hypotheses that we wanted to submit to empirical testing (1-5). They are 

stated below accompanied by the null hypothesis, the one we wished to disprove and reject. 

In addition, we wished to test the hypothesis that the nature of the L2 rule and the input will 

determine ILG representations. There are three sub-hypotheses to this effect (6-8). 

We hypothesise that 

1. Initially, both interpretable and non-interpretable feature values will be transferred 

from the LI. (H0: There will be no transfer of any kind in the initial IL grammar.) 

2. Interpretable features will be easier to instantiate in the ILG than non-interpretable 

features. (H0: There will be no difference between instantiation of interpretable and 

non-interpretable features.) 

3. Interpretable features will be reset to the target value. (H0: Interpretable features 

cannot be reset in an L2.) 

4. Wherever the LI and L2 differ in the non-interpretable features they instantiate, the 

influence of the LI will be manifest throughout development. (H0: The L 1 has no 

effect on the nature of representations created throughout development and at 

ultimate attainment with regard to non-interpretable features.) 

5. An attempt to change the value of non-interpretable features will result in optional 

verb-movement at the intermediate stages. (H0: There will be no optional verb

movement at intermediate stages.) 

6. The nature of the target language rule will affect the representations created in the 

ILG. (H0: The nature of the target language rule does not affect the ILG 

representations. Representations will be formed regardless of whether the TL rule is 

categorical, optional, or pseudo-optional.) 
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7. The nature of the evidence will determine the type of representation attained at near

native level. Wherever the nature of the input delays or hinders parameter setting 

(i.e. when input is rare, complex, obscure or ambiguous), the resulting grammar will 

be either incomplete or divergent. (H0: The nature of the evidence does not influence 

ultimate attainment in L2A. Acquisition progresses independently of infrequent, 

complex, obscure or ambiguous evidence.) 

8. Sufficient amount of lexical learning is needed for syntactic restructuring to occur. 

The general hypotheses were extended into the following specific hypotheses: 

1. Initially, there will be a period of non-movement of focused operators, based on the 

L 1 value. Failure to move the focused element would be an indicator of the use of 

the English value, i.e. focus-in-situ. This would support our Hypothesis 1. 

2. Movement of the focused element to preverbal position would constitute evidence 

for the instantiation of the strong 'N' feature of a higher projection. Operators have 

interpretable features. This would support our Hypothesis 3. 

3. It is hypothesised that interpretable features will be instantiated before non

interpretable features. However, movement of the focused element would not 

necessarily indicate instantiation of a new projection. Preposing the focused element 

without verb-movement would support our Hypothesis 2. 

4. In English wh-movement is achieved by spec-head agreement of the [ +wh] feature 

between Spec,CP and c0
• In Hungarian, in contrast, wh-movement is similar to 

focus-movement in that the wh-phrase does not move to Spec,CP but to an 

intermediary Spec,FP. Movement of the wh-phrase in itself is not an indicator of 

instantiation of FP. It is hypothesised that movement of the wh-phrase without the 

necessary verb-movement to F0 is an indicator of the continued use of CP as the 

landing site. Evidence for wh-movement without verb-movement would support 

Hypothesis I. 

5. Initially, learners will not exhibit verb-movement even after they have started 

preposing the focused and wh-elements. Movement of the verb out of the VP 

indicates instantiation of a strong 'V'-feature of the head F0 of the extra FP 

projection. Only the additional verb-movement along with preposition of the 

operator is an indicator of the projection of a new functional category, FP. The 'V' 

feature on F0 is non-interpretable and it is hypothesised that non-interpretable 

features are more difficult to instantiate. An indicator of verb-movement is the 
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appearance of the prefix in postverbal position. Since the non-interpretable features 

of verb movement are different in English and Hungarian, continued failure to move 

the verb in wh- and focused sentences would constitute evidence for Hypothesis 4. 

6. In Hungarian sentential negation the negative marker nem cliticises to the verb and 

moves with it to the head F0
• In English however, the auxiliary or the dummy do 

moves to check off T and Agr features while the main verb stays after the negative 

marker. A diagnostic of verb-movement in Hungarian again is the appearance of the 

prefix in postverbal position. Failure to move the verb in Hungarian results in 

ungrammatical sentences. It is hypothesised that movement of the verb would be a 

diagnostic for a Hungarian-type negation where FP is projected. Failure to do so 

would indicate use of the English-type negation, which would support our 

Hypothesis 1. 

7. Exposure to PLO will provide ample opportunities for restructuring, therefore the 

ILG will gradually approximate the TL. As a result of independent information, i.e. 

phonological, semantic as well as syntactic evidence in the input, the initial non

movement stage will be followed by an extended stage of optionality during which 

the ILG goes through extensive restructuring. This will be manifest in optional verb

movement in the intermediate stages in focused, interrogative and negative 

sentences. This would confirm our Hypothesis 5. 

8. Representations at ultimate attainment will be affected by the nature of the target 

language rule in the following way: 

a) categorical TL rules will result in native-like IL representations unless the 

relevant PLO are rare, complex, obscure, or ambiguous 

b) optional rules will result in native-like IL representations unless the L 1 has a 

lasting influence 

c) IL representations of pseudo-optional target rules will remain incomplete as 

evidence relating to semantic differentiation is rare 

d) IL representations of borderline cases in the TL (constructions with 

indeterminate acceptability among natives) will remain incomplete unless 

the L 1 has an initial impact on the ILG 

9. The nature of the evidence will constrain the possible outcomes of L2A in the 

following way: 

a) Infrequent data will result in incomplete representations and parameter 

setting will be delayed, as in the case of long operator extraction in 

Hungarian. 
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b) Ambiguous data will result in incomplete representations, as in the case of 

negative and positive adverbials in the focus position. In Hungarian, positive 

adverbials can occupy either an IP-adjoined position or move to the Spec,FP 

and hence they can acquire different interpretations. On the contrary, 

negative adverbials, due to their status as operators with a [+neg] feature, 

can appear only in the Spec,FP position. Consequently, the verb has to move 

to F0
• Since positive adverbials present misleading evidence, restructuring is 

hypothesised to take place later in this domain. However, since English has 

residual V2 in negative preposing, parameter resetting will eventually take 

place. 

c) Complex data will result in incomplete representation, parameter setting is 

delayed, as evidenced by acquisition of partial movement of operators in 

Hungarian. 

d) Ambiguous data will result in divergent representations if the L 1 has an 

initial influence. The ILG will resort to the L 1 value in absence of other 

compelling extraneous evidence ('pathological learning' in the sense of 

Clark and Roberts 1993) and learning will proceed on the bases of analogy. 

This can be tested in the double focus constructions in Hungarian. It was 

hypothesised that there is a difference in interpretation between the two 

possibilities in double focus constructions. This would be supporting 

evidence for the hypothesis that categorisation is taking place in this domain. 

Failure to prefer one alternative in a certain context was predicted to indicate 

genuine optionality. Genuinely optional rules are ambiguous thus learners 

will fall back on the L 1 strategy. 

e) Ambiguous data is provided by the PLO in the case of double wh-movement 

as well. There is a parametric difference between English and Hungarian 

with regard to the double-wh strategy. Hungarian allows for the second wh

phrase to stay in situ and it allows for the preposition of both wh-phrases. 

English permits only the first strategy. Moreover, there is supposed to be a 

semantic difference between the two strategies in Hungarian. Failure to 

distinguish between the two in different contexts was hypothesised to 

indicate lack of semantic differentiation thus genuine optionality. For the L2 

learners failure to accept both strategies was predicted to show continued 

influence of the L 1 value. 
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t) Exceptional data will result in incomplete representation as they might 

mislead rule-formulation. This hypothesis can be tested with negative or wh

clauses where the operators do not carry the strong [+neg] or [ +wh] feature 

but instead express metalinguistic interpretation. 

10. Verb movement can be diagnosed by the position ofpreverbs in Hungarian. Some of 

them are prefixes of an adverbial origin, others are verbal modifiers of various 

syntactic categories. Verb movement is more salient with prefixes as they are more 

frequent in the input and more semantically transparent. Therefore it is hypothesised 

that prefixes are learnt earlier than other verb modifiers. A difference in acceptability 

would indicate differences in a) development, and b) in underlying knowledge, and 

would support our Hypothesis 8 that lexical learning is crucial for any syntactic 

restructuring to take place. 

5.3 Pilot studies 

In this section we will describe the two pilot studies that we carried out prior to the main 

study. First, we elicited acceptability judgements from adult Hungarian native speakers using 

magnitude estimation (section 5.3.1 ). Next, we carried out a study on the acquisition of 

Hungarian focus movement by adult native speakers of English (section 5.3.2). These two 

pilot studies together with the exploratory study into the nature of L 1 and L2 acquisition of 

Hungarian reported in Appendix A were paramount to the final questions that were 

addressed in the main study. 

For the comparative Ll/L2 study which also appeared in publication (Papp 1998) the reader 

is referred to Appendix A. It was based on Hungarian data in the CHILDES database 

(MacWhinney and Snow 1985) and production data from adult English learners of 

Hungarian collected through the Map Task (Anderson et al 1991 ). 

Both pilot studies employed magnitude estimation as a grammaticality elicitation and 

measurement technique. In the study of adult L 1 Hungarian we hoped to gain empirical 

evidence regarding the mature representations of Hungarian native speakers. The second 

pilot with adult English learners of Hungarian was carried out to finalise the experimental 

hypotheses, test the measurement technique, and try out the materials to be used in the main 

empirical study. 
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5.3. 1 Pilot 1: Magnitude estimation of adult L 1 Hungarian 

A study of grammatical intuitions of adult Hungarian native speakers was conducted in order 

to find out about the acceptability of various focus-related constructions in Hungarian. 

5.3.1.1 Subjects 

The subjects were 19 speakers of Hungarian currently studying at the University of 

Edinburgh. Participation in the study was voluntary and there was no reward offered. 

5.3.1.2 Materials 

The constructions were mostly derived from the theoretical literature on Hungarian. Several 

of the constructions tested are either infrequent in the input or have intermediate 

acceptability. The construction types were the following (see Appendix C(i) for the whole 

list of sentences): 

items 1-5: 

item 6: 

items 7-11: 

items 12-16: 

items 17-18: 

items 19-22: 

items 23-24: 

items 25-27: 

items 28-29: 

items 30-31: 

items 32-36: 

items 37-48: 

items 49-55: 

items 56-58: 

items 59-61 : 

items 62-76: 

items 77-79: 

item 80: 
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long focus movement,[+/-] verb-movement 

topic movement, [ +/-] verb-movement 

long wh-movement, [+/-]verb-movement 

short wh-movement (subject extraction),[+/-] verb-movement 

embedded wh-movement (subject extraction),[+/-] verb-movement 

short wh-movement (object extraction), [+/-]verb-movement 

embedded wh-movement (object extraction),[+/-] verb-movement 

long wh-movement, [+/-]verb-movement in the lower clause 

long wh-movement, [+/-] subjacency violation 

yes/no questions,[+/-] verb-movement 

long wh-movement in multiple wh, [+/-]lower wh phrase 

infinitive with negative adverbial, [+/-] verb movement 

infinitive with positive adverbial, [+/-] verb movement 

long extraction, [definite/indefinite, i.e. subject/object] conjugation 

infinitive with focus,[+/-] verb movement 

double focus, [wh+V+XP+Pret7wh+V+Pref+XP/XP+wh+V+Pref] order 

partial wh-movement, [partial/long extraction] 

double wh-movement, [preposed/in-situ wh phrase] 
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There were altogether 80 pairs of sentences to be judged ((40 x 2) x 2 = 160 sentences). Both 

the instructions and the follow-up questionnaire were in the subjects' L 1, Hungarian, which 

can be seen in Appendix C(ii) and C(iii). 

5.3.1.3 Method 

In this section we describe the test instrument used, namely acceptability judgements and the 

rationale for their use in L2A research. Also, we introduce the types of measurement that are 

usually used to measure acceptability judgements: ranking, rating and magnitude estimation. 

5.3.1.3.1 Test instrument: acceptability judgements 

In this section first we justify the use of acceptability judgements in linguistic research. Then 

we compare the two main elicitation techniques: rating and magnitude estimation. Finally, 

we give the rationale for using magnitude estimation in the pilot studies. 

Grammaticality judgements have traditionally been used to ascertain the nature of the 

underlying competence of a speaker of a language. Grammaticality judgements, however, do 

not have an uncontroversial status among linguists as a reliable and valid method of gaining 

information about the underlying linguistic system of an individual (see discussions in 

Schutze 1996, Cowart 1997). They nevertheless seem to be one of the very few measures by 

which we can glean aspects of grammatical competence (Sorace l 996a). 

There is usually a distinction drawn between grammaticality and acceptability. While 

grammaticality is a matter of competence, acceptability is argued to be a result of 

performance (Chomsky 1981 ). Acceptability judgements are used to make explicit the 

linguistic intuitions speakers have of a language. Since intuitions are highly implicit and 

directly non-accessible, people are encouraged to make their intuitions explicit by reflecting 

on the status of certain sentences with regard to their acceptability. Thus underlying 

grammatical competence is inferred from judgements regarding possible/impossible 

structures in a given language. 
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As it transpires from the above, the very act of judging the acceptability of a sentence turns 

the speaker's implicit intuitions into an explicit process. Providing judgements requires 

'continued and sustained concentration', thus it is susceptible to contamination by 

performance factors (misreading, distraction, fatigue, etc.). However, despite this, it has been 

shown that there is a relationship between linguistic acceptability judgements and 

grammatical competence (Quirk and Svartvik 1966, Greenbaum and Quirk 1970). It is 

nevertheless usually pointed out that linguistic judgements may be affected by several extra

grammatical factors undermining their validity as a pure measure of grammatical 

competence. Here is a list of some of the confounding factors (for a review, see Sorace 

1996a): 

• mode of elicitation (oral or written) 

• the type of scale used in the elicitation (nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio) 

• context of test sentences 

• ordering effects 

• frequency of usage 

• semantic or pragmatic (im)plausibility 

• parsing difficulties 

• beliefs about style and content 

• conformity to prescriptive norm or perceived prestige 

• linguistic training of subjects 

• mental state of subjects 

The reliability of acceptability judgements has to do with inter-subject and intra-subject 

consistency. In other words, reliability is ensured by the consistency exhibited by different 

subjects as well as the consistency of the judgements of the same subject on different 

occasions. As Householder (1965) pointed out, the reliability of acceptability judgements is 

questionable: 

I regard the 'linguistic intuition of the native speaker' as extremely valuable 
heuristically, but too shifty and variable (both from speaker to speaker and from 
moment to moment) to be of any criterial value. (Householder 1965: 15, cited in Schiltze 
1996:3) 

Thus, the fact that even native speakers are not capable of producing consistent judgements 

of acceptability has been used as an argument against use of linguistic judgements as a 
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whole. Some researchers have gone as far as proposing to employ only subjects who exhibit 

a strong ability to judge reliably as established through a pre-test (Snow 1975, Ringen 1975). 

This would surely exclude the majority of speakers from any investigation. The results 

would certainly not reflect the underlying competence of the excluded speakers who make 

up the majority of the population. 

It must be obvious that the above argument stands only in relation to the quest for 

investigating clear-cut cases in the language system. Acceptability judgements are in fact the 

most suitable type of measurement for the investigation of inconsistency and variation in 

languages. They have been found one of the best methods of finding out about parameter 

resetting in L2A research. Also, they throw light on issues such as variability, optionality and 

multiple parameter settings in mature and developing grammars (e.g. White 1990/1991, 

l 992a, Sorace 1993, l 996a, Robertson 1996, Robertson and Sorace (in press), Henry 1995, 

Beck 1998, inter alia ). 

The advantages of acceptability judgements far outweigh the drawbacks of their use m 

linguistic research. Some of the advantages are listed below: 

• we can get reactions to sentence types that are very rare in spontaneous speech or corpus 

data, or to structures that speakers would normally avoid 

• we can obtain information about ungrammaticality as well as grammaticality 

• we can abstract away from performance factors such as slips of the tongue, unfinished 

sentences, etc. 

• we can also minimise the effect of metalinguistic knowledge by requesting spontaneous 

reaction to sentences (intuitions, contrary to performance data, are not affected by the 

amount of attention and time allocated as they are based on tacit knowledge, i.e. 

reflections by 'feel') 

• we can get more finely-grained information about intermediate acceptability and 

uncertainty of subjects 

• we can get detailed information about more differentiated knowledge, i.e. hierarchies of 

acceptability, as informants can indicate the relative acceptability of structures in relation 

to one another. 
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5.3.1.3.2 Types of measurement: ranking, rating, and magnitude estimation 

Thus, acceptability judgements were deemed the most suitable type of measurement for the 

questions addressed in this study. Judgements can be elicited using different types of scales: 

nominal, ordinal, and interval/ratio scales. Let us see the differences between the three. 

Rating is used when absolute judgements are required. Subjects are asked to put items into 

predefined categories, such as correct/incorrect or assign items into predefined categories on 

a scale. Ranking requires relative judgements, i.e. it implies judging items in relation to one 

another. It can involve either ordinal or interval scales Gudging items in relation to each 

other on a scale where neighbouring categories have various or equal intervals between 

them, respectively). The use of ranking as an interval measurement rather than an ordinal 

measurement depends on the informants' ability to distinguish between categories and assign 

stimuli to categories with equal intervals. The use of an interval scale naturally yields more 

precise information about degrees of (un)acceptability, since intervals indicate the precise 

distance between individual points on the scale. This information is missing in scales based 

on nominal/categorical or ordinal values. Some researchers advocate comparative, i.e. 

relative judgements, that is, ones measured on interval/ratio scales where it is possible to 

measure the size of the intervals between categories (Sorace 1992, l 996a, Schutze 1996). 

This is what the third type of measurement, magnitude estimation, uses. The argument is that 

relative judgements yield more refined results and have higher reliability. 

In the next section we describe magnitude estimation (ME), the type of measurement we 

used for the pilot studies. We evaluate the merits and disadvantages of the use of ME in 

linguistic research. Next, the research design of the first pilot and the procedures in the 

administration of the test are reported (section 5.3.1.5). 

5.3.1.4 Magnitude estimation 

The technique we used was magnitude estimation administered as a computer-based task at 

the Department of Applied Linguistics, Edinburgh University85
• In what follows we will 

describe the measurement technique as used first in psychophysics and psychosocial 

investigations and more recently in linguistic research. 

85 I am infinitely grateful to Dr Dan Robertson for helping me to use the software program for magnitude estimation 
and for his unfailing help in the analysis of the results of this pilot study and throughout the thesis. 
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Magnitude estimation is a type of measurement that has been used for psychometric 

experiments (to measure brightness of light, loudness of sound, seriousness of crime, etc.) 

and has more recently been applied to the measurement of linguistic acceptability. (Sorace 

1992, 1996, Bard et al 1996). It is a technique, which employs an interval/ratio scale86
• 

Rather than using a traditional predetermined category scale of limited values, it enables 

subjects to set up their own range and categories of judgement. It uses proportionate 

judgements by asking informants to compare all subsequent stimuli with the first stimulus 

and assign values to successive stimuli in proportionately to the first value. Any positive 

number (including decimals and fractions) can be used. This way, informants are not 

confined to some predefined category scale. Traditionally, informants are given a 

predetermined category scale where they are forced to squeeze in their judgements in the 

categories provided. The traditional technique can potentially lead to loss of information 

about the refinement of judgements. In contrast, a scale which does not use a predefined 

range of categories and which requires subjects to set up their own categories enables 

subjects to mark any shade of judgement they see appropriate. 

As indicated above, this method was first used in psychophysics to measure brightness of 

light, strength of colour, length of lines, or any other physical phenomena appearing on a 

natural continuum (Carterette and Friedman 1974, Stevens 1975, Michell 1990). In this 

domain it is possible to plot human perception against an objective measurement which is 

possible to arrive at independently of perception (objective measurement in kW's, em's, 

etc.). Thus, in psychophysics there is an independent baseline measure against which human 

sensitivities can be compared. However, in other areas, where magnitude estimation has been 

applied, such as the domain of psychosocial investigations, see e.g. Lodge ( 1981 ), or 

investigations of linguistic acceptability, see Bard et al (1996), the objective measurement 

against which perception could be plotted is missing. In other words, there is no objective, 

independent measurement for seriousness of crime, stressfulness of events, perceived 

prestige, amount of moral support, acceptability of sentences, and so on. This obviously 

constitutes one reason to object to the use of interval/ratio scales for the measurement of 

these types of stimuli. To put it more clearly, the criticism is that concepts which cannot be 

measured by objective physical means should not be assessed on an interval scale, but should 

be treated only as nominal, or at the most, ordinal values. The suggestion of the critics is that 

86 A ratio scale subsumes an interval scale; thus any arithmetic (subtraction, multiplication etc.) can be done on the 
values on it It differs from an interval scale in that it has an absolute zero point 
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use of parametric tests should thus be excluded with this type of data (for a review of the 

controversy surrounding the use of parametric statistics with ordinal data, see Michell 1986). 

The counter-argument to this objection, however, points out that the treatment of, say, 

linguistic acceptability on a nominal scale (acceptable I unacceptable) or even on an ordinal 

scale (acceptable I less acceptable I even less acceptable I unacceptable) is only the result of 

historical accident in linguistic research. This can be accounted for by the fact that shades of 

linguistic acceptability have not been the centre of investigations in the past, as the questions 

linguistic theorising was asking were not sufficiently refined (Bard et al 1996, Schiltze 

1996). Moreover, it has been shown that people can reliably give proportionate judgements 

to any of the stimuli in the psychosocial and linguistic domains. Therefore, as the counter

argument follows, the fact that there is no objective zero point which these stimuli can be 

measured against and that an objective measurement for these phenomena is lacking, does 

not preclude the use of magnitude estimation to a good effect in these domains87
• 

However, Schiltze (1996) and Cowart (1997) in their extensive studies of linguistic 

acceptability judgements have pointed out some practical disadvantages of this type of 

measurement. They argue that informants need extensive training in giving proportionate 

judgements as it proves to be an unusual requirement for most people, especially for the less 

numerate ones (this particularly applies to infirm, young, and illiterate informants, as Cowart 

1997 points out). Second, but connected to the previous disadvantage, is the suggestion that 

subjects ideally need to be reminded throughout the experiment that they are supposed to 

give judgements proportionate to the first value they have chosen. My informants frequently 

reported that after a number of stimuli sentences they usually forgot the first value they had 

used and were giving proportionate judgements not compared to the first but the immediately 

previous value. However, this should not be a problem as long as subjects are consistent in 

giving proportionate judgements in this way. 

Having taken all these considerations into account, the method of magnitude estimation as a 

technique of eliciting responses from informants appears suitable for the measurement of 

linguistic acceptability. As magnitude estimation is used on an interval scale, it is possible to 

calculate differences in acceptability of two forms, that is, it is possible to work out the 

preference score between two sentences. Strength of preference can thus be compared for 

87 Validation of results of magnitude estimation is usually done using a procedure called 'cross-modality matching'. 
Lodge (1981) presents the hypothesis that subjects' estimates are operating in the same way on the physical and 
the social stimuli and outlines ways of validating results of psychosocial experiments. For an example of 
validation applied to judgements oflinguistic acceptability see Bard et al (1996). 
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different pairs of sentences. The mean and variance of multiple judgements on a particular 

type of stimulus can also be calculated. Due to the interval scale measurement, these 

properties allow magnitude estimation to readily shed light on variation, indeterminacy and 

optionality in acceptability judgements of linguistic forms. 

5.3.1.5 Design and procedures 

In the first pilot, subjects were tested in a computer lab in groups of three. They were 

assigned individual i.d. numbers and were asked to start the test. There is a practice session, 

which consists of two parts. First, the computer program elicits judgements about line length. 

Subjects are asked to use proportionate judgements to judge the lengths of various lines. The 

computer alerts them if they use negative numbers or zero. After the introductory session, 

subjects were instructed in Hungarian how to use proportionate judgements to judge the 

acceptability of sentences, see Appendix C(ii). At this point, subjects could ask questions 

from the experimenter. Next, there were six practice sentences. If subjects did not have 

further questions after completing the practice session, they were allowed to proceed to the 

main part of the experiment. The informants gave acceptability judgements to two sets of 80 

individual sentences, see Appendix C(i). Every subject judged every sentence. The computer 

automatically recorded the responses together with the response times. In the interval 

between the two sessions subjects were asked to fill in a questionnaire about their opinion of 

the type of measurement and the method of administration, see Appendix C(iii). 

5.3.1.6 Results 

The responses were collected in individual files and later collated for all 19 subjects. The 

mean preference scores were calculated for each item by first converting the scores into logs 

and then subtracting the mean for the ungrammatical from the mean for the grammatical 

sentence for each item88
• A positive mean preference score indicates preference for the 

88 More precisely, we calculated the log of the differences between the log of the two scores. The use of logs is 
necessary in magnitude estimation in order to standardise the individual scales subjects create for reasons of 
compwisons and further calculations. Thus, the mean preference score between two values is calculated in the 
following steps: 
(i) log di ff= log (a) - log (b) 
(ii) add the individual values,for log di ff for all subjects 
(iii) mean log di ff= sum log di ff I number of subjects 
(iv) call the mean log di ff the mean preference score 
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grammatical sentence, a negative mean preference score indicates preference for the 

ungrammatical sentence. Next, the geometric means were calculated
89

• Lastly, the 95% 

confidence limits were calculated in order to gain information about the variability in the 

scores. The 95% confidence limits also provide information on the strength of the 

judgements and the determinacy with which they were made. The arithmetic means and the 

95% confidence limits were plotted on a graph, which can be seen in C(iv). If the 95% 

confidence limits, i.e. 95% of the variation in the scores, include zero on the graph, we 

cannot be sure that the preference score is significantly different from zero. In other words, 

we cannot be sure that there is a determinate preference for the item in question. If the 95% 

confidence limits do not include zero, the preference is strong enough to call it determinate. 

This means, in effect, that the more variation there is in the judgements for an item, the 

greater the possibility that the judgements are indeterminate. 

The results of the pilot study will not be reported in full. The plot graphs obtained for the 80 

items can be seen in Appendix C(iv). The general observations that emerged from this 

experiment on 19 native Hungarian speakers are the following: 

1) long extraction of focus operators produces indeterminate judgements m declarative 

sentences but it is accepted in subjunctive sentences 

2) long extraction of wh-phrases is accepted but it produces verb-movement in the matrix 

clause rather than the subordinate clause where the wh-phrase was extracted from 

3) long extraction of wh-phrases in a sentence with a verb marked with indefinite 

conjugation is preferred to those where verb-object agreement is marked by definite 

conjugation 

4) long extraction of wh-phrases produces subjacency effects 

5) partial wh-movement is preferred to long extraction 

6) focused elements do not produce focus effects in infinitives, i.e. there is no verb 

movement in the non-finite clause 

7) moreover, negative adverbials in infinitives do not act as focus either, i.e. do not cause 

verb-movement 

8) in double focus constructions the second focused element is preferred in a sentence-final 

position 

9) double wh-movement is optional among natives 

89 The geometric mean is the arithmetic mean computed on variables that have been transformed into logs. 
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The questions that this pilot study generated are as follows: 

1) Why is there a difference between native speakers' production and grammaticality 

judgements? Native speakers do produce long extraction in spoken language (see section 

4.9.6 in Chapter 4) but they do not seem to prefer them when it comes to judging them. 

2) Are there semantic differences in apparently optional constructions or are they genuinely 

optional? 

3) What is the frequency with which either of the options occurs in optional constructions 

(i.e. double wh-movement)? Does this frequency change over time within and across 

individuals ultimately resulting in language change? 

4) What is the nature of grammatical judgements expressed for optional constructions? 

Which alternative is preferred, to what degree and by which speakers? 

The first observation regarding discrepancy between informant judgements and the 

informants' own linguistic behaviour was first reported on in Labov (1975). The question 

might be answered by the suggestion that native speakers are more conservative when 

judging the grammaticality of an item than when producing the same structure. Since the 

task of giving grammatical intuitions itself is a highly conscious, explicit exercise, as has 

been discussed in section 5.3.1.3.1, speakers might be inclined to approach the intuitional 

task with a more normative sense of grammaticality. Therefore, when judging the 

grammaticality of a borderline or rare construction, speakers tend to reject sentences that 

they would probably feel free to use in real communication. This phenomenon has been well 

attested in English multiple embedding constructions. Multiple centre embedding tends to be 

judged unacceptable by English speakers, although people appear to use them frequently. 

Moreover, people do not seem to have any difficulty comprehending multiple embeddings 

when others produce them 90
• 

90 Sampson ( 1996) muses about the common misjudgement about the acceptability and use of multiple embedding,5 
in English. He cites an anecdote that happened to him at a conference. After claiming that multiple centre 
embedding,5 do not exist in English somebody said to him: 'But don't you think that sentences that people you 
know produce are easier to understand?' Sampson admits that the question sounded so natural that for some time 
he did not notice that it was indeed a multiple embedding. In his article he bring,5 ample evidence from various 
corpora for attested multiple embedding,5. Based on the above episode and the number of attested evidence for 
multiple embedding,5 in English, Sampson (op.cit.) argues that 'intuition gets the fucts oflanguage quite wrong'. 
Schiltze ( 1996) also argues that people cannot be consistent in their judgements by definition, as judgements are 
not direct reflections of competence, but offer a different access to competence through the confounding factors of 
performance. See the discussion in section 5.3. l .3. l about intuitions and differences between grammaticality and 
acceptability. 
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With regard to answers to questions involving optionality (questions 2, 3 & 4 above), further 

investigations seemed to be necessary, which we subsequently undertook in the main study. 

However, before that we carried out a second pilot, this time with adult English learners of 

Hungarian. 

5.3.2 Pilot 2: Magnitude estimation of Hungarian as an L2 

We conducted a second pilot study with adult L2 learners of Hungarian whose native 

language is English. This study was the immediate forerunner to the main study with regard 

to both the types of test materials and the informants participating in the test. 

5.3.2.1.1 Subjects, setting 

27 adult English speakers took part in the second pilot study. They were recruited from 

Edinburgh, Oxford, Cambridge and London by letter, email, through language courses and 

by word of mouth. All the subjects were individually contacted twice before the experiment, 

first by an introductory letter asking for their co-operation, then by a letter containing a 

vocabulary list of the words that would be used in the test. See Appendix D(i) for the 

vocabulary list. 

The average age of the subjects was 31 years, with the average age of first exposure 25.5 

years (range 17-68). The average period spent in Hungary was 49 weeks (i.e. just under a 

year). Although the subjects lived in the UK at the time of testing, they reported that they 

used Hungarian an average 1.5 hours a day. There were 14 female and 13 male subjects. 

They were mostly from an academic background (students, teachers, or researchers) with an 

average of three additional languages apart from English and Hungarian. However, 

Hungarian was the most recently learnt language for most. 

5.3.2.2 Method and design 

Magnitude estimation (see section 5.3.1.4) was used to elicit responses to 62 sentence pairs 

from each person. This time magnitude estimation was administered as a paper-and-pencil 
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exercise. The experimental material was designed to investigate the acceptability of various 

constructions in context. The types of constructions used were the following: 

1) neutral 

2) focused 

3) negative 

4) negative adverbial 

5) positive adverbial 

6) questions 

7) double focus 

8) double wh 

9) focused infinitive 

10) long extraction 

11) embedded 

Subjects were divided into two groups, Group A and Group B. Every item had two 

lexicalisations. Group A and Group B were presented with either the good or the bad version 

of each lexicalisation. This method was used to ensure that subjects encountered a 

lexicalisation only once. We will be reporting the results of 56 items of the total 6291
• 

Before the magnitude estimation test was administered, subjects were given extensive 

instructions on the methodology. They learnt about proportionate judgement of line length 

and then were given linguistic examples to judge. The instructions and example sentences 

were in English, the LI of the subjects. See Appendix D(iii) for the whole set of instructions. 

As mentioned above, in this experiment magnitude estimation was carried out as a paper

and-pencil exercise92
• Small booklets were compiled, similar to Yuan's (1993) method. The 

order of presentation of the sentences was randomised for both groups. See Appendix D(ii) 

for the test materials and Appendix D(iv) for the two randomised orders. Each subject had 

two booklets with 62 sentence pairs in each (thus they judged a total of 62+62= 124 sentence 

pairs). They were asked to give their answers on a separate answer sheet, see Appendix D(v). 

91 The partial wh-movement sentences were excluded from the analysis as they did not fit the design of the study in 
that they did not have an immediate incorrect alternative. 

92 The computer program we previously used in the first pilot study on adult Hungarian could not be employed for 
lack of access to computers in all the institutions around Britain where we conducted the second pilot study. 
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Originally it was planned that there will be a time restriction of l 0 seconds to turn the page, 

read the pair of sentences, judge the experimental sentence, and record the judgement on the 

separate answer sheet. However, the time restriction proved to be too strict and some of the 

less advanced subjects found it impossible to keep up with the pace. It was decided that they 

should do the test in their own time. Other studies using the same method (Ratwatte 1995, 

Yuan 1993, Dube 1998) used tape-recorded as well as a written version of the sentences. The 

tape-recorded material ensures that subjects spend the same amount of time on each item. It 

was decided that this measure was not going to be used in the present study, as it would have 

introduced a range of extraneous issues into the interpretations of the results (phonological 

acquisition, mode of elicitation, etc.). 

The modality of presentation of the test items is a crucial issue in L2A research. Murphy 

( 1997) found that subjects are less accurate and slower in judging sentences when they hear 

them (oral mode) than when they read them (written mode). In a replication study of Johnson 

and Newport (1989), Johnson (1992) found that using the written mode of presentation 

produced more accurate results from the same subjects than when using the oral mode of 

presentation for the test materials. We took this as a supporting argument for the sole use of 

the written elicitation mode in our study93
• 

In the interval between the two sessions of acceptability judgements, subjects were asked to 

fill in a questionnaire about themselves and their language learning experiences. For the 

questionnaire see Appendix D(vi). After the test, subjects were required to attempt a 48-item 

cloze test, on the basis of which we subsequently placed them in different proficiency levels. 

See Appendix D( vii) for the cloze test. 

Under the given circumstances some tests had to be administered in the absence of the 

researcher. This means that the materials had to be sent through the post to some of the 

informants. Although the results showed no obvious detrimental effect of the absence of the 

researcher, it was considered that magnitude estimation might not be the most suitable 

technique for a posted survey-type test. A more familiar multiple-point scale was deemed to 

be a more reliable method of elicitation as it would exclude the confounding factors that an 

unfamiliar measurement technique might introduce in the results. 

93 In a later experiment a computerised version of the ME technique with simultaneous oral and written presentation 
of the same test materials could however be used for the purpose of validation of the pilot and main studies. 
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5.3.2.3 Results 

Based on the results of the 48-item cloze test, subjects were divided into four groups: 

beginners (scores 0-5), intermediate (scores 6-15), advanced (scores 16-35), and near-natives 

(scores 36-48). 

The analysis of the results was the same as in the LI Hungarian pilot study. The mean 

preference scores were calculated by subtracting the log of the ungrammatical from the log 

of the grammatical version of each pair and averaging over the subjects in each proficiency 

group. Hence the mean preference scores and the 95% confidence limits were calculated for 

each item in each group. Then plot graphs were drawn for each group. See the four graphs 

for the four proficiency groups identified in Appendix D(viii). On the graph if the confidence 

limit crosses the y-axis at the zero point it indicates that there is indeterminacy in the 

judgement expressed by the group. 

The results of this experiment were the following: 

1) There was an obvious difference in the groups in the mean preferences and variation in 

the preference scores, suggesting that they came from different populations. ANOVA 

tests were not calculated since we were only interested in the general trends in the mean 

preference scores. 

2) Since the near-native group had only 3 subjects in it, the confidence limits are too 

wide94
• However, this is not a sign of indeterminacy in the judgements of these 3 near

natives. 

3) There seems to be an orderly (non-random) relationship between determinacy of 

judgements and proficiency. The more proficient the learners are, the less indeterminate 

their judgements appear. 

The questions this experiment gave rise to are the following: 

94 If the sample siz.es are less then 30 in each cell, the confidence limits are calculated not as a function of the value 
of the z score, but as a function of the value oft in the calculation. The confidence limits in this case are calculated 
following the steps below: 
(i) x' +/- (t * S.E.) 
(ii) where S.E. (standard error of mean) is S.E.= sd/(sqrt(N)) (where sd=standard deviation and N=siz.e of sample) 
(iii) where the value oft depends on the siz.e of the sample and the appropriate degree of freedom at a chosen 
alpha level a = 0.05. 
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1) Are prefixes acquired differently from other VMs? In other words, what are the 

differences between syntactic learning and lexical learning, i.e. the learning of the lexical 

subcategorization of certain verbs? 

2) Do beginners show indeterminacy of judgements across all categories or do they show 

evidence of L 1 effects? 

3) What is the nature of the mental representations of near-native speakers? Do they still 

exhibit indeterminate judgements? 

5.4 Main study 

5.4. 1 Introduction 

This section is concerned with the structure of the main study. First, we report the changes 

and decisions made after conducting the pilot studies (section 5.4.2). Next, we give the 

rationale for using a different elicitation technique from the one used in the two pilot studies 

(section 5.4.3). Then we will provide details of the subjects, method and task, design, test 

materials and procedure employed in the administration of the main study. Lastly, section 

5.4.7 will describe the data and the steps taken in the analysis of the data. 

5.4.2 Post-pilot developments 

Based on the results and insight gained from the experience of conducting the first two pilot 

studies, several decisions were taken. 

First, computerised magnitude estimation was not available for the second pilot study. It was 

established that administration of a paper-and-pencil version of magnitude estimation 

required the presence of the experimenter in order to clarify possible questions regarding the 

technique. As the potential subjects were located throughout Hungary and other English

speaking countries it became clear that the administration of the main study had to be carried 

out in the form of a postal questionnaire. Therefore, it was decided that judgements should 

be elicited on the more familiar and traditional rating scale of 1-10 in the main study. This 

decision made it possible to validate the results of the magnitude estimation in the pilot 

study. Also, it was hoped that since rating enjoys higher face validity among subjects, fewer 

people would be discouraged from taking part in the experiment. 
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Second, it was decided to focus exclusively on those aspects of Hungarian that are in 

parametric variation with English or those which would directly shed light on optional 

representations in native and non-native grammatical systems. Those constructions_ which 

were regarded as borderline or controversial (extra long extraction, long double extraction, 

etc.) were excluded from the design. 

Third, care was taken that each sentence type should have two versions which differed 

minimally only on one feature. This feature was either the presence or absence of verb 

movement, or the presence or absence of the complementizer. 

Fourth, a new set of distractors (altogether 12 items) was included in the test materials. This 

was necessary in order to minimise the possibility of subjects identifying the nature of the 

experimental questions. It was however believed that the diversity of the sentence types 

investigated would have acted as distractors for each other in any case. 

Fifth, since the native Hungarian pilot study showed some unexpected results with regard to 

optional and quasi-optional constructions, it was decided that natives would not be treated as 

the control group but also as one of the groups under investigation. 

5.4.3 Method 

Both our pilot studies employed magnitude estimation, thus the advantages and the 

disadvantages of this elicitation technique became apparent to us. During these pilot studies, 

informants reported that they would have found the task easier if the measurement was on a 

predetermined scale. This confirms the weak face validity of magnitude estimation. 

5.4.3.1 Ila.ting 

As indicated in the subjects' reports, the traditional rating task where instead of relative 

judgements absolute judgements are used enjoys higher face validity among informants. This 

is not surprising, as it is conceptually simpler to work within a given range and with 

prespecified categories when giving judgements. Rating scales are extensively used to this 

day in L2A research (see e.g. Bley-Vroman et al 1988). 
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Jn a study employing both types of measurement, i.e. magnitude estimation and rating on a 

5-point scale, Ratwatte ( 1995) found that rating produced more uniform responses across 

proficiency levels and it appeared to be a more sensitive instrument when compared to 

magnitude estimation~ She found that rating produced more significant results than ranking 

the same sentences using magnitude estimation. On the other hand, other studies (Bard et al 

1996, Sorace 1992) have shown that magnitude estimation does provide valid and reliable 

results. The effectiveness of each elicitation technique might depend on the linguistic 

structures under investigation. 

Taking this into consideration and the above arguments for the use of the alternative, more 

conventional measurement technique, it was decided that a rating task that elicits 

acceptability judgements on a 10-point scale would be used in the main study. A scale of 10 

points was expected to provide informants with enough categories to capture their 

intermediate judgements. Informants were encouraged to use the whole range between 1 and 

10, thus it was hoped that the four intermediate numbers ( 4,5,6, 7) would be extensively used 

to mark intermediate acceptability. 

The choice of a scale with no middle point was made in order to compel informants to 

express their intuition 'for' or 'against' a given sentence, and to avoid the alleged tendency 

of informants in experiments to overuse the middle-point. This method has a drawback, 

however. Informants were not able to express genuine indeterminacy of judgement. True 

indeterminacy arises when a sentence has no grammatical status at all in the subject's 

competence: it is judged as neither acceptable nor unacceptable. This information was lost as 

a result of the absence of an absolute middle point on the scale. However, interpretation of 

judgements on the middle point on the scale is notoriously difficult to make. Moreover, it 

was believed that by employing a 10-point scale, rather than the 7-point scale widely used in 

the literature, we would gain more information on the degree of variation among subjects. 

5.4.3.2 Task 

Acceptability judgements were elicited using a 10-point rating scale, where the number 1 

represented a judgement of 'very bad' and the number 10 represented 'perfect'. This was 

administered as a paper and pencil exercise. The rating task involved the presentation of 
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isolated micro-texts clearly separated from each other by lines. A micro-text comprised of a 

context sentence followed by an experimental sentence to be rated by the subjects. The 

sentence to be rated was in bold typeface to ensure that subjects' attention was drawn to it 

rather than to the context sentence. For all of the test materials with English glosses see 

Appendix E(i). 

After a cover letter which can be seen in Appendix E(ii), subjects were instructed in the use 

of rating, see Appendix E(iii). The two randomised orders of materials that the subject 

received can be seen in Appendix E(iv). Subjects were instructed to read both sentences, and 

to judge the acceptability of the second sentence in the context of the first. They were 

requested to record their responses on the individual answer sheet provided. The answer 

sheet had 136 boxes printed with the corresponding sentence numbers ( 1-136), see Appendix 

E(v). Subjects had to write their numerical response in the box, corresponding to the 

sentence pair they were judging. 

There was no time limit imposed, but subjects were instructed to give their immediate 

response. Subjects were given an opportunity to practice on five items at the beginning of the 

test. These five items represented a representative range of the test sentences to follow. This 

way primacy effect was eliminated from the real test. 

The test materials were all put in an envelope and sent to the informants' address with a self

addressed, stamped envelope enclosed for the return of the materials to the experimenter. 

5. 4. 4 Experimental design 

There were altogether sixty-two test constructions to be tested. These sixty-two basic 

sentence constructions ('items') each had two versions ('sentence types'): the control 

sentence (usually the acceptable) and the experimental sentence (the unacceptable). 

Additionally, there were six distractor items testing knowledge of verbal and nominal 

morphology. Each sentence type was represented by two lexicalisations. This resulted in 

altogether ((62+6) x 2) x 2 = 272 sentences to be tested. 
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The subjects were divided into two groups: Group A and Group B. Within each of the 

experimental groups, subjects were randomly assigned to either Group A or Group B. This 

can be graphically seen in Table 5-2: 

Group A Group B 

Intermediate 

Advanced 

Near-native 

Native 

Table 5-2 Research design in the main study: Allocation of subjects to experimental groups 

The two lexicalisations of each sentence type were divided between the two groups. Group A 

judged the correct pair of Lexicalisation l, while group B judged the incorrect pair. At the 

same time, the incorrect pair of Lexicalisation 2 was judged by group A and the correct pair 

was judged by group B. The design ensured that no subject encountered the two versions of a 

construction in the same lexicalisation. However, every subject gave judgements to both the 

correct and incorrect versions (in different lexicalisations). This way the two groups served 

as controls for each other. 

Each subject therefore judged 136 sentences. The experimental design can be seen in Table 

5-3 below: 

Group A 

GroupB 

Lexicalisatio n 1 Lexicalisatio n 2 

grammatical ungrammatical 

ungrammatical grammatical 

Table 5-3 Research design in the main study: Allocation of test materials in the experimental 
groups 

5.4. 5 Materials 

The test materials employed in the main study included twelve distinct areas of Hungarian 

grammar. All twelve areas are associated with the focus projection under investigation. They 

are similar to the sentence categories that were used in the second pilot, but some 

modifications were made. The following are the sentence categories tested in the main study: 
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1) neutral 

2) focused 

3) negative 

4) wh-questions 

5) negative adverbials 

6) positive adverbials 

7) multiple focus 

8) multiple wh 

9) focused infinitive 

10) long extraction 

1 1) partial wh-movement 

12) embedded focused clauses 

Each category comprised several subsets of constructions, see section 5.4.5. l below for a 

detailed account. Two sentence types represented each construction: one experimental 

sentence and another control sentence, as mentioned previously. These two sentences were 

identical in every respect except for the syntactic aspect under investigation, in our case, 

verb movement or the presence/absence of a complementizer. Thus, in the case of[+/- verb 

movement] the control sentence had correct verb movement, the experimental sentence was 

identical in every aspect except that it lacked verb movement. This was to ensure that any 

difference in judgements could be attributed to the status of the syntactic aspect, e.g. verb 

movement under scrutiny in the ILG. The results thus provide a measure of the extent to 

which the informants showed a preference for movement over non-movement or presence 

over absence of syntactic elements. 

5.4.5. l Test categories and items 

The categories and the sentence types used in the test are listed in Table 5-4 below: 

Category preverb verb extraction sentence semantic int operator mood 

Neutral no main 

aux 

prefix main 

aux 

VM main 

aux 

Focused no main 

aux 

prefix main 
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aux 

VM main 

aux 

Negative no main 

aux 

prefix main 

aux 

VM main 

aux 

copula 

Negative adverbial no 

prefix 

VM 

copula 

Positive adverbial no 

prefix 

VM 

copula 

wb-question no main s 
aux s 
main 0 

aux 0 

prefix main s 
aux s 
main 0 

aux 0 

VM main s 
aux s 
main 0 

aux 0 

Multiple focus wh+foe 

foe+ foe 

Multiple wb-question wh+wh one 

more 

Focused infinitive neg 

foe 

long extraction s dee I 

0 

A 

s subj 

0 

A 

Partial wb-movement s dee I 

0 

A 

s subj 

0 

A 

Embedded clauses s wh 

0 

s foe 

0 

neg 

Table 5-4 Test categories and sentence types used in the main study 
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5.4.5.2 Preparation oftest sentences 

In the construction of the test sentences, special attention was paid to the frequency of 

occurrence of lexical items. There was an attempt to hold lexical complexity at a fairly low 

level by consulting two textbooks on Hungarian readily available in the UK (Payne 1987, 

Pontifex 1993). Thus the lexical items chosen for inclusion in the test were of relatively high 

frequency and were ones learners were fairly likely to encounter in the beginning stages. 

Most of the sentences were similar in length, although some of the constructions testing 

complex sentences were inevitably longer. This was however not taken as an influencing 

factor on the judgements, as there was no time restriction imposed on the subjects. 

Since the syntactic aspect under investigation (focus movement and the accompanying verb 

movement) is linked to the discourse functions of elements in context, each sentence was 

preceded by a context sentence. The context sentences were carefully chosen to provide a 

natural context for the sentence to be judged. Given the practical difficulty involved in 

presenting fully natural micro-texts, it was hoped that the micro-texts would elicit the 

intended reading in the subjects. 

The order of the sentences was randomised so that two consecutive sentences did not pertain 

to test the same construction. Two such random orders were generated. For the two 

randomised lists of the micro-texts used in the experiment see Appendix E(iv). 

5.4. 6 Procedure 

In this section we will describe the subjects who participated in the experiment as well as the 

steps taken in the administration of the test. 

5.4.6.1 Subjects 

In our main study we conducted a ·study of the grammatical intuitions of L 1 English learners 

of Hungarian, using a cross-sectional quasi-longitudinal research design. The subjects were 

native speakers of English who have acquired Hungarian to some extent in different ways. 

The subjects of the study were recruited by various means. Some were contacted through 
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language schools, colleges, universities and at their workplace such as embassies, foreign 

companies in Hungary, the UK, the US and other English-speaking countries. Some 

informants were approached personally by the experimenter, while others were initially 

contacted through the post or e-mail. A few of the subjects helped to find other subjects thus 

some of the recruitment was done by word of mouth. It was felt that the extent to which the 

sampling frame (the targeted group) reflected the population was adequate. 

Initial contact was set up in order to identify potential subjects of any level. The high 

proficiency level required for the completion of the test resulted, regrettably, in some of the 

language schools declining to co-operate. This in turn gave rise to a situation where only 

those who freely volunteered to complete the test participated in the study. Therefore the 

subset of the sampling frame who actually volunteered for the completion of the test was not 

selected randomly, creating an 'accidental sample' (Shaugnessy and Zechmeister 1994). 

Availability and willingness to respond were the overriding factors in forming the sample, 

creating a bias towards higher proficiency learners (selection bias). Learners at a beginning 

level are underrepresented in our study compared to their overwhelming majority in reality 

since they were excluded by the decision of language schools or they excluded themselves 

by not returning the questionnaire (response bias). However, since the major questions 

addressed in this study concern language learning and mental representations at a higher 

level of proficiency, no special effort was made to increase the number of lower level 

subjects. 

Altogether 74 subjects participated in the main study. Of these 47 were L 1 English speakers 

and 27 were Hungarian speakers. Of the 47 English speakers 4 had to be excluded from the 

analysis as they turned out to be bilingual or child learners of Hungarian. Thus data from the 

remaining 43 English speakers will be reported in this study. 

A timed cloze test designed by the experimenter and previously piloted with 17 Hungarian 

native speakers was used as a global measure of proficiency. Cloze tests are generally 

considered to be the most efficient and reliable measure of overall proficiency (Oller 1973). 

The test consisted of three passages from a popular Hungarian journal and had 48 blanks 

altogether, see Appendix E(vii). In scoring the cloze test, an answer was considered correct if 

it was identical to one of the alternatives that the native speakers had supplied. Subjects were 

assigned to four groups on the basis of their score on the cloze test: 
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Intermediate 

Level 2: Advanced 

Level 3: Near-native 

Native speakers (no cloze scores were obtained) Level 4: Natives 

The results of the cloze test show that mean cloze score increases steadily across the range 

with statistically significant differences between the proficiency levels. 

Table 5-5 summarises the details of the subjects participating in the experiment. Of the non

native informants all had English as L 1 and none learned Hungarian in childhood. All of 

them had spent some time in Hungary and almost all had had some amount of formal 

instruction. No one, except for one of the informants, had participated in the pilot study. The 

Hungarian natives were resident in Hungary at the time of testing. They represented an 

average age of 25. 7 years, somewhat younger than the non-native informants whose average 

age was 35.1 years. However, this was not taken to be an influencing factor. All subjects 

came from a wide range of professional backgrounds. 

Total number Sex Average age Mean age of Length of Mean cloze 

1st exposure exposure score 

M F 

Intermediate 14 7 7 37.3 32.9 2.9 years 7.5 

Advanced 13 2 11 33.2 26.9 3.2 years 16.7 

Near-native 16 8 8 34.8 26.7 4.6 years 33.1 

Native 27 13 14 25.7 0 - -
Total 70 30 40 32.7 

Table 5-5 Details of subjects participating in the main study 

5.4.6.2 Administration of the test 

The administration of the test to all informants was done by post. All subjects completed the 

test in their own homes, at their own leisure. Each subject received an envelope containing: 

a) a cover letter and a general description of the experiment, see Appendix E(ii) 

b) specific instructions for the rating task, see Appendix E(iii) 

c) the test materials, see Appendix E( iv) 

d) an answer sheet, see Appendix ( v) 
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e) questionnaire on background information, see Appendix E(vi) 

t) a cloze test, see Appendix E(vii) 

The cover letter, all instructions (including explanations and training), as well as the 

questionnaire were in the LI of the subjects. 

The two versions of the test were randomly sent out to subjects. Since the level of 

proficiency of the prospective informants was not known beforehand, a Latin square design 

was unfeasible. The breakdown in Table 5-6 shows the number of subjects in terms of level 

and version: 

Version A Version B Total 

Intermediate 7 7 14 

Advanced 6 7 13 

Near-native 8 8 16 

Native 14 13 27 

Total 35 35 70 

Table 5-6 Distribution of subjects talcing the two versions of the test 

Subjects received the envelope with all the materials stapled together. This was to ensure that 

they did each task in the order that they were presented. The instructions directed them 

through the procedure. Based on the report of subjects, the completion of the whole test took 

an average of one and a half hours. The lack of time limit (except for the final cloze test) 

made it possible that subjects could work at their own pace, but it was requested that they do 

the test in one session. They had been asked not to return to a previous item in the test. They 

were specifically and repeatedly instructed not to consult a native speaker or a dictionary. 

Testing was anonymous, subjects were asked not to write their name. All the test materials to 

be completed were marked by a unique combination of letters and numbers identifying the 

subject's group and the subject themselves. Anonymity was important in order to make it 

clear for informants that the test was not a test of proficiency. It was hoped that anonymity 

would also ensure that subjects followed the instructions closely and would return the test as 

requested. After completion of the test, subjects were asked to post the test materials in the 

self-addressed stamped envelope provided. 
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As we indicated in the last section, given the nature of the selection procedure, it was 

inevitable that the experimental group consisted of a high number of highly motivated and 

enthusiastic adult learners of Hungarian. This self-selection procedure excluded all the less 

motivated, less inquisitive and less self-confident learners, who, despite the instructions to 

the contrary, might have seen the test as an individual assessment. This resulted in a high 

number of unreturned tests. The attrition rate was approximately 60%, a common 

phenomenon in social science research. 

We recognise the caveat this raises for the generalisability of the results. In the discussion of 

the results and the conclusion to the study this aspect of the design will be taken into 

consideration. To anticipate the argument, it will be pointed out that although the 

generalisability of the results is restricted, they are still interpretable and allow valid 

conclusions to be drawn. 

5.4.7 Data 

The raw data comprised the numerical responses to the acceptability of the test sentences, the 

questionnaire data on the background of the subjects, and the lexical items supplied in the 

cloze test. The data were first collected in Excel spreadsheets, then all the relevant data was 

transformed into a UNIX text file which took the following structure: 

Column I: 

Column 2: 

Column 3: 

Column 4: 

Column 5: 

Column 6: 

Column 7: 

Column 8: 

Column 9: 

Column 10: 

subject i.d. (numerical) 

I = native, 2 = non-native 

group (1=A,2 = B) 

subject i.d. (coded) 

level 

sentence i.d. 

order of presentation 

item number 

sentence type (I = grammatical, 2 = ungrammatical) 

response 
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5.4.7.1 Data analysis 

The data obtained in the experiment were subjected to appropriate statistical tests. In the 

following we outline the steps taken in the analysis. 

I. The questionnaire data with background information on the participants in code were 

analysed to obtain descriptive statistics on the numbers in versions, age, gender, etc. The 

results from this analysis were reported in Table 5-5 and Table 5-6 above. 

2. A one-way ANO VA was run on the results of the cloze test in order to establish whether 

the subjects' proficiency in each level was significantly different to regard them as 

belonging to different learner populations. The results of this were reported in section 

5.4.6. l 

3. A statistical analysis of the raw data obtained from the acceptability judgement was 

carried out to obtain descriptive statistics such as the mean, mode, median, frequency, 

etc. The results are reported in the first part of Chapter 6. 

4. The results of the acceptability judgement test were subjected to parametric statistical 

tests in order to obtain a measure of preference for one or the other of two sentence types 

that differed by the syntactic feature under investigation only. Subsets of the data were 

identified corresponding to the categories in the test. The analysis took the form of 

multivariate repeated measures analysis of variance (MANOV A) run in SPSS. The 

linguistic variables were used as the repeated measure within-subject factors and level as 

the independent grouping factor. 

First, the dependent variable was the mean acceptability for each sentence type within each 

level. The data were subjected to ANOVA tests using different grouping factors: 

i) all of the subjects 

ii) comparison of near-native and native speakers 

The third possible by-subjects test (among the non-native speaker groups only) was not 

carried out. Given the lack of a beginner group, the developmental profile would have been 

incomplete. The test between the near-native and native groups was carried out in order to 
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detect the subtle differences between near-native and native speakers that might have been 

obscured by the inclusion of the less proficient groups. 

In addition to ANOVA tests on the mean acceptability for each sentence type, two-way 

mixed design ANOVA tests were carried out on the mean preferences for one sentence type 

over another with linguistic factor as the repeated measure and level as the grouping factor. 

This was done in order to gain information on the strength of preference that the subjects had 

between the two versions of a construction. The greater the difference between the 

acceptability, the stronger the preference for one sentence over the other. Consequently, the 

stronger the preference, the more determinate the subject's judgement for the two versions of 

a particular construction. Lack of significant preference indicates that the ungrammatical 

sentence was not rejected. Thus strength of preference can be used for determining the 

determinacy of judgements (Sorace 1992, 1993, 1996). 

5. Whenever the ANOV A test proved significant, post hoc Tukey tests were carried out 

to determine the source of the significant 'omnibus' F test. 

There were no missing data, although some of the responses were 0. However, since we used 

arithmetic means, it did not present a problem, as calculations with zero are possible. 

5.4. 8 Presentation of results 

The results will be reported in two sections in Chapter 6: 

1. The descriptive statistics will be reported first (the results from the statistical analysis 

described in point 3 above). 

2. The inferential statistics will be reported next (the results from the statistical analysis in 

points 4 and 5 above). 

In the final chapter (Chapter 7) we will discuss the results and draw our conclusions from 

them. 
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5.4. 9 Conclusion 

The objective of this chapter was to set out the steps in the experimental stage of our study. 

The first section comprised the experimental hypotheses. The results of the study on child LI 

Hungarian vs. adult L2 Hungarian were reported in Appendix A. In this chapter we 

described two preliminary studies that were the precursors to the main study: one on mature 

Hungarian and one on English-Hungarian IL. In the last section of this chapter our main 

experimental study was outlined. We described the test instrument, the experimental design 

and the administration procedure including details of the participants and we indicated the 

steps taken in the data analysis and presentation of results, which we now return to in 

Chapter 6. 
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6 Results of Main Study 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we summarise the results of both descriptive and inferential statistical tests carried 

out in the main study. We describe the observed trends and tendencies in the underlying 

grammatical systems of non-native and native speakers of Hungarian. The main focus is on the 

development and nature of linguistic intuitions about the structure of focused sentences in 

Hungarian. 

6.2 Descriptive statistics 

6.1.1 Introduction 

We wish to provide an overview of the descriptive statistics for the raw data prior to the detailed 

analysis of the results in section 6.3 where subsections of the data are examined separately. The 

results of the descriptive statistical analysis will enable us to outline general tendencies and overall 

developmental patterns. 

6. 1. 2 Basic descriptive statistics of the raw data 

The basic descriptive statistics for the raw data in the acceptability judgement test are presented in 

Table 6-1 below: 

Mean Std dev Median 
Intermediate 6.47 3.03 7.00 
Advanced 6.42 3.16 7.00 
Near-native 6.34 3.46 7.00 
Native 6.30 3.40 7.00 

Table 6-1 Descriptive statistics 
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As Table 6-1 shows, mean acceptability rating slightly decreases with proficiency. This shows a 

tendency for beginners to give higher acceptability scores and for more proficient learners to give 

lower acceptability scores. Increase in the standard deviation with proficiency indicates that the 

more proficient the learners are, the more va riation in the use of points on the scale their 

judgements display. However. the mean and median arc very similar for all the groups. This 

suggests that learners use the I 0-point scale in a similar way. 

6. 1. 3 Score distribution 

The frequency distribution of scores overall and level by level are reported in this section. The 

overall frequency distribution is shown in Figure 6-1 below. The x axis shows the acceptability 

rating on a I 0-point scale, while they axis shows the number of times the individual points on the 

scale were used by the subjects. 

;i-· 
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J 
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Pigurc 6-1 Frequency distribution of scores: /\II su~iects 

As seen in Figure 6-1, point I 0 has the highest overall frequency. It represents nearly 27 % (26.91 

%) of all the responses given by all subjects (see Table 6-2 below). This suggests that the 

informants regarded 27 % of the sentences as perfectly grammatical. The rest (73 %) is 

distributed among the rest of points on the scale. 

We also looked at the frequency distribution of scores level by level in order to determine any 

differences in subjects' tendency to use individual points on the scale at each level of proficiency. 
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If Lhe frequency with which the points are selected on the scale is systematically affected by the 

proficiency of learners, it would be an indicalor of a developmental trend. The data are presented 

in Table 6-2 and Figure 6-2 below: 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
lot 0.16 7.51 8.88 5.41 5.20 10.98 6.57 9.40 10.61 12.7 1 22.58 
Adv 0.00 9.84 7.92 7.81 5.26 7.24 6.39 7.86 11.31 12.61 23.76 
NN 0.09 15.44 7.81 6.48 4.78 3.91 5.19 6.34 9.47 10.39 30. 10 
N 0.03 14.46 8. 12 6.45 4.77 5.45 6.02 7.11 9.40 9.42 28.79 
All 0.06 12.44 8.16 6.50 4.95 6.53 6.01 7.53 10.01 10.89 26.91 

Table 6-2 Score distribution broken down by proficiency level (in%) 
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Figure 6-2 Frequency distribution of scores: Level-by-level 

As Table 6-2 and Figure 6-2 above show, there is an increase in the frequency of the lowest point 

I with increasing proficiency level. This suggests that an increase in proficiency entails an 

increased ability to recognise absolute unacceptability. The points in the lower half of the scale do 

not show any discernible influence of proficiency. However, the frequency of scores of 5 in the 

middle of the scale is greatest with the lowest level and gradually decreases with proficiency. This 

strongly suggests that indeterminacy is highest with the lower levels and gradually decreases with 

proficiency. Points in the upper part of the scale, i.e. 6 and 7, tend to be used more by lower 

proficiency groups. The decrease in the frequency of these points with proficiency suggests that 

lower proficiency groups indicate indeterminacy by these points. In other words, when lower level 

learners are uncertain about the status of a sentence, they are more likely to give it the benefit of 

doubt and judge it as acceptable, giving it a number of 6 or 7 on the sca le. This is further 

supported by the value of the mean at 6.367 for all groups. This shows that the band of 

acceptability is wider with lower level learners and shrinks with increasing proficiency. The 

reason for this is that instead of points 4-5-6, the lower proficiency students also selected 6-7 as 

the points to denote indeterminate judgement95
. 

To summarise, the increase in the use of the two extreme points ( I and I 0) and the decrease in the 

frequency of the intermediate points with proficiency clearly suggests an increase in the 

determinacy with which judgements are made. Thus we can conclude that the raw data shows that 

95 This is in line with Ratwatte"s (1995) findings who incidentally points out that Bley-Vroman et. al. (1988) found 
an inverse tendency with their subjects. '£heir subjects tended to r~jcct sentences when they were uncertain about 
their status. 
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with increasing proficiency the ability to recognise ungrammaticality increases. On the other hand, 

with increasing proficiency indeterminacy decreases. 

6. 1. 4 Discussion 

In this section we have identified general trends in the data with the help of descriptive statistics. It 

was demonstrated that proficiency is negatively correlated with indeterminacy, while positively 

correlated with recognition of ungrammaticality. Recognition of ungrammaticality is possible only 

if the relevant parameter values are set in the ILG, thus increased recognition of violations of L2 

parameter settings indicates the gradual setting of relevant L2 parameters. 

6.2 Inferential statistics 

6.2. 1 Introduction 

The main results obtained by inferential statistical tests are reported in this section. The purpose 

of the statistical analyses was to test the main hypotheses and predictions, stated here again: 

I . the early ILG will be characterised by initial non-movement of focused constituents and the 

verb. This is due to LI parameter settings. Learners at an early stage will show evidence of 

LI-based rules 

2. at more intermediate stages optionality of ILG rules will prevail, thus learners at intermediate 

stages will show indeterminacy of judgements 

3. at the advanced stage the ILG will approximate that of the TL due to gradual parameter 

setting 

4. the ILG at ultimate attainment will be TL-like except for cases where there is an enduring LI 

influence due to inadequate input (rare, ambiguous, or misleading input) 

In order to test these hypotheses, sections of the data were subjected to repeated measures 

ANOVA tests to determine the main effect of the level and linguistic variables as well as any 
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interaction between them. In what follows we will report the results of each subset of the data. 

The structure of the report will be the following for each subset: 

1. The syntactic structure is briefly explained and example test sentences are given with English 

glosses for ease of reference. 

2. The relevant hypotheses are stated that the subset of the data purported to test. 

3. The means of the acceptability judgement or preferences are reported in a table. 

4. Graphical representation of the data is given in a chart. 

5. The statistically confirmed F values with the degrees of freedom, an estimate of error 

variation and the probability level are given. 

6. A prose explanation of the trends is given. 

7. The results of post hoc analytical comparisons (Tukey test) are given to determine the source 

of the significant effects and interactions. 

8. In the discussion the critical results are highlighted again and a conclusion is offered. 

6. 2. 2 Activation of FP 

To discover whether the functional projection FP is instantiated in the grammar of English 

learners of Hungarian, acceptability judgements were elicited on sentences with alternate word 

order. There were four categories of sentences in this sub-test: neutral, focused, negative sentences 

and wh-questions. Recall that it was predicted that 

1. the FP will not be present in the early ILG, hence subjects at lower levels of proficiency will 

not express a significant preference for verb movement. They will prefer the non-moved 

variant, due to the L 1 value. 

2. the FP will be gradually instantiated in the ILG with increasing proficiency, but subjects at 

intermediate levels will not be able to distinguish between moved and non-moved versions. 

There will be indeterminacy in their judgements. 

3. subjects at more advanced levels will distinguish between sentences with and without verb 

movement, i.e. their mean scores will start to differ, as their ILG approximates the TL. 
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4. since the LI does not instantiate FP, it has to be activated in the L2 grammar. The parameter 

value of [ +f] on F
0 

has to be reset. The knowledge representation at ultimate attainment will 

be similar to that of native speakers', i.e. it will not show statistically significant differences 

from that of natives' in case of the operator movement (the strong 'N' feature of F°) , but it 

will show significant differences in verb-movement (the strong 'V' feature of F0). 

First, let us see neutral sentences, which have the basic word order and show no focus-effect. 

6.2.2.1 Word order in neutral sentences 

In this section we will look at the judgements given to sentences that require no movement of 

constituents, i.e. neutral sentences. Neutral sentences display both an SVO and an SOY word 

order in Hungarian (section 4.5.1 ). In English the basic word order is SVO. The reason for the 

OV pattern in Hungarian is that the neutral position for any indefinite or adverbial complement, 

prefix or any other VM is the preverbal slot (section 4.8). We hypothesised that 

I. learners will carry over the basic word order from their LI order into the early ILG. Hence, 

they will accept sentences that are grammatical in the LI but ungrammatical in the L2. In our 

case, English learners of Hungarian will initially accept the ungrammatical VO order in those 

neutral sentences where OV should be used in the TL. 

2. with increasing proficiency the L2 OV word order will be accepted. 

The test sentences in this category have two linguistic variables: preverb type (no preverb, prefix, 

other verbal modifier (VM)) and verb type (main, auxiliary). For a full list of test sentences in the 

main study with English glosses see Appendix E(i). (In the example sentences henceforth we 

indicate the prefix/VM+verb unit with a hyphen for ease of reference. In the orthography of 

Hungarian they are either joined to the verb or separated from it, see section 4.8 in Chapter 4.) 
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Prev Verb Sentence type Example 

no main PY [- V-movement] Eva lecket ir, Jancsi moziba megy. 

Eva homework-ACC writes, John cinema-to goes 

'Eve is writing her homework, John is going to the cinema' 

VP [ + V-movement] *Utazik kiilfoldre es kot iizletet. 

travels abroad and makes dea/-ACC 

'He travels abroad and makes deals.' 

aux PA [- A-movement] Tanulni fogok. 

study-INF will-I 

'I will study.' 

AP [+A-movement] * Akarok utazni Europaban. 

want-I travel-INF Europe-in 

'I want to travel in Europe.' 

prefix main PVC [- C-movement] A fin bele-s:zeret a lanyba. 

the boy into-loves the girl-into 

'The boy falls in love with the girl.' 

CPV [+ C-movement] *A levelet fel-adom. 

the /etter-ACC PREF-post-/ 

'I'll post the letter.' 

aux PAV [-A-movement] El fogom olvasni az Egri Csillagokat 

PREF will-I read-INF the Eger Stars-ACC 

'I'll read the Stars of Eger.' 

APV [+A-movement] *Tod fel-oltozni. 

can-he PREF-dress-INF 

'He can get dressed.' 

VM main PVC [- C-movement] Joi esik a napfeny. 

well feels the sunshine 

'The sunshine feels good.' 

CPV [ + C-movement] *A kocsijat kOicson-adta. 

the car-his-ACC PREF-gave 

'He lent his car to somebody.' 

aux PAV [-A-movement] Gyogys:zert kell s:zedni. 

medicine-ACC must take-INF 

'You must take some medicine.' 
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APV [+A-movement] *Akar reszt venni a fesztivalon. 

wants-he part take-INF the festival-on 

'He wants to perform in the festival.' 

(V=main verb, A=auxiliary, C=complement) 

In order to test the hypotheses above, the following ANOVA tests were carried out: 

a) A four-way analysis of variance test with repeated measures for preverb type (no, prefix, 

VM), verb type (main, aux) and grammaticality (-, + v-movement) was carried out on the 

mean acceptability scores with proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table la in Appendix 

F for the output of the AN 0 VA). 

Two parallel tests were carried out with different groupings of proficiency level, one with all 

subjects and the second with only the near-natives and the natives. As default, we will 

always be reporting the results from the ANOVA tests carried out with all the subjects. The 

results of the comparisons between the near-natives and natives will be reported only when 

they differ from the main ANOV A test. 

b) Separate ANOVA tests were carried out on the mean preferences. The mean preference 

scores were obtained by subtracting the acceptability of the ungrammatical from the 

grammatical sentences. Therefore, a three-way ANOVA with verb and preverb as repeated 

measures and level as grouping factor was carried out on the mean preferences for sentences 

with SOV over sentences with SVO (Table I b in Appendix F) 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOV A tests proved significant. 

6.2.2.1.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The results of the sentences in the neutral category are presented in Table 6-3 and the 

accompanying graphs in Figure 6-3. 
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Int Adv NN N All 

P1V1G1 8.0714 8.5385 9 9.3704 8.8714 
P1V1G2 8.7143 7.7692 7 4.7407 6.6143 
P1V2G1 7.5 9.8462 9.125 9.037 8.9 
P1V2G2 8 8.3077 6.125 5.4815 6.6571 
P2V1G1 7.1429 7 9.6875 9.7778 8.7143 
P2V1G2 6.7143 7.8462 8.125 7.4074 7.5143 
P2V2G1 8.1429 9.3846 8.0625 9.1111 8.7286 
P2V2G2 8.1429 7.1538 5 4.7407 5.9286 
P3V1G1 6.7857 6.2308 9.125 8.8889 8.0286 
P3V1G2 5 7.6154 8.375 8.1481 7.4714 
P3V2G1 7.5714 8.1538 9.0625 9.7407 8.8571 
P3V2G2 6.2143 6.3077 5.3125 4.5926 5.4 

Table 6-3 Mean acceptability rating in neutral sentences (PI : no prcverb, P2: prefi x. P3: YM. VI: 
main verb. Y2: auxiliary. GI: grammatical. 02: ungrammatical) 
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Mean acceptability judgements to neutral sentences 
with auxiliary verb 
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Graph b Neutral sentences with auxiliary verb 
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Figure 6-3 Mean acceptability rating to neutral sentences with main and auxiliary verbs (P l : no 
preverb. P2: prefix, P3: VM. VI: main verb, V2: auxiliary.GI: grammatical, G2: ungrammatical) 

Figure 6-3 shows three clear trends in the data. First, the judgements given to neutral sentences 

are not uniform across the proficiency groups. The non-native acceptability values are different 

from natives and there are further differences among the non-native learners at different 

proficiency levels. The second clear trend indicates an increasing ability to distinguish between the 

grammatical and ungrammatical sentences with increasing proficiency. The third obvious 

tendency we can observe is that despite the differences within the proficiency levels. non-native 

judgements show a similar pattern to that of natives in the auxiliary verbs (Graph b), but slightly 

different patterns in the main verbs (Graph a). Let us examine these trends in more detail. 

Across the board, the ungrammatical version of neutral sentences with auxiliary verb is more 

strongly rejected than the equivalent ungrammatical counterpart of the main verb sentences. This 

tendency is especially pronounced with the near-native and native groups. This suggests a main 

effect for verb type within these two groups. This is confirmed by the ANOVA tests which show 

that the main effect of verb type slightly misses significance when we take all the groups into 

consideration, F( 1,66)=3.60, MS=4.52, p= .062, but is highly significant when we examine only 
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the near-native and native groups, F(l,41)=38.11, MS=4.46, p= .001. In the case of all the 

groups, there is a statistically significant interaction between level and verb type, F(3,66)= 11.57, 

MS=4.52, p= .001 and a post hoc Tukey test shows (at a tabled value of q=4.29) that the source 

of this interaction is in the near-native and native groups who distinguish between the two verb 

types significantly. The level by grammaticality interaction misses significance (p= .068) when we 

compare the near-native· and native groups, which suggests that these two groups do not 

distinguish significantly between the two versions although treating the ungrammatical version of 

main verbs in a different way. 

However, Figure 6-3 shows that the preference for the grammatical sentences becomes stronger 

with increasing proficiency. This is confirmed by the ANOVA test which shows a main effect of 

grammaticality, F(l,66)=58.90, MS=9.84, p= .001. This suggests that subjects at all levels of 

proficiency make a distinction between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences, preferring the 

grammatical version. The question arises whether this preference changes with proficiency, i.e. 

whether it has a developmental dimension. Table 6-4 and the accompanying Figure 6-4 represent 

the results of the acceptability judgements given to grammatical and ungrammatical versions of 

neutral sentences. 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
Grammatical 7.5357 8.1923 9.0104 9.321 8.6833 
Ungrammatical 7.131 7.5 6.6562 5.8519 6.5976 

Table 6-4 Mean acceptability rating for SOV in neutral sentences 
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Mean acceptability judgements to neutral sentences 
Level by Grammaticality 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native 

Level 

Figure 6-4 Mean acceptability rating for SOV in neutral sentences 

l aGranmatical I 
• Ungranmatical 

The question we asked above concerned whether the preference for the grammatical sentence has a 

developmental dimension. Do subjects at various proficiency levels systematically differ in 

accepting grammatical sentences? If they do, there should be an interaction between proficiency 

level and grammaticality. Figure 6-4 shows that the preference for the grammatical sentences 

increases with proficiency. The ANOYA test indeed indicates a significant interaction between 

level and grammaticality, F(3,66)= 11.95, MS=9.84, p= .00 I. The Tu key test shows (at a tabled 

value of q=4.29) that the preference for the grammatical sentence is significant only at near-native 

and native levels. This indicates that learners at lower levels do not decisively reject the sentences 

with S YO word order, i.e. their judgements are indeterminate. 

Considering the main charts in Figure 6-3 again we find that there is also a main effect of preverb, 

F(2, 132)=5.96, MS=3.96, p= .003, but no significant main effect of verb type or level. There is a 

significant first-order interaction between level and preverb, F(6, 132)=6.69, MS=3.96, p= .00 I, 

as well as a significant interaction of level and verb, F(3,66)= 11.57, MS=4.52, p= .00 I, and verb 

by grammaticality, F( 1,66)= 18. 19, MS=5.46, p= .00 I. The interaction between level and preverb 

and the interaction between level and verb indicate that subjects distinguish between the different 

types of preverbs and verbs in different ways within groups. The interaction between verb and 

grammaticality shows that a distinction between grammaticality is a function of the type of verb. 
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A post hoc Tukey test confirms (q=3.63) that there is a significant difference between 

ungrammatical main verbs and ungrammatical auxiliaries, with ungrammatical main verbs 

significantly accepted higher across al/ levels. 

In addition, there are second-order interactions between level, preverb and verb, as well as level, 

preverb and grammar. However, their interpretation is increasingly difficult, so we shall not report 

them. 

6.2.2.1.2 Preferences 

In the previous section we looked at the development of grammatical constructions in the ILG. In 

order to ascertain the status of ungrammatical sentences in the development of the ILG as well as 

to see the precise differences in representation between near-natives and natives, we investigated 

the mean preference scores for each sentence. The mean preference score is obtained by 

subtracting the score of the ungrammatical from the grammatical version and taking the mean 

across proficiency levels (see sections 5.3.1.4, 5.3.1.6 and 5.4.7.1). 

The extension of Hypothesis 8, i.e. Hypothesis 10 on p.185, is that verbs with no preverb would 

be accepted first in the developmental process and would be accorded highest acceptability scores. 

Verbs with verbal modifiers would be the last to be accepted and would receive the lowest 

acceptability scores, while prefixed verbs would receive acceptability scores in between and come 

on-line in the middle. 

In order to test these hypotheses, statistical analyses described in section 6.3.2.1.b were carried 

out on the mean preferences for the grammatical sentences. The results can be seen in Table 6-5 

and the accompanying graph, Figure 6-5. Positive numbers indicate that the grammatical SOV 

order was found more acceptable than the ungrammatical SVO, negative numbers indicate that the 

ungrammatical version was preferred to the grammatical. Larger numbers, whether positive or 

negative, attest stronger preferences. The smaller the number in Table 6-5 and the shorter the 
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relevant bar in Figure 6-5, the weaker the preferences are, suggesting indeterminate judgements. 

Conver ely, the longer the bar, the stronger preferences it represents. 

Int Adv NN N All 
P1V1 -0.6429 0.7692 2 4.6296 2.2571 
P1V2 -0.5 1.5385 3 3.5556 2.2429 
P2V1 0.4286 -0.8462 1.5625 2.3704 1.2 
P2V2 0 2.2308 3.0625 4.3704 2.8 
P3V1 1.7857 -1.3846 0.75 0.7407 0.5571 
P3V2 1.3571 1.8462 3.75 5.1481 3.4571 

Table 6-5 Mean preference in neutral sentences for SOY or SYO (PI: no preverb. P2: prefix. P3: 
YM, YI: main verb, Y2: auxi liary) 

Figure 6-5 is a graphical presentation of the data in Table 6-5. 
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Figure 6-5 Mean preference in neutral sentences for SOY or SYO (P 1: no pre verb. P2: prefix. P3 : 
VM. Y 1: main verb. V2: auxiliary) 

The graph reproduces the results we have found in the previous analysis on mean acceptability. 

There is a clear-cul division between learners on the one hand and near-natives/ natives on the 

other. The A NOVA test shows a significant main effect of level. F(3,66)= 11.95, MS= l 9.68, p= 

.00 I when we compare all the groups. The post hoc Tu key test (q=3.63) shows a significant 
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difference between the intermediate/advanced levels and the near-natives/natives. The difference is 

not significant (p= .068) when only the near-native and native groups are compared. 

There is a main effect of verb type, F(l ,66)=18. I 9, MS=I 0.93, p= .001 in the case of all subjects. 

The main effect of verb type stays significant when we compare the near-natives with the natives, 

F(I ,4 I )=28.54, MS=6.8.9, p= .00 I. In both cases the auxiliary is preferred significantly more than 

the main verb (except for the first no preverb construction). The interaction between level and 

verb misses significance, F(3,66)=2.55, MS=I 0.93, p= .063. This suggests that near-natives' 

preferences are not as strong as natives' are, but their preferences are nevertheless in the right 

direction. 

There is a significant interaction in the case of all subjects between level and preverb, 

F(6, I 32)=2.45, MS=7.39, p= .028. Post hoc multiple comparisons (q=4.62) show that there is a 

significant difference between the intermediate and both the near-native and native speakers on 

verbs without preverbs and prefixed verbs and there is a significant difference between the 

advanced and the native subjects on all three preverb types. Advanced learners seem to make 

incorrect preferences for prefixed and VM-ed verbs. However, in both cases it is the OV structure 

they prefer instead of the VO order. It suggests that they have managed to acquire the L2 OV 

order. The interactions with level disappear when we compare the near-natives with the natives 

only. This again suggests that there is no difference between the near-natives and natives in the 

strength of preference they expressed for the neutral constructions. 

6.2.2.1.3 Summary 

The absence of a significant preference for either the grammatical or the ungrammatical sentence 

type at intermediate and advanced levels indicates that the judgements are indeterminate with 

regard to word order in neutral sentences. This can be attributed to the delay of adopting SOY in 

as a possible TL surface structure by the lower proficiency learners. The decisive rejection of the 

sentence with SVO at near-native level can be taken as an indication that the these learners have 

acquired the SOY order in neutral sentences. The evidence confirms both predictions: 
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a) that the judgements will be indeterminate at intermediate levels of proficiency 

b) word order in neutral sentences will be changed to SOY with increasing knowledge of the TL 

The hypothesis that learners at the initial stages will carry over the LI value for word order was 

partially supported in the intermediate and advanced learners' preference for SVO. However, these 

results do not bear on the question of the initial state, as these learners were clearly past the 

beginner stage. Therefore we cannot with authority support either of the hypotheses regarding the 

initial state of L2 acquisition (for a discussion of the initial state of L2 acquisition see section 

3.4.1 ). 

6.2.2.2 Movement in focused sentences 

Hungarian focused sentences have a different syntactic structure from focused sentences in 

English. Both movement of the focused constituent as well as movement of the verb to a separate 

functional projection FP are obligatory in Hungarian. In contrast, English focused constituents 

stay in situ and there are no word order changes (section 4.9.5). We hypothesised that preposing 

the focused constituent and moving the verb over the preverb would be a diagnostic for the 

instantiation of FP. 

According to the hypotheses, 

1) learners will initially transfer the absence of FP from their L 1 (as the feature of [ +fj is weak 

in English). Therefore subjects at lower levels of proficiency will not reject the ungrammatical 

sentence and will prefer it to its grammatical counterpart. 

2) learners at the intermediate stage will not be able to distinguish between the grammatical and 

ungrammatical sentence types as their ILG gradually integrates the TL rule. Their judgements 

will be indeterminate and they will accept optional movement. 

3) when the FP is instantiated in the ILG, the grammatical sentence with verb movement will be 

preferred to the ungrammatical sentence without verb movement. Since learners have to 

activate a projection that is missing from their L 1 but can be deduced from plenty of available 
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evidence in the TL, their representations at ultimate attainment will be target-like with respect 

to focus operator movement (the interpretable 'N' feature of F0
) However, they have to reset 

the non-interpretable 'V' feature value on F0
, as since we hypothesised that this will prove 

more difficult, verb-movement will stay non-native-like. 

The test sentences in this category have the same linguistic variables as the neutral sentences. 

They are exemplified below: 

Prev Verb Sentence type Example 

no main [+ F-movt] A skotokat szereti, nem az angolokat. 

the Scots-ACC loves, not the English-pl-ACC 

'Who he likes is the Scots, not the English.' 

[- F-movt] *Megy a moziba, nem a koncertre. 

goes the cinema-to, not the concert-to 

'It's the cinema he is going to, not the concert.' 

aux [+ F-movt] Uszni s:zokott, nem teniszezni. 

swim-INF habitual, not play-tennis-INF 

'What he usually does is swim, not play tennis.' 

[- F-movt] * Akarok inni, nem enni. 

want-I drink-INF, not eat-INF 

'What I want is drink, not eat.' 

prefix main [+ F-movt] A tanyer esett le, nem a pobar. 

the plate fell PREF, not the glass 

'It was the plate that fell, not the glass.' 

[- F-movt] *Ki-mostam a nadnigod, nem a kabatod. 

PREF-washed the trousers-yours-ACC, not the coat-yours-ACC 

'It was your trousers, not your coat that I washed.' 

aux [+ F-movt] Delelott fogok be-vasarolni, nem delutan. 

morning will-I PREF-shop-INF, not afternoon 

'I'll do the shopping in the morning, not in the afternoon.' 

[- F-movt] *Kell at-szatlni az Astorianat, nem pedig az Oktogonmil. 

must PREF-change-INF the Astoria-at, not though the Oktogon-at 

'You have to change at Astoria, not at Oktogon.' 

VM main [+ F-movt] Nagymama szed gyogyszert, nem nagypapa. 
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[- F-movt] 

aux [+ F-movt] 

[-F-movt] 

grandma takes medicine, not grandpa 

'It's grandma who talces medicine, not grandpa' 

*Rendbe hozta a kertet, nem a hb.at. 

order-into brought-he the garden-ACC, not the house-ACC 

'It's the garden he cleaned, not the house.' 

Kesobb fogok munkaba jarni. 

later will-I work-into go-INF 

'I'll be going to work later.' 

*Kellene tevet nemi kevesebbet. 

should TV-ACC watch-INF less-ACC 

'You should watch less TV.' 

The analysis took the same form as with neutral sentences: 

a) A four-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for preverb type (no, prefix, VM), verb type 

(main, aux) and grammaticality (-,+ v-movement) was carried out on mean acceptability 

scores with proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table 2a in Appendix F). 

b) A three-way ANO VA test on the mean preference for the grammatical over the 

ungrammatical (i.e. +/- F-movement) sentences was carried out with preverb and verb type as 

repeated measures and level as grouping factor (see Table 2b in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOVA tests proved significant. 

6.2.2.2.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The results on the sentences in the focused category are presented in Table 6-6 and the 

accompanying graphs in Figure 6-6 below. 

Int Adv NN N All 
P1V1G1 8.9286 8.1538 9.375 8.9259 8.8857 
P1V1G2 5.9286 5.8462 6.25 4.7407 5.5286 
P1V2G1 7.7857 8.6154 9.625 9.3333 8.9571 
P1V2G2 7.9286 5.2308 5.3125 3.3704 5.0714 
P2V1G1 6.0714 7.4615 8.75 9.2593 8.1714 
P2V1G2 7.5714 4.6154 5.1875 5.3704 5.6286 
P2V2G1 7.4286 5.8462 7.5 9.3704 7.9 
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P2V2G2 
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7.1429 5.0769 4 .25 3.5185 4.7 
7.3571 7.9231 9.5625 8.1481 8.2714 
8.2857 6.6923 5 .8125 4 .5926 6 
7.21 43 7.8462 8.75 8.7037 8.2571 
5.21 43 6.9231 3.4375 3.037 4.2857 

Table 6-6 Mean acceptability rating in focused sentences (P l : no prevcrb. P2: prefix. P3: VM. VI: 
main verb. V2: auxiliary, G I: grammatical. G2: ungrammatical) 

Mean acceptability judgements to focused sentences 
with main verb 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native 

Level 

Graph c Focused sentences with main verb 

Mean acceptability judgements to focused sentences 
with auxiliary verb 

htermediate Advanced Near-native Native 

Level 
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Graph d Focused sentences with auxiliary verb 

Figure 6-6 Mean acceptability rating to focused sentences with main and auxiliary verbs (PI: no 
preverb. P2: prefix. P3: VM, VI: main verb. V2: auxiliary. GI: grammatical, G2: ungrammatical) 

As we can see on the two graphs in Figure 6-6, the behaviour of the different proficiency levels is 

again not uniform. The ability to distinguish between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences 

increases with proficiency. Apart from the intermediate group judging the main verb sentences, 

subjects rated the grammatical sentences higher than the ungrammatical ones. This is confirmed 

by the ANOVA test which shows a main effect of grammaticality, F(l ,66)= 121.54, MS= 12.27, 

p= .00 I. Next, similarly to the procedure in analysing the neutral sentences, we examine the 

developmental dimension by investigating whether there is an interaction between level and 

grammaticality. The results are shown in Table 6-7 and in the matching Figure 6-7. 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native 
G rammaticaJ 7.4643 7.641 8.9271 8.9568 
Ungrammatical 7.01 19 5.7308 5.041 7 4 .1049 

Table 6-7 Mean acceptability rating for movement in focused sentences 

Figure 6-7 is a graphical representation of the data in Table 6-7. 
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Figure 6-7 Mean acceptability rating for mo.,,ement in focused sentences 
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Figure 6-7 shows that the judgements expressed by the intermediate group about the grammatical 

and ungrammatical sentences are very similar. The rejection of the ungrammatical sentences 

increases with proficiency. The ANOVA test shows a significant interaction between level and 

grammaticality, F(3,66)= 17.00, MS=l 2.27, p= .001. The post hoc Tukey test shows (at a tabled 

value of q=4.29) that the preference for the grammatical sentence over the ungrammatical is 

significant from the advanced level onwards. This suggests that subjects at all levels other than the 

lowest one (i.e. the intermediate level) decisively reject focused sentences that do not contain 

focus-movement. 

The ANOVA tests also show a main effect for verb type, F(l ,66)=9.50, MS=5.40, p= .003 and 

preverb type, F(2,132)=7.86, MS=3.84, p= .001. However, when a post hoc Tukey test was 

carried out on the preverb types, no significant difference was detected between the three preverbs. 

This might be accounted for by the conservative nature of the Tukey test. There is a significant 

interaction between level and preverb, F(6, 132)=5.44, MS=3.84, p= .001, similarly to neutral 

sentences. Post hoc multiple comparisons ( q=4.62) show that intermediate subjects make a 

significant distinction between bare verbs and VM-ed verbs as well as between prefixed verbs and 

VM-ed verbs, judging the VM-ed verbs with the lowest marks. The advanced learners still retain 

the significant difference between the bare verb and VM-ed verbs. These findings support our 

hypothesis regarding the acquisition of verb types. For a fuller discussion on different verb types 

see the next section on preferences. 

6.2.2.2.2 Preferences 

Separate ANOVA tests on the mean preferences were carried out in order to find out whether 

there is a developmental pattern for the treatment of ungrammatical sentences. Also, any 

differences between near-native and native groups would indicate a difference m the 

representations held by these two groups. Most importantly, as we saw in the last section, 

preference scores reveal any differences in the determinacy of judgements expressed by the 

subjects. 
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The results are exhibited in Table 6-8 and are graphically presented in Figure 6-8 below. Again, 

negative values indicate that the ungrammatical version was preferred to the grammatical. Also, 

the longer the bars in the chart, the stronger the preferences expressed. 

P1V1 
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P2V2 
P3V1 
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Int Adv NN N All 
3 2.3077 3.125 4.1852 3.3571 
-0.1429 3.3846 4.3125 5.963 3.8857 
-1.5 2.8462 3.5625 3.8889 2.5429 
0.2857 0.7692 3.25 5.8519 3.2 
-0.9286 1.2308 3.75 3.5556 2.2714 
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Table 6-8 Mean preference in focused sentences for I+/. F-movcmcnt] (PI: no preverb. P2: prefix. 
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Figure 6-8 Mean preference in focused sentences for r+/- F-movement] (P I : no prcverb. P2: prefix. 
P3: VM, VI: main verb. V2: auxiliary) 

Figure 6-8 indicates that level constitutes a main effect when we compare all the subjects, but 

probably does not have a main effect between natives and near-natives. This is confirmed by the 

ANOVA results where level proves a significant main effect across all the subjects, 

F(3,66)= 17 .00, MS=24.54, p= .00 I. Again, there is a significant difference between the 

preferences of the intermediate and advanced groups on the one hand and the near-natives and 

natives on the other. This suggests that subjects on either side of this division have a markedly 
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different way of judging the focused sentences. This highly significant main effect of level 

disappears when we compare only the near-natives and the natives. 

There is a main effect of verb type which slightly misses significance in the case of all subjects, 

F(l,66)=3.96, MS=l2.43, p= .051, indicating that the subjects tend to show stronger preference 

for the auxiliary than the main verb. The main effect for verb becomes highly significant with the 

near-natives and natives, F(l,41)=13.56, MS=S.49, p= .001. This suggests that natives and near

natives have similar pattern of representations, a finding similar to that obtained in the case of the 

neutral sentences as well. 

Figure 6-8 reflects the pattern of development outlined above. It shows that at the intermediate 

level learners prefer the ungrammatical to the grammatical sentences, as indicated by the 

preference bars in the negative side of the y-axis. Of the ungrammatical sentences the most 

preferred is the main prefixed verb, i.e. the VO order with prefixed verbs. The next most preferred 

ungrammatical sentence is the main VM-ed verb, i.e. again, the VO order with VM-ed verbs. 

Interestingly, intermediates seem to have accepted that the word order of main bare verbs is OV 

rather than VO in focused sentences. Of the ungrammatical sentences the least unacceptable (with 

the smallest bar in the preference ratio) are the bare auxiliary sentences in the VO order. These 

ungrammatical sentences in the L2 resemble the L 1 structure for focused sentences, i.e. the SVO 

order of English. However, even at intermediate level learners seem to prepose the focus operator 

thus using OV instead of VO order. Subjects at the advanced level have the weakest preference 

for prefixed verbs with the auxiliary (the fourth bar in the advanced group of Figure 6-8). 

Similarly to intermediates, advanced learners only weakly preferred the sentences with VMs. The 

preferences expressed by intermediate and advanced learners confirm our hypothesis about the 

acquisition of verb-types: VMs require lexical learning therefore take longer to acquire. Prefixed 

verbs involve syntactic learning, hence they are acquired earlier, after the syntax of bare verbs 

have been acquired. 
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6.2.2.2.3 Summary 

To summarise the above results, preference for the grammatical over the ungrammatical focused 

sentences increases with proficiency. This indicates an increasing determinacy of judgement. 

There is no significant difference between near-native and native preferences, indicating that there 

is no difference between these two groups in the determinacy with which they judge these 

sentences. However, similarly to advanced students, the near-native preferences are not so strong 

for the grammatical version of auxiliaries and prefixed verbs, although their judgements resemble 

those of natives. 

The absence of a significant preference for either sentence type (either the grammatical or 

ungrammatical) at intermediate level shows that subjects' judgements are indeterminate. This is 

taken as an indication that FP is not instantiated at this level. In three sentences out of six their 

judgements are LI-based. This indicates that these learners are operating on the LI value half of 

the time. This confirms our hypothesis that intuitions will be influenced by the LI at intermediate 

stages of the acquisition process. The hypothesis that the LI value for the functional category will 

be carried over to the early ILG is thus weakly supported. However, we would need to investigate 

learners at a lower proficiency level than our intermediate group in order to address the question 

of the nature of the initial state in L2A. 

The ability at a higher level of proficiency, namely at the advanced level, to distinguish 

significantly between the grammatical and ungrammatical focused sentences indicates that the 

functional projection FP has been instantiated in the ILG. These results roughly coincide with that 

found for the neutral sentences. In neutral sentences advanced learners seem to have acquired the 

Hungarian SOY order and managed to overgeneralise it to other VO structures as well. This 

indicates that noticing and integrating the main word order patterns of the TL happens early in L2 

acquisition. The overgeneralization of OV order might be a reflex of the instantiation of the new 

FP projection96
• 

96 Research on the L2 acquisition of Germanic languages shows that learners go through distinct phases in acquiring 
the double-tier word order system of German, too. See Clahsen and Muysken ( 1986, 1989), du Plessis et al 
(1987), Pienemann and Johnston (1989), Eubank (1992) and Cook (1993) for discussions. 
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The ability to decisively reject the ungrammatical focused sentences as shown by the preference 

scores appears only at the near-native level. This strongly shows that only at this level is the FP 

fully activated and are all its properties assigned to it. This confirms the prediction that learners 

go through a stage of optionality in the process of instantiating a new functional category in their 

ILG, but are able to activate it in a later stage. The FP is activated at the near-native level and the 

intuitions of this group do not show any significant difference from that of natives, although their 

preferences are not as strong as natives. 

6.2.2.3 Movement in negative sentences 

Hungarian negative sentences employ the FP as well. The verb moves across the preverb up to the 

head of FP and the negative marker nem cliticises to the right of it. In contrast, English negative 

sentences have an invariant NegP between TenseP and AgrP, which blocks main verb movement. 

Hence in English aspectual or modal auxiliaries move or in their absence do-support is employed. 

These elements are marked with Agr and Tense features while the thematic verb stays after the 

negative marker not. We hypothesised that moving the verb over the preverb and using the 

negative marker preverbally would be a diagnostic for the instantiation of FP in Hungarian 

negative sentences. 

According to the hypotheses, 

I ) learners will initially transfer the absence of F P from their LI . Thus they will not raise the 

verb in their Hungarian ILG. They will prefer ungrammatical sentences. 

2) subjects at lower levels of proficiency will not distinguish between the grammatical and 

ungrammatical sentence types i.e. they will accept both the moved and the unmoved versions 

of negatives. Their judgements will be indeterminate. 

3) when the FP is instantiated in the ILG, the grammatical sentence with verb movement will be 

preferred to the ungrammatical sentence without verb movement. 

4) the instantiation of FP should be concurrent in the case of negative and focused constructions. 
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The test sentences in this category have two linguistic variables: preverb type (no preverb, prefix, 

other verbal modifier (VM)) and verb type (main, auxiliary, copula). The copula sentences were 

not included in the analysis as they do not exactly fit the design of the ANOVA (they do not 

represent the same level of variable as main and auxiliary verbs). 

Preverb Verb Sentence type 

no main [ + F-movement] 

[ - F-movement] 

aux [ + F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

prefix main [+ F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

aux [+ F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

VM main [ + F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

Example 

Nern iszik sort. 

not drinks beer-A CC 

'He doesn't drink beer.' 

*Nern fogat mos. 

not tooth-A CC washes 

'He doesn't brush his teeth.' 

Nern fogok sirni. 

not will-I cry-INF 

'I won't cry.' 

*Nern varrni tud. 

not sew-INF can-she 

'She can't sew.' 

Nern hitte el. 

not believed-he PREF 

'He didn't believe it.' 

*Nern ni-erek. 

not PREF-have-time-I 

'I don't have time.' 

Nern fogok el-aludni. 

not will-I PREF-sleep-INF 

'I won't go to sleep.' 

*Nern meg akarom nemi. 

not PREF want-I see-INF 

·1 don't want to see it.' 

Nern jut eszembe. 

not comes mind-mine-to 

'I can't remember it.' 

*Nern egyet-ertek. 
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aux [ + F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

cop [ + F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

not one-ACC-agree-1 

'I don't agree.' 

Nern smktarn eszre-venni. 

not habitual-I mind-to-take-INF 

'I usually don't notice it.' 

*Nern felesegill akarja venni. 

not wife-as wants-he take-INF 

'He doesn't want to marry her.' 

Nem vagyok angol. 

not am-/ English 

'I'm not English.' 

*Nern biztos vagyok. 

not sure am-I 

'I'm not sure.' 

The analysis took the same form as with neutral sentences. The copula sentences were not 

included in the analysis, as they do not have the same linguistic variables as the other types of 

sentences. The following statistical tests were carried out: 

a) A four-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for preverb type (no, prefix, VM), verb type 

(main, aux) and grammaticality (-,+ v-movement) was carried out on mean acceptability 

scores with proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table 3a in Appendix F). 

b) A three-way ANO VA test on the mean preference for the grammatical over the 

ungrammatical sentences was carried out with preverb and verb as repeated measures and 

level as grouping factor (see Table 3b in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOV A tests proved significant. 

6.2.2.3.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The results of the judgements for the acceptability of negative sentences are summarised in Table 

6-9. The two graphs in Figure 6-9 show the graphical representation of the values in Table 6-9 for 

the main verbs and the auxiliary verbs separately. 
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Int Adv NN N All 
5.4286 8.5385 8 8.5926 7.8143 
5.7143 4.9231 5.0625 5.0741 5.1714 
7.1429 10 9.6875 9.8148 9.2857 
5.5714 3.3846 4.3125 5.2222 4.7429 
7.21 43 9.5385 9.9375 9.963 9.3286 
5.2143 3.2308 2.125 3.4815 3.4714 
7.3571 8.1538 9.5625 9.8889 8.9857 
5.071 4 3.4615 2.1875 3.6667 3.5714 
6.2857 8 9.1875 9.7407 8.6 
6.3571 5.5385 3.25 3.111 1 4.2429 
7.071 4 8.3077 9.0625 9.8889 8.8429 
6 3.3846 2.375 4.1481 3.9714 

Table 6-9 Mean acceptability rating in negative sentences (Pl : no prevcrb. P2: prefix. P3: VM. VI: 
main verb. V2: auxiliary.G I: grammatical, G2: ungrammatical) 

Mean acceptability judgements to negative sentences 
with main verb 
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lnterrrediate Advanced Near-native 

Level 

Graph e Negative sentences with main verb 
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Figure 6-9 Mean acceptability rating to negative sentences with main and aU,xiliary verbs (Pl: no 
preverb. P2: prefix. P3: VM, VI: main verb. V2: auxiliary, GI: grammatical. G2: ungrammatical) 

The general trends that are present in the graphs in Figure 6-9 are similar to those found for 

neutral and focused sentences. The ability to distinguish between the grammatical and 

ungrammatical sentences increases with proficiency. Non-natives ' judgements show a similar 

pattern to that of natives, being slightly different at the same time. 

In this subset of the data there is no main effect of verb or preverb type. This suggests that 

subjects on the whole do not make a distinction between main and auxiliary verbs on the one hand 

and verbs without a preverb, prefixed verbs and verbs with other modifiers on the other. However. 

similarly to the previous analyses of neutral and focused sentences, there is a significant 

interaction of verb by grammaticality, F( 1,66)=9.05, MS=3.58, p= .004 and the Tukey test {at 

q=3.63) shows that the source of the significant value is between the grammatical and 

ungrammatical versions of each verb rype, such as it was in the case of focused sentences, where 

the interaction slightly missed significance (p= .051 ). 
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Figure 6-9 indicates that preverbs are judged differently. Although no main effect for preverb was 

found, there is nevertheless a significant interaction between preverb and grammaticality, 

F(2, 132)=8.83, MS=6.8 l, p= .001 and post hoc multiple comparisons show (q=4.03) that the 

ungrammatical version of the verb with no preverb is judged significantly higher than the 

ungrammatical version of prefixed verbs. 

Figure 6-9 suggests that the tendency to reject the incorrect prefixed verbs is more pronounced for 

main verbs than auxiliaries in the advanced group. This is confirmed by a significant three-way 

interaction between preverb, verb and grammaticality, F(2, 132)=8.06, MS=3.39, p= 000. 

Figure 6-9 also shows that subjects at all levels, except for the intermediate level, gave higher 

responses to grammatical as opposed to ungrammatical sentences. This is confirmed by the main 

effect of grammaticality in theANOVA test, F(l,66)=299.10, MS=l2.27, p= .001. This ability to 

discriminate increases with proficiency, as the significant interaction between level and 

grammaticality attests, F(3,66)=18.58, MS=l2.27, p= .001. The mean acceptability ratings can 

be seen in Figure 6-10 and the data are graphically represented by Figure 6-10. 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
Grammatical 6.75 8.7564 9.2396 9.6481 8.8095 
Ungrammatical 5.6548 3.9872 3.2188 4.1173 4.1952 

Table 6-10 Mean acceptability rating for movement in negative sentences 
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Figure 6-10 Mean acceptability rating for movement in negative sentences 

As the interaction between level and grammaticality proved significant, we carried out the usual 

multiple comparisons to see where the source of the significant result is. The comparisons done by 

the post hoc Tukey test (q=4.29) show that there is a significant difference between acceptability 

scores given to grammatical and ungrammatical sentences from the advanced level onwards. Thus 

it is only the intermediate learners who cannot decide between the two versions, their judgements 

being indeterminate. 

6.2.2.3.2 Preferences 

Similarly to neutral and focused sentences, we invest igated the preference scores given to the 

grammatical vs. ungrammatical versions of negative sentences. The results can be seen in Table 

6- 11 and the accompanying Figure6-l I. 

Int Adv NN N All 
P1V1 -0.2857 3.6154 2.9375 3.5185 2.6429 
P1V2 1.5714 6.6154 5.375 4.5926 4.5429 
P2V1 2 6.3077 7.8125 6.4815 5.8571 
P2V2 2.2857 4.6923 7.375 6.2222 5.4143 
P3V1 -0.0714 2.4615 5.9375 6.6296 4.3571 
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Figure 6-1 1 Mean preference in negative sentences for [+/-movement! (PI: no prcverb. P2: prefix. 
P3: VM. VI: main verb, V2: auxiliary) 

Figure 6-11 indicates that intermediate learners behave in a considerably differert way from the 

more proficient groups. The strength of preferences increases strikingly at the advanced level. 

T his is confinned by the ANOVA test which shows a significant main effect for level, 

F(3,66)= 18.58, MS=24.55, p= .00 I and the post hoc Tu key test (q=3.63) shows that the 

significant ma in difference lies between the intermediate group and each of the higher proficiency 

level groups. 

There is also a main effect of preverb, F(2, 132)=8.83, MS= 13.63. p= .00 I and the Tukey test 

(q=3.32) reveals that there is significant difference between the bare verb and the preverb, wilh 

the preverb preferred significantly higher than the bare verb. This effect is qualified by the almost 

significant interaction between level and preverb. F(6, 132)=2. 10, MS= l3.63. p= .057, which 

misses significance, but post hoc multiple comparisons (q=4.62) nevertheless indicate that the 

near-natives are the group who prefer the prefixed verb significantly higher than the bare verb. but 
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no one else. Preverb stays a significant main effect when we compare the near-natives with the 

natives, F(2,82)=17.57, MS=I0.17, p= .001. 

There is a significant main effect for verb type, F(l ,66)=9.05, MS=7.15, p= .004, with auxiliaries 

receiving significantly higher preference scores than main verbs. This main effect is qualified by a 

significant interaction between preverb and verb type, F(2,132)=8.06, MS=6.77, p= .001. This 

suggests that the preference for the auxiliaries is a function of the preverb they appear with. Post 

hoc multiple comparisons (q=4.03) show that prefixes with main verbs are significantly more 

preferred than bare main verbs or VM-ed main verbs. This interaction stays significant in the case 

of near-native vs. native comparison, F(2,82)=6.22, MS=4.22, p= .003. 

6.2.2.3.3 Summary 

The results show a similar pattern to that we obtained for focused sentences. The ability to 

discriminate between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences appears at the advanced level. 

However, advanced learners' preferences were not so strong as near-natives in the case of focused 

sentences, indicating that their representations were still indeterminate. With regard to negative 

sentences, the strength of preference advanced learners exhibit is not significantly different from 

near-natives and natives, indicating that they have acquired the focus rule (i.e. they have set both 

the 'N' and 'V' features) in negative sentences. This finding seems to disconfirm the prediction that 

learners will first posit the FP projection in focused sentences and only then will they implement 

the same projection in negative sentences. Recall that this was the hypothesis predicted on the 

basis of findings from child language acquisition (see the study reported in Appendix A). We take 

it as further evidence for the view that the initial grammatical mistakes adults and children commit 

may appear to be similar. However, the acquisitional processes involved in L 1 and L2 acquisition, 

in terms of both the route and rate of acquisition, are different in child and adult L2 acquisition. 

Additionally, the results show that subjects below the advanced level have indeterminate 

judgements, confirming our hypothesis that learners' judgements are indeterminate in the 

intermediate stages, showing optionality. Lastly, subjects differentiate between the two verb types, 

with auxiliaries receiving a higher acceptability rating than main verbs. This replicates the results 
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found in neutral and focused sentences and may be a result of the influence of the LI of the 

learners, i.e. English where there is a distinction within thematic and non-thematic (auxiliary) 

verbs. 

6.2.2.4 Movement in sentences with negative adverbs 

Sentences with a negative adverb also have the FP projection in Hungarian. The negative adverb 

carries the double features [+neg] and [+wh]. Hence, the negative adverb moves to the Spec of FP 

resulting in verb-movement across the preverb up to the head of FP. English sentences with 

negative adverb display a 'residual V2 effect' (see sections 2.4.3 and 4.9.3). When used with main 

verbs, the aspectual or modal auxiliary and in its absence the dummy do appears after the 

preposed negative adverb resulting in subject-auxiliary inversion (SAi). This 'residual V2' effect 

is present in constructions such as Rarely do I go out in the evening, Never in my life have I seen 

such a thing or Under no circumstances should you drive under the influence of alcohol, etc. We 

hypothesised that moving the negative adverb and the verb over the preverb in Hungarian would 

be a diagnostic for the instantiation of FP in sentences with negative adverbs. 

According to the hypotheses, 

I) learners will initially transfer the absence of FP from their L 1. However, as they have the 

residual V2 effect in their L l, they will accept the preposed negatives, but without the main 

verb raising as the acquisition of the strong non-interpretable 'V' feature of F is more difficult. 

2) learners at intermediate stages will exhibit optionality. Hence they will not reject the 

ungrammatical sentence yet and they will accept both the grammatical and ungrammatical 

sentence types. Their judgements will be indeterminate. 

3) when, eventually, FP is instantiated in the ILG, learners should reset the residual V2 

parameter and use the FP · for the negative adverbs and the verb to move to. Grammatical 

sentences with verb movement should be preferred to ungrammatical sentences without verb 

movement. However, as we hypothesised, the PLO is relatively rare and ambiguous, so delay 

in parameter setting is expected. 
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The test sentences in this category have two linguistic variables: verb type (main, copula) and 

preverb type (no preverb, prefix, other verbal modifier (VM)). Again, although we elicited 

judgements about copula sentences, they will be excluded from the analysis, as they did not fit the 

research design (since they do not have the same linguistic variables). See test examples below: 

Verb Preverb Sentence type 

main no [ + V-movement] 

[ - V-movement] 

prefix [+ V-movement] 

[- V-movement] 

VM [ + V-movement] 

[- V-movement] 

copula [ + V-movement] 

[- V-movement] 

Example 

Igen, ritkan csimilok rendet. 

yes, rarely make-I order-A CC 

'Yes, rarely do I put everything into order.' 

*Nern, hiaba franciaul tanultam. 

not, in-vain French learnt-I 

"No, I learnt French in vain.' 

Nern, alig ertettem meg. 

no, hardly understood-I PREF 

'No, hardly did I understand.' 

*Nern, ritkan el-smmorodok. 

no, seldom PREF-sadden-! 

'No, I get sad rarely.' 

Nern, hiaba keltiink kocin. 

no, in-vain got-up-we early 

'No, there was no point in our getting up early.' 

*Nern, ritkan kezet mosnak. 

no, rarely hand-A CC wash-they 

'No, they wash their hands rarely.' 

Nem, keves van batra. 

no, little is behind 

'No, there is little left.' 

*Nem, alig hideg volt. 

no, barely cold was 

'No, it was not very cold.' 

The analysis took the same form as with neutral sentences: 
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a) A three-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for preverb type (no, prefix, VM) and 

grammaticality (-, + v-movement) was carried out on mean acceptability scores with 

proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table 4a in Appendix F). 

b) A three-way ANO VA test on the mean preference for the grammatical over the 

ungrammatical sentences was carried out with preverb as repeated measures and level as 

grouping factor (see Table 4b in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOVA tests proved significant. 

6.2.2.4.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The acceptability ratings given to all sentences with negative adverbs are given in Table 6-12 and 

the data are displayed in Figure 6-12. 

P1G1 
P1G2 
P2G1 
P2G2 
P3G1 
P3G2 

Int Adv NN N All 
6.7143 5.9231 9.5625 9.2593 8.2 
6.9286 6.4615 6.125 4.3333 5.6571 
6.3571 5.7692 8.75 8.1852 7.5 
6.6429 8.0769 5.4375 5.0741 6.0286 
6.6429 7 8.8125 8.7407 8.0143 
7.1429 7.9231 5.25 3.3704 5.4 

Table 6-12 Mean acceptability rating in sentences with negative adverb (PI: no preverb, P2: prefix, 
P3: VM, GI: grammatical, 02: ungrammatical) 
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Figure 6-12 Mean acceptability rating in sentences with negative adverb (PI: no preverb. P2: prefix. 
P3: VM, GI: grammatical. G2: ungrammatical) 

Figure 6- 12 shows a clear new trend in the data. The ability to recognise the g rammatical 

sentences and rate them with higher acceptability scores changes with proficiency level. In the 

intermediate and advanced levels learners give slightly higher acceptability scores to the 

ungrammatical sentences. Th is tendency changes only at the near-native level, where learners' 

judgements show a s imilar pattern to that of natives. The A NOVA test shows a significant main 

effect for grammaticality only, F( l ,66)=23.02, MS= I0.49, p= .001. There was no main effect for 

preverb type. The mean acceptability scores are given in T able 6-13 below and the data in that 

table are reproduced in a graph form in Figure 6- 13: 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
Grammatical 6.5714 6.2308 9.0417 8.7284 7.9048 
Ungrammatical 6.9048 7.4872 5.6042 4.2593 5.6952 

Table 6-13 Mean acceptabi lity rating for movement in sentences with negative adverb 
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Figure 6- 13 Mean acceptability rating for movement in sentences with negative adverb 

As Figure 6-13 clearly indicates, there is a very strong difference between learners on the one 

hand and near-natives/natives on the other. The ANOVA test shows a significant interaction 

between level of proficiency and grammaticality, F(J,66)=19.48, MS= I0.49, p= .001. The post 

hoc Tukey test (q=4.29) shows that the near-native and native groups· distinction between 

grammatical and ungrammatical sentences is significant, whereas the intermediat~ and advanced 

learners' judgements (for both the grammatical and ungrammatical sentences) significantly differ 

from that of natives and near-natives. This suggests a discontinuous developmental pattern, as 

there is a considerable gap between the advanced and near-native speakers' acceptability 

judgements. The significance of the developmental change will be discussed in the summary 

section. 

6.2.2.4.2 Preferences 

Next we examine the differences between the strength of the judgements as shown by the 

preference scores. This analysis is a reproduction of the earlier analyses on the mean acceptability 

scores. Its results show additional differences between the representations held by the near-native 

and native groups. Also. we hoped to gain a clearer picture of the differences between negative 
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sentences and sentences with negative adverbs. The results are presented in Table 6- 14 and the 

attendant Figure 6-14. 

P1 
P2 
P3 

Int Adv NN N All 
-0.2143 -0.5385 3.4375 4.9259 2.5429 
-0.2857 -2.3077 3.3125 3.1111 1.471 4 
-0.5 -0.9231 3.5625 5.3704 2.6143 

Table 6-14 Mean preference in sentences with negative adverb for (+/-movement] (Pl : no pre\'crb. 
P2: prefix. P3: VM) 
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Figure 6-14 Mean preference in sentences with negative adverb for (+/-movement! (Pl: no preverb. 
P2: prefix. P3: VM) 

Figure 6-14 is a striking graphical representation of the main trend in sentences with negative 

adverbs. The divide between the learner groups and the near-native/native group is so great that 

the learners' behaviour seems to be the reverse of the near-native/native groups. Accordingly. 

level is a highly signi ficant main effect, F(3,66)= 19.48, MS=20.98, p= .001 and the post hoc 

Tukey test (q=3.63) shows that the source of this significant difference is indeed between the 

intermediate/advanced groups and near-native/native groups. There is no statistically significant 

difference between the native and near-native groups. Advanced learners seem to prefer the 

ungrammatical version of prefixed verbs most, accepting the incorrect *Rilktin e/-s;omorodok 

' rarely PREF-become-sad-I' . This resembles neutral sentences where *A /eve/el fe/-adom 'the 
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letter-ACC PREF-post-I' and *A kocsijat ko/cson-adta 'the car-his VM-gave' are accepted as 

correct. 

6.2.2.4.3 Summary 

Comparing judgements given to the negative sentences and sentences with negative adverbs, the 

interesting finding is that the advanced learners' behaviour differs on these two types of negative 

sentences. While they seem to have acquired target-like sentential negation, their acquisition of 

sentences with preposed negative adverbial seems to lag behind. This finding is very reminiscent 

of the findings of Robertson and Sorace (in press). They show that advanced German learners of 

English show a tendency to produce and judge grammatical incorrect *V3 structures in English 

negative preposing sentences where English has the 'residual' V2 constraint otherwise. The 

proposed explanation given by Robertson and Sorace concerns the marked difference between 

syntactic and lexical acquisition. They argue for a strong lexicalist hypothesis according to which 

'the learning process is dependent on lexical properties of the input rather than on triggering 

evidence' ( 1996:26). Our findings support their position in that because of a time lag in the 

acquisition of the lexical properties of negative adverbials (which are relatively rare in the input), 

learners' syntactic knowledge cannot yet be employed for the correct usage of those lexical items. 

This time lag seems only to disappear at the near-native level. Near-natives behave similarly to 

natives on negative adverbs, which indicates that they have had enough exposure to the TL data to 

acquire the correct lexical entries of these negative elements. 

We hypothesised that the ambiguous nature of the data, i.e. the presence of positive adverbials 

which are permitted in both adjoined and moved operator positions might lead to the delay in the 

acquisition of feature specifications of negative adverbials and their syntactic position. This 

hypothesis seems to be supported in our data where we find a discontinuous developmental change 

between our advanced and near-native learner groups. 
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6.2.2.5 Movement in sentences with positive adverbs 

Sentences with positive adverbs differ from sentences with negative adverbs in that they can, but 

do not necessarily have to, appear in the FP projection. Positive adverbs can be either adjoined or 

moved to the Spec,FP. When they are moved to the FP, the verb moves to the head F0 and thus the 

sentence acquires a focused reading. The interpretation of the positive adverb in Spec,FP is that of 

a focused quantifier. On the other hand, when positive adverbs are adjoined, they retain their 

adjunct interpretation. In our experiment the context sentences called for an unfocused, adjunct 

interpretation. Hence judgements were elicited about sentences with positive adverbs but without 

verb-movement. This allows comparison with sentences with negative adverbs where verb

movement is obligatory. English sentences with positive adverb follow the SAVO order. 

According to our hypotheses, 

I) learners will accept the grammatical sentences with the positive adverb adjoined to IP, since 

their LI also uses adj unction for adverbs. At the same time, learners will not reject the 

ungrammatical sentences as they resemble the LI A VO order. Thus there will be 

indeterminacy in early ILG. 

2) with proficiency, learners will acquire the distinction between the quantifier and adjunct 

interpretations of positive adverbs and will use them in the relevant syntactic structure. 

Therefore learners in the advanced and near-native level will reject the ungrammatical 

([+movement]) sentences in favour of the grammatical ([-movement]) ones in the case of 

adjunct interpretation. 

For the sake of comparability, the test sentences in this category have the same variables as the 

sentences with negative adverbs. The copula sentences were again excluded from the analysis. 

Verb Preverb 

main no 
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Sentence type 

[- V-movement] 

[+ V-movement] 

Example 

Mindig tevet nez. 

always TV-A CC watches-he 

'He's always watching TV.' 

*Mert folyton bes7klek angolul. 
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because continuously speak-I English 

prefix [- V-movement] 

[ + V-movement] 

VM [- V-movement] 

[ + V-movement] 

copula [- V-movement] 

[ + V-movement] 

'Because I speak only English.' 

Igen, allandoan el-bittern, amit mondott. 

yes, all-the-time PREF-believed-I, what-ACC said-he 

'Yes, I believed everything he said.' 

*lgen, folyton tazik meg. 

yes, repeatedly catches-cold-he PREF 

'Yes, he keeps getting a cold.' 

Igen, idonkent bolondnak tartom. 

yes, sometimes mad-into take-I-him 

'Yes, sometimes I think he is mad.' 

*lgen, mindenki ertett egyet. 

yes, everybody understood one-ACC 

'Yes, everyone agreed.' 

lgen, neha biiszke vagyok ni. 

yes, sometimes proud am-I him-onto 

'Yes, sometimes I'm proud of him.' 

*Minden nap lesz esos. 

every day will-be rainy 

'It will be rainy every day.' 

The analysis took the same form as the neutral sentences: 

a) A three-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for preverb type (no, prefix, VM) and 

grammaticality (-,+ v-movement) was carried out on mean acceptability scores with 

proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table Sa in Appendix F). 

b) A three-way ANO VA test on the mean preference for the grammatical (-movement) over the 

ungrammatical (+movement) sentences was carried out with preverb as repeated measures 

and level as grouping factor (see Table Sb in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOVA tests proved significant. 

6.2.2.5.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 
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The results of the ratings expressed to sentences with positive adverbs are reported in Table 6-15 

and the accompanying Figure 6-15. 

Int Adv NN N All 
P1G1 7.8571 7.6154 9.3125 9.5926 8.8143 
P1G2 7.2857 6.6923 5.5 4.5185 5.7 
P2G1 8.5 7.6154 8.8125 9 8.6 
P2G2 7.6429 6.5385 4.75 3.4444 5.1571 
P3G1 
P3G2 
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6.8462 8.25 9.5926 8.2571 
6.3846 8 4.4444 5.8286 

Table 6-15 Mean acceptabili ty rating in sentences with positive adverb (P I: no prcverb. P2: prefix. 
P3: VM. G I: grammatical. G2: ungrammatical) 

Mean acceptability judgements to sentences 
with positive adverb 

nterrrediate Advanced Near-native Native 

Level 

aP1G1 

•P1G2 

oP'2G1 

1~= 1 
~ 

Figure 6-15 Mean acceptability rating in sentences with positive adverb (PI: no preverb. P2: prefix. 
P3: VM. GI: grammatical. G2: ungrammatical) 

Figure 6-15 shows that the judgements given to sentences with positive adverbs are not uniform 

across proficiency levels. Further. there is a difference between the near-native and native students 

with respect to ungrammatical verbs with VM (the third red bar in Figure 6-15). The ANOYA 

test carried out on all subjects confirms this by showing a main interaction between level and 

preverb, F(6, 132)=4.07, MS=3.97, p= .001. The post hoc Tukey test (q=4.62) indicates that 

intermediate learners rate the prefixed verbs higher than the other two preverb types, whereas 

near-natives rate the prefixed verbs significantly lower than the verbs with other VMs. This 
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interaction effect is quali fied by a three-way interaction between level, preverb and 

grammaticality, F(6, 132)=2. 78, MS=3.6 I, p= .014. 

Let us see the developmental profile with regard to the ability to distinguish between the two 

sentence types, i.e. the ability to reject the ungrammatical version and to accept the grammatical 

one. Table 6-16 and Figure 6-16 report the relevant data: 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
G rammatical 7.7857 7.359 8.7917 9.3951 8.5571 
Ungrammatical 6.8095 6.5385 6.0833 4.1358 5.5619 
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Table 6-16 Mean acceptability rating for movement in sentences with positive adverb 

Mean acceptability judgements to sentences with positive 
adverb 

level by Grammaticality 

~termediate Advanced Near-native 

Level 

Native 

r o Granmatical 1 

[ • Ungranmatical J 

Figure 6-16 Mean acceptability rating for movement in sentences with positive adverb 

As the A NOVA test shows, the main effect of grammaticality, F( 1,66)=65.53, MS=8.80, p= .00 I 

is qualified by a significant interaction between level and grammaticality, F(3.66)= 14.67, 

MS=8.80, p= .00 I. The post hoc Tu key test shows (at a tabled value of q=4.29) that the ability to 

distinguish significantly between the grammatical and the ungrammatical version appears at near

native and native levels. However. there is a significant difference between near-natives and 

natives in the ungrammatical sentences, with near-natives expressing significantly higher 

acceptability for them as natives. This is the first obvious and significant difference between 
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natives and near-natives. Let us see more precisely what causes the difference bet ween natives and 

near-natives. 

6.2.2.5.2 Preferences 

In order to gain a more precise analysis of native and near-native judgements, the preferences 

were calculated as usual, subtracting the ungrammatical from the grammatica l judgements and 

taking the average across groups. This was to give a more finely grained indication of the changes 

in the abil ity to reject ungrammatical sentences. Also, we wished to compare the results with 

sentences with negative adverbial. The results are presented in Table 6-17 and the accompanying 

Figure 6-17: 

Int 
P1 0.571 4 
P2 0.8571 
P3 1.5 
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Adv NN N All 
0.9231 3.8125 5.0741 3.1143 
1.0769 4.0625 5.5556 3.4429 
0.4615 0.25 5.1481 2.4286 
Table 6-17 Mean preference in sentences with positive adverb for l+/-movcmenl} (P I: no preverb. 
P2: prefix, P3: VM) 

Mean preferences in sentences with positive adverb 

ntermediate Advanced Near-native Natrve 

Level 

Figure 6-17 Mean preference in sentences with positive adverb for [+/-movement) (PI : no preverb. 
P2: prefix, P3: VM) 
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Figure 6-17 shows two clear trends in the preference scores. First, the established divide between 

the learners and near-natives/natives is still present. Second, even though near-native preferences 

resemble the natives' most, they are crucially different with respect to VM-ed verbs. 

The ANOVA tests show that the main effect of level is highly significant, F(3,66)=14.67, 

MS=l7.61, p= .001. The post hoc Tukey test (q=3.63) confirms our intuition that all of the non

native groups are significantly different from the natives, including the near-natives. The 

interaction between level by preverb is significant, F(6,132)=2.78, MS=7.23, p= .014. Post hoc 

multiple comparisons (q=4.62) confirm that the preferences given to VM-ed verbs by the near

natives are significantly lower than to any other verb type and they are significantly lower than the 

preferences given to the same VM-ed verbs by the natives. This indicates that near-natives 

representations are divergent with regard to verbs with VMs (verbal modifiers) in sentences 

with positive adverbs. These results are confirmed by the ANOVA test done only on the near

natives and natives, with level and prefix having significant main effects, F(l,41)=12.33, 

MS=lS.91, p= .001 for level, F(2,82)=7.81, MS=6.54, p= .001 for prefix. These main effects are 

qualified by the interaction between the two, F(2,82)=6.37, MS=6.54, p= .003. 

6.2.2.5.3 Summary 

When we compare the judgement patterns given to sentences with negative adverbs as opposed to 

positive adverbs, we find that there is a discrepancy between the two in the case of near-native 

learners. While they seem to have acquired target-like syntactic representations for sentences with 

negative adverbs, they appear to have divergent representations for sentences with positive 

adverbs, particularly in sentences with VM-ed verbs. When we investigate the reason for the near

natives' behaviour on the VM-ed verbs, the possibility emerges that their judgements are different 

from the judgements given to other types of prefixed verbs, because there might have been an 

inadvertent selection-bias in the test materials. The VM sentences contain a mindenki 'everybody', 

which is a positive universal quantifier and not a positive adverb. From the self-reports the 

subjects provided after the experiment, it transpires that even at a very high level of proficiency 
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learners have problems with universal quantifiers. A quote from one of these reports is especially 

pertinent: 

a sz6rend iigyben nagyon segitett egy eloadas, amit a debreceni nyari egyetemen 
hallottam 1994-ben. Az el5ad6 Kiss. E Katalin volt, es akkor tudtam meg el5szor, hogy pl. a 
'mindenki' tipusu szavak nem allhatnak f6kuszban, a negativok azonban mindig f6kuszban 
allnak. Az is nagyon hasznos volt, hogy f6kusz es (?) quantifier helyek vannak a 
mondatban ... ' (Michael Johnston, personal communication) 

' ... as far as the word order is concerned, I found a lecture very useful that I heard at the 
Debrecen Summer School in 1994. The lecturer was Katalin E.Kiss and I heard for the first 
time that e.g. words of the type 'mindenki' can not appear in the focus position, whereas the 
negatives always appear in focus. It was also useful to hear that there are focus and 
quantifier slots in the sentence ... ' (Michael Johnston, p.c., my translation) 

This constitutes evidence that learners overgeneralise the focus operator rule to universal 

quantifiers. The recovery from this overgeneralization happens very late in the acquisition process 

and may be one of those features that need negative evidence97
• This is what the above quote from 

one of the most advanced students strongly suggests. 

6.2.2.6 Movement in wh-questions 

Hungarian wh-questions follow the pattern of focused sentences (see section 4.9.2.2). They 

contain an FP whose Spec hosts the wh-phrase and the verb moves to the F0 head. Therefore the 

sentence-initial position of the wh-phrase and the position of the verb before the preverb are 

diagnostics of an FP projection. In English wh-phrases are also sentence-initial, but they are 

moved to Spec,CP. There is subject-auxiliary inversion (SAi), which means that the auxiliary 

carrying Tense and Agr features appears in the head of c0 while the main verb (if there is one) 

stays in situ after the subject (see section 4.9.2.1 ). It was hypothesised that although learners at 

the early stages will prepose the wh-phrase to the sentence-initial position (they will be able to 

97 See White (1990/1991, 1991a,b) and Trahey and White (1993) for the argument that the configuration of the LI 
and the TL may lead learners into a stage where only negative evidence can 'disabuse' them ofa misconceived TL 
feature. Also, see Gibson and Wexler (1994), where it is pointed out that learners may end up in 'local maxima', 
i.e. a state where no further positive input can possibly improve the ILG representations of the learner. 
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instantiate a strong 'N' feature of a higher interpretable feature-projection), their ILG will not have 

the verb-movement diagnostic of instantiation of the 'V' feature of the FP projection. Thus their 

judgements regarding verb-movement will be indeterminate. According to the hypotheses, 

I) learners will initially transfer the absence of FP from their LI. They will have sentence-initial 

wh-phrases but without the verb movement characteristic of Hungarian. Thus, they will 

accept sentences with unmoved verbs. 

2) learners at the intermediate stages will not reject ungrammatical sentences, due to the enduring 

effect of LI, but they will accept the grammatical sentences as the FP becomes gradually 

instantiated in their ILG. Hence intermediate subjects will not distinguish between the 

grammatical and ungrammatical sentence types. Their judgements will be indeterminate. 

3) when the FP is instantiated in the ILG, grammatical sentences with verb movement will be 

preferred to ungrammatical sentences. This should happen at the same time as the 

instantiation of the FP in focused sentences. 

The test sentences in this category have three linguistic variables: preverb type (no preverb, 

prefix, VM), verb type (main, aux) and extraction type (subject, object). They are as follows: 

Preverb 

No 

Verb Extr Sentence type 

main S [ + F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

0 [ + F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

aux s [ + F-movement] 

Example 

Ki hall rosszul? 

who hears-he badly 

'Who is hard of hearing?' 

*Ki batran viselkedett? 

who bravely behaved-he? 

'Who was brave?' 

Mit isz.ol szivesebben? 

what-ACC drink-you rather 

'What do you prefer drinking?' 

*Mit jot beszet? 

what-A CC well speaks-he 

'What does he speak well?' 

Ki sz.okott mosogatni? 

who habitual-he wash-up-INF 

'Who does the washing up usually?' 
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[- F-movement] *Ki aludni s7.eretne? 

who sleep-INF would-like 

'Who would like to sleep?' 

0 [ + F-movement] Mennyit fogsz keresni? 

how much-A CC will-you earn-INF 

'How much will you earn?' 

[- F-movement] *Mit jatszani akarsz? 

what-ACC play-INF want-you 

•What do you want to play?' 

prefix main s [+ F-movement] Ki erke7.ett meg? 

who arrived-he PREF 

'Who arrived?' 

[- F-movement] *Mi meg-van? 

what PREF-is 

•What have you found?' 

0 [ + F-movement] Kit hivtal meg? 

who-ACC invited-you PREF 

'Who did you invite?' 

[- F-movement] *Mit el-felejtettel? 

what-ACC PREF-forgot-you 

'What have you forgotten?' 

aux s [ + F-movement] Ki fog meg-gyogyulni? 

who will-he PREF-recover-INF 

•Who wi 11 recover?' 

[- F-movement] *Ki el akar jonni? 

who PREF wants-he come-INF 

'Who wants to come?' 

0 [ + F-movement] Mit fogsz meg-bocsatani neki? 

what-A CC will-you PREF-forgive-INF him-for 

'What will you forgive him for?' 

[- F -movement] *Mit el tudsz olvasni? 

what-ACC PREF can-you read-INF 

'What can you read?' 

VM main s [+ F-movement] Mi jutott es7.edbe? 

what came-it mind-yours-to 
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[- F-movement] 

0 [+ F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

aux s [ + F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

0 [ + F-movement] 

[- F-movement] 

The analysis took the following form: 

Chapter 6 Results of Main Study 

'What did you remember?' 

*Mi lassan mulik? 

what slowly passes-it 

'What passes slowly?' 

Most mit adott kOlcson? 

now what-ACC gave-he PREF 

'Now what did he lend?' 

*Mit finomra vagunk? 

what-A CC fine-into chop-we 

'What do you chop finely?' 

Ki s:rokott vide6t nezni? 

who habitual-he video-ACC watch-INF 

'Who does usually watch videos?' 

*Ki krumplit akar pucolni? 

who spud-A CC wants-he clean-INF 

'Who wants to peel potatoes?' 

Kit fog felesegiil venni? 

who-ACC will-he wife-as take-INF 

'Who wi 11 he marry?' 

*Mit rendbe kell tenni? 

what-A CC order-into must put-INF 

'What do you have to clean up?' 

a) A five-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for preverb type (no, prefix, VM), verb type 

(main, aux), extraction type (subject, object) and grammaticality (-,+ v-movement) was 

carried out on mean acceptability scores with proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table 

6a in Appendix F). 

b) A four-way ANOVA test on the mean preference for the grammatical over the ungrammatical 

sentences was carried out with preverb, verb, extraction type as repeated measures and level 

as grouping factor (see Table 6b in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOV A tests proved significant. 
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6.2.2.6.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The acceptability scores given to all wh-questions are displayed in Table 6-18 and the data in this 

table are graphically presented in the two graphs in Figure 6-18. The graphs represent the mean 

acceptability judgements given to wh-questions with main verbs and auxiliaries separately. 

P1V1E1G1 
P1V1E1G2 
P1V1E2G1 
P1V1E2G2 
P1V2E1G1 
P1V2E1G2 
P1V2E2G1 
P1V2E2G2 
P2V1E1G1 
P2V1E1G2 
P2V1E2G1 
P2V1E2G2 
P2V2E1G1 
P2V2E1G2 
P2V2E2G1 
P2V2E2G2 
P3V1E1G1 
P3V1E1G2 
P3V1E2G1 
P3V1E2G2 
P3V2E1G1 
P3V2E1G2 
P3V2E2G1 
P3V2E2G2 
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Int Adv NN N All 
7.7857 8.2308 9.55 9.7778 7.7857 
6.5714 5.6923 4.25 3.5185 6.5714 
7.2143 7.1538 7.95 8.5185 7.2143 
5.2143 7.3077 4.05 3.7778 5.2143 
7.7857 8.6154 9.25 9.7778 7.7857 
5.9286 6.5385 3.8 3.5556 5.9286 
8.6429 9.4615 9.95 9.6667 8.6429 
5.1429 4.7692 3.2 3.5185 5.1429 
8 8.4615 9.05 9.4074 8.4615 
5.6429 3.9231 3.05 3.8889 3.9231 
7.3571 9.0769 9.95 9.4815 9.0769 
7.7143 5.4615 2.55 3.7037 5.4615 
7.7857 7.6154 9.55 9.4815 7.6154 
6.1429 6.9231 3.5 3.4444 6.9231 
6.5714 7.3077 8.75 9.2963 7.3077 
6.7143 5.3077 3.55 4 5.3077 
7.0714 8.4615 9.85 9.7778 9.85 
5.8571 7.5385 3.8 3.4815 3.8 
8.0714 8 9.05 9.7407 9.05 
7 7.9231 4.15 3.5926 4.15 
8.1429 9.0769 9.55 9.4074 9.55 
6.6429 4.0769 2.95 2.9259 2.95 
6.0714 8 8.65 8.7407 8.65 
5.0714 6.5385 3.85 3.6667 3.85 

Table 6-18 Mean acceptability rating in all wh-questions (PI: no preverb, P2: prefix, P3: VM, VI: 
main verb, V2: auxiliary, El: subject extraction, E2: object extraction, GI: grammatical, G2: 
ungrammatical) 
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Figure 6- 18 Mean acceptabi lity rating to wh-questions with a) main and b) auxiliary verbs (PI : no 
preverb. P2: prefix, P3: VM. VI: main verb, V2: auxi liary. E I: subject extraction, E2: object 
extraction. G I: grammatical, G2: ungrammatical) 
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The A NOVA tests present significant interact ions between preverb and verb type, F(2, 140)=6.2 l, 

MS=3.84. p= .003, between verb and extraction type, F( 1, 170)=4.64, MS=2.09, p= .035 and 

extraction type and grammaticality, F( I, 170)=8.68, MS=3.4, p= .004. Second order interactions 

(ones between three variables) qualify the main interactions. 

The graphs in Figure 6-18 show that learners on the whole are able to discriminate the 

grammatical and ungrammatica l sentences. This is confirmed by a main effect for grammaticality, 

F( 1, 70)=208.55, MS=28.34, p= .00 I. The question whether this ability changes with increasing 

proficiency can be investigated if we look at the interaction between level and grammaticality. The 

mean acceptability values given for the all grammatical and ungrammatical wh-questions are 

displayed in Table 6-19 and the accompanying Figure 6-19 is the graphical equivalent of the data. 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
Grammatical 7.5417 8.2885 9.2583 9.4228 8.8232 
Ungrammatical 6.1369 6 3.5583 3.5895 4.4865 
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Table 6-19 Mean acceptability rati ng for movement in wh-questions 

Mean acceptability judgements to wh-questions 
Level by Grammatical ity 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native 

Level 

Figure 6-1 9 Mean acceptability rating for movement in wh-questions 

a Gramraticall 

• Ungramrat~ 

The ANOVA test shows that the interaction between level and grammaticality is significant, 

F(3,70)=19.23, MS=28.34, p= .001 . Post hoc multiple comparisons (at a tabled va lue of q=4.29) 
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show that advanced learners, near-natives and natives are able to distinguish between the 

grammatical and ungrammatical sentences, while intermediate subjects are not. Although 

advanced learners can discriminate, their judgements for the ungrammatical · sentences 

significantly differ from both that of the near-natives' and natives'. This again suggests that there 

is a division between the learners and the near-natives/natives. Advanced learners do not reject the 

ungrammatical as they have not relinquished the LI rule. 

6.2.2.6.2 Summary 

The results for the judgements given to wh-questions reinforce those we have obtained for focused 

and negative sentences: even though learners manage to reset the parameter for the preposition of 

operators in Hungarian, instantiation of verb movement does not follow automatically. In wh

questions preposition of wh-phrases alone does not indicate the projection of the Focus Phrase. 

Advanced learners still accept the LI-based rule of no verb movement. This again supports our 

hypotheses regarding the late instantiation of 'V' features of a new FC in the ILG. 

6.2.2. 7 Complementizers in long wh-extraction 

English and Hungarian differ in the status of complementizers in subordinate clauses. In 

Hungarian the complementizer hogy 'that' is obligatory in subordinate clauses with long operator 

extraction, whereas in English it is optional, except in the case of subject extraction where it is 

disallowed (as a result of the subject-object asymmetry present in English - itself an effect of the 

ECP). In Hungarian long extraction of operators has a less clear status than in English. The 

construction is more infrequent (as there is an alternative strategy of partial operator movement, 

see next section) and its distribution within the grammar is more restricted. 

The sentences that were tested are listed below. There were three independent linguistic variables: 

mood (declarative, subjunctive), extraction site (subject, object and adjunct extraction) and 

grammaticality (+,-hogy). 
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Mood Extr Sentence type Example sentence 

decl s [+hogy] Kit mondanak, hogy be-csapta Mariat? 

who-ACC say-they, that PREF-cheated Mary-ACC 

'Who do they say cheated Mary?' 

[-hogy] *Mit hisml, esmbe jutott? 

what-ACC believe-you, mind-his-into came-it 

'What do you think, he remembered?' 

0 [+hogy] Mit gondolsz, hogy meg-neztek? 

what-ACC think-you, that PREF-saw-they 

'What do you think they saw?' 

[-hogy] *Mit hisml, a tanar eszre-vett? 

what-ACC believe-you, the teacher mind-into-took-he 

'What do you think the teacher noticed?' 

Adj [+hogy] Mikor gondolod, hogy hua-jon? 

when think-you, that home-to-comes-he 

'When do you think he will come home?' 

[-hogy] *Kivel tudod, egyiitt-jar? 

who-with know-you, together-goes-he 

'Who do you know he goes out with?' 

subj s [+hogy] Kit akarsz, hogy meg-neu.e a gyereket? 

who-A CC want-you, that PREF-see-SUBJ-he the child-A CC 

'Who do you want to see the child?' 

[-hogy] *Kit smretnel, reggelit keszitsen? 

who-A CC would-like-you, breakfast-A CC make-SUBJ-he 

'Who would you like to make breakfast?' 

0 [+hogy] Kit akarsz, hogy be-mutasson? 

who-A CC want-you, that PREF-introduce-SUBJ-he 

'Who do you want him to introduce to you?' 

[-hogy] *Mit smretnel, rendbe rakjak? 

what-A CC would-like-you, order-into put-SUBJ-I 

'What would you like me to clean?' 

Adj [+hogy] Hova smretnoo, hogy el-utaxrunk? 

where-to would-like-you, that PREF-travel-SUBJ-we 

'Where would you like us to go?' 

[-hogy] *Hot akarod, autot bereljiink? 
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It was hypothesised that 

where want-you, car-ACC borrow-SUBJ-we 

'Where would you like us to borrow a car?' 
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1. initially, learners will transfer the values for complementation in their L 1 into the ILG and 

accept the ungrammatical subject-extracted sentences without a complementizer. The object

extracted sentences will also be accepted without the complementizer, but to a lesser degree. 

2. learners at later stages will have difficulty reanalysing the lexical specifications of the 

complementizer and assigning it the relevant TL values as relevant PLD is rare and obscure. 

These hypotheses were tested by the following statistical tests: 

a) A four-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for mood (declarative, subjunctive), 

extraction site (subject, object, adjunct) and grammaticality (-,+hogy) was carried out on 

mean acceptability scores with proficiency level as grouping factor (Table 7a in Appendix F). 

b) A three-way ANOVA test on the mean preference for the grammatical [+hogy] over the 

ungrammatical [-hogy] sentences was carried out with mood and extraction type as repeated 

measures and level as grouping factor (see Table 7b in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOVA tests proved significant. 

6.2.2.7.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The mean scores given to the long extraction sentences are given in Table 6-20 with the 

accompanying graphs in Figure 6-20. The graphs display declarative and subjunctive sentences 

separately: 

Int Adv NN N All 
M1E1G1 6.1429 5.2308 4.4375 5.0741 5.1714 
M1E1G2 5.1429 4.9231 3.375 3.5556 4.0857 
M1E2G1 6.6429 6.2308 6.125 4.6296 5.6714 
M1E2G2 6.7143 4.1538 4.6875 5.2593 5.2143 
M1E3G1 5.0714 5.9231 4.125 5.2593 5.0857 
M1E3G2 4.7857 3.5385 4.8125 2.963 3.8571 
M2E1G1 6.3571 6.8462 6.4375 6.8889 6.6714 
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M2E1G2 
M2E2G1 
M2E2G2 
M2E3G1 
M2E3G2 
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7 

6 

0 

5.8571 5.7692 5.1875 2.8519 4.5286 
6.8571 4.8462 7.0625 7.963 6.9571 
4.6429 5 4.5 4.1481 4.4857 
5.5 6.6154 7.8125 8.4444 7.3714 
4.7857 3.6923 5.3125 3.4444 4.1857 
Table 6-20 Mean acceptability rating in sentences with long extract ion (MI : declarati ve. M2: 
subjunctive, E I: subject, E2: object, E3: adjunct extraction. G I: grammatical [+hogy]. G2: 
ungrammatical L-hogy]) 

Mean acceptability judgements to sentences 
with long extraction in the declarative mood 
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Mean acceptability judgements to sentences 
with long extraction in the subjunctive mood 

lnterrrediate Advanced Near-native Native 

Level 

Graph j Long extraction in subjunctive mood 

Chapter 6 Results of Main Study 

aM2E1G1 l 
•M2E1G2 

oM2E2G1 

Figure 6-20 Mean acceptabili ty rating in sentences with Jong extraction a) in declarative and b) 
subjunctive mood (M I: declarative, M2: subjunctive. EI: extracted subject, E2: extracted object. E3: 
ex tracted adjunct, GI : grammat ical l+hogyJ, G2: ungrammatical [-hogyl) 

By comparing the graphs in Figure 6-20 we can make several observations. First, the judgements 

are very different for informants at various levels. Second, the distinction betw~n grammatica I 

and ungrammatical sentences is not always in the direction of the grammatica l being ra ted higher. 

Third, the patterns of judgements given to declarative and subjunctive sentences are different. 

Last, comparing the near-natives with the natives , we can see that there are differences in the 

judgements. 

The ANO VA tests showed a significant main effect for mood, F( 1,66)= 16.5 1, MS=6.6 I, p= .00 I 

(with s ignificantly higher scores for the subjunctive) and a s ignificant main effect for 

grammaticality, F( l ,66)=66.66, MS=7.06, p= .001 (with significantly higher scores for the 

[+hogy] embedded clauses). These main effects are qualified by significant interactions with level. 

There is a s ignificant interaction between level and grammaticality, F(J,66)=5.68, MS=7.06, p= 

.002. We wi ll see below where exactly the source of s ignificance lies between the groups when we 

examine the developmental profile. 
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There is a significant interaction between level and mood, F(3,66)=3.45, MS=6.61, p= .022. The 

Tukey test shows (at a tabled value of q=4.29) that the significant difference emerges within the 

near-native and native groups between the declarative and subjunctive moods, with the 

subjunctive receiving significantly higher acceptability scores. Judgements given to the declarative 

sentences are significantly higher in the intermediate group than both in the near-native and native 

groups. This suggests that intermediate learners accept long extracted declarative sentences that 

are acceptable in their L 1 but unacceptable in the L2 (without the complementizer hogy). The 

interaction between level and extraction site slightly misses significance, F(3, 132)=2.13, 

MS=6.52, p= .053. 

Examining further the two variables that had a main effect as described above, we see that there is 

a significant interaction between mood and grammaticality, F(l,66)=12.18, MS=6.59, p= .001. 

The results of the post hoc Tukey test (at a tabled value of q=3.63) indicate a significant 

difference between the two versions of the subjunctive, where the sentences with [+hogy] receive 

significantly higher scores than the ones without [-hogy]. Also, there is a significant difference 

between the ratings to the declaratives with [+hogy] and subjunctives with [+hogy], with the 

subjunctives receiving higher scores. These results are qualified by a second-order interaction 

effect between level, mood and grammaticality, F(3,66)=4.87, MS=6.59, p= .004. Post hoc 

Tukey tests show that the significant differences described earlier in this paragraph are present 

only at the near-native and native levels. 

The ANOV A test also shows a significant interaction between mood and extraction site, 

F(2, 139)=4.91, MS=4.57, p= .009, suggesting that the acceptability of declarative and 

subjunctive sentences is a function of what constituent is extracted from them. Post hoc multiple 

comparisons (at a tabled value of q=4.03) show that in the declarative mood there is a significant 

difference between object and adjunct extraction, with the object extraction being awarded 

significantly higher acceptability scores. Both subject and adjunct extraction is accepted 

significantly higher in the subjunctive mood than in the declarative mood. The ANOV A test still 

shows a significant interaction between mood and extraction site in the near-native/native 

comparisons, F(2,82)=3.78, MS=4.02, p= .027. However, post hoc Tukey tests do not show any 

relevant significant differences between the two groups. Nevertheless, the results from the 
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comparisons of all groups confirm that the acceptability of long extracted sentences is a joint 

function of mood (i.e. whether it is a declarative or subjunctive sentence) and the syntactic 

category of the extracted element (i.e. whether it is a subject, object, or an adjunct) .. 

There is also a second-order interaction between level, extraction site and grammaticality, 

F(6, 132)=2.67, MS=4.88, p= .018, which is still present in the near-native/native comparisons as 

well, F(2,82)=5.83, MS=4.39, p= .004. Comparing all the groups, the results of the post hoc 

multiple comparisons (q=S.01) show a significant difference between the grammatical and 

ungrammatical version of adjunct extraction as judged by the advanced group. The intermediate 

and near-native groups' judgements show no difference for the presence or absence of the 

complementizer in any of the kinds of extraction. However, there is a significant difference 

between the grammatical and ungrammatical version of both subject and adjunct extraction for the 

native group. This shows that native speakers do not distinguish between [+hogy] and [-hogy] in 

object extraction, but they judge the subject and adjunct extraction without the complementizer 

hogy as ungrammatical. As we mentioned, for the advanced learners the [+hogy] vs. [-hogy] 

distinction exists only in adjunct extraction. This supports our hypothesis that learners will 

initially accept subject and object extraction without the complementizer. This shows the 

continued effect of the L 1 at the advanced level. Learners at the intermediate levd accept both the 

grammatical and ungrammatical versions, which suggests that they are still using the L 1 value of 

optional complementizers, but do not reject the L2 value either. This is a characteristic of 

indeterminate grammars, as will be shown in the next section on preferences. Crucially, near

natives differ from natives in their inability to make native-like differences in judgements for 

subject and adjunct long extraction. 

Above we have reported the F values for the significant main effect of grammaticality and the 

significant interaction between level and grammaticality. Table 6-21 displays the mean 

acceptability scores and Figure 6-21 shows the results graphically. 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
Grammatical [+hogy] 6.0952 5.9487 6 6.3765 6.1548 
Ungrammatical [-hogy] 5.3214 4.5128 4.6458 3.7037 4.3929 

Table 6-21 Mean acceptability rating for complementizers in sentences with long extraction 
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Figure 6-2 1 Mean acceptabil ity rating for complementizers in sentences with long extraction 

In the post hoc multiple comparisons (at a tabled value of q=4.29) significant differences were 

found between the grammatical [+hogy] and ungrammatical [-hogy] sentences from the advanced 

level onwards. This indicates that learners at the advanced level start to reject incorrect sentences 

without [-hogy] , suggesting that the LI value is rejected and the L2 preferred. However, near

natives are less able to discriminate between sentences with or without the complementizer hogy. 

There is a significant difference between the scores given to the ungrammatical version in the 

intermediate and native groups, with the natives rejecting them significantly more than the 

intermediates. This suggests that learners in the intermediate group have still not relinqu ished the 

LI value for complementizers. Let us see the di fference between the near-natives and natives. 

6.2.2.7.2 Preferences 

As usual, mean preference scores were calculated for each group and an ANOYA test was run on 

the means to see the development of strength of judgements and any differences between natives 

and near-natives. The results can be seen in Table 6-22 and the graphical representations of the 
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resu lts are in Figure 6-22. Recall, that preferences in this set of data are for the presence or 

absence of complementizers, i.e. [ +1-hogy] and not for the movement of an element. 

Int Adv NN N All 
M1E1 1 0.3077 1.0625 1.5185 1.0857 
M1E2 -0.0714 2.0769 1.4375 -0.6296 0.4571 
M1E3 0.2857 2.3846 -0.6875 2.2963 1.2286 
M2E1 0.5 1.0769 1.25 4.037 2.1429 
M2E2 2.2143 -0.1 538 2.5625 3.8148 2.4714 
M2E3 0.7143 2.9231 2.5 5 3.1857 

Table 6-22 Mean preferences in long extraction for [+/-hogy] (MI: declarative, M2: subjunctive. E I: 
subject extraction. E2: object extraction. E3: adjunct extraction) 

Mean preferences in long extraction 
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Figure 6-22 Mean preferences in long extraction for [+/-hogy] (MI: declarative. M2: subjunctive. EI: 
subject extraction, E2: object extraction, E3: adjunct extraction) 

When we examine Figure 6-22 above, it transpires that there are differences in the group 

preferences in almost a ll categories and a systematic pattern is not easily detectable. The results of 

the ANOYA test show a s ign ifica nt main effect of level, F(3,66)= 5.68, MS=l 4.1 2, p= .002 and 

post hoc comparisons (q=3.63) show that the source of the main effect is a significant difference 

between the intermediate and the native groups. The advanced and near-native groups do not 

differ signi ficantly from natives. The other significant main effect is mood, F( 1,66)= 12. 18, 

MS= l 3.19, p= .00 I and this main effect is qualified by a significant interaction between level and 

mood, F(3 ,66)=4.87, MS= l 3. 19, p= .004. The post hoc Tukey test (q=4.29) shows that there is a 

significant difference between the declarative and subjunctive moods in the natives, with the 
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subjunctive long extraction with [ +hogy] receiving significantly higher preference scores than 

the declarative long extraction with [ +hogy]. This suggests that natives accept long extraction 

more if it is used in the subjunctive mood. The intermediate and advanced learners' preference for 

the subjunctive with [+hogy] is significantly lower than that expressed by natives. 

The interaction between level and extraction site is significant, F(6, 132)=2.67, MS=9. 76, p= .018. 

Post hoc comparisons (q=4.62) show that the intermediates' and near-natives' preference for 

adjunct extraction with [+hogy] is significantly lower than the natives' preference. This is the 

same result as we obtained above. Again, it suggests that intermediates and near-natives do not 

accept adjunct extraction with the complementizer hogy in Hungarian, although it is grammatical 

in the L 1. Their judgements indicate that their representations for the adjunct long extraction is 

reminiscent to the L 1 type of extraction. L 1 English speakers prefer to omit the complementizers 

(e.g. How do you think 0 we should do it?) or not use it at all as in the subjunctive (e.g. When 

would you like to meet?). It is only the advanced group who prefer the L2 to the L 1 value. 

The results of the comparison between near-natives and natives are as follows. Level constitutes a 

significant main effect, F(l ,41 )=5.90, MS=l 7.77, p= .020, indicating that there is a difference 

between the two groups in expressing preferences to long extraction with or without the 

complementizer hogy. Mood is also a significant main effect, F(l,41)=20.98, MS=16.02, p= .001, 

indicating that the two groups accept declarative and subjunctive long extraction in a different 

way. The interaction between level and mood is not significant, but there is a significant 

interaction between level and extraction site, F(2,82)=5.83, MS=8. 79, p= .004, with the natives 

preferring adjunct extraction with the complementizer hogy significantly more than the near-native 

speakers. 

6.2.2.7.3 Summary 

The results show that learners both at the intermediate and the near-native level prefer the L 1 

value for omitting the complementizer in clauses where the long extracted element is an adjunct. 

They also follow L 1 complementation in accepting missing complementizers in subject and object 
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extracted sentences. This clearly shows an LI influence, which is temporarily relinquished in the 

case of advanced students. Advanced students show some progress toward the TL by preferring 

adjunct extraction with the complementizer rather than without it, which is contrary to what their 

LI allows. Crucially, near-native speakers show a significant difference from other learners in 

their ability to reject ungrammaticality in complementation in long extracted sentences. The 

interaction between mood and extraction in the mature language is picked up by the near-natives; 

however, their judgements are different on subject and adjunct long extractions (they accept them 

without the complementizer hogy which is non-target-like). 

6.2.2.8 Partial wh-movement 

Partial wh-movement is a strategy that complements long extraction in some of the worlds' 

languages. German, Romani, Georgian, Basque and Hungarian have been shown to employ this 

strategy. It involves the use of a dummy wh-phrase in the main clause that takes the reference and 

scope of the real wh-phrase which is only partially moved, i.e. it stays in the subordinate clause. 

English does not employ this construction, instead it makes extensive use of long extraction (see 

section 4.9.6). Our question concerns the developmental profile for this construction among 

English learners of Hungarian. 

Our hypothesis was that in the beginning learners will accept long extraction but will not have 

determinate intuitions concerning the partial wh-movement construction which is missing in their 

L 1. However, partial wh-movement is a UG strategy, thus we expect learners to be able to acquire 

it. We predict that only when the FP projection is instantiated will learners prefer the correct 

version with the filled FP in the subordinate clause and the dummy wh-phrase in the main clause. 

These hypotheses were tested using the following statistical measures: 

a) A four-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for mood (declarative, subjunctive), 

extraction site (subject, object, adjunct) and grammaticality (-, + verb movement) was carried 

out on mean acceptability scores with proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table 8a in 

Appendix F). 
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b) A three-way ANOV A test on the mean preference for the grammatical over the 

ungrammatical sentences was carried out with mood and extraction site as repeated measures 

and level as a grouping factor (see Table 8b in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOV A tests proved significant. 

The test sentences had the same linguistic variables as the long-extracted sentences, except that 

the grammaticality of the partial wh-moved sentences depended on verb-movement or the lack of 

it. The test sentences are exemplified below. 

Mood Ext Gram Example sentence 

decl s [+mov] Mit mondanak, hogy ki vette el Jutkat? 

what-ACC say-they, that who took-he PREF Judy-ACC 

'Who do they say married Judy?' 

[-mov] *Mit his7.el, hogy mi a fejedbe smllt? 

what-A CC believe-you, that what the head-yours-into flew-it 

'What do you think has gone into your head?' 

0 [+mov] Mit gondols7., hogy kit kerde7.ett meg? 

what-ACC think-you, that who-ACC asked-he PREF 

'Who do you think he asked?' 

[-mov] *Mit his7.el, hogy mit nyilvanossagra homtt a kormany? 

what-ACC think-you, that what-ACC publicity-into brought the government 

'What do you think the government announced?' 

Adj [+mov] Mit gondols7., hogy hot esett ki a taskadbOI? 

what-ACC think-you, that where fell-it out the bag-yours-from 

'Where do you think it fell out of your bag?' 

[-mov] *Mit tuds7., hogy miert otthon maradt? 

what-ACC know-you, that why home-at stayed-he 

'Why do you think he stayed at home?' 

subj s [+mov] Mit akartok, hogy ki mondja el a beszedet? 

what-ACC want-you-pl, that who say-SUBJ-he PREF the speech-A CC 

'Who do you want to make the speech?' 

[-mov] *Mit S7.eretnel, hogy ki reszt vegyen? 

what-ACC would-like-you, that who part-ACC take-SUBJ-he 

'Who would you like to take part?' 
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Mit akars7., hogy mit kOstoljak meg? 

what-A CC want-you, that what-A CC taste-SUBJ-I PREF 

'What do you want me to taste?' 

*Mit szeretnel, hogy mit helyre tegyek? 

what-A CC would-like-you, that what-A CC place-into put-SUBJ-/ 

'What would you like me to put away?' 

Mit szeretnel, hogy hanyszor tatogassalak meg benneteket? 

what-ACC would-like-you that how-many-times visit-SUBJ-/ PREF you-pl-A CC 

'How many times would you like me to visit you?' 

*Mit akars7., hogy kitol kOicson kerjiink egy magnot? 

what-A CC want-you, that who-from PREF ask-SUBJ-we a cassette-player-A CC 

'Who do you want us to borrow a cassette-player from?' 

6.2.2.8.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The results of the rating task for partial wh-movement sentences can be seen in Table 6-23 and the 

three graphs in the accompanying Figure 6-23. Graph k has been divided into two different 

graphs: declarative and subjunctive partial wh-movement sentences. 

M1E1G1 
M1E1G2 
M1E2G1 
M1E2G2 
M1E3G1 
M1E3G2 
M2E1G1 
M2E1G2 
M2E2G1 
M2E2G2 
M2E3G1 
M2E3G2 

Int Adv NN N All 
7.0714 6.9231 7.4375 8.2222 7.5714 
5.1429 4.6154 5.1875 3.963 4.6 
6.2857 6.2308 7.9375 8.8889 7.6571 
6.6429 6.0769 4.5625 4.037 5.0571 
5.9286 6.4615 5.625 7.8148 6.6857 
6.3571 5.1538 4.625 4.3704 4.9714 
6.2143 6.5385 7.75 8.5556 7.5286 
6.3571 6.3846 4.4375 4.1852 5.0857 
6.7143 6.2308 8 8.8148 7.7286 
5.6429 5.6154 5.875 4.1111 5.1 
6.2143 5.3077 6.0625 7.1852 6.3857 
4.6429 5.6154 6.375 4.1481 5.0286 
Table 6-23 Mean acceptability rating in sentences with partial wh-movement (Ml: declarative, M2: 
subjunctive, EI: extracted subject, E2: extracted object, E3: extracted adjunct, GI: grammatical 
[+movement], G2: ungrammatical [-movement]) 
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Figure 6-23 Mean acceptability rating in a) all sentences with partial wh-movement, b) in declarative 
partial wh-movement and c) in subjunctive partial wh-movement (MI: declarative, M2: subjunctive. 
E I: extracted subject, E2: extracted object. E3: extracted adjunct. G I: grammatical L+movemcnt j. G2: 
ungrammatical l-movement]) 

T he graphs in Figure 6-23 testify to some trends in the data. T here are differences in the way 

partial wh-movement sentences are judged by speakers at every level of proficiency. Also, there 

are differences between the sentences according to mood, i.e. whether they are declarative or 

subjunctive. Declarative sentences show s lightly more determinate judgement patterns, especia lly 

for the non-native learners. And last, the differences between the near-native and native groups 

seem to lie in the area of adjunct partial extraction. 

T he ANOVA tests confirm these informal observations by showing a main effect for extraction 

type, F(2, 132)=6.2 l , MS=4. l 5, p= .003 and a main effect for grammaticality, F( I ,66)=42. 12, 

MS= 15.66, p= .001. The main effect for extraction type and a lack of interaction with level 

suggests that speakers' judgements across the board are influenced by the syntactic category of 

the extracted item. This means that all speakers, regardless of proficiency level, see the three kinds 

of extraction (subject, object, adjunct extraction) as different. However, there is a significant 

interaction between extraction type and grammaticality, F(2, 132)=5. 77, MS=4.06, p= .004. 
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Multiple comparisons (at a tabled value of q=4.03) show that apart from the difference between 

grammatical and ungrammatical types within all three extraction types, there is a significant 

difference between grammatical object extraction vs. grammatical adjunct extraction. Partial wh

movement of an adjunct is not rated as grammatical as object partial wh-movement. 

When we examine the ANO_YA output for the near-native and native groups only, we see that 

there is an extra interaction between level and mood, F(l,41)=4.17, MS=2.35, p= .048. This 

interaction is the result of the differences in the extraction site in subjunctive sentences. Incorrect 

adjunct extraction in partial wh-movement sentences is not rejected by the near-natives as strongly 

as by the natives. More precisely, near-natives accept incorrect adjunct extraction similarly to 

correct adjunct extraction by, i.e. they accept partial adjunct wh-movement without verb 

movement. 

Now we examine the grammaticality variable. As mentioned above there is a main effect of 

grammaticality. As with the other sentence categories, the same question arises about 

development. Does the ability to tell the grammatical and the ungrammatical partial wh-moved 

sentences apart increase with proficiency? We need to see if there is a significant interaction 

between level and grammaticality. Table 6-24 represents the mean acceptability scores within the 

groups and Figure 6-24 is a graphical representation of the same data: 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
Grammatical 6.4048 6.2821 7.1354 8.2469 7.2595 
Ungrammatical 5.7976 5.5769 5.1771 4.1358 4.9738 

Table 6-24 Mean acceptability rating for movement in sentences with partial wh-movement 
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Figure 6-24 Mean acceptabi lity rating for movement in sentences with partial wh-movcment 

The ANOYA test indicates that the main effect of grammaticality is qualified by the significant 

interaction between level and grammaticality, F(3 ,66)= I 0.45, MS= 15.66, p= .00 I. The post hoc 

Tukey test (at a tabled value of q=4.29) reveals that the significant differences between the 

judgements given to grammatical and ungrammatical partial wh-moved sentences appear only at 

the near-native and native levels. Learners at lower levels of proficiency do not reject. the incorrect 

sentences without verb movement, suggesting that they have not instantiated the FP projection in 

their ILG. This find ing is interesting, as learners at the advanced level seem to have instantiated 

the FP and use the correct verb movement in focused, negative and (to some degree) main wh

sentences. This suggests that the ability to reject incorrect partial wh-movement sentences emerges 

later in the developmental process, as learners have to first notice the new complementary 

construction type and subsequently grant it the status it has in the L2. 

6.2.2.8.2 Preferences 

The results of the preference scores for partial wh-movement can bee seen in Table 6-25 and the 

accompanying Figure 6-25. The preference scores are expressed for [+/- movement] in the lower 

clause of the sentences. In this they resemble main wh-questions. 
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M1E1 
M1E2 
M1E3 
M2E1 
M2E2 
M2E3 

ell 
() 
r:: 
QI ..... 
~ 
ell ..... 
0. 
r:: 

"' ell 
:!: 

Int Adv NN N All 
1.9286 2.3077 2.25 4.2593 2.9714 
-0.3571 0.1538 3.375 4.8519 2.6 
-0.4286 1.3077 1 3.4444 1.7143 
-0.1429 0.1538 3.3125 4.3704 2.4429 
1.0714 0.6154 2.125 4.7037 2.6286 
1.5714 -0.3077 -0.3125 3.037 1.3571 

Table 6-25 Mean preferences in partia l wh-movement for [+/-movementl (Ml: declarative. M2 : 
subjunctive, El : subject extraction, E2: object extraction, E3: adjunct extraction) 
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Figure 6-25 Mean preferences in partial wh-movement for [+/-movement) (MI: declarative. M2 : 
subjunctive, El: subject extraction, E2: object extraction, E3: adjunct extraction) 

Figure 6-25 shows that the preference scores are not uniform across groups. Near-native 

preferences are somewhat s imilar to natives except for the adjunct extraction in the subjunctive 

sentences where their preferences resemble that of the advanced learners' (look at M2E3, i.e. the 

s ixth bar in Figure 6-25 in the advanced, near-native and near-nat ive groups). Let us see the 

stat istical results. 

The A NOVA test showed a highly s ignificant main effect of level, F(3,66)=10.45, MS=31.3 1, p= 

.001 and post hoc compa risons (q=3 .63) show that all three non-native groups are significantly 

different from the natives, including the near-native group. There is a main effect for extraction 

site, F(2, 132)=5.77, MS=8. 11 , p= .004, but it is qualified by a significant second-order 

interaction between level, mood and extraction s ite, F(6, 132)=2.66, MS=7.41 , p= .0 18. Post hoc 

multiple comparisons (q=5.0l) show that intermediate learners differ from natives and near-
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natives on everything except for subject extraction in declaratives and adjunct extraction in 

subjunctives. Advanced learners differ from the natives in object extraction in declaratives and 

subject and object extraction in subjunctives. Near-natives do not seem to significantly differ from 

natives on mean preference scores, except for adjunct extraction from subjunctive clauses. On 

close inspection of the output of the pair-wise comparisons we see that the difference between the 

adjunct extraction in the subjunctive mood (the sixth bar in Figure 6-25) very slightly misses 

significance between the advanced and near-native groups on the one hand and the natives on the 

other. On the contrary, advanced and near-native mean preferences on adjunct extraction in 

declarative partial wh-movement sentences are similar to native speakers'. This suggests that 

advanced and near-native learners distinguish in their JLG between the movement possibilities 

in partial wh-movement according to the mood of the sentence. More precisely, they prefer the 

incorrect non-moved version in subjunctive adjunct extraction. 

When we compare the natives with the non-natives only, we find that level is a significant main 

effect, F(l,41)=7.23, MS=38.65, p= .010, confirming the difference we found in the mean 

acceptability scores in the previous section. There is a main effect of extraction site, 

F(2,82)=14.75, MS=6.37, p= .001, but no interaction between level and extraction site. The 

Tukey test (q=3.32) shows that adjunct extraction is accepted significantly lower than both 

subject or object extraction. From the previous results, it is clear that near-natives' preference for 

the correct subjunctive adjunct extraction is weaker than their preference for the correct 

declarative adjunct extraction, so this weaker preference is the source of the main effect. 

6.2.2.8.3 Summary 

Although partial wh-movement is not present in English, children use the strategy at an early stage 

of acquisition of English (Whitman 1994). Thus, adult English learners of Hungarian were 

hypothesised to have no difficulty in acquiring a strategy that is allowed for by UG and was used 

by them in the course of acquisition of the L 1. This is borne out by our data: learners of 

Hungarian accept partial wh-movement from an early stage. However, acquisition of focus-related 

constraints within partial wh-movement seems to be delayed and does not seem to be target-like 
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even at the near-native level. Learners at both the advanced and near-native levels have different 

representations about adjunct partial wh-movement in subjunctive sentences, notably they do not 

seem to have fully acquired verb-movement. This is in contrast to acquisition of verb-movement in 

main sentences: negatives, focused sentences and main wh-questions. It clearly indicates later 

acquisition of the verb-raising rule in subordinate sentences. Near-natives, again, differ from 

natives on adjunct extraction from subjunctive clauses. However, they have target-like judgements 

to any other partial operator-extraction. Again, similarly to long extraction, the interaction of 

mood with extraction seems to be significant both in the near-native and native judgements. This 

reflects a function of mood in the theoretical possibilities of long and partial extracted sentences. 

6.2.2.9 Movement in embedded clauses 

Hungarian embedded clauses show the same syntactic pattern as that of main clauses. If the 

embedded clause is a focused sentence or a wh-question, it will contain an FP projection and this 

will entail operator-movement to Spec,FP as well as V-movement to the head F0 in the embedded 

clause (see section 4.9.2.5). In contrast, English embedded wh-clauses are different from main wh

questions (section 4.9.2.4). The difference between English embedded and main wh-questions is 

that embedded wh-clauses do not have subject-auxiliary-inversion (SAi) which is characteristic of 

main wh-clauses only. English embedded declaratives have the same structure as main 

declaratives and embedded negatives are identical to main negatives. 

We hypothesised that English learners will not have the FP projection in their early ILG. Learners 

will accept the focused sentences only when the FP is instantiated in their ILG. Thus the 

hypotheses are as follows: 

1. learners at an early stage will prefer the incorrect embedded sentences without verb 

movement, both in embedded focused and interrogative sentences. 

2. once learners acquire the focus-rule in main sentences, they will accept correct verb movement 

in embedded clauses and reject the incorrect, LI-based version. 

To test the above hypotheses, the following statistical tests were applied: 
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a) A four-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for operator (wh, focus), extraction site 

(subject, object) and grammaticality (-,+ movement) was carried out on mean acceptability 

scores with proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table 9a in Appendix F). 

b) A three-way ANOV A test on the mean preference for the grammatical over the 

ungrammatical sentences was carried out with operator and extraction site as repeated 

measures and level as grouping factor (see Table 9b in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOV A tests proved significant. 

The test sentences are exemplified below. Although the test elicited judgements to embedded 

negative sentences as well, we did not include them in the analysis as they did not have the same 

linguistic variables as embedded wh and focus sentences. 

Oper Extr Gram 

wh S [+mov] 

[-mov] 

0 [+mov] 

[-mov] 

focus S [+mov] 

[-mov] 

0 [+mov] 

Example sentence 

Nern tudom, hogy kinek az autoja nyerte meg a versenyt. 

not know-I, that whose the car-POSS won-it PREF the race-A CC 

'I don't know whose car won the race.' 

* Azt akartuk meg-nemi, hogy melyik gyerek anyukaja el-jon. 

that-A CC wanted-we PREF-see-INF, that which child mum-POSS PREF-comes-she 

'We wanted to see which child's mother comes.' 

Azt kerdezed, hogy milyen vi.7sgat tettem le? 

that-ACC ask-you, that what exam-ACC took-I PREF 

'Are you asking what exam I took?' 

* Az erdekel, hogy mit el-olvastal. 

that interests-me, that what-A CC PREF-read-you 

'I'm interested in what you've read.' 

Tegnap azt mondtad, hogy a teved ment tonkre! 

yesterday that-ACC said-you, that the TV-yours went spoilt 

'Yesterday you said it was your TV that went wrong.' 

* Azt his7.em, hogy a Szab6ek meg-vettek. 

that-ACC believe-/, that the Szab6s PREF-bought-they-it 

'I think it's the Szab6s who bought it.' 

Csak az zavar, hogy tUI sok poharat tort oss7.e! 

only that bothers-me, that too many glasses-ACC broke-he PREF 
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[-mov] 

neg [+mov] 

[-mov] 

'The only thing that bothers me is that he broke too many glasses.' 

*Nern tudtam, hogy Katit felesegiil vette. 

not knew-I, that Kate-A CC wife-as took-he 

'I didn't know that he married Kate.' 

Azt mondta, hogy meg nem fejezte be. 

that-ACC said-he, that yet not finished-he-it PREF 

'He said he had not finished it yet.' 

*Ugy hallottam, hogy nem el-valtak. 

so heard-I, that not PREF-divorced-they 

'I heard that they haven't got a divorce yet.' 

6.2.2.9.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The mean acceptability ratings on the embedded sentences are given in Table 6-26 and the 

accompanying graphs in Figure 6-26: 

01E1G1 
01E1G2 
01E2G1 
01E2G2 
02E1G1 
02E1G2 
02E2G1 
02E2G2 

290 

Int Adv NN N All 
5.8571 7.2308 9.125 8.4074 7.8429 
6.2857 7.0769 8 4.4444 6.1143 
6.7857 6.1538 7.875 9.037 7.7857 
7.1429 7.0769 5.25 3.9259 5.4571 
7.4286 8.2308 9.5 8.6296 8.5143 
6.7857 8.7692 7 6.3333 7.0286 
5.2143 6.4615 9.1875 9.5926 8.0429 
6.2143 7.3846 6.9375 8.2963 7.4 

Table 6-26 Mean acceptability rating in embedded clauses (01: wh, 02: focus, El: subject extraction, 
E2: object extraction, GI: grammatical, 02: ungrammatical) 
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Figure 6-26 Mean acceptability rating in a) embedded wh-qucstions and b) embedded focused 
clauses (01: wh. 02: focus. E l : subject extract ion. E2: object extraction, G I: grammatical. G2: 
ungrammatical) 
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From the graphs in Figure 6-26 we can see that subjects behave differently not only across 

proficiency groups, but they show different behaviour on embedded questions as opposed to 

embedded focused clauses. There are differences between natives and near-natives as well. 

The ANOVA tests show that all of the independent variables have a significant main effect. First, 

level is a significant main ~ffect, F(3,66)=3.33, MS=l 1.83, p= .025. Operator is significant, 

F(l,66)=11.60, MS=6.57, p= .001. Extraction site is significant, F(l,66)=4.91, MS=4.43. Last, 

the main effect for grammaticality also turns out to be significant, F(l ,66)=29.89, MS=S.34, p= 

.001. These main effects, however, enter into significant first-order interactions with level and 

second-order interactions exist as well with operator as an important qualifier. Let us see these in 

turn. 

The level by grammaticality interaction is highly significant, F(3,66)=22.57, MS=S.34, p= .001. 

Post hoc pair-wise comparisons (at a tabled value of q=4.29) show that the source of this 

interaction is in the near-natives' and natives' ability to distinguish between grammatical and 

ungrammatical embedded sentences. The learner groups rate the grammatical version significantly 

lower than both natives and near-natives and the advanced group alone rate the ungrammatical 

significantly higher than the native group. This is reminiscent of learners' strategy in neutral and 

negative sentences. See the data in Table 6-27 and the accompanying Figure 6-27 for the 

graphical representation of these results: 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
Grammatical 6.3214 7.0192 8.9219 8.9167 8.0464 
Ungrammatical 6.6071 7.5769 6.7969 5.75 6.5 

Table 6-27 Mean acceptability rating for movement in embedded clauses 
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Mean acceptability judgements to embedded clauses 
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Figure 6-27 Mean acceptability rating for movement in embedded clauses 

Returning to the main graphs in Figure 6-26, we examine the rest of the first-order interactions. 

The interaction between level and operator is s ignificant, F(3,66)=3.6 1, MS=6.57, p= .0 18. Post 

hoc pair-wise comparisons (q=4.29) show a significant difference between wh and focused 

embedding in the native group, with wh-embedding receiving significantly higher judgement 

scores by natives than focus embedding. The intermediate group judged focus embedding 

s ignificantly lower than natives. 

The level by extraction 1s a lso significant, F(3 ,66)=7. I 0, MS=4.43, p= .00 I. Pair-wise 

comparisons (q=4.29) show a significant difference between the intermediate and both the other 

learner groups on subject embedding and a s ignificant difference on object embedding between the 

intermediate group and native speakers. Crucially, there is a s ignificant difference between near

natives and natives on mean acceptability scores given to subject embedding. Near-natives accept 

them higher than natives. This indicates that there might be second-order interaction between 

level, extraction and operator (wh or focus). 

As expected, the signi ti cant second-order interactions are the following: level by operator by 

extraction, F(3,66)=8.63, MS=3.60, p= .00 I and level by operator by grammaticality, 

F(3 ,66)=3.65, MS=6.57, p= .0 17. Tukey tests (q=4.84) show that near-natives rate object 
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extraction in wh-embedding significantly lower than subject extraction, wh ile natives rate object 

extraction in wh-embedding significantly lower than the same in focused embedded clauses. There 

is a significant difference between near-natives and natives on subject extraction in wh

embedding: near-natives rate it significantly higher than natives. When we examine the level by 

operator by grammaticality interaction, we find that near-natives rate focused embedded subjects 

significantly higher than objects. Natives rate subject wh-phrases significantly higher than object 

wh-phrases. 

6.2.2.9.2 Preferences 

The results of the investigations on mean preferences in embedded clauses are reported in Table 

6-28 and the following Table 6-28. 

Int Adv NN N All 
01E1 -0.4286 0.1538 1.125 3.963 1.7286 
01E2 -0.3571 -0.9231 2.625 5.1 11 1 2.3286 
02E1 0.6429 -0.5385 2.5 2.2963 1.4857 
02E2 -1 -0.9231 2.25 1.2963 0.6429 

Table 6-28 Mean preferences in embedded clauses for [+/-movement) (0 I : wh-phrase, 02: focus, EI : 
subject extraction, E2: object extraction) 
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Figure 6-28 Mean preferences in embedded clauses for [+/-movement] (01: wh-phrase, 02: focus, 
E 1: subject extraction, E2: object extraction) 

As Figure 6-28 shows, the difference between the learner groups (intermediate and adva·nced) and 

the near-native/native groups is again substantial. There is a significant main effect of level, 

F(3,66)=22.57, MS=l 0.68, p= .001. Post hoc comparisons (q=3.63) show a significant difference 

between the intermediate and advanced learners on the one hand and the near-native and native 

speakers on the other. This main effect is qualified by the significant interaction between level and 

operator, F(3,66)=3.65, MS=l 3.15, p= .017. Post hoc Tukey tests (q=4.29) attest that the native 

group prefer the wh-operators significantly stronger than the focus operators in embedded 

clauses. The intermediate and advanced groups have significantly lower preferences from the 

natives for wh-operators. The preferences for the focused embedded sentences are significantly 

different in the advanced and near-native groups. 

When the comparisons are between natives and near-natives, operator is a significant main effect, 

F(l,41)=4.50, MS=l 1.20, p= .040 and there is a significant interaction between level and 

operator, F(l,41)=9.42, MS=l 1.20, p= .004 and between operator and extraction site, 

F(l,41)=6.85, MS=5.58, p= .012. Multiple comparisons (q=3.68) show a significant difference 

between the two groups on wh-embedding, with near-natives having signifi~antly lower 

preference scores. 

6.2.2.9.3 Summary 

Embedded clauses containing an operator (i.e. wh-phrase or focus) were predicted to 'come on 

line' when the FP is projected in main clauses. The evidence we collected did not support this. 

Advanced and near-native speakers still have significantly different representations for 

subordinate clauses from natives. This finding is similar to the one we found for partial wh

movement. The verb-movement rule, although already in place in simple main clauses, is acquired 

considerably later in more complex syntactic constructions. The reasons of this might be in the 

nature and amount of input, in the demands for processing load or indeed in a continued effect of 

the LI even at these advanced stages. Subordination is less frequent than simple main sentences, 
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and the structures involved are more complex. Acquisition seems to take longer. However, it 

might equally be argued that the results can be accounted for by the decreased processing load 

characterising L2 learners comprehension of long strings in the target language. 

6.2.3 Acquisition of optional features 

6.2.3.1 Double focus sentences 

Double focus sentences are possible in two forms in Hungarian: wh+V+XP+pref or 

wh+V+pref+XP (section 4.9.8.3). We investigated whether there is genuine optionality m 

Hungarian in the position of the second focused element. Optionality is evidenced if native 

speakers accept both options to the same degree. If we find genuine stable optionality in the TL, 

the next question we need to address is how learners of Hungarian manage to acquire the TL in 

the face of optional input. We hypothesised that optional structures will be acquired by L2 

learners unless the L 1 has an influence. On the other hand, if the genuine optionality is more 

apparent than real in the mature language, and there is pseudo-optionality instead, learners will be 

expected to exhibit incomplete representations as the input is rare and highly obscure (not salient 

in the sense of prevalent in the system). 

The hypotheses we set up are as follows: 

I. Natives will express different judgements to the two word orders. In the [wh+V+XP+pref] 

order the XP signals contrastive focus and in the [wh+V+pref+XP] order the XP carries new 

information. 

2. Learners will have indeterminate judgements at the beginning stages of acquisition. 

3. At the stage when the FP projection is instantiated in the ILG, learners will accept the 

[wh+V+pref+XP] order. 

4. The [wh+V+XP+pref] order will be acquired latest, as it is highly marked. 

The test sentences have two linguistic variables: NP-type (full noun, pronoun) and position 

(before preverb, after preverb ). The sentences are exemplified below: 
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NP Position Example sentence 

full NP bef [XP+pref] De en azt kerdeztem, hogy melyik varosban ismerted Evat meg? 

but I that-CC asked-I, that which city-in met-you Eva-ACC PREF 

'But I was asking which city you met Eva?' 

after [pref+ XP] De a tanar azt akarta tudni, hogy melyik orara nem ment be Janos? 

but the teacher that-ACC wanted-he know-INF, that which lesson-to not went-he PREF John 

'But the teacher wanted to know which lesson did John not attend?' 

pron bef [XP+pref] Forditva, en hivtam ot meg. 

on the contrary, I invited-I him PREF 

'On the contrary, it was me who invited him.' 

after [pref+ XP] Nern, en bantottam meg ot. 

no, I hurt-I PREF him 

'No, it was me who hurt him.' 

The following statistical tests were carried out to test the hypotheses above: 

a) A three-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for NP type (full NP, pronoun) and 

position (before [XP+pref], after [pref+ XP]) was carried out on mean acceptability scores 

with proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table I Oa in Appendix F). 

b) A. two-way ANO VA test on the mean preference for the position was carried out with NP 

type as repeated measure and level as grouping factor (see Table I Ob in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOVA tests proved significant. 

6.2.3.1.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The mean acceptability ratings given to double focus sentences by all the groups are reported in 

Table 6-29. The following Figure 6-29 is the graphical representation of the same data. 

Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
full NP, before 6.3571 5.6923 3.6875 6.2222 5.5714 
full NP, after 6.6429 7.6154 7.125 8 7.4571 
pronoun, before 5.7143 5.7692 5.4375 7.6296 6.4 
pronoun, after 6.2857 9.1538 8.1875 8.8148 8.2286 
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Table 6-29 Mean acceptability rating for position of second focus in double focus constructions 

Mean acceptability judgements to double focus constructions 
Level by Operator by Position 
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L .,..,""" ... Advanced Near-native Native 
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Pigure 6-29 Mean acceptabi l ity rating for posi tion of second focus in double focus constructions 

The trends that Figure 6-29 reveals are the following. The non-native learners' judgements 

replicate the pattern of the native j udgements, a lthough to differing degrees. Even the near-native 

judgements differ considerably from that of the natives. Al l of the groups judge the sentences 

where the focused element comes after the prefix higher than the ones where it comes before. 

T he results of the ANO VA test confirm these tendenc ies. Level was found to be a significant ma in 

effect, F(3,66)=4.55 , MS=9.40, p= .006, implying that subjects at different levels judged the 

double focus sentences with a different strategy. Post hoc analytical comparisons show (at a 

tabled value of q=3.63) that the significant differences are between the intermediate and native 

groups, as well as between the near-native and native groups. This suggests that these groups 

differ considerably in their view of the example sentences. 

T he other s ignificant main effect is constituted by the type of the noun phrase in the second focus 

position (i.e. whether it is a full noun or a pronoun), F(l ,66)=4.14, MS=7.77, p= .046. This main 

effect is modified by a highly s ignificant interaction between the NP-type and the position it 

appears in, F( J ,66)=46.96, MS=5.04, p= .00 I. Post hoc multiple comparisons (at a tabled value 

of q=3.63) indicate that the second focused element is preferred when it comes after the prefix, i.e. 
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in the [pref+ XP] order sentence-finally, irrespective of its syntactic category. However, this result 

again is qualified by the grouping factor, level of proficiency, indicating that there is a 

developmental dimension to the judgement of double focus sentences. 

The three-way interaction between level, NP type and position is significant, F(3,66)=4.3 l, 

MS=5.04, p= .008. Post hoc multiple comparisons (at a tabled value of q=4.84) show that while 

all three groups from advanced up discriminate significantly between the positions for the full 

noun, only the advanced and near-native groups distinguish significantly between the positions for 

the pronoun. The native groups do not, which strongly indicates that they treat the two positions 

for the pronoun as optional. 

When we compare the near-native and native groups only, the same main effects and interactions 

prove significant as the ones observed for all group comparisons. The fact that level is still 

significant, F(l,41)=10.35, MS=9.41, p= .003, proves that near-natives judge the sentences in a 

significantly different way from the natives. The type of NP is also a significant main effect 

between these two groups, F(l,41)=44.59, MS=4.72, p= .008. The significant interaction between 

type of NP and position, F(l,41)=44.59, MS=4.72, p= .001, is qualified by a significant second

order interaction between level, type of NP and position, F(l,41)=5.54, MS=4.72, p= .023. The 

post hoc Tukey test shows that while the native group makes categorical judgements for the 

position of the full NP, significantly preferring it sentence-finally, they treat the position of the 

pronoun as optional. The near-native group differs from the natives in that they differentiate 

both types of NP, turning an optional rule into a categorical one in the case of pronouns. 

6.2.3.1.2 Preferences 

In order to see the differences between strength of preference, we examined the preference scores, 

displayed in Table 6-30 and Figure 6-30 below. Positive values indicate a preference for 'before

the-preverb' [XP+pref] position and negative values indicate a preference for the 'after-the

preverb' [pref+ XP] position. The length of the bar indicates strength of preference. 
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Int Adv NN N All 
full NP -0.2857 -1.9231 -3.4375 -1.7778 -1.8857 
pronoun 0.5714 3.3846 2.75 1.1852 1.8286 

Table 6-30 Mean preferences in double focus sentences 

Mean preferences in sentences with double focus 
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Figure 6-30 Mean preferences in double focus sentences (N I: full NP, N2: pronoun) 

The ANO VA tests show a significant ma in effect of NP-type, F( I ,66)=46.96, MS= I 0.07, p= .00 I 

and a significant interaction between level and N P-type, F(3 ,66)=4.3 I, MS= I 0.07, p= .008. The 

post hoc Tukey test (q=4.29) shows that advanced, near-native and native subjects gave 

s ignificantly different judgements to the two NP-types. Near-natives and natives gave significantly 

more determinate judgements to full NPs. However, there seems to be a decline in the strength of 

preferences with proficiency. 

When we compare the natives with the near-natives, NP-type remains a significant main effect, 

F( 1,4 1 )=44.59, MS=9.43, p= .00 I . The two levels behave differently when judging the NP-types, 

as evidenced by the significant interaction between level and NP-type, F( 1,41 )=52.23, MS=9.43, 

p= .023. The post hoc Tukey test shows that near-natives ' preferences are significantly strong 

both in the case of full N Ps and pronouns, while natives make a significant preference only for full 

NPs. 
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6.2.3.1.3 Summary 

Double focus is the first construction we examined for evidence of stable and developmental 

optionality. The source of optionality in this case is the word order of the second focused element 

in relation to the verbal particle which appears postverbally after the moved verb. Although the 

theoretical literature on Hungarian syntax predicts that the two positions are interchangeable, i.e. 

they are genuinely optional, we predicted that there are semantic differences between the 

interpretations for the two orders. The context sentences were constructed to set up a contrastive 

focus interpretation. According to our hypothesis natives should have accepted the [XP+pret] 

order for both NP-types. The evidence we found is not compatible with our predictions. We found 

that if the second focused phrase is a full NP, native speakers prefer it sentence finally, i.e. in the 

[pref+ XP] order. This finding is in accordance with Varga' s (I 981) claims according to which 

emphasised polysyllabic material appears at the end of the sentence after any monosyllabic clitic

like elements (e.g. the verbal prefixes). However, we found that if the second element is a 

pronoun, natives do treat its position optionally, accepting both orders to the same degree. This 

constitutes evidence for stable optionality. 

The learners of Hungarian from advanced level onwards seem to agree with natives on the 

position of the full noun phrase, but differ in their judgements about the position of the pronoun. 

While natives treat the position of the pronoun optionally, learners from the advanced stage up, 

including near-natives, change the optional rule into a categorical one. Effectively, they do not 

notice that there is optionality in the target input but form their IL rule on the basis of 

overgeneralisation or analogy. In other words, they treat the pronouns similarly to the full nouns. 

Another consideration with respect to the treatment of pronouns by natives and non-natives 

concerns their frequency of occurrence in the input. Constructions such as Forditva, en hivtam ot 

meg 'On the contrary, it was ME who invited HIM' or Nem, en bantollam meg ot 'No, I hurt HIM' 

are fairly frequent in the input. Thus, for native children noticing and acquiring the two 

possibilities for the position of the pronoun should proceed on the basis of the PLO alone. 

However, we argue that the resulting PLO will be ambiguous for the non-native L2 learner of the 
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language precisely because it contains optionality. We argue that ambiguity of this kind explains 

why non-natives are forced to employ general learning strategies or fall back on their L 1. 

Incidentally, the sentence-final position of the second focused phrase is similar to their L 1. This is 

a potential source of fossilisation (Zobl 1982) since the co-occurrence of a developmental feature 

(here the overgeneralisation of the position of the full NP to pronouns) with an L l feature leads to 

delayed recovery from an incorrect ILG rule. Thus, near-native representations seem divergent, 

retaining a categorical rule for a genuinely optional TL rule. This is what Sorace ( 1993) reported 

for French-Italian ILG with respect to auxiliary selection (see section 3.5.3.2). Here we have 

found additional evidence that optional TL rules may be turned into categorical ones by way of 

general learning strategies ( overgeneralization and analogy) as a result of LI influence. 

6.2.3.2 Double wh-questions 

Double wh-constructions (or multiple wh-questions as they are referred to alternatively) are 

different in English and Hungarian in that Hungarian allows for multiple preposing whereas 

English does not. Hungarian also allows for a construction similar to English multiple questions in 

which there is one moved and one in-situ wh-phrase (see section 4.9.8.2). The two types of double 

wh-questions in Hungarian (multiple preposing and in-situ wh-questions) have been claimed to 

have different semantic interpretation, i.e. they allegedly carry different presuppositions. E.Kiss 

(1994) argues that multiple preposed sentences are used by natives when they are referring to a 

situation with more than one pair of people involved, cf. Ki kit vett el? Who married whom?. In 

this case the preposed multiple question enquires about the pairings among the participants of the 

situation. On the contrary, the English type in-situ multiple questions carry the presupposition that 

there are only two people involved in the situation and the question enquires about one member of 

the pair, cf. Ki hivott /el kit? Who called up whom?. The semantic distinction described is highly 

context-sensitive. We hoped to investigate the existence and nature of the distinction among native 

speakers. Also, we wished to find out how learners of Hungarian, whose LI constitutes a smaller 

grammar, would come to acquire the larger L2 grammar. We hoped to find out whether learners 

would acquire both alternatives and whether they would make the relevant TL distinctions. 
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The test sentences in the double wh-question set have two linguistic variables: semantic 

interpretation (one couple, more couples) and movement (in situ, multiple preposition). The 

sentences are exemplified below: 

Semantic Movement Example sentence 

one couple [in situ] Ki hivott fel kit? 

who called up whom 

'Who phoned whom?' 

[preposed] (*?)Ki kit vert meg? 

who whom beat PREF 

'Who beat whom?' 

more couples [preposed] Ki kit ismert fel? 

who whom recognised 

'Who recognised whom?' 

[in situ] (*?)Ki kOsmntott fel kit? 

who greeted PREF whom 

'Who greeted whom?' 

The _hypotheses we wished to test are as follows: 

I. Native speakers will make a distinction between the acceptability of multiple wh-questions 

according to the interpretation/presupposition. More precisely, they will prefer the multiple 

preposed sentences in the context of more than one couple and they will prefer the in-situ 

multiple questions in the context when only two participants are involved in the situation. 

2. Learners at an early stage will accept the in-situ multiple question, which is similar in 

structure to the L 1 value for multiple questions. 

3. Later at higher levels of proficiency learners will accept both types of double wh-questions, 

but they will not be able to make the distinctions that are argued to exist in the native 

representations. 

To test these hypotheses, the following statistical tests were carried out: 
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a) A three-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for semantic interpretation (one couple, 

more couples) and movement (correct, incorrect for the semantic interpretation, i.e. in situ wh 

vs. multiply preposed wh) was carried out on mean acceptability scores with proficiency level 

as grouping factor (see Table I la in Appendix F). 

b) A two-way AN OVA test on the mean preference for the in situ vs. the multiply preposed wh

phrase was carried out with semantic interpretation as repeated measures and level as 

grouping factor (see Table 11 bin Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOVA tests proved significant. 

6.2.3.2.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The mean acceptability ratings for double wh-questions are presented in Table 6-31 and the 

accompanying Figure 6-31. 

Int Adv NN N All 
one couple, correct [in situ] 6.8571 7.3846 8 7.9259 7.6286 
one couple, incorrect [preposed] 3.8571 7.3846 8.5625 7.2222 6.8857 
more couples, correct [preposed] 5.8571 7.8462 7.875 7.5556 7.3429 
more couples, incorrect [in situ] 6.6429 6.4615 7.1875 6.7407 6.7714 

Table 6-3 I Mean acceptability rating in double wh-questions 
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Mean acceptability judgements to double wh-questions 

lnterl'Tl:!diate Advanced Near-native 

Level 

Native 

~
oone, correct ~n s~u] 

...... •one, incorrect [prep) 

o rrore, correct (prep) 

0 rrore, incorr rin s~u) J 

Figure 6-31 Mean acceptabi lity rating in double wh-questions 

As Figure 6-31 attests, the judgements given to double wh-questions are variable, i.e. not uniform. 

The intermediate learners give highest acceptabili ty judgements to the in situ sentences, 

irrespective of their semantic meaning. This strongly corroborates our prediction that they will 

recognise the structure resembling the LI equiva lent structure and reject the L2 structure. The 

advanced learners show an increased tendency to accept both structures. The near-natives give the 

highest acceptability scores, but their judgements do not reproduce that of natives. 

There is a significant main effect of level, F(3,66)=3.53, MS= 13 .57, p= .019 and post hoc 

multiple comparisons (q=3.63) show that the source of the significant difference is between the 

intermediate and near-native levels. This indicates that these two groups judge the sentences in a 

markedly different way. The level by semantics interaction misses significance (p= .06 1 ), which 

indicates that there is no significant and systematic developmental process in the acquisition of 

multiple questions. The claim that these constructions are quasi-optional, i.e. they carry different 

interpretations/presuppositions, cannot stand, since native speakers treat them as optional in their 

intuitions. 

There is a significant main effect for movement type, F(l ,66)=7.99, MS=3.47, p= .006. This 

implies that the movement-type, i.e. in situ or preposed multiple wh word order, is viewed 
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differently by all subjects. When we compare the near-native and native groups on ly. we discover 

that semantic interpretation, i.e. whether one couple or more couples are involved in the situation, 

has a significant main effect, F( 1,41 )=6.07, MS=2.29, p= .0 18. This revea ls that near-natives and 

natives differ in their perception of the semantic differentiation of these sentences. Let us see this 

finding in more detail. 

6.2.3.2.2 Preferences 

The mean preference scores for double wh-questions are displayed in Table 6-32 and the 

following Figure 6-32. The positive value represents the predicted interpretation, the negative 

value represents the oppos ite interpretation: 

Int Adv NN N All 
one couple 3 0 -0.5625 0.7037 0.7429 
more couples -0.7857 1.3846 0.6875 0.8148 0.5714 

Table 6-32 Mean preferences in double wh-questions 

Mean preference in double wh~uestions 
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Figure 6-32 Mean preferences in double wh-questions (S 1: one couple, S2: more couples) 
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Although Figure 6-32 looks as if there were considerable differences between the preferences the 

different groups gave, when we examine the ANOV A results, we find no significant differences 

between judgements given to double wh-questions. This might have been the result of the 

extremely conservative nature of the statistical tests used. However, it can be seen that even 

though not significant, near-natives prefer the preposed order in the case of the one couple 

interpretation. Interestingly, this order is not instantiated in the learners' L 1. 

6.2.3.2.3 Summary 

We expected that native speakers' judgements will reflect that word order is a function of the 

semantic interpretation implied by the situation. However, we did not find any differentiation. 

Native speakers appear to treat both orders interchangeably, irrespective of the semantic 

interpretation involved. Learners of Hungarian did not show any discernible pattern either. We 

conclude that multiple wh-movement is treated as optional in native speakers of Hungarian and 

learners of Hungarian, including those at the near-native level. Non-natives show judgements 

which reflect native optionality. 

6.2.3.3 Focused infinitives 

Focused infinitives have repeatedly been employed as evidence in the theoretical debate about the 

position and feature values of the FP projection in Hungarian (Brody 1995, Kenesei 1989). It has 

been claimed that infinitive clauses containing a focused phrase can optionally employ the verb

movement characteristic of focused sentences. The alternative to verb movement in infinitives is 

focused infinitives without verb movement. The possibility of lack of verb movement turns 

focused infinitives into an exception to the focus rule. We included them in our study in order to 

ascertain their status among native speakers and investigate their development in the ILG of 

learners. 

The test sentences in this category have two linguistic variables: operator (negative, focused) and 

movement(+,- verb movement). The sentences are exemplified below: 
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Operator Movement 

negative adv [- verb movement] 

[ + verb movement] 

focused NP [- verb movement] 

[ + verb movement] 

Example sentence 

Nern lenne jo hibasan be-adni. 

not would-be good faulty PREF-gave-INF 

'It would not be good to hand it in with mistakes.' 

Jo lenne ezt ritkabban elni at. 

good would-be this-A CC more-rarely live-INF through 

'It would be good to live though this more rarely.' 

Jobb lenne anyut fel-hivni. 

better would-be mom-ACC up-call-INF 

'We'd better call mom.' 

Jobban suretnem Janoshoz vinni el az autot. 

better would-like-I John-to take-INF PREF the car-A CC 

'I'd rather take to car to John.' 

The hypotheses we hoped to test are as follows: 

I. natives will accept both [- verb movement] and [+ verb movement] to the same degree, i.e. 

they will treat them as optional. 

2. learners at an early stage will not have instantiated the FP projection, thus they will rate the [

verb movement] higher than the[+ verb movement] sentences. 

3. once the FP projection is instantiated as diagnosed by the acceptance of F-operator and verb

movement in other constructions, learners will accept both [- verb movement] and [ + verb 

movement]. 

To test these hypotheses we carried out the following statistical tests: 

a) A three-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for operator type (negative adverbial, 

focused NP) and movement (-,+ verb movement) was carried out on mean acceptability 

scores with proficiency level as grouping factor (see Table l 2a in Appendix F). 

b) A two-way ANOVA test on the mean preference for the [- verb movement] vs. [+ verb 

movement] was also carried out with operator type as repeated measures and level as 

grouping factor (see Table 12b in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOVA tests proved significant. 
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6.2.3.3.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The mean acceptabi li ty scores for focused infinitives are reported m Table 6-33 and the 

accompanying Figure 6-33 below: 

Int Adv NN N All 
Negative, -movement 6.0714 5.8462 7.4375 8.6667 7.3429 
Negative, +movement 4.3571 4.7692 3.75 5.963 4.9143 
Focused, -movement 7.4286 7.0769 8.3125 8.7778 8.0857 
Focused, +movement 6 5.5385 4.5625 5.7037 5.4714 

Table 6-33 Mean acceptability rating in focused infinitives 

I Mean acceptability judgements to focused infinitives 
I 
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8 1---~~~~~~~~~~~~-1 
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eg. -rrov J 
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Intermediate Advanced Near-native Native 

Level 

Figure 6-33 Mean acceptability rating in focused infinitives 

There is an interesting trend that can be observed in Figure 6-33. All the groups prefer the [-verb 

movement] version, including the natives! This immediately questions the claim that these two 

versions are optional in Hungarian. Clearly, natives (as well as learners) strongly prefer the 

construction which is a counterexample to the focus-rule characteristic of all other focus-related 

constructions in the grammar. 
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The results of the ANOVA tests show that there are only significant main effects and no 

significant interactions. This suggests that varia bles have strong individual effects on the 

judgements of subjects, but do not enter into interaction with each other. The main affect of level 

is significant, F(3,66)=3.12, MS= 12.88, p= .032. The type of operator is a significant main effect 

too, F( l,66)= 12.08, MS=3.57, p= .001. Verb movement proves to be a high ly signi ficant main 

effect, too, F( l ,66)=52.86, MS=6.87, p= .00 1. The only significant interaction is between level 

and verb movement, F(3 ,66)=2.83, MS=6.87, p= .045. The relevant mean acceptabil ity scores are 

displayed in Table 6-34 and Figure 6-34. 

lntermediate Advanced Near-native Native Total 
No movement 6.75 6.4615 7.875 8.7222 7.7143 
Movement 
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Table 6-34 Mean acceptability rat ing for verb move ment in focused infin itives 

Mean acceptability judgements to focused infinitive 
constructions 
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Figure 6-34 Mean acceptabil ity rating for verb movement in focused in fini tives 

We can see from Figure 6-34 that all subjects make similar distinctions between [-/+ movement] 

focus infiniti ves: they prefer non-movement (-movement). Post hoc multiple comparisons (at a 

tabled value of q=4.29) prove that the ability to discriminate to a significant degree is present in 

near-natives and natives only. Advanced learners' judgements are significantly lower for [

movement] sentences than natives, showi ng indeterminate features in their ILG. 
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T he judgements given by native and near-native speakers seem to differ. This is confirmed in the 

AN OVA tests by a significant main effect o f level between the two groups, F(l ,41 )=5.80, 

MS= I 1.03, p= .02 1. This proves that natives and near-natives have different representation of 

focused infinitives. 

6.2.3.3.2 Preferences 

The mean preferences for focused infinitives are reported in Table 6-35 and Figure 6-35 below: 

Int Adv NN N All 
Negative adv 1.7143 1.0769 3.6875 2.7037 2.4286 
Focus 
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Table 6-35 Mean preferences in focused infinitives 
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Figure 6-35 Mean preferences in focused infiniti ves (0 I : negati ve adverbial. 02: focus) 

As Figure 6-35 indicates, level is a significant main effect, F(3,66)=2.83, MS=l 3.74, p= .045, but 

surprisingly multiple comparisons (q=3.69) do not indicate any signi ficant difference between any 

of the groups. The reason for this may be the high probability level of the main effect (p= .045), 
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implying that our significant result may have been caused by chance effects. This tendency was 

observed in the case of double focus sentences as well (see Figure 6-30). Both double focus and 

focused infinitive constructions receive stronger preferences from near-natives than natives. 

6.2.3.3.3 Summary 

In contrast to the account of focused infinitives in the literature, our data show that the natives do 

not treat focused infinitives as optional. Their preference is for the non-movement alternative, 

which constitutes a counter-example to the robust focus-rule in Hungarian. Thus, to use 

minimalist terminology adopted in Brody (1995 and Kenesei 1993), we need to conclude that non

finite T0 tends to be weak rather than strong. This pattern of judgement is replicated in the near

natives who also prefer the non-moved alternative. In spite of the similarity of judgement, near

natives were shown to have significantly different judgements from natives, indicating that their 

representations are non-target-like, i.e. divergent. We saw that their preferences for the non-moved 

alternative are stronger than that of natives'. This suggests a lasting influence of the L 1, where 

verb-movement is not instantiated in focused sentences. Focused infinitives, again, are relatively 

frequent in the input that learners receive, in other word, similarly to double focus and double wh

sentences, they constitute a common construction in Hungarian. The existence of non-moved 

focused infinitives in the TL may be the source of the L2 learners' delayed acquisition of the focus 

rule in other, more basic constructions. In other words, the non-moved focused infinitives 

constitute an exception to the focus rule. Their frequent occurrence in the input reinforces the 

developmental stage of non-movement. The effect is felt even at near-native level. Thus, it has 

been repeatedly shown that the ambiguity of the input delays restructuring and causes the 

emergence of non-native-like representations at ultimate attainment. In this case, near-native 

learners ended up with significantly stronger preferences for non-moved alternatives, which is 

target-like but stronger than native preferences. 
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6.2.4 Acquisition of rare constructions 

6.2.4.l Long extraction vs. partial wh-movement 

In sections 6.2.2.7 and 6.2.2.8 we analysed long extraction and partial wh-movement separately. 

Our aim there was to see how the linguistic variables affected the acquisition of those sentences. 

In particular, we were interested in the ability to judge the grammaticality of those structures. In 

this section we are going to compare the acquisition of these two construction vis-a-vis each other. 

The hypothesis we hoped to test was that long extraction would receive higher acceptability 

ratings than partial wh-movement at the beginning stages of acquisition. The motivation for this 

prediction was that since English instantiates long extraction, learners will be familiar with it from 

the LI . Therefore, learners at the beginning stages will recognise long extraction easier and rate it 

higher. On the other hand, since partial wh-movement is a new construction that learners need to 

instantiate in their ILG, there will be a delay in the acquisition of partial wh-movement but 

learners will be able to eventually acquire it. 

The above hypotheses were tested by the following statistical tests: 

a) . A four-way ANOVA test with repeated measures for mood (declarative, subjunctive), 

extraction type (long extraction, partial wh-movement) and extraction site (subject, object, 

adjunct) was carried out on mean acceptability scores with proficiency level as grouping 

factor (see Table l 3a in Appendix F). 

b) A three-way ANOV A test on the mean preference for the long extracted over the partially 

moved sentences was carried out with mood and extraction site as repeated measures and level 

as grouping factor (see Table l 3b in Appendix F). 

c) Post hoc Tukey tests were carried out where ANOVA tests proved significant. 

The test sentences were the same as the ones reported in sections 6.2.2. 7 and 6.2.2.8 respectively. 

Here we compared the grammatical version of each extraction type only. We will not repeat the 

example sentences here. The reader is referred to the relevant sections. 
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6.2.4.1.1 Results: all variables, mean acceptability 

The mean acceptabi lity ratings for the correct long extracted vs. the correct partially moved 

sentences are displayed in Table 6-36 below. The graphs in Figure 6-36 are the graphica l 

representation of the data. All 74 subjects were included in the analysis comparing long extraction 

vs. partial wh-movement. 

M1T1S1 
M1T1S2 
M1T1S3 
M1T2S1 
M1T2S2 
M1T2S3 
M2T1S1 
M2T1S2 
M2T1S3 
M2T2S1 
M2T2S2 
M2T2S3 

9 

Int Adv NN N All 
4.75 4.0526 4 5.0741 4.5233 
5.25 4.8947 5.95 4.6296 5.1395 
3.55 4.0526 4.2 5.2593 4.3488 
4.95 4.7368 7.7 8.2222 6.5698 
4.4 4.2632 8 8.8889 6.6163 
4.15 4.4211 5.65 7.8148 5.7093 
4.45 4.6842 6.1 6.8889 5.6512 
4.8 3.3158 7.2 7.963 6.0233 
3.85 4.5263 7.6 8.4444 6.314 
4.35 4.4737 7.8 8.5556 6.5 
4.7 4.2632 8.3 8.8148 6.7326 
4.35 3.6316 5.7 7.1852 5.3953 

Table 6-36 Mean acceptability rating in long extraction and partial wh-movement sentences (M 1: 
declarative, M2: subjunctive, T 1: long extraction, T2: partial wh-movement, SI: extracted subject. 
S2: extracted object, S3: extracted adjunct) 
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Figure 6-36 Mean acceptabil ity rating in a) long extraction and b) part ial wh-movement sentences 
(M I: declarative, M2: subjunctive. T l : long extraction. T2: partial wh-movemcnt. I : extracted 
subject. S2: extracted object. S3: extracted adjunct) 

The main tendencies that can be observed by looking at the graphs in Figure 6-36 are the 

fo llowing. The near-natives and natives behave in a markedly different way from the learners in 

the intermediate and advanced groups. This difference is most striking in the case of partial wh

movement, whereas in the case of long extraction development does not seem to be discontinuous 

to such a degree, i.e. the differences are smaller between the advanced and near-native groups. 

The near-natives seem to judge the long extracted sentences in the declarative mood simi larly to 

the advanced learners. They behave more li ke the natives on the long extracted subjunctive 

sentences and on all the partial wh-movement sentences. Adjunct long extraction in the 

subjunctive mood is judged with high acceptability, whereas adjunct partial wh-movement in the 

same subjunctive mood is judged with low acceptability by both the near-natives and the natives. 

Let us examine these tendencies closer and see if the statistical results prove these informal 

observat ions right. 
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There is a significant main effect of level, F(3,70)=3.35, MS=2 I .52, p= .024. The Tukey test 

(q=3.63) shows that the intermediate and advanced learner groups are significantly difTerent from 

both the near-native and the native groups. This confirms our observation that there is a clear-cut 

difference between the learner groups on the one hand and the near-native/native groups on the 

other. This suggests that there is a difference between the perception of these sentences between 

these two greater groupings. 

All the other three linguistic variab les were shown by the ANOVA analysis to have a sign ificant 

main effect. First we will give the F value for the main effect and then see whether it is related to 

any of the other variables, in particular level of proficiency. It would give us an indication of the 

developmental process relevant to the effect/variable in question. 

As we expected, extraction type is a highly significant main effect, F(l ,70)=18.77, MS=I0.13, p= 

.00 I. When we examine the developmental profile for the ability to discriminate between the two 

types of extraction (long extraction vs. partial wh-movement), the ANOV A tests show that the 

interaction between level and type of extraction is significant, F(3 , 70)=3.25, MS= I 0. 13, p= .026. 

See Figure 6-37 below for the graph ical representation of subjects ' judgements to grammatical 

long extracted and partially moved operator sentences. 
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Tu key tests ( q=4.29) indicate that the ability to distinguish between long extraction and partial 

wh-movement is present only in the natives. Although the near-natives prefer the partially wh

moved constructions, their preference does not reach significance. Near-native judgements are 

optional. Both learner groups are significantly different from both the natives and the near-natives 

on each of the extraction types. This constitutes confirmation that the lower level learners' 

intuitions regarding long extracted vs. partially moved sentences are indeterminate. 

The second order interaction between level, type of extraction and site of extraction slightly misses 

significance, F(6, 140)=2.16, MS=5.33, p= .051. This suggests that the syntactic category of the 

extracted constituent plays an almost significant part in the acceptability of these sentences. This 

almost significant interaction is confirmed by the main effect for the site of extraction (i.e. subject, 

object or adjunct extraction), F(2, 140)=5.48, MS=5.88, p= .005. The Tukey test (q=3.31) shows 

a significant difference between object and adjunct extraction. 

Interestingly, the interaction of level with site of extraction does not prove significant (p= .068) 

when we compare all groups together. When only the near-native and native groups are compared, 

the level and site of extraction interaction turns out to be significant, F(2,90)=3.20, MS=4.98, p= 

.046. This suggests that near-natives' and natives' judgements are not similar, but rather they are 

a function of the site of extraction. We will discuss this tendency later. 

The interaction between type and site of extraction is significant, F(2, 140)=6.04, MS=5.33, p= 

.003. Post hoc multiple comparisons (q=4.03) show a significant difference between long and 

partial wh-movement on subject as well as on object extraction and a significant difference 

between subject and adjunct extraction and also between object and adjunct extraction within 

partial wh-movement. 

The main effect of mood also turns out to be significant, F(l,70)=12.57, MS=6.56, p= .001. The 

interaction between level and mood is also significant, F(3,70)=4.23, MS=6.56, p= .008. The post 

hoc Tukey test ( q=4.29) shows that both the near-native and native groups distinguish between 
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declarative and subjunctive mood, rating the subjunctive significantly higher. Both learner groups 

significantly differ on both types of mood from the near-natives as well as from the natives. 

There is a significant interaction between mood and type of extraction, F(l, 70)=24.21, MS=4.99, 

p= .001 and this interaction is qualified by a three-way interaction between mood, type and site of 

extraction, F(2, 140)=3.17, MS=3.47, p= .045. Also, there is a second-order interaction between 

level, mood and type of extraction, F(3,70)=3.86, MS=4.99, p= .013. Tukey tests (q=4.84) show 

that both near-natives and natives make a significant distinction between long extracted and 

partially moved declarative sentences, preferring the partially moved declaratives significantly 

more. Also, the two groups both make a distinction between long extracted declaratives and 

subjunctives, preferring the long extracted subjunctives significantly more. The learner groups 

gave significantly lower judgements to all sentences, thus exhibiting incomplete knowledge 

representations. 

6.2.4.1.2 Summary 

Our results confirm the hypothesis that native speakers of Hungarian do not treat partial operator 

movement as an optional construction to long operator extraction. Long extraction is allowed to a 

greater degree in subjunctive sentences. We found that long extraction is a function of mood 

(declarative or subjunctive) in native Hungarian. English-speaking learners, whose L 1 exhibits 

only long operator extraction, proved to have difficulties in instantiating partial operator 

movement in their ILG. Near-natives approximate natives on subjunctive long extracted sentences 

and all partial wh-movement sentences. However, the TL distinction between long and partial 

movement does not seem to be acquired by near-native level. Near-natives still treat long

extraction and partial wh-movement as optional, whereas natives prefer partial wh-movement 

significantly more to long extraction. 
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6.3 Summary 

In this chapter we have analysed all 12 construction-types separately for the native and non-native 

speakers of Hungarian. Although we have given a summary at the end of each individual analysis, 

what remains to be done is a comprehensive outline of the results gained and a discussion as to 

their interpretation. In Chapter 7 we shall pick up the two main original hypotheses, namely those 

of optionality and acquisition of feature values in L2 acquisition, relate them to our findings and 

finally we shall draw conclusions about the more general implications of the findings for a theory 

ofSLA. 
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7 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this chapter we give a summary and discussion of our findings (section 7. I). In section 7.2 

we offer some further discussion and in section 7.3 we draw our conclusions and point out 

the implications of our study for a theory of SLA. The limitations of the study are 

highlighted in section 7.4. Finally, we provide our suggestions for further research in section 

7.5. 

7 .1 Summary and discussion of findings 

This thesis set out to address two main issues: the status of optionality in native and non

native grammars and the relevance of the nature of evidence in the acquisition of a target 

language. These issues were addressed with respect to the acquisition of focus constructions 

in Hungarian. Additionally, a hypothesis related to the differential learnability of 

interpretable versus non-interpretable features was tested. Acceptability judgements were 

elicited from English learners of Hungarian and native Hungarian speakers in order to bear 

upon the issues investigated. The success of this enterprise rests in the ability of providing 

empirical evidence for the presence of optional representations in stable and developing 

grammars (both native and non-native) and offer plausible explanations for them within the 

current theoretical framework (the Principles and Parameters Theory and its more recent 

Minimalist version expounded in Chomsky I 995). 

As stated, one of the aims of this thesis was to test the hypothesis proposed by Radford 

(1997) and Tsimpli (I 996b, I 997) that non-interpretable features are more difficult to 

acquire than interpretable features in language acquisition. This hypothesis is crucially 

dependent on the assumption that the different features are examined on the same functional 

head category. In our investigations of the acquisition of Hungarian focus projection by adult 

English speakers we found that this hypothesis was only partially borne out. The reasons are 

outlined below. 

In our observational as well as experimental studies it was found that learners of Hungarian 

(both child LI and adult L2 learners) are able to prepose operators into special left-peripheral 

operator positions long before they manage to compute the syntactic consequences of 

positing a new functional projection. In particular, the special properties of Hungarian verb 
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movement seem to be acquired later and with more inter- and intra-learner variation than the 

positioning of operators (wh, negative and focused operators). We argued in our study 

conducted out on five children's data in the CHILDES database (reported in Appendix A) 

that child learners of Hungarian as a first language manage to acquire target-like positioning 

of verbs and adjectival predicates by the age of 2;9 years. The two constructions with which 

they have continued difficulties after this age were reported to be negative and is-'only' 

constructions. It was argued that children's mistakes at this stage can be accounted for by the 

fact that the input for these constructions is ambiguous: learners are misled by contrastive 

negation and quantificational is-'also' clauses in the input. It is argued that this might 

constitute the cause of the delay in target-like attainment in this domain of the structure of 

Hungarian. Obviously, child learners of Hungarian eventually overcome the developmental 

optionality characteristic of these constructions. Thus we are forced to assume that the 

evidence child learners receive is sufficient and sufficiently robust. 

In L2 acquisition, adult learners of Hungarian were also found to have difficulties with the 

verb-movement properties of the target language. Interestingly, adult L2 learners were found 

to acquire verb-movement in negative sentences (the ones which caused child learners a 

persistent difficulty) earlier than other operator constructions. This shows that although 

similar on the surface, the rate, route and, as we shall see, the ultimate attainment of child 

and adult learners are different. In the L2 data, only at the near-native level do we find 

target-like and consistent verb movement to the functional head F0 in all relevant 

constructions. We argue that acquisition of verb-movement is possible by this level as data 

crucial for the acquisition of target-like verb-movement is robust enough (i.e. frequent, 

simple and salient) to facilitate parameter-resetting. The discrepancies between the near

native non-native grammar and the native grammar are manifest not in knowledge of verb

movement but in knowledge of other properties which have less robust manifestation in the 

input. 

In what follows we shall attempt to account for the delay and eventual attainment of verb

movement properties in Hungarian within the current theoretical framework. We shall also 

see whether our hypotheses regarding the role of [+/-interpretable] features are supported by 

our data. In Minimalist terminology, feature checking of operators happens in the specifier 

position of functional heads. The features of operators, such as [ +wh ], [+neg] and [+focus] 

features, are interpretable. These features stay visible to the computation after they have been 

checked since they carry a semantic interpretation which is manifest in their type-changing 
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character or force in Rizzi's (1990, 1995) terminology. These features are strong in 

Hungarian, therefore an operator carrying the them needs to move for reasons of feature

checking. However, in the Minimalist framework, whether a given feature is interpretable or 

not depends not only on the feature itself but whether it appears on the target of movement 

(the checker) or on the moved element (the checkee). Features which are interpretable on the 

checkee (the moved element) are non-interpretable on the checker (the target of the 

movement). This is what Chomsky (1995:278) refers to in the distinction between the phi

features of verbs and adjectives which are non-interpretable as opposed to the same phi

features appearing on the nouns which are interpretable. Thus, in Hungarian, the moved 

operators carry an interpretable feature, but the N feature of the F0 head category which is 

supposed to check them is non-interpretable. Thus, the [+fl, [ +wh] and [+neg] features are 

concurrently interpretable and non-interpretable depending whether they appear on the 

moved element or on the target of the movement. 

Translating our results into Minimalist terminology, the findings of our study suggest that 

the strong interpretable interrogative [Q], focus [F] and negative [NEG] features 

characterising non-declarative sentences are noticed and instantiated at an early stage of L2A 

of Hungarian as operator movement. However, what our results also show is that learners at 

a lower proficiency level have not yet been able to compute the relevant checking relations 

for these operators. In other words, the spec-head agreement between the checker and 

checkee is not satisfied, since the checkee (the verb) is missing from the required position. 

All this suggests is that learners are late in computing the feature specifications of the head 

category, i.e. both the 'N'- and the 'V'-features of the F0 head. This leads to lack of verb

movement. Since both of these features are non-interpretable on the head, this finding 

follows our prediction that non-interpretable features will be more difficult to instantiate. 

However, our prediction is not supported regarding the scenario when the LI and L2 differ 

in the non-interpretable features they instantiate. We hypothesised that in this case adult L2 

learners will always show L 1 influence throughout development and at ultimate attainment 

(Hypothesis 4 in section 5.2.4). This hypothesis is not supported, since our near-native group 

seems to have acquired target-like verb-movement. It is important to realise that the 

acquisition of Hungarian verb-movement in focused sentences has little to say about the 

difference between the ease of acquisition of interpretable and non-interpretable features on 

the same head (such as the Tense and Agr features on English main verbs, or the phi-features 

and plural on nouns). Both of the features of the head F0 are non-interpretable. Therefore, our 

results do not constitute direct evidence either for or against the hypothesis regarding the 
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differential acquisition of [+/- interpretable] features of the same head in L2 acquisition 

(Tsimpli l 996a, 1997). All we can claim is that the interpretable features of operators are 

noticed and integrated in the grammar before the non-interpretable features of the head are 

instantiated. 

However, our results are directly describable and constitute partial support for the more 

'traditional' hypothesis which proposes that head-, i.e. verb-movement is the part of the 

grammar which is impaired in L2 acquisition (Beck 1996, 1998). We found that learners at a 

lower level of proficiency do manifest difficulties with verb-movement to a new functional 

projection. However, contrary to what Beck ( 1996, 1997, 1998) predicts and finds in the 

grammar of English learners of German, our near-native group appears to recover from this 

impairment, as they exhibit target-like head-movement in their acceptability judgements at 

this stage. Thus, although we agree that head-movement is later acquired in L2 development, 

we would like to argue that it is not a permanent deficiency which results from the effect of 

the critical period on this part of the grammar. Rather, the representational deficit in head

movement is a temporary shortcoming which can be overcome at later stages of L2 

acquisition given sufficient and sufficiently robust evidence from the target language. 

This last qualification is what we see as the crucial criterion for successful acquisition of 

target-like features specifications in an L2. We propose that the less than robust nature of the 

input does indeed pose limitations on the end-state grammar L2 learners can attain. Our 

suggestions for Beck's ( 1996, 1998) findings of optional verb-movement at an advanced 

stage are the following. First, it is conceivable that Beck's English learners of German might 

not have reached the end-state of their ILG, that is, they might be at a stage where they are 

still to recover from the temporary deficit in underlying knowledge of target-like verb 

movement. Alternatively, the structure of the evidence necessary for the resetting the verb

movement properties of German might be less robust as to be sufficient for parameter 

resetting. These two possibilities may account for why the advanced students still evidence 

optional verb-movement in German. 

Next, we need to consider the involvement of the first language of our subjects, i.e. English, 

in the acquisition of Hungarian focus related constructions. In this study we took the 

influence of the L l on the development of L2 grammars as one of our a priori assumptions. 

Although this assumption is reasonable in the light of most studies on L2 acquisition (see 

references later in this paragraph), it is far from non-controversial that the effect of the L l 
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can be taken as an a priori assumption without further empirical confirmation. The questions 

related to the effect of the mother tongue on the development of a second language concern 

the extent and precise nature of L 1 influence on the different stages of L2 development 

(Hoekstra and Schwartz 1994, Schwartz and Eubank 1996). Thus our results need to be 

discussed in terms of the presence of evidence for LI influence on learners' representations 

of Hungarian at the developmental stages we examined. Most recent large- and small-scale 

experimental studies that have dealt with the development of L2 knowledge have found an 

influence of the LI on the representations of L2 learners. They have focused on different 

stages of acquisition: Schwartz and Sprouse ( 1994, 1996), Gavruseva and Lardiere (1996) 

and Hazdenar (1997) etc. found LI influence at the initial state; White (1990/1991, 1992) 

found LI effects at the intermediate stages, Coppetiers (1987), Sorace (1993), Lardiere 

( 1997) found lasting LI effects even at the end-state of L2 acquisition. 

In our study we did not investigate learners at a very early stage of acquisition. Our results 

however do show an LI effect at the intermediate stages in the case of focus-movement. 

English learners at the intermediate stage appear to transfer the LI value for no movement of 

focus operators and the value of [-verb movement] in sentences with an operator (wh, 

negative and focus operators). They also appear to make a distinction between main and 

thematic verbs in their ILG of Hungarian, a dichotomy absent in the target language but 

present in the syntactic structure of their LI, English. However, this LI influence seems to 

disappear as learners gradually instantiate the target-like FP projection and learn to move all 

operators and the verb to the positions within the FP. A lasting effect of the LI on L2 

representations at ultimate attainment was only found in those cases where the input was not 

sufficient or sufficiently robust for the correct feature specifications of the target language. 

This was the case with the double focus constructions, focused infinitives, some subtypes of 

long and partially extracted constructions (particularly in the case of extracted adjuncts) and 

in embedded sentences. Our hypothesis regarding the influence of the LI on the shape of TL 

representations in the face of non-robust evidence from the target language is thus 

empirically supported. 

We argued that when the input is less than robust, learners' representations of the target 

language will turn out to be incomplete or divergent. The question is what makes an end 

state non-native grammar incomplete or divergent? Our suggestion is that the L2 grammar 

will be incomplete when the LI does not play a role in the formation of L2 representations 

but learners are led to use general learning strategies (overgeneralisation, analogy, or the 
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like); whereas the L2 grammar will be divergent when the L 1 has a lasting effect as a result 

of non-sufficient input. 

It was shown that in the case of double focus constructions, a native optionality in the 

position of the postverbal pronoun was not reflected in L2 learners' grammar. Instead, we 

argued that L2 learners use analogy, a general learning strategy, as a result of which they 

represent a native optional rule as categorical. Another case where overgeneralisation was 

argued to operate in the L2 learners' grammar was in the case of universal quantifiers which 

were found to be incorrectly treated as focus operators. The reason why non-natives are 

found to employ these general learning strategies are precisely the same as those we found 

for children's delayed acquisition of negative and is-phrases. Note that in both cases the input 

learners receive is ambiguous in a sense that there exist two different constructions in the 

input for both negation and is-phrases. We do not have the relevant data from L 1 acquisition 

to show that child learners too are misled by the evidence provided in the input with regard 

to double focus constructions. It is merely a question of empirical evidence whether this 

hypothesis is on the correct path. However, as children finally acquire the relevant 

distinctions on exposure to relevant and crucial data, so can L2 learners be expected to notice 

the discrepancy between their ILG and the positive linguistic data and revise their incorrectly 

formed hypotheses. The problem is that L2 learners at the asymptotic near-native level do 

not seem to notice relevant data even if provided in sufficient quantities (Sorace 1993). 

We argued that whenever the L 1 has a lasting influence, learners' end-state grammar is 

divergent. This is the case of focused infinitives, long extracted and partially moved 

operators, as well as embedded sentences in the case of our English learners of Hungarian. 

The effect of the L 1 can be argued to be prevalent in these constructions precisely as a direct 

result of the nature of the relevant evidence L2 learners receive. Crucially, if the evidence 

was sufficient and sufficiently robust, the effect of the L 1 influence could perhaps be pre

empted in the ILG. 

Thus we have arrived at the third claim of our thesis according to which the nature of the 

input is paramount for successful acquisition of target language FCs and their feature 

specifications. Remember that it was predicted that only robust data (simple, salient and 

frequent occurrence of a target language property) can lead to target-like representations. 

The results of our study largely supported this hypothesis. It was found that robust evidence 

leads to the acquisition of target language FCs and their feature specifications in the case of 
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main focused, negative and wh-clauses. However, when target language input is less than 

robust (less simple, less salient and/or rarer), we expected, and found, that acquisition of the 

TL property is delayed or even permanently halted. This was found in the case of long and 

partially extracted operators. In the case of those constructions which, although relatively 

frequent in the input but which at the same time constitute ambiguous evidence in the sense 

that more than one parameter setting can account for the optionality of the data we found that 

learners' representations were effected by the ambiguity and proved to be non-target-like. 

This was the situation in the case of double focus, double wh, and focused infinitive 

constructions. If there is some exceptional data in the TL, in a sense that there are 

constructions which constitute a counter-example to the general parameter setting observed 

throughout the TL system, acquisition was hypothesised to be delayed as rule formulation is 

hindered. This was indeed found in constructions with negative adverbials. We argued that 

learners are delayed by the presence of exceptional data and the acquisition of these 

constructions proceeds on the basis of lexical learning: learners need to figure out the lexical 

specifications of negative adverbials in Hungarian. Although learners at this stage exhibited 

knowledge of the relevant syntactic properties, their acquisition was found dependant on 

lexical learning. This supports the strong lexicalist hypothesis of Robertson and Sorace 

( 1999) according to which there is a dissociation between syntactic and lexical learning in 

L2 acquisition. 

The existence of optional representations within a stable, mature grammar was argued to be 

rare except in periods of language change (cf. Chomsky 1995 vs. Kroch 1989). We found 

that Hungarian native speakers do not treat theoretically optional constructions as optional, 

with the exception of monosyllabic postverbal focused elements. These monosyllabic 

postverbal focused elements can appear in two positions. This might be the result of a 

stylistic option. However, no optionality in verb-movement in focused infinitives or between 

long extracted and partially moved operators was found in the native speakers' judgements. 

Natives made categorical judgements about these, preferring one alternative significantly 

more to the other (i.e. the preferred constructions were focused infinitives without verb

movement and partial wh-movement). On the other hand, somewhat surprisingly, Hungarian 

natives were found to treat constructions that were argued to be quasi-optional as mutually 

interchangeable, that is, optional. Specifically, double focus and double wh sentences were 

not differentiated by a semantic difference in interpretation. These findings highlight the 

difficulty in predicting and finding evidence in stable grammars for optionality of expression 

and representation. Where predicted, we did not find native optionality; and where not 
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predicted, natives did show optionality. The question is whether this difficulty in finding 

empirical evidence is the result of the relative infrequency of these constructions compared 

to the totality of the positive linguistic data. 

It therefore transpires that frequency of occurrence plays a crucial part in the formation of 

optional representations in both native and non-native grammars. Constructions which 

receive less than categorical judgements tend to be less frequent in the input. This is 

suggested by Kroch ( 1989), Sprouse and Vance ( 1999) and DeGraff ( 1996) with regard to 

native languages. It is especially relevant for adult L2 acquisition that pidgin languages are 

created in the face of less than robust evidence (DeGraff 1996). Frequency as a crucial factor 

in acquisition has been recognised by Henry and Tangney ( 1996), DeGraff (1996), Hayes 

( 1997), Boersma (1998), and in the connectionist view of language acquisition, e.g. Elman et 

al (1996). We therefore argue that frequency is paramount in the acquisition of a first or 

second language, and it is a potential candidate for the explanation of the presence of 

optional representations and forms of expression in both native and non-native languages. 

7 .2 Further discussion 

Our findings indicate that optionality of representations and expression is a very elusive 

phenomenon. Sometimes, even if optionality is possible to predict theoretically and widely 

observed in production, it is in fact very difficult to capture in native speaker intuitional data. 

On the other hand, when optionality is predicted to be more apparent than real, it in fact turns 

out to be genuine in native speakers' intuitions. However, this might be an artefact of the 

statistical analysis used, since group results average out any individual differenc_es and 

tendencies. Thus it is very important to carry out research on grammaticality judgements 

relating to optionality that is carefully designed, uses precise and appropriate statistical 

analysis and is cross-validated with other data elicited in a different way, such as production 

data. Any suggestion to this effect, such as those of Schiltze's (1996), Cowart (1997) and 

Sorace (l 996a), is highly welcome and should be followed up in studies of optionality in 

grammars of both native and non-native speakers. 

It has been claimed that for the theoretical description of Hungarian, questions of gradient 

optionality may not be regarded as relevant thus they are very seldom considered (Kenesei 

1997 personal communications). Moreover, it seems that for grammatical theory even the 

fact that one of the alternatives in an optional construction is significantly more acceptable 
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than the other constitutes no information of interest. This seems to be the case in the 

theoretical treatment of focused infinitives as optional but where we found a significant 

preference for the variant with the non-moved verb. From the point of view of theoretical 

linguistics, what seems to be interesting is whether both of the alternatives of a construction 

are possible sentences of the language or not, rather than the questions of the extent to which 

these alternatives are acceptable within the population of native speakers, or the proportion 

of native speakers who accept one as opposed to the other. We would like to argue that this 

is a serious oversight in theoretical linguistics. 

The reason why questions of gradient optionality have not been appropriately handled in 

theoretical accounts of linguistic systems may be related to the difficulty of measuring the 

extent of acceptability, i.e. gradients of (un)grammaticality and strength of preference for 

one variant over the other, within a population of subjects. However, this argument is no 

longer valid with the introduction of more rigorous techniques of elicitation, research designs 

and measurement techniques as well as statistical methods of analysis as recommended by 

Bard et al ( 1996), Sorace ( 1996a ), Schutze ( 1996) and Cowart ( 1997). The results of this 

thesis strongly suggest that the questions of gradient acceptability and strength of preference 

should take pride of place in empirical linguistic research whether on native or non-native 

grammars. The extent to which a construction is acceptable does have a crucial bearing on 

language acquisition, first and second. This is so, because the level of acceptability will be 

presumably reflected in the input (L 1 or L2) learners receive during acquisition and they will 

create their grammar of the target language accordingly. 

7 .3 Conclusions and implications for a theory of SLA 

As far as the difference between L 1 and L2 acquisition is concerned, we have argued that 

child L 1 learners manage to recover form developmental optionality because of the ability to 

notice crucial evidence available in the input. In L2 acquisition, the temporary impairment of 

the module that provides access to knowledge of verb-movement in the target language leads 

to the persistence of developmental optionality in L2 acquisition. This developmental 

optionality in itself is the result of grammatical competition between the L 1 FCs and their 

feature specifications and the FCs of the target language, especially those implicated in verb

movement. However, we argued that this temporary deficit in knowledge representation can 

be overcome by the provision of relevant TL evidence. This is what we found in the near

native learners of Hungarian. 
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As for the L2 findings, we have argued that looking at the nature of the TL input, especially 

properties less than robust in the target language, will help provide an insight into L2 

acquisition that has so far been largely ignored. The existence of less robust data can explain 

a series of phenomena in L2 acquisition: incomplete and divergent representations formed by 

learners, the use of general learning strategies such as analogy and overgeneralization, and 

the employment of L l properties even at a high level of proficiency. 

The results of the non-native learners' judgements in our study seem to support the view of 

those researchers who argue that representations at ultimate attainment do approximate those 

of native speakers' in the face of robust and non-ambiguous target language input (Birdsong 

1992, White and Genesee 1996). However, we found substantial differences where the input 

was less than robust or ambiguous. It has been demonstrated that non-native speakers' 

representations are less determinate or even outright divergent from native representations 

(Coppetiers 1987, Johnson et al 1996, Tsimpli and Roussou 1991, Sorace 1993, Schwartz 

and Sprouse 1994, 1996, Ratwatte 1995, Lardiere 1997, 1998, Beck 1996, 1997, 1998, Dube 

1998). We would like to argue that these results were found either as a result of misanalysis 

of the target language input (Tsimpli and Roussou 1991, Schwartz and Sprouse 1994, 1996, 

Dube 1998) or because the target language input is less than sufficient for correct analysis of 

the target language. Thus , our study has corroborated the findings of these studies but it has 

additionally argued that the nature of the evidence plays a crucial part in the acquisition of 

TL properties. 

7 .4 Limitations of the study 

We are aware that the selection procedure of our main study has lead to a situation where our 

results can be generalised only to the population from which we drew our sample. This was, 

however, inevitable given the difficulties of finding a sufficient number of English speakers 

who started learning Hungarian in adulthood. Also, we would have preferred to use another 

elicitation technique for the cross-validation of our results in the main study. However, we 

felt that the three preliminary studies in which we collected production data as well as 

acceptability judgements through magnitude estimation served as an informal validation for 

our main results. Also, it would have been desirable to carry out a study on the individual 

differences between our subjects, as an investigation to this effect could have thrown more 

light on the acquisition process by individual second language learners. However, we 
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contend that our findings, even if not generalisable for a wider range of L2 learners in a 

wider variety of learning situations, carry enough empirical content to be of some theoretical 

interest. 

7 .5 Further research 

We realise that this thesis presents only a small proportion of the whole picture on the 

acquisition of Hungarian focus projection by children and adults. Recent theoretical research 

such as presented in Olsvay (1998), Alberti (1998), Puskas (1996, 1998), Liptak (1998), 

Kenesei (1998) is more than welcome and essential for future investigations into the 

acquisition of Hungarian syntax and prosody by first and second language learners. 

Particularly, historical investigations on the facts of optionality would considerably enhance 

the value of acquisitional studies. 

It is generally felt that more data should be collected and made available on both Hungarian 

child and adult L2 acquisition, respectively. Spontaneous corpus data could be effectively 

used to generate new working hypotheses and would consequently enable further research to 

be conducted. There has been a lot of interest shown towards the theoretical description of 

Hungarian due to its unique status among the languages of Europe and its unique syntactic 

and prosodic properties. These theoretical investigations should be complemented by more 

first and second language acquisition studies. In particular, it would be interesting to carry 

out further cross-linguistic studies with learners of Hungarian whose L 1 is other than 

English. Specifically, an empirical study with speakers of Japanese, Korean or Chinese 

(whose L 1 does not instantiate any overt operator movement) and speakers of other 
l \ 

discourse-configurational languages (such as Russian, Finnish or Greek) would shed light on 

the cross-linguistic differences in the ability to acquire the Hungarian focus projection. These 

will, however, have to be left for future investigations. 
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Appendix A LI vs. L2 acquisition of Hungarian focus 

Appendix A: L 1 vs. L2 acquisition of Hungarian focus 

In this exploratory study we examined the CHILDES database of child production data for 

information on LI acquisition of focus movement and compared these results with those 

obtained from adult L2 production data. This study has been placed in the Appendix of the 

thesis as it appeared in publication (see Papp 1998). However, it forms a crucial part of our 

thesis since the results contributed to the formulation of the main hypotheses of our 

subsequent research. 

A.1 An observational study of child Hungarian 

In order to explore the acquisition of Hungarian focus movement by child (LI) learners, first 

we will give a brief summary of the relevant literature on Hungarian LI acquisition. Then we 

will describe the observational study we carried out on the five Hungarian children's files in 

the CHILDES database (MacWhinney and Snow 1985). The questions we set out to study 

both in the existing literature and our own investigations were the following: 

I . Does the instantiation of the focus projection cause any difficulties in child language 

acquisition? Do children make typical and systematic mistakes with regard to focus 

operator and verb movement in Hungarian? 

2. Does the instantiation of the focus projection result in acquisition of correct wh- and 

negative sentences? In other words, when children set the parameter for the 

F(ocus)P(hrase) and assign it the correct feature values, does their grammar show 

evidence of clusters, i.e. concurrently acquired structures that parameter-setting is 

supposed to bring about? 

3. Do children's production data show any optionality? 

A. 1. 1 Previous studies of child L 1 Hungarian 

The literature on the acquisition of Hungarian as an LI is fair in size, as detailed by 

MacWhinney (1974), but mostly comprises observational diary-studies which have well-
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known limitations (Stromswold 1996). They usually work with anecdotal or at best single

example (i.e. atomist) evidence that have not been subjected to statistical analyses. However, 

there are some studies that deal with the question of focus movement directly, among them 

MacWhinney (1974, 1985), MacWhinney and Bates (1978), Pleh (1992) and Babarczy 

( 1995). These are the studies we will review in this section. Mac Whinney ( l 97 4) investigated 

the Hungarian acquired by a child named Zoli from the age of l ;5 to 2;2, Mac Whinney ( 1985) 

is a study of five children between the ages of l ;5-2;2, Pleh (1992) reports on a child's 

utterances aged 2; 1 ~2;7, and finally Babarczy (1995) re-examined the production of 

MacWhinney's Zoli between the ages of l ;5-2;2. The subjects of MacWhinney and Bates 

( 1978) are slightly older, pre-schooler children. This latter study is interesting in its findings, 

although it looks at the acquisition of focus from a different theoretical perspective and in a 

cross-linguistic comparative design. 

As attested by MacWhinney (1974:30) it is clear that early on in LI development (already 

around age l ;8) Hungarian children prepose elements for various focusing reasons: either for 

emotional import, or to contrast it with previously communicated information, or simply to 

guide attention to elements of central significance. In a cross linguistic study Mac Whinney and 

Bates ( 1978) have shown that already at the early stages of acquisition, Hungarian children 

seem to have learnt to rely more on the strategy of preposing new or contrastively focused 

elements, rather than using emphatic stress on them. MacWhinney (1974) argues that by the 

age of 2;2 all the semantic grounds for focusing are well established, including contrast, 

selection, emphasis, disagreement, and inclusion (see MacWhinney 1974:429). 

In spite of the ability to use word order instead of stress for focusing reasons, children have 

been observed to make a number of errors in the filling of the preverbal Focus position. Let us 

see some examples from the literature. 

Children sometimes have verb movement which results in a postverbal prefix although no 

other item qualifies for focus or other operator status. This has been observed in the following 

yes/no questions: 

(1) 
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*Eva ftirdik meg? 

Eva bathe-3sg PREF 

'Is Eva having a bath?' 

for the correct Eva meg-ftirdik? 

Eva PREF-bathe-3sg 
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(from Mac Whinney 1985: 1 125) 

(2) *Mosogatunk el? 

wash-I pl PREF 

'Do we wash up?' 

(from Pleh 1992:271) 

for the correct El-mosogatunk? 

PREF-wash-Ip/ 

The same type of mistake was observed by Pleh (1992:271) in an imperative sentence, see 

example (3). The appearance of the prefix in postverbal position might be, as Pleh suggests, 

the result of emphasis the child wants to convey: 

(3) *Nezem meg! 

look-lsg-DEF PREF 

'I look it up.' 

(from Pleh 1992:271) 

for the correct Meg-nezem! 

PREF-look-Jsg-DEF 

Showing a more pervasive opposite tendency, children have been frequently observed to fail to 

raise the verb when some other material occupies the focus position. The examples below 

represent negative sentences, see examples (4) and (5); imperatives, see examples (6) and (7); 

questions, see example (8); and sentences with auxiliaries, see example (9). In all these 

examples verb-movement would be obligatory in the mature grammar: 

(4) *nem meg-eszem for the correct nem eszem meg 

not PREF-eat-Jsg-DEF not eat-lsg-DEF PREF 

'I won't eat it.' 

(from MacWhinney 1985) 

(5) *Meg nem el-mentek! for the correct Meg nem mentek el! 

yet not away.go-past-3pl yet not go-past-3pl away 

'They haven't left yet.' 

(from Pleh 1992) 

(6) *M eg-nezzilk ! for the correct Nezzilk meg! 

P REF-see-1 pl-SUB-DEF see-lpl-SUB-DEF PREF 
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'Let's have a look at it!' 

(from Mac Whinney 1985) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

*Fel-ebredjel! 

up-wake 2sg-IMP 

'Wake up!' 

*Erre ki-megyilnk? 

this-way out.go-lpl 

'Do we go out this way?' 

*At-menni kell! 

across.go-INF must 

'(We) must go across.' 

(last three examples from Pleh 1992) 

for the correct Ebredjel fell 

wake 2sg-IMP up 

for the correct Erre megyilnk ki? 

this-way go-1 pl out 

for the correct At kell menni! 

across must go-INF 

These observations suggest that children's acquisition of focus movement is not devoid of 

grammatical mistakes. We agree with Radford that even if these examples are atomist by 

nature, they 'clearly need to be given a proper syntactic description' (1996:81 fn.19), 

regardless of what percentage they represent of the total utterances by these children. Apart 

from a suitable syntactic analysis, the following questions arise: How systematic are these 

grammatical errors in spontaneous speech data in children? Do all children make the same 

kind of mistakes? What causes the emergence of these mistakes? What developmental course 

characterises their use, i.e. their appearance, persistence and final abandonment? 

A.1.2 Exploratory analysis of L 1 acquisition 

Remember that the constructions related to the focus movement, i.e. focused, interrogative and 

negative sentences, have similar syntactic requirements in Hungarian. Our aim was to 

compare the LI acquisition of each of these construction types with an eye to ultimately 

proposing a developmental sequence for focus-related constructions in LI Hungarian. 
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In the literature on child language acquisition of other languages, there are relatively few 

acquisitional studies which compare the development of wh-questions and negation in L 1 

acquisition. Exceptions are Roeper and Rohrbacher (1994) and Radford (1995, 1996) where 

English LI acquisition of both wh-question formation and negation are dealt with and 

compared. 

As we saw in chapter 2, the theory of focus movement in Hungarian predicts that wh

questions, negative and focused sentences will appear in a cluster as a consequence of the 

child realising that Hungarian has a strong [+f] feature on the F0 head. Recognition of the 

strong head feature in one type of construction should in principle entail the simultaneous and 

concurrent acquisition of the other structures, thus we would expect children to raise the verb 

in all three circumstances. 

In order to address these questions we examined the files for the five children acquiring 

Hungarian as a first language in the CHILDES database (MacWhinney and Snow I 985). The 

age range that the five children represent in the database is I ;5-3;2. We examined the 

frequency of occurrence of various words that are related to either focused, wh-, or negative 

sentences by culling all the utterances with auxiliaries, is- 'too'-phrases, negation, prefixes, 

quantifiers, and wh-phrases. All efforts were made to follow the recommendations set out in 

Stromswold ( 1996) regarding precautions suggested when working with child production data. 

The problems we faced will be described below. 

The classes of words and the words themselves we investigated are listed below: 
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a)Auxiliari nines* mit kihez 

es sines* minek kin 

fog* soka* mie kire 

szok* sehol miben kibe 

akar* sehova mivel kinel 

kell sehova mitol kibol 

kene sehogy* mirol kiert 

lehet semerre mihez kive 

szabad semelyik* min kikent 

szeret* semeddig mire kiket 

szeretn* semennyi* mibe kiknek 

tetszik sehany* minel kikben 

tud* semekkora mibol kikkel 

bir* miert kiktol 

pr6bal* d)Prefixes mive kikrol 

kezd* meg mikent kikhez 

mer* el miket kiken 

kivan* be miknek kikre 

6hajt* ki mikben kikbe 

szandekoz* at mikkel kiknel 

talal* ossze miktol kikbol 

vissza mikrol kikke 

b)Is/Csalt le mikhez hol 

is f el miken hova 

esak fol mikre hova 

oda mikbe mikor 

c)Negation ide miknel melyik* 

ne mikbol mil yen 

nem e)Quantifie mikke meddig 

se rs kit mennyi* 

sem mind* kinek hany* 

semmi* vala* kie mer re 

senki* bar* kiben mekkora 

so ha akar* kivel miesod* 

sose kitol kiesod* 

sos em f)Hh-words kirol hogy* 
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Although the original intentions were for a statistical investigation of the five children's data 

in order to glean insights about the acquisitional clusterings and sequences, the statistical tests 

recommended by Stromswold (I 996) could not be accomplished for several reasons. First, the 

CHILDES data represent a limited sample of Hungarian L 1 data, altogether five. children: 

Zoli, Andi, M6ni, Gyuri, and Eva. This in itself would not have been a problem, as five 

children should in theory be enough to test simple ordering and clustering hypotheses. 

However, some of these children were recorded in only three sessions over a short period of 

time, which leaves the time-range of their samples somewhat narrow. Second, the actual ages 

of the children and the dates of sampling as well as the calculated MLU figures given are not 

clear in some of the cases, thus preventing reliable investigations of developmental sequences. 

Therefore, appropriate statistical tests (sign-tests and /-tests advised by Stromswold 1996) 

necessary for determining acquisitional clusters and/or orders could not be carried out. We are 

thus compelled to report single-sentence examples thus perpetuating the atomist nature of this 

kind of investigation. However, we are aware that a comprehensive statistical analysis of more 

extensive Hungarian child data is required. Next we report our findings. 

After the exploratory analysis of the five children's data files in the CHILDES database, the 

generalisation that emerges is the following: even after children have acquired the semantic 

and syntactic criteria for focused and wh-structures, they still make mistakes in verb

movement in negation and in the use of 'is-phrases'. In what follows we examine this claim in 

some detail. 

Although children have been argued to show knowledge of focus movement in Hungarian (see 

MacWhinney 1974, 1985, MacWhinney and Bates 1978), our investigations found that the 

preposing of focused elements may not necessarily involve the building of an independent 

functional projection. Evidence for raised verbs comes from constructions where the verbal 

prefix appears postverbally but these constructions are rare in the early sessions. Imperative 

constructions with a postverbal prefix can be argued to be unanalysed, rote-learnt units 1• 

Sporadic evidence for a higher projection can be found in a raised prefix construction with an 

auxiliary ( 10), a negated verb construction with a postverbal prefix ( 11 ), and in a sentence 

with a focused element ( 12) in Zoli's earliest files: 

1Just as contracted forms of auxiliaries in early child English are argued to be unanalysed units by Brown 
( 1973) and consequently by many researchers (e.g. Stromswold 1990, 1995). 
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(IO) Zoli I ;8 

(11) Zoli I ;8 

(12) Zoli I ;8 

itt be tudu[nk menni] 

here PREF can-we go-INF 

'here we can [go] in' 

nem ment be 

not went-3sg PREF 

'he didn't go in' 

ide maszom be 

here-to climb-I PREF 

'I'm climbing in here' 

However, these raised constructions co-occur with non-raised structures, such as ( 13) and 

(14). 

(13) Zoli I ;8 

(14) Zoli I ;8 

nem el-vitte 

not PREF-took-3sg 

'he didn't take it away' 

nem le-szedtem 

not PREF-took-I 

'I didn't take it off" 

The concurrent use of raised and non-raised structures suggests that children at this stage use 

two strategies. They sometimes use substituticm in a posited FP projection, as examples (I 0-

12) imply, and they sometimes use an alternative structure when they merely adjoin an element 

to the IP, as suggested by examples (13-14). Thus, similarly to the studies on English 

children's wh-question and negative formation (Klima and Bellugi 1967, Roeper and 

Rohrbacher 1994, Stromswold 1990, 1995, Radford 1994, l 995b, I 996a, inter alia), we 

witness a developmental stage where there is optionality of a higher functional projection in 

children's grammar. 
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A similar kind of optionality can be found in root clauses in early child language of French, 

German, Dutch, Mainland Scandinavian (Wexler 1994, Pierce 1992), as well as in child 

English (Rice, Wexler and Cleave 1995, Harris and Wexler 1996, Poeppel and Wexler 1993). 

The underlying theory and cause of the optional infinitive stage has been investigated by 

Wexler (1994, to appear), Rizzi (1993/1994, 1994), Haegeman (1996) and Hyams (1996) and 

Radford (1990, 1994, l 995a,b, l 996a,b). Wexler and Hyams, proposing a maturational 

account, argue that young children do not yet have the pragmatic/interpretative component to 

distinguish between the tenses that adult grammars use. They hypothesise that the feature 

Tense matures around the age of 2;5. The claim is that before this age and after it for some 

time (between the ages of 1; 10 and 2;7 and sometimes even later) Tense is optionally used by 

children. This is proposed as the reason for why they produce both she go and she goes as 

well as she not go and she doesn 't go concurrently during this stage. In their account late 

maturation of functional categories has been proposed to account for the optional stage in 

children's grammar. 

In a different line of argument which does not make use of the maturational account, Radford 

(e.g. 1996) argues that children's early grammar, and within it the optional stage, can best be 

accounted for by a structure-building account of early syntactic development. Based on well

established arguments for economy in syntactic representation (Chomsky 1991, Grimshaw 

1993, 1994, 1997, Speas 1993, etc.), Radford proposes that children optionally project higher 

projections in their early grammar when they are entering a new, more advanced stage. This 

would account for the presence/absence of functional projections in early child grammar. 

Grimshaw ( 1 994) argues that children have all the functional projections represented in their 

grammar but the principle of Minimal Projection always ensures that projections are 

legitimate only when they are motivated. Thus, a wh-phrase motivates a CP projection in 

English and a preposed focused phrase can be argued to motivate an FP projection in 

Hungarian. Rizzi (1995) takes the same argument further. He states that "no free preposing 

and adjunction to IP is permissible, all kinds of movements to the left periphery must be 

motivated by the satisfaction of some criterion, hence by the presence of a head entering into 

the required Spec-head configuration with the preposed phrase" (Rizzi, 1995:2). Aware of 

these two proposals Radford (op.cit.) still claims that children do make use of the earlier 

strategy of adjunction, which enables them to avoid positing a higher projection. However, 

adjunction makes it possible for children to prepose the operator for scope reasons. 
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It is clear that if Hungarian children posited an FP projection without filling the head category 

with the raised verb, they would violate Grimshaw's ( 1993, 1997) Obligatory Heads Principle, 

as well as Haegeman's (1992) general Affect-Criterion. This type of violation, although not 

missing, is very rare in the child data. There is one case of the violation of the Neg-Criterion 

in Zoli's files, where a negative head is missing. This leads to a failure of the Spec-head 

agreement between the negative operator senki 'nobody' and the missing negative marker nem, 

see example (15): 

(15) Zoli 2;0 csak senki jott ... Barna bacsi 

only nobody came Barna uncle 

'nobody came, Uncle Barna' 

Similarly, there is one child, Gyuri at the age of 2;3, who violates the wh-criterion by 

occasionally not raising the verb after a preposed wh-phrase, as shown in ( 16) and ( 17). 

Please note that the wh-phrase that precedes these non-raised verbs is miert 'why' which we 

would like to argue explains the occurrence of these mistakes2
: 

(16) Gyuri 2;3 

(17) Gyuri 2;3 

mi er( t) be-mennek? 

why PREF-go-they 

'why are they going in?' 

mie(rt) mert ki-esett a kereke? miert ki-esett? 

why why PREF-fell the wheel? why PREF-fell 

'why did its wheel fall out? why did it fall out?' 

2It is interesting to note the parallel between English and Hungarian children's acquisition of why wh-phrases. 
Why-phrases have been argued to be base generated by English children as sentential adverbs in an IP
adjunct position. In Hungarian it can be argued that there are three kinds of miert 'why'-phrases akin to the 
three kinds of nem negative markers: a) a sentential adverbial miert: [Miert ment el Janos?] 'Why has John 
left?, b) a constituent-adverbial miert, similar to the constituent negator: [Miert Janos] ment el? 'Why is it 
John that's left?, and c) a propositional adverbial miert, corresponding to hogyhogy 'how come', which does 
allow a non-raised verb construction: [Janos miert ELSETALT (miert nem ELROHANT}?] 'Why did John walk 
away, why didn't he run away?', see also Hogyhogy Janos elment? 'How come John has left? (cf. E.Kiss 
1994). We argued that this use of miert 'why' is the metalinguistic use, see section 4.9.3.2. 
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Altogether, Hungarian children seem to fail to raise the verb about 20% of the time (cf. 

Babarczy 1995). However, the majority of these mistakes involve negative sentences with an 

adjoined negative marker nem. This has already been attested in the numerous non-target-like 

negative constructions in the literature (e.g. MacWhinney 1974, 1985, Pleh 1992). The five 

children's data represented in the CHILDES database clearly show the existence of an 

optional rule in negation up until age 2;9. It can be seen throughout Gyuri's production at age 

2;3, where non-raised negation co-occurs with correct raised negation. M6ni's data from age 

2;2 throughout age 2;5, as well as Eva's utterances between the ages 2;7 and 2;9 contain 

numerous examples of an incorrect rule for the placement of the negative marker, see 

examples ( 18-25): 

(18) Gyuri 2;3 

(19) M6ni 2;2 

(20) M6ni 2;5 

(21) M6ni 2;5 

(22) Eva 2;7 

(23) Eva 2;7 

nem el-veszi 

not P REF-take-3sg 

'he won't take it away' 

en nem el-rontottam 

I not PREF-spoilt-I-DEF 

'I didn't spoil it' 

nem ki-kapom 

not PREF-get-punished-I-DEF 

'I won't be punished' 

az nem e1-dobta 

that not PREF-threw-DEF 

'he didn't throw it away' 

ne nem le-illsz ide 

don't not PREF-sit-you here 

'no, you won't sit here' 

ne ossze-gorbitsd 

don't PREF-fold-SUBJ-you-EDF 

'don't fold it up' 
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(24) Eva 2;9 

(25) Eva 2;9 

nem ki-jott 

not P REF-came-3sg 

'it didn't come out' 

nem meg-harapta a kutya a cicat 

not PREF-bit-3sg the dog-NOM the kitten-ACC 

'the dog didn't bite the kitten' 

We need to point out again that these non-target-like negatives appear concurrently with 

target-like negatives and correct wh-questions. This is in line with the assumption suggested 

by Grimshaw's (1993, 1994) Minimal Projection Principle, Speas' (1993) Principle of 

Economy of Projection, as well as Rizzi's ( 199311994) truncation hypothesis. The general 

hypothesis common to these works suggests that children sometimes project only as far as VP, 

sometimes as far as IP, and sometimes as far as CP. In the case of the negatives cited above, 

children seem to adjoin the negative marker to the IP, in spite of the fact that they already 

project the correct higher projection for other negatives, wh-questions, and focused sentences3
• 

Our proposal for the reason for this optional use of negative constructions is that children 

misanalyse the unstressed contrastive nem used in contrastive (metalinguistic) negation. They 

3 Zoli's first correct wh-construction with a raised verb appeared at 2;2. It is reported to have been uttered with a 
rise-fall intonation characteristic of yes/no questions (MacWhinney 1974) and the verb incidentally appears 
uninflected, but the syntactic structure is nevertheless correct, as can be seen in (i): 

(i) Zoli 2;2 Mikor ad oda Barna bacsinak? 
when give PREF Barna uncle-DAT 
'When (are you) giving it to Uncle Barna?' 

All of the other children attest similar correct and productive use of raised wh-questions after this age, see 
examples (ii-iv). Thus we can argue that the Focus Projection with a wh-phrase in [Spec,FP] is acquired by 
age 2;2 (except for why wh-questions, as we saw above in examples ( 16-17). 

(ii) Gyuri 2;3 

(iii) M6ni 2;4 

(iv) Eva 2;7 
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Hol dugjam be? 
where put-SUBJ-I PREF 
'Where shall I put it in?' 

Hova csiicsiililnk le? 
where-to sit-we PREF 
'Where are we going to sit down?' 

Lattad hogy dUlt le? 
saw-you how fel/-3sg PREF 
'Did you see how it fell?' 
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may incorrectly analyse these as the negative marker of sentential negation. More precisely, 

we propose that children may sometimes use the contrastive (metalinguistic) negator nem in 

sentential negation and adjoin it to the proposition, as it is in contrastive negation. This 

proposal is supported by constructions such as (26-29). 

(26) Zoli 2;2 

(27) Zoli 2;2 

(28) Zoli 2;2 

(29) Zoli 2;2 

en nem ossze-rontom csak a 

I not PREF-ruin-I just the 

'I won't ruin it just ... ' 

csak nem el-rontottam csak meg-csinaltam 

just not PREF-ruined-I just PREF-fixed-I 

'I didn't ruin it I just fixed it' 

nem meg-eszi csak 

not P REF-eat-3sg just 

'it won't eat it just ... ' 

le-torni nem csak 

PREF-break-INF not just 

'not break it just ... ' 

In the above utterances (26-29) it is clear that the child is using nem as an operator that has 

scope over the whole proposition, rather than over the IP as in sentential negation. This 

proposal is in line with the classical analysis of children's early negative sentences in English 

as the negative element no + nucleus, i.e. anaphoric negation (Klima and Bellugi 1966). 

Naturally, phonological information from the original files would corroborate the present 

analysis of the children's sentential negation. We believe however, that the existence of the 

structures above in (26-29) strongly suggests that children overgeneralise from contrastive 

negation to sentential negation and this leads to a prolonged period of optionality in their 

grammar. 

The additional information revealed by our analysis showed that optional incorrect negatives 

seem to coexist with optional incorrect 'is-phrases'. Only a few of these structures are shown 

here from the database. In examples (30-33) there is a failure to raise the prefix before the 
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auxiliary. That is, the prefix does not raise from the lower clause to the higher clause before 

the auxiliary resulting in lack of the necessary 'prefix-climbing' (see Farkas and Sadock 1989): 

(30) Zoli 2;2 

(31) Zoli 2;2 

(32) Gyuri 2;3 

(33) Eva 2;7 

en is tudom fol-huzni 

I also can-I PREF-pull-INF 

'I can also put it on' 

ezt is kell meg-mosni 

this-ACC also necessary PREF-wash-INF 

'this has to be washed as well' 

en is akarom meg-nezni 

I also want-I PREF-look-INF 

'I also want to have a look at it' 

en is akarok fol-szallni 

I also want-I PREF-climb-INF 

'I want to get on as well' 

Examples (34) and (35) seem to be evidence of a misanalysis of quantificational is-phrases as 

emphatic is-phrases4
: 

(34) Eva 2;7 

(35) Eva 2;7 

bele-fel ... az is fer bele 

PREF-fits that also fits PREF 

'it'll fit ... that'll also fit' 

ez is tor ossze 

this also breaks PREF 

'this will also break' 

4 See Pinon ( 1992) for a distinction between quantificational and emphatic is-phrases. Basically, 
quantificational is-phrases do not require focus-movement, while emphatic is-phrases do. 
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What clearly emerges from the data is an optional stage for is-phrases, very much similar to 

the one we witnessed in negative sentences. The distinction between quantificational and 

emphatic is-phrases seems to be problematic and late acquired, similarly to the different kinds 

of negative constructions. If we adopt Pifi6n's (1992) analysis, we see that in the examples 

above children project a I:P normally used for emphatic is-phrases, although the intended 

meaning (as judged by the context of utterance) requires quantificational is-phrases in 

quantifier positions, i.e. without verb-movement. In these cases children seem to 

overgeneralise the verb-movement rule they have acquired for wh-questions and focused 

sentences to sentences containing quantificational is-phrases. 

Interestingly, the constructions children appear to acquire latest in Hungarian, i.e. those 

involving emphatic is-phrases and sentential negation are the two functional heads posited by 

Pifi6n (1992) inside the Sigma-Phrase. Pifi6n's analysis has nem and emphatic is as part of 

this extended projection (I:P), rather than analysing nem as a negative phrase marker adjoined 

to the verb (E.Kiss 1987, Farkas 1986), or as a clitic cliticised to the verb, as in Puskas's 

(1994, 1996) analysis. Even more significantly, Pifi6n's I:P also contains the focused phrase. 

The occasional violation of the Affect criterion as exemplified by examples ( 15-17) would 

indicate that children in this stage have not managed to establish the relevant feature 

specifications required for the extended projection above the VP. 

In this section I have argued that although children initially prepose focused elements in a 

clause, they only optionally raise the verb. This leads to occasional violation of the Affect 

Criterion. Later, when they have posited an extra projection for focused and wh-phrases, they 

still, on occasion, adjoin the negative marker to the IP. I suggested that this might be because 

of a possible misanalysis of the contrastive negator nem as the sentential negator, and a late

acquired distinction between quantificational and emphatic is-phrases. As I argued, the data 

suggests that children have not managed to work out the correct feature specifications for 

Pifi6n's (1992) Sigma Phrase (I:P) which incorporates sentential negative markers, emphatic 

is-phrases as well as the focused constituent. 
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A.2 Exploratory analysis of L2 production data 

In order to be able to compare L 1 and L2 acquisitional data, we conducted an observational 

study of the production of English learners of Hungarian. The L2 data was collected by using 

the Map Task (Anderson et al 1991) for semi-elicited spoken data. Additionally, we analysed 

the spontaneous written production of adult learners in compositions. In the following, only 

representative examples of the L2 learners production are cited. 

The L2 data show that intermediate and advanced English learners of Hungarian still employ 

stress on the last element of the sentence as a means of focusing. This is indicative of the LI 

rule of using prosody for indicating focus in the sentence. However, they already show 

evidence of a higher projection by preposing certain elements (and moving the verb 

accordingly) for the purpose of focusing5. 

However, even at these higher levels, L2 learners show the same optionality for negative 

constructions that was found in the L 1 inter language. Mistakes occur most frequently with 

direct or indirect negation6
• The following mistakes were attested in the written production of 

one of the adult learners of Hungarian. 

(36) is an example of unmotivated movement, similar to the LI examples (1-3). The adult 

learner moves the verb, thus evidencing knowledge of the prefix as a syntactically independent 

element, although this move is not motivated in a neutral level-prosody sentence: 

(36) *A hentes nagyon haragszik a kutyara, mert lopta el a virslit. 

the butcher very is-angry the dog-to because stole-def PREF the sausage-A CC 

'The butcher is very angry with the dog, because it stole the sausage.' 

5 Examples such as (i) and (ii) testify knowledge of verb-movement by L2 learners at this stage of acquisition: 

(i) Az elso felev elott nem tudtam mit fogok tanitani. 
the first term before not knew-I what-A CC will-I teach-INF 
' Before the first tenn I didn't know what I'll be teaching.' 

(ii) egy amerikai angol irodalom tansz.Cken senki soha sem tart eloadast irodalomb61 
an American English literature department-on nobody never not gives lecture-A CC literature-in 
'In an American English literature department nobody gives lectures on literature.' 
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(correct 'mert el- lopta a virslit') 

because PREF-stole-def the sausage-ACC 

The following sentences in (37-58) are examples of failure to move the verb in obligatory 

contexts. There is a failure of verb-movement in (37) with sentential negation, similar to the 

LI examples in (4) and (5): 

(37) *Es amikor havazik, a h6 nem el-olvad tavasz elC>tt. 

and when snows the snow not PREF-melts spring before 

'And when it snows the snow doesn't melt before spring.' 

(correct: 'a h6 nem olvad el tavasz elott') 

the snow not melts PREF spring before 

Similarly, in (38-39) a focused element (i.e. a negative adverb of frequency, ritkan 'rarely', 

and a csak 'only' phrase, respectively) appears in the Focus position, but it does not seem to 

cause verb-movement in the ILG: 

(38) 

(39) 

*Csak ritkan ni-erek sz6rakozni es baratkozni. 

only rarely PREF-'arrive'-1 have-fun-INF and make-friends-INF 

'Only rarely do I have the time to go out and make friends.' 

(correct: 'Csak ritkan erek ni sz6rakozni') 

only rarely 'arrive'-/ PREF have-fun-INF 

*Csak harom nap a kezdet elott el-mondta a kotelessegemet. 

only three day the start before PREF-told-he-def the responsibility-my-ACC 

'They told me about my responsibilities only three days before the start.' 

6 Direct negation is marked with the negative marker nem in sentential or constituent negation, indirect negation 
is marked with negative quantifiers (keves 'few' etc.) or negative adverbials of frequency, manner and degree 
(e.g. ritkan 'rarely', rosszul 'badly', alig 'hardly). 
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(correct: 'Csak harom nap pal a tanitas kezdete elC>tt mondtak el ... 

only three day-with the teaching start-POSS before told-they-def PREF 

The data in (40-44) testify that L2 learners have difficulty not only in moving the verb to leave 

its prefix behind. They have problems with verbs with other semi-incorporated elements 

(VMs) which are subject to the same syntactic requirements as prefixes. Failing to comply 

with the verb-movement rule in the case of VMs results in sharply ungrammatical sentences in 

the L2 data: 

( 40) *Nern szorgalmasan tanultam, inkabb j61 sz6rakoztam. 

not diligently studied-I rather well had-fun-I 

'I didn't study hard but I had a good time instead.' 

(correct 'nem tanultam szorgalmasan') 

not studied-I diligently 

( 41) • Az a het elott, soha sem szorgalmasan tanultam 

(42) 

that the week before never not diligently studied-I 

'Before that week I had never studied hard.' 

(correct 'Az elott a het elott soha sem tanultam szorgalmasan') 

that before the week before never not studied-I diligently 

*Csak ritk&n arrol gondolkozom, hogy ... 

only rarely that-about ponder-I that 

'Only rarely do I ponder why ... ' 

(correct order: 'csak ritk8n gondolkozom arrol' better 'ritk&n gondolok arra') 

only rarely ponder-I that-about only rarely think-I that-to 

'only rarely do I think about why' 

(43) *tUI ritk&n eszembe jut, hogy ... 
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(correct 'tUI ritkan jut esumbe') 

too rarely comes mind-my-to 

( 44) *a regi tanarok nem mindig komolyan dolgoztak, de mindig sz6rakoztak 

the old teachers not always seriously worked-they, but always had-fun-they 

'the old teachers didn't work hard all the time but they were always having fun' 

(correct 'nem mindig dolgoztak komolyan') 

not always worked-they seriously 

The parallel between the L 1 and L2 data can immediately be observed. Obviously, the range 

of vocabulary of the advanced learners is wider, hence the syntactic ungrammaticality of the 

constructions is more salient. Also, advanced L2 learners usually know the relevant lexical 

items necessary for the expression of direct and indirect negation, thus lack of lexical 

knowledge cannot be brought to account for the failure to move the verb, a frequent argument 

employed in L 1 acquisition (see e.g. Hyams 1996). L2 learners show evidence that they have 

not yet identified the specific feature specifications of these lexical items which appear in the 

lexical entry of these items. In other word, L2 learners have not yet identified that these 

negatives carry both the necessary [ +n] feature as well as the [+fl feature, which makes them 

appear in the Focus slot in Spec,FP necessarily resulting in verb-movement. This might be one 

reason why they fail to move the verb in these constructions. 

Interestingly, Robertson and Sorace (1999) observed a similar phenomenon in their German

English subjects' behaviour. They found that 13% of their subjects either used an incorrect V2 

constraint in places where English requires V3 word order, or used an incorrect V3 rule in the 

rare 'residual' V2 contexts in English7
• They found that the magnitude of the errors stemming 

from a still V2-based grammar is small but substantial. The above mentioned 13% of the 

learners used the incorrect V2 rule in 10% of the obligatory contexts. In spite of the relatively 

rare manifestations of the incorrect rule, Robertson and Sorace (1999) argue that the existence 

of these mistakes must be explained (an argument echoed in Radford 1996 as well). 

7 The residual V2 constraint is operative in negative inversion in English. such as Jn no circumstances are 
guests allowed to smoke in the bedrooms or Only one mountain have I climbed as high as this one (examples 
taken from Robertson and Sorace 1999). 
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Robertson and Sorace's ( 1999) results have several features in common with our results. 

First, both types of attested mistakes involve word order, more specifically verb movement in 

relation to syntactic operators. Second, the mistakes are never categorical, but they 

sporadically occur at very early stages and persist into quite advanced stages of development. 

Third, the mistakes arise from the influence of the LI grammar. Fourth, the mistakes occur in 

the written production of some of the students. Lastly, the mistakes occur in spite of actual 

explicit negative evidence the learners had previously received. All these common features are 

reminiscent of the findings in the series of research on optionality of word order in French

English adult ILG (White I 990/199 I, I 99 I, I 992a, I 992b, Grondin and White I 996, Trahey 

and White 1993, and for discussions of these results see Eubank I 993/4, l 994a, I 996). 

To summarise our results, the Hungarian observational L2 data, similarly to the Hungarian 

LI data, show that negative elements do appear preposed as in the mature grammar, but this 

does not always result in verb-movement. This constitutes evidence for the claim that these 

learners have not fully instantiated the [+f] feature on the Hungarian F0 head in the case of 

negation (but are already using an extra position to place the focused material in front of the 

clause in wh-questions and focused sentences). We contend that L2 learners also go through a 

stage, similar to LI learners, when they optionally adjoin, rather than integrate, negative 

elements into the structure of the clause8
• We argued that this is probably the result of a time 

lag in the successful identification of the feature specifications of negative elements. 

As far as the data from our observational study show, our intermediate and advanced L2 

learners do prepose wh-phrases. However, no information could be gained from the production 

data about the precise syntactic position of wh-phrases and the developmental sequence for 

their acquisition. It became evident that it was n~essary to collect more developmental data 

about the formation of wh-questions by L2 learners of Hungarian. It is conceivable that 

English learners of Hungarian initially use CP as a landing site for wh-phrases. If this 

hypothesis was correct, it would entail that English learners do not associate focus 

8 With this observation we do not wish to support the view widely held in the 1970s that LI and L2 acquisition 
are the same with regard to the principles and the mechanisms used in the acquisition processes and with 
regards to the nature of the knowledge attained. The existence of an optional period in both types of 
acquisition can be seen as independent of the different rates and routes of acquisition processes as well as the 
different initial and final states of LI and L2 development (see e.g. Meisel 1997). 
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interpretation with the wh-word, neither do they assign obligatory stress to it in these early 

stages. 

The observational study raised many of the issues which are of paramount importance in 

current SLA research, including the similarities and differences between LI and L2 

acquisition, the influence of the LI in L2 acquisition, optionality, and the potential role of 

negative evidence, among others. 
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Appendix B: List of nominal cases in Hungarian 

Case Marker English equivalent 

Nominative -0 (subj) 

Accusative -t (obj) 

Dative -nak/-nek 'to' 

Instrumental -val/-vel 'with' 

Illative -ba/-be 'into' 

Sublative -ra/-re 'onto' 

Allative -hozl-hezl-hoz 'to' 

Inessive -ban/-ben 'in' 

Superessive -on/-en/-on 'on' 

Adessive -nal/-nel 'at' 

Elative -b61/-b51 'out of 

Delative -r61/-r51 'of 

Ablative -t61/-t51 'from' 

Causalis -ert 'for' 

Translative/Essi ve -va/-ve, -ul/-iil 'to become sg' 

Formal is/Essi ve -kent, -kepp -ul/-iil 'like' 

Terminative -ig 'up to' 

Adapted from Kenesei, I. and Pleh, Cs. (eds.) (1992) Approaches to Hungarian, Vol.4: The 

Structure of Hungarian. Szeged: JATE. 
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Szilvia Papp 6 May 1996 

Items for maenitude estimation by 19 Hunearian native speakers 

1 O Marit Petemek mutatta be. 
Mary-ACC PETER-DAT introduced-3sg PREF 

'He introduced Mary to PETER.' 
11 Nern igaz. Marit Janosnak gondolom, hogy bemutatta. 

not true. Mary-A CC JANOS-DAT think-I that PREF-introduced-3sg 
'It's not true. I think he introduced Mary to JOHN.' 

1 2 Nern igaz. Marit Janosnak gondolom, hogy mutatta be. 
not true. Mary-ACC JANOS-DAT introduced-3sg PREF 

2 O Jutkat Belaval ismertette meg. 
Jutka-ACC BELA-INSTR acquainted-3sg PREF 

'He acquainted Jutka with BELA' 
2 1 De hat Jutkat Peterrel akarom, hogy megismertesse! 

but Jutka-ACC PETER-INSTR want-I that PREF-acqaint-SUBJ 
'But I want him to acquaint Jutka with PETER.' 

2 2 De hat Jutkat Peterrel akarom, hogy ismertesse meg! 
but Jutka-ACC PETER-INSTR want-I that acqaint-SUBJ PREF 

3 0 Eva Zoliban bfzik meg. 
Eva ZOU-INES trust-3sg PREF 

'Eva trusts ZOLi.' 
3 1 De en Laciban vagyok kivancsi, hogy megbfzik-e? 

but I LACI-INES am curious that PREF-trust-3sg-Q 
'But I wonder if she trusts LACI.' 

3 2 De en Laciban ki'vancsi vagyok, hogy megbizik-e? 
but I LACI-INES curious am that PREF-trust-3sg-Q 

4 0 Ibolya Palir61 feledkezett el. 
Ibolya PAU-DELforgot-3sg PREF 

'Ibolya forgot about PALI.' 
4 1 Azonban en Lacir61 lennek ki'vancsi, hogy elfeledkezett-e? 

however I LACI-DEL would-be-I courious that PREF-forgot-3sg-Q 
'However, I would be curious to know whether she forgot about LACI.' 

-4 2 Azonban en Lacir61 kivancsi lennek, hogy elfeledkezett-e? 
however I LACI-DEL curious would-be-I that PREF-forgot-3sg-Q 

5 0 Marit Petemek mutatta be. 
Mary-ACC PETER-DAT introduced-3sg PREF 

'He introduced Mary to PETER.' 
5 1 Marit Janosnak szeretnem, ha bemutatna. 

Mary-A CC JOHN-DAT wouUl-like-I if PREF-introduce-3sg-COND 
'I would like him to introduce Mary to JOHN.' 

5 2 Marit Janosnak szeretnem, ha mutatna be. 
Mary-A CC JOHN-DAT would-like-I if introduce-3sg-COND PREF 

6 0 Ildit Petemek mar bemutatta. 
Ildi-ACC Peter-DAT already PREF-introduced-3sg 
, 'He has already introduced Ildi to Peter.' 

6 I Evat Janosnak vagyok kivancsi, hogy bemutatja-e? 
Eva-ACC John-DAT am curious that PREF-introce-3sg-Q 
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'I wonder if he introduces Eva to John.' 
6 2 Evat J anosnak kivancsi vagyok, hogy bemutatja-e? 

Eva-ACC John-DAT curious am that PREF-introce-3sg-Q 

7 O Evat Janosnak mutatta be. 
Eva-ACC JOHN-DAT introduced-3sg PREF 

'He introduced Eva to JOHN.' 
7 1 Marit kinek gondolod, hogy bemutatta? 

Mary-ACC WHO-DAT think-you that PREF-introduced-3sg? 
'Who do you think he introduced MARY to?' 

7 2 Marit kinek gondolod, hogy mutatta be? 
Mary-ACC WHO-DAT think-you that introduced-3sg PREF? 

8 0 Jutkat Belaval ismertette meg. 
Jutka.-ACC Bela-with acquianted PREF 

'He acquainted Jutka with BELA' 
8 1 Marit kivel akarod, hogy megismertesse? 

Mary-A CC who-with want-you that PREF-acquaint-SUBJ? 
'Who do you want him to acquaint Mary with?' 

8 2 Marit kivel akarod, hogy ismertesse meg? 
Mary-A CC who-with want-you that acquaint-SUBJ PREF? 

9 0 A kocsijat Janosnak adta el. 
the car-his-ACC John-DAT sold-3sg PREF 

'He sold his car to JOHN.' 
9 1 A hazat kinek vagy kivancsi, hogy eladja-e? 

the house-his-ACC who-DAT are-you curious that PREF-sells-Q? 
'Who do think he will sell his house to?' 

9 2 A hazat kinek kivancsi vagy, hogy eladja-e? 
the house-his-ACC who-DAT curious are-you that PREF-sells-Q? 

10 0 A tervet Peterrel beszelte meg. 
the plan-ACC Peter-with talked-3sg PREF 

'He talked the plan over with PETER.' 
10 1 A talalkoz6t kivel lennel kivancsi, hogy megbeszeli-e? 

the meeting who-with would-be-you curious that PREF-talks-Q? 
'Who do you think he will arrange the meeting with?' 

10 2 A talalkoz6t kivel kivancsi lennel, hogy megbeszeli-e? 
the meeting who-with curious would-be -you that PREF-talks-Q? 

11 0 Evat Janosnak mutatta be. 
Eva-ACC John-DATintroduced-3sg PREF 

'He introduced Eva to JOHN.' 
11 1 Marit kinek szeretned, ha bemutatna? 

Mary-A CC who-DAT would-like-you if PREF-introduce-COND-3sg? 
'Who would you like him to introduce Mary to?' 

11 2 Marit kinek szeretned, ha mutatna be? 
Mary-A CC who-DAT would-like-you if introduce-COND-3sg PREF? 

12 0 Tegnap aut6versenyen voltunk. Janos es Peter aut6i voltak: legelol. 
yesterday car-race-on were-we. John and Peter cars-POSS were in-front 

'Yesterday we went to a car-race. John's and Peter's cars were in front.' 
12 1 Janos aut6ja volt a leggyorsabb? 

John car-POSS was the fastest? 
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'Was John's car the fastest?' 
12 2 Volt Janos aut6ja a leggyorsabb? 

was John car-POSS the fastest? 

13 0 Mult vasamap 16versenyen voltunk. 
last Sunday horse-race-on were-we 

'Last Sunday we went to a horse race.' 
13 1 Kinek a lova nyerte meg a versenyt? 

whose the horse-POSS won PREF the race-ACC? 
'Whose horse won the race?' 

13 2 Kinek a lova megnyerte a versenyt? 
whose the horse-POSS PREF-won the race-ACC? 

14 0 Tegnap aut6versenyen voltunk. 
yesterday car-race-on were-we 

'Yesterday we went to a car race' 
14 1 Kinek az autoja gyorsult fel a leggyorsabban? 

whose the car -POSS speeded PREF the fastest? 
'Whose car speeded up the fastest?' 

14 2 Kinek az aut6ja felgyorsult a leggyorsabban? 
whose the car -POSS PREFO-speeded the fastest? 

15 0 Valaki az asztalra tette az edenyeket. 
somebody the table-onto put-3sg the dishes-ACC 

'Somebody put the dishes on the table.' 
15 1 Ki tette az asztalra az edenyeket? 

who put-3sg the table-onto the dishes-ACC? 
'Who put the dishes on the table?' 

15 2 Ki az asztalra tette az edenyeket? 
who the table-onto put-3sg the dishes-ACC? 

16 O Mult heten beteg voltam. 
last week ill was-I 

'Last week I was ill.' 
16 1 Melyik baratod latogatott meg? 

which friend-your visited PREF? 
'Which of your friends visited you?' 

16 2 M~lyik baratod meglatogatot? 
which friend-your PREF-visited? 

17 0 Tegnap nem tudtam elmenni elmenni az aut6versenyre. 
yesterday not could-I PREF-go-INF the car-race-to 

'Yesterday I couldn't go to the car-race.' 
17 1 Nern tudom, hogy kinek az autoja nyerte meg a versenyt. 

not know-I that whose the car-POSS won PREF the race-ACC 
'I don't know whose car won the race.' 

17 2 Nern tudom, hogy kinek az aut6ja megnyerte a versenyt. 
not know-I that whose the car-POSS PREF-won the race-ACC 

18 0 Tegnap sztiloertekezletet tartottunk. 
yesterday parents' meeting-A CC held-we 

'Yeterda y we had a parents' meeting.' 
18 1 Azt akartuk megnezni, hogy melyik gyerek anyukaja jon el. 

that-ACC wanted-we PREF-see-INF that which child mother-POSS comes PREF 
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'We wanted to see which child's mother would come.' 
18 2 Azt akartuk megnezni, hogy melyik gyerek anyukaja eljon. 

that-ACC wanted-we PREF-see-INF that which child mother-POSS PREF-comes 

19 0 Az 6nik utan bementem a konyvesboltba. 
the classes after PREF-went-I the bookstore-into 

'After the classes I went to the bookstore.' 
19 1 Melyik konyvet vetted meg? 

which book-ACC bought-you PREF? 
'Which book did you buy?' 

19 2 Melyik konyvet megvetted? 
which book-ACC PREF-bought-you? 

20 0 Mari az asztalra tett valamit 
Mary the table-onto put-3sg something-ACC 

'Mary put something on the table.' 
20 1 Mari mit tett az asztalra? 

Mary what-A CC put-3sg the table-onto? 
'What did Mary put on the table?' 

20 2 Mari mit az asztalra tett? 
Mary what-ACC the table-onto put-3sg? 

21 0 Mari levett valamit a polcr61. 
Mary PREF-took something-ACC the shelf-from 

'Mary took something from the shelf.' 
21 1 Mari mit vett le a polcr61? 

Mary what-ACC took PREF the shelf-from? 
'What did Mary take from the shelf?' 

21 2 Mari mit levett a polcr61? 
Mary what-ACC PREF-took the shelf-from? 

22 0 Zoll odaadta a kocsijat valakinek. 
Zoli PREF-gave the car-his-ACC somebody-DAT 

'Zoll gave his car to somebody.' 
22 1 Zoli kinek adta oda a kocsijat? 

'Zoli who-DAT gave PREF the car-his-ACC? 
'Who did Zoli give his car to?' 

22 2 Zoll kinek odaadta a kocsijat? 
'Zoli who-DAT PREF-gave the car-his-ACC? 

23 0 Mibol vizsgaztal? 
what-from took-exam-you? 

'What subject did you take an exam in?' 
23 1 Azt kerdezed, hogy milyen vizsgat tettem le? 

that-ACC ask-you that what exam-ACC took-I PREF? 
'Are you asking what exam I took?' 

23 2 Azt kerdezed, hogy milyen vizsgat letettem? 
that-A CC ask-you that what exam-ACC PREF-took-I? 

24 0 Az nem szamlt, hogy mit lattal a tv-ben. 
that not matter that what-A CC saw-you the tv-in 

'It doesn't matter what you saw on the TV' 
24 1 Az erdekel, hogy mit olvastal el. 

that interests-me that what-ACC read-you PREF 
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'I'm interested in what you've read.' 
24 2 Az erdekel, hogy mit elolvastal. 

that interests-me that what-ACC PREF-read-you 

25 0 Azt hiszem, hogy Mari az asztalra tett valamit. 
that-ACC believe-I that Mary-NOM th table-onto put-3sg something-ACC 

'I think Mary put something on the table.' 
25 1 Mari mit hiszel, hogy az asztalra tett? 

Mary-NOM what-ACC believe-you that the table-onto put? 
'What do you think Mary put on the table?' 

25 2 Mari mit hiszel, ho gy tett az asztalra? 
Mary-NOM what-A CC believe-you that put the table-onto? 

26 0 Hallottam, hogy Mari megvette ezt a konyvet valakinek. 
heard-I that Mary PREF-bought this-ACC the book-ACC somebody-for 

'I heard that Mary bought this book for somebody.' 
26 1 Kinek hallottad, hogy Mari megvette ezt a konyvet? 

who-DAT heard-you that Mary PREF-bought this-ACC the book-ACC? 
'Who did you hear that Mary bought this book for? 

26 2 Kinek hallottad, hogy vette meg Mari ezt a konyvet? 
who-DAT heard-you that bought PREF Mary this-ACC the book-ACC? 

27 0 Ketlem, hogy Mari kivett valamit a taskamb61. 
doubt-I that Mary PREF-took -3sg something-ACC the bag-my-from 

'I doubt if Mary took something from my bag.' 
27 1 Mit ketlesz, hogy vett ki a taskadb61? 

what-ACC doubt-you that took-3sg PREF the bag-your-from? 
'What is it that you doubt she took from your bag?' 

27 2 Mit ketlesz, hogy kivett a taskadb61? 
what-ACC doubt-you that PREF-took-3sg the bag-your-from? 

28 0 Hallottam a hirt, hogy Mari vett egy konyvet valakinek. 
heard-I the news that Mary-NOM bought a book-ACC somebody-for 

'I heard the news that Mary bought a book for somebody.' 
28 1 Kinek hallottad, hogy Mari vett egy konyvet? 

who-Dat heard-you that Mari-NOM bought a book-ACC? 
'Who did you hear that Mary bought a book for? 

28 2 Kinek hallottad a hirt, hogy Mari vett egy konyvet? 
who-Dat heard-you the news-ACC that Mari-NOM bought a book-ACC? 

, 

29 0 Megtudtam a tenyt, hogy Mari vett egy konyvet valakinek. 
PREF-learned-I the fact-A CC that Mary bought a book-A CC somebody-for 

'I learned the fact that Mary bought a book for somebody.' 
29 1 Kinek tudtad meg, hogy Mari vett egy konyvet? 

who-DAT learned-you that Mary bought a book-ACC 
'Who did you (qY!put that Mary bought a book for?' 

29 2 Kinek tudtad met, Ti'O~~MM.i -XY.!t egy konyvet? 
who-DAT learned-yoil'TH!KMary bought a book-ACC 

'For whom did you find out the fact that Mary bought a book?' 

30 0 Nern tudtam elmenni az aut6versenyre, fgy nem tudom az eredmenyt. 
not could-I PREF-go-INF the car-race-to so not know-I the result-ACC 

'I couldn't go to the car race so I don't know the results.' 
30 1 Janos aut6ja nyerte meg a versenyt? 
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John car-POSS won PREF the race-ACC? 
'Did John's car win the race?' 

30 2 Janos aut6ja megnyerte a versenyt? 
John car-POSS PREF-won the race-ACC? 

31 O Voltam a konyvesboltban, es lattam egy erdekes szakacskonyvet es egy regenyt 
was-I the book-store-in and saw-I an interesting cookbook-ACC and a novel-ACC 
'I went into the bookstore and I saw an interesting cookbook and a novel.' 

31 1 A szakacskonyvet vetted meg? 
the cookbook-ACC bouhgt-you PREF? 

'Did you buy the COOKBOOK?' 
31 2 A szakacskonyvet megvetted? 

the cookbook-ACC PREF-bouhgt-you ? 

32 0 Reka azt gondolta, hogy Peter hozott a f0igazgat6nak egy ilveg bort. 
Reka that-ACC thought that Peter brought the di.rector-DAT a bottle wine-ACC 

'Reka thought that Peter brought the director a bottle of wine.' 
32 1 Reka kinek gondolta, hogy Peter mit hozott? 

Reka who-DAT thought that Peter what-ACC brought? 
'Who did Reka think Peter brought what?' 

32 2 Reka kinek gondolta, hogy Peter hozott egy iiveg bort? 
Reka who-DAT thought that Peter brought a bottle wine-A CC? 

'Who did Reka think Peter brought a bottle of wine for?' 

33 0 Eniko azt gondolta, hogy Andras adott a fianak egy pofont. 
Eniko that-CC thought that Andras gave the son-his-DAT a slap-A CC 

'Eniko thought that Andrew slapped his son.' 
33 1 Eniko mit gondolt, hogy Andras kinek adott? 

Eniko what-CC thought that Andras who-DAT gave? 
'What did Eniko think Andras gave whom?' 

33 2 Eniko mit gondolt, hogy Andras adott a fianak? 
Eniko what-CC thought that Andras gave son-his-DAT? 

'What did Eniko think that Andras gave his son?' 

34 0 Eszter azt gondolta, hogy Zsuzsa mutatott a fOnokenek egy j6 cipoboltot. 
Esther that-ACC thought that auzsa showed the boss-her-DAT a good shoeshop-ACC 

'Esther thought that Sue showed her boss a good shoeshop.' 
34 1 Eszter mit gondolt, hogy Zsuzsa kinek mutatott egy j6 cipoboltot? 

Esther what-ACC thought that auzsa who-DAT showed a good shoeshop-ACC? 
'Who did Esther think that Sue showed a good shoeshop to?' 

34 2 Eszter mit gondolt, hogy Zsuzsa mit mutatott a fOnokenek? 
Esther what-ACC thought that auzsa what-ACC showed the boss-her-DAT? 

'What did Esther think that Sue showed her boss?' 

35 0 Kati nem tudta, hogy az ap6sa mindig szalamit hozott a fillknak, es csokit a lanyoknak. 
Kate not knew that the father-in-law-her always salami-ACC brought the boys-DAT 
and chocolate-ACC the girls-DAT 
'Kate didn't know that her father-in-law always brought salami for the boys and 
chocolate for the girls.' 

35 1 Kati nem tudta, hogy az ap6sa kinek mikor mit hozott. 
Kate not knew that the father-in-law-her who-DAT when what-A CC brought 
'Kate didn't know what or when her father-in-law brought, or for whom.' 

35 2 Kati kinek nem tudta, hogy az ap6sa mikor mit hozott? 
Kate who-DAT not knew that the father-in-law-her when what-ACC brought 
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'For whom didn't Kate know what her father-in-law brought, and when?' 

36 O Az anyukam nem tudta, hogy a tanamo mindig piros pontot adott a fiUknak, es fekete 
the mother-my not knew that the teacher always red mark-ACC gave the boys-DAT and 

pontot a lanyoknak. 
black mark-ACC the girls-DAT 
'My mother didn't know that the teacher always gave good marks to the boys and bad 
marks to the girls.' 

36 1 Az anyukad mit nem tudott, hogy a tanarno kinek mikor adott piros pontot 
the mother-your what-ACC not knew that the teacher who-DAT when gave red mark
es kinek mikor adott f ekete pontot? 
ACC and who-DATwhen gave black mark-ACC 
'What didn't your mother know about, that the teacher gave a good mark and a bad 
mark for whom, and when?' 

36 2 Az anyukad mit nem tudott, hogy a tanamo kinek mikor adott? 
the mother-your what-ACC not knew that the teacher who-DAT when gave 

'What didn't your mother know that the teacher gave whom and when?' 

37 O Atnezem meg a megoldast, hatha van benne hiba. 
PREF-look-I still the result-ACC in-case is in-it error 

'I'll go through the results in case there's a mistake in them.' 
37 1 Nern lenne j6 hibasan adni be. 

not would-be good faultily give-INF PREF 
'It wouldn't be nice to hand it in with mistakes.' 

37 2 Nern Jenne j6 hibasan beadni. 
not would-be good faultily PREF-give-INF 

38 0 A titkamonk nagyon erzekeny lelek. 
the secretary-our very sensitive person 

'Our secretary is a very sensitive person.' 
38 1 Nekem sikeriilt a legkevesbe megbantani. 

I-DAT succeeded the least PREF-hurt-INF 
'I managed to offend her the least.' 

38 2 Nekem sikerillt a legkevesbe bantani. 
I-DAT succeeded the least hurt-INF PREF 

39 0 Ez egy szomyfi elmeny volt! 
this a terrible experience was 

'This was a terrible experience!' 
39 1 J6 lenne ezt ritkabban elni at 

good would-be this-ACC more-rarely live-INF PREF 
'I'd prefer to live through this more rarely.' 

39 2 J 6 lenne ezt ritkabban atelni. 
good would-be this-ACC more-rarely PREF-live-INF 

40 0 Igyekszem alaposan megcsinalni a feladatot 
attempt-I thoroughly PREF-do-INF the task-ACC 

'Ill try to do the task thoroughly.' 
40 1 Nern szeremem hiaba csinalni meg. 

not would-like in vain do-INF PREF 
'I wouldn't like to do it in vain.' 

40 2 Nern szeretnem hiaba megcsinalni. 
not would-like in vain PREF-do-INF 
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41 0 Sokszor gondolkozol ezen? 
frequently think-you this-about? 

'Do you frequently think about this?' 
41 1 Nern, ritkan jut eszernbe. 

no, seldom comes mind-mine-to 
'No, it rarely crosses my mind.' 

41 2 Nern, ritkan eszembe jut. 
no, seldom mind-mine-to comes 

42 0 Sokszor vagy szomoru? 
frequently are-you sad? 

'Are you often sad?' 
42 1 Nern, ritkan szornorodok el. 

no, rarely become-sad-I PREF 
'No, I'm rarelv sad.' 

42 2 Nern, ritkan elszomorodok el. 
no, rarely PREF-become-sad-I 

43 0 Az orvosok gyakran megmosscik: a keztiket? 
the doctors often PREF-wash-they the hands-their-A CC 

'Do the doctors often wash their hands?' 
43 1 Nern, ritkan rnosnak kezet. 

no, rarely wash-they hands-ACC 
'No, they rarely wash their hands.' 

43 2 Nern, ritkan kezet mosnak. 
no, rarely hands-ACC wash-they 

44 0 Erdemes volt elmenni? 
worthwile was PREF-go-INF 

'Was it worth going to?' 
44 1 Nern, hiaba rnentiink el. 

no, in vain went-we PREF 
'No, we went in vain.' 

44 2 Nern, hiaba elmenttink. 
no, in vain PREF-went-we 

45 0 Koveted a napi esemenyeket? 
follow-you the daily events-ACC 

'Do you follow the daily news?' 
45 1 Rendszertelentil nezem meg a hirad6t 

infrequently watch-I PREF the news-ACC 
'I watch the news irregularly. ' 

45 2 Rendszerteleniil rnegnezern rneg a hiradot. 
infrequently PREF-watch-I the news-ACC 

46 0 Hanyan voltak a fogadason? 
how many people were the reception-at 

'How many people came to the reception?' 
46 1 Kevesen jottek el. 

few people came PREF 
'Few people came.' 

46 2 Kevesen eljottek. 
few people PREF-came 
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47 O Ertheto volt az eloadas? 
understandable was the lecture 

'Was the lecture easy to understand?' 
47 1 Nern, alig ertettem meg. 

no, hardly understood-I PREF 
'No, I could hardly understand it.' 

47 2 Nern, alig megertettem. 
no, hardly PREF-understood 

48 0 Hany verset mondtal fel? 
how many verse-ACC said-you PREF 

'How many verses did you recite?' 
48 1 Keveset mond tam fel. 

few-ACC said-I PREF 
'I recited only a few' 

48 2 Keveset felmondtam. 
few-ACC PREF-said-I 

49 0 Sokszor bilszkelkedsz a fiaddal? 
frequently show-off-you the son-yours-INSTR 

' Do you frequently show off with your son?' 
49 1 Igen, neha biiszke vagyok ra. 

yes, sometimes proud am-I he-SUBL 
'Yes, sometimes I am proud of him.' 

49 2 lgen, neha vagyok bilszke ra. 
yes, sometimes am-I proud he-SUBL 

50 0 Sokszor vitciztok a ferjeddel? 
often argue-you-pl the husband-your-with 

'Do you often argue with your husband?' 
50 1 Igen, neha ellentmond nekem. 

yes, sometimes counter-says me 
'Yes, he sometimes contradicts me.' 

50 2 !gen, neha mond nekem. 
yes, sometimes says PREF me 

51 0 Gyakran gondolod, hogy Zsuzsa egy kicsit bolond? 
often think-you that Sue a little-ACC mad 

'Do you often think that Sue is a bit mad? 
51 1 Igen, idonkent bolondnak tartom. 

yes, from-time-to-time mad-DAT consider-I 
'Yes, I consider her mad sometimes.' 

51 2 Igen, idonkent tartom bolondnak. 
yes, from-time-to-time consider-I mad-DAT 

52 0 Ki szoktad javftani a gyerekek hazifeladatat? 
PREF habitual-you correct-INF the children homework-ACC 

'Do you correct the children's homework?' 
52 1 Igen, neha eszreveszek egy-egy hibat. 

yes, sometimes PREF-notice a-a mistake 
'Yes, sometimes I notice a mistake.' 

52 2 Igen, neha veszek eszre egy-egy hibat. 
yes, sometimes notice-PREFa-a mistake 
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53 0 Mindenkinek ez volt a kozos velemenye? 
everybody-DAT this was the shared opinion-POSS 

'Did everybody have the same opinion?' 
53 1 lgen, nehanyan egyetertettek. 

yes, some people PREF-agreed 
'Yes, some people agreed.' 

53 2 Igen, nehanyan ertettek egyet 
yes, some people agreed PREF 

54 0 Ertheto volt a szeminarium? 
understandable was the seminar 

'Was the seminar easy to understand?' 
54 1 Igen, tokeletesen megertettem. 

yes, entirely PREF-understood-I 
'Yes, I understood it completely.' 

54 2 Igen, tokeletesen ertettem meg. 
yes, entirely understood-I PREF 

55 0 Hany pogacsa egett meg? 
how many scone burnt PREF 
'How many scones were burnt?' 

55 1 Mindet szenne egettem. 
all-ACC coal-into burnt-I 

'I burnt all of them.' 
55 2 Mindet egettem szenne. 

all-ACC burnt-I coal-into 

56 0 Hozott valamennyi penzt 
brought-3sg some money-ACC 

'He brought some money.' 
56 1 Mennyi penzt gondolod, hogy hozott? 

how much money-ACC think-you-DEF that brought-3sg 
'How much money do you think he brought? 

56 2 Mennyi penzt gondolsz, hogy hozott? 
how much money-ACC think-you-INDEF that brought-3sg 

57 0 Azt mondtad, hogy hozzunk penzt. 
that-ACC said-you that bring-we-SUBJ money-ACC 

'You told us to bring money.' 
57 1 Mennyi penzt akarod, hogy hozzunk? 

how much money-ACC want-you-DEF that bring-we-SUBJ 
'How much money do you want us to bring?' 

57 2 Mennyi penzt akarsz, hogy hozzunk? 
how much money-ACC want-you-INDEF that bring-we-SUBJ 

58 0 Hozott valamit 
brought-he something-A CC 

'He brought something.' 
58 1 Mit gondolsz, hogy hozott? 

what-ACC think-you-INDEF that brought-he 
'What do you think he brought?' 

58 2 Mit gondolod, hogy hozott? 
what-ACC think-you-DEF that brought-he 
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59 0 Apu nem igazan tud ebben segiteni. 
dad not really can-3sg this-in help-INF 

'Dad cannot really help with this.' 
59 1 Jobb Jenne anyut felhivni. 

better would-be mom-ACC PREF-call-INF 
'We'd better phone MOM instead.' 

59 2 Jobb lenne anyut hivni fel. 
better would-be mom-ACC call-INF PREF 

60 0 Ildik6 nem szereti az operat 
Ildiko not likes the opera-ACC 

'Ildiko doesn't like opera.' 
60 1 Nehez Jenne ot elcsalni az operaban. 

difficult would-be she-A CC PREF-entice-INF the opera-into 
'It would be difficult to take HER to the opera.' 

60 2 Nehez lenne ot csalni el az operaban. 
difficult would-be she-A CC entice-INF PREF the opera-into 

61 0 Peter nem ert az aut6szereleshez. 
Peter not understands the car-mending-to 

'Peter is not good at car-mechanics.' 
61 1 Jobban szeretnem Janoshoz elvinni az aut6t. 

better would-like-I John-to PREF-take-INF the car-ACC 
'I'd like to take the car to JOHN instead.' 

61 2 Jobban szeretnem Janoshoz vinni el az aut6t. 
better would-like-I John-to take-INF PREF the car-ACC 

62 0 Laci mondta el a titkot Evanak. 
Laci-NOM told-3sg PREF the secret-ACC Eva-DAT 

'LACI told Eva the secret.' 
62 1 Naj6, de kinek mondta Zoli el a titkot? 

well ok but who-DAT told-3sg Zoli-NOM PREF the secret-ACC? 
'Alright, but who did ZOLi tell the secret to? 

62 2 Na j6, de kinek mondta el Zoli a titkot? 
well ok but who-DAT told-3sg PREF Zoli-NOM the secret-ACC? 

63 0 ~olt arulta el nekem a tervet 
Zsolt-NOM revealed-3sg PREF I-DAT the plan-ACC 

'ZSOLT told me about the plan.' 
63 1 Naj6, de kinek Zoli arulta el a tervet? 

well ok but who-DAT Zoli-NOM revealed-3sg PREF the plan-ACC? 
'Very well, but who did ZOLi tell the plan to?' 

63 2 Na j6, de Zoli kinek arulta el a tervet? 
well ok but Zoli-NOM who-DAT revealed-3sg PREF the plan-ACC? 

64 0 Sokan raktak le a kozepfoku nyelvvizsgat. 
many people took PREF the intermediate language-exam-A CC 

'Many people took the intennediate exam.' 
64 1 De en azt kerdeztem, hogy banyan rakt3k le a felsofokut? 

but I that-ACC asked-I that how-many-people took PREF the advanced-ACC 
'But I was asking how many people took THE ADVANCED EXAM?' 

64 2 De en azt kerdeztem, hogy hanyan raktak a felsofokUt le? 
but I that-ACC asked-I that how-many-people took the advanced-ACC PREF 
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65 0 Sokan keriiltek be az egyetemre. 
many-people got-they PREF the university-into 

'Lots of people were admitted to university.' 
65 1 De en arra vagyok ldvancsi, hogy banyan a fOiskolara keriiltek be. 

but I that-on am-I curious that how-many-people the college-into got PREF 
'But I wonder how many people were admitted TO COLLEGE.' 

65 2 De en arra vagyok kivancsi, hogy a fOiskolara hanyan keriiltek be. 
but I that-on am-I curious that the college-into how-many-people got PREF 

66 0 Zoli nem oldotta meg az utols6 kerdest 
Zoli not solved PREF the last question-ACC 

'Zoli didn't solve the last question.' 
66 1 De en azt kerdeztem, hogy melyik kerdest nem oldotta meg Janos? 

but I that-ACC asked-I that which question-ACC not solved PREF John 
'But I asked which question didn't JOHN solve?' 

66 2 De en azt kerdeztem, hogy melyik kerdest nem oldotta Janos meg? 
but I that-ACC asked-I that which question-ACC not solved John PREF 

67 0 Balazs nem talfilta ki az utols6 kerdest. 
Balazs not found PREF the last question 

Balazs didn't figure out the last question.' 
67 1 De en azt kerdeztem, hogy Janos melyik kerdest nem talalta ki? 

but I that-ACC asked-I that John which question-ACC not found PREF 
'But I was asking which question didn't JOHN fiigure out?' 

67 2 De en azt kerdeztem, hogy melyik kerdest Janos nem talalta ki? 
but I that-ACC asked-I that which question-ACC John not found PREF 

68 0 Sok muzeumot lcitogattak mega mristak. 
many museum-ACC visited PREF the tourists 

'The tourists visited many museums.' 
68 1 Melyik muzeumba nem ment el senki? 

which museum-into not went PREF nobody 
'Which museum didn't anybody visit?' 

68 2 Melyik milzeumba nem ment senki el? 
which museum-into not went nobody PREF 

69 0 Sok filmet neztiink meg. 
many film-ACC watched-we PREF 

'We watched many films.' 
69 1 Senki melyik filmet nem nezte meg? 

nobody whichfilm-ACC not watched PREF 
'Which film didn't anybody watch?' 

69 2 Melyik filmet senki nem nezte meg? 
which film-A CC nobody not watched PREF 

70 0 Nehany ember semmit nem vett eszre. 
some people nothing-ACC not noticed PREF 

'Some people didn't notic~ anything.' 
70 1 Ki nem vett eszre semmit? 

who not noticed PREF nothing-ACC 
'Who didn't notice anything?' 

70 2 Ki nem vett semmit eszre? 
who not noticed nothing-ACC PREF 
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71 O Nehany ember semmit nem hagy felbe. 
some people nothing-ACC not leaves in-half 

'Some people don't leave anything unfinished.' 
71 1 Ki semmit nem hagy felbe? 

who nothing-ACC not leaves in-half 
'Who doesn't leave anything unfinished? 

71 2 Semmit ki nem hagy felbe? 
who nothing-A CC not leaves in-half 

12 o En busszal erek be az iskolaba a leggyorsabban. 
I bus-INSTR get-I PREF the school-into the fastest 

'The fastest I get to school is by BUS.' 
72 1 Mivel er be Janos a leggyorsabban? 

what-INSTR get-3sg PREF John-NOM the fastest? 
'How does JOHN get to school the fastest?' 

72 2 Mivel er Janos be a leggyorsabban? 
what-INSTR get-3sg John-NOM PREF the fastest? 

73 0 Kati biciklivel er oda a munkahelyere a leghamarabb. 
Kate bike-with gets PREF the workplace-her the fastest 

'Kate gets to her workplace fastest by BIKE.' 
73 1 De engem az eredekel, hogy Janos mivel er oda a leghamarabb? 

but 1-ACC that interests that John what-with gets PREF the fastest 
'But I'm interested how does JOHN get there the fastest?' 

73 2 De engem az eredekel, hogy mivel Janos er oda a leghamarabb? 
but 1-ACC that interests that what-with John gets PREF the fastest 

74 0 Regebben Tamas ertette mega leghamarabb a feladatokat. 
before Tom understood PREF the quickest the tasks-ACC 

'It used to be TOM who understood the exercises first.' 
74 1 Es mi6ta erti meg Janos a leghamarabb a feladatokat? 

and since when understands PREF John the quickest the tasks-ACC 
'And since when does JOHN understand the exercises first?' 

74 2 :Es miota erti Janos meg a teghamarabb a feladatokat? 
and since when understands John PREF the quickest the tasks-ACC 

75 0 Laci fogja fel a fizikat a legjobban. 
Laci comprehends PREF the physics the best 
, 'Laci is the best at understanding physics.' 

75 J. Es mit fog Bela fel a legjobban? 
and what comprehends Bela PREF the best 
, 'And what is BELA best at understanding?' 

75 2 Es mit fog fel Bela fel a legjobban? 
and what comprehends PREF Bela the best 

7 6 0 Tamas tudta meg a hirt a leghamarabb. 
Tom learnt PREF the news-ACC first 

'Tom heard the news first.' 
7 6 1 Es mikor tudta Janos meg a hirt? 

and when learnt John PREF the news 
'And when did JOHN hear the news?' 

76 2 Es mikor tudta meg Janos a hirt? 
and when learnt PREF John the news 
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77 0 'Kit szeret Mari?' - kerdeztem. 
who-ACC loves-3sg Mary-NOM? - asked-I 

'Who does Mary like?' - I asked. 
77 1 Mit kerdeztel, hogy kit szeret Mari? 

what-ACC asked-you that who-ACC loves Mary-NOM 
'Who did you ask who Mary likes?' 

77 2 Kit kerdeztel, hogy szeret Mari? 
who-ACC asked-you that loves Mary-NOM 

78 0 'Edit JM.sit szereti' - mondtam. 
'Edit Joseph-A CC likes' - said-I 
'Edith likes JOSEPH' I said. 

78 1 Mit mondtal, hogy Edit kit szeret? 
what said-you that Edith who-ACC likes 
'Who did you say Edith likes?' 

78 2 Kit mondtal, hogy Edit szeret? 
who-ACC said-you that Edith likes 

79 0 Elfelejtettem, hogy beszeltem-e mar a tanszekvezetovel. 
PREF-forgot-I that talked-1-Q already the head-of-department-with 

'I forgot whether I have talked to the head of department.' 
79 1 Mit felejtettel el, hogy beszeltel-e mar a tanszekvezetovel? 

what-ACC forgot-you PREF that talked-you-Q already the head-of-department-with 
'Did you forget whether you have talked to the head of department?' 

79 2 Mit felejtettel el, hogy kivel beszeltel-e mar? 
what-ACC forgot-you PREF that who-with talked-you-Q already 

'Who did you forget who you have talked to?' 

80 0 A film vegen egy hatalmas eskiivot rendeznek. 
the film end-POSS-on a large wedding-A CC hold-they 

"At )he end of the film they have an enourmous wedding.' 
80 1 lgen? Es ki vesz el kit? 

yes? and who-NOM marries PREF who-ACC? 
'Yes? and who marries who?' 

80 2 Igen? Es ki kit vesz el? 
yes? and who-NOM who-ACC marries PREF? 
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Appendix C (ii): L 1 pilot study: Instructions for 

magnitude estimation in Hungarian 

Szovegkornyezetben allo mondatok helyessegenek 
megitelese szamok segitsegevel 

A Bevezeto reszben szamokat hasznalt vonalak hosszusaganak 
megitelesere. A kovetkezo resz arra nyujt gyakorlasi lehetoseget, hogy 
hogyan tudjuk ugyanilyen m6don, szamokkal mondatok elfogadhat6sagat 
ertekelni. 

Ket mondat fog megjelenni a kepernyon, az alabbiakhoz hasonl6an: 

1) Mari adott egy doboz csokoladet J anosnak. 
Janos nem szereti a csokoladet. 

Minden mondatpar eseteben a feladat a kovetkezo: azt kell megitelni, hogy 
a masodik mondat mennyire 'j6' vagy 'rossz' az elso mondat 
szovegkornyezeteben. Az ertekelest egy szabadon valasztott szam 
formajaban kell adni. Hasonl6an a Bevezeto reszhez, az elso mondatpar 
megitelesenel barmilyen szamot kivalaszthat. Az ezt koveto mondatparokat 
az elso parnak odaitelt szam fenyeben, azzal aranyosan kell adni. Lassunk 
nehany konkret peldat: 

Az I) mondatparban peldaul a masodik mondat tokeletesen helyes es 
termeszetesen hangzik az elso mondat szovegkornyezeteben, tehat egy 
'magas' szamot fog neki adni (persze On donti el, hogy mekkora egy 
'alacsony', vagy egy 'magas' szam). Most lassunk egy masik peldat. 

2) Mari adott egy doboz csokoladet Janosnak. 
Janos nem szeret a csokoladet. 

Habar a masodik mondat itt is helyes a szovegkornyezetben, nyelvtanilag 
mindenkeppen helytelen (termeszetesen 'Janos nem szereti a csokoladet' 
lenne a helyes valasz), igy alacsony szamot fog odaitelni neki. Peldaul, ha 
ugy gondolja, hogy tizszer olyan rosszul hangzik, mint az elsokent ertekelt 
mondat, egy tizedannyit ero szammal fogja osztalyozni. 
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Most lassunk egy harmadik peldat: 

3) Mari adott egy doboz csokoladet J anosnak. 
Megkoszonted az ajandekot. 

Ebben az esetben a masodik mondat helyes, viszont nem tul sok ertelme van 
az adott szovegkomyezetben, igy megint csak egy alacsony szammal lehet 
ellatni. Azonban lehet, hogy ugy gondolja, hogy ez nem annyira rossz, mint 
a 2)-es pelda, igy elkepzelheto, hogy ugy dont, hogy az elso szamnak otodet 
ero szamot ad neki. 

Barmilyen pozitiv szamot hasznalhat, beleertve a torteket es 
tizedesjegyfi.eket. (Emlekeztetoill: az angol tizedesjegyfi.eket nem vesszovel, 
hanem ponttal valasztjak el!) A hasznalhat6 szamoknak nines felso vagy 
also hatara, kiveve termeszetesen a nullat es a negativ szamokat. Pr6baljon 
minel tobb amyalati killonbseget megkillonboztetni a mondatok 
helyessegeben illetve 'magyartalansagaban'. 

Ebben a feladatban nincsenek 'helyes' valaszok, igy minden valasz, ami 
6nnek megfelelonek mnik ertekes a k.utatas szamara. Az elso benyomasokat 
merem, ezert nem szeretnem, ha tul so.kaig gondolkozna nyelvtani 
szabalyokon. Kerem, hogy az ertekelest az elso megerzesere tamassza, 
annak megfeleloen, hogy j61 hangzik-e az adott mondat magyarul, vagy 
sem? 

A kiserlet elott lesz alkalom gyakorolni. 12 mondat all a Gyakorl6 reszben 
erre a celra. 

Tehat emlekeztetoill: 

• Mindig a masodik mondat helyesseget ertekeli. 
• Az elso mondatpamak tetszes szerinti szamot adhat. 
• Minden ezt koveto mondatpart az elsonek kivalasztott szam aranyaban 

ertekeljen. 
• Barmilyen pozitiv szamot (torteket, tizedeseket) felhasznalhat. 
• A 'j6' mondatokra magas szamot, a 'rossz' mondatokra alacsony szamot 

adjon, es a kozepes helyessegfi. mondatokat kozepes nagysagu szammal 
j utalmazza. 

• Pr6balja megkillonboztetni az elfogadhat6sag minel tobb fokat. 

Kerem, hogy amikor keszen all a Gyakorl6 resz elvegzesere, hivja a 
kiserletvezetOt. 
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Appendix C (iii): L 1 pilot study: Questionnaire 

Kerdoiv: 

Kerem, hogy to/tsd ki ezt a kerdoivet, amig pihensz. Az oszinte vci/aszok 
a legertekesebbek! 

1. Neheznek tartod a feladatot (magyar mondatok szammal val6 
ertekeleset)? 

2. Mi volt a legnehezebb a feladatban? 

3. Milyennek talaltad a sebesseget, amivel a mondatok eltuntek a 
kepernyorOI? 

till gyors tul lassu megfelelt 

4. Eszedbe jutott nehany nyelvtani szabaly a feladat elvegzese alatt? 

5. V elemenyed szerint ez a feladat alkalmazhat6 kiilf6ldi magyarul tanul6 
diakokkal? 

Neved: ........................................................... . 

N agyon szepen koszonom a segitsegedet ebben a kiserletben. Ezutan a 
kerdoiv utan meg egy sorozat mondat ertekeleset kerem, es utana 
vegeztiink. 
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Appendix: D (i): L2 pilot study: Word list 

Appendix D (i): L2 pilot study: Word list 

a franciak = the French bolondnak tart = consider elvesz =marry (a woman) 

a sk6tok =the Scots 
somebody mad 

elvisz = take away· 

akar =want 
bilszke valakire =be proud 

ember= man 
of somebody 

alig = hardly 
bilszkelkedik = show off 

emlekezik =remember 

alland6an = constantly 
csak =only erdekel = interest 

alszik = sleep 
csalad =family 

erdemes = wothwhile 

amit = that (ACC) 
csalas = cheating 

erthetO = understandable 

angolul =in English 
csinal =do 

esos =rainy 

anyu(ka) =mum 
de= but 

estenkent = in the evenings 

apu =dad 
delelott = in the morning 

esti program = evening 

atel = experience 
program 

delutan = in the afternoon 
eszebe jut = remember 

atnez = look through 
dontes = decision 

atszall = change 
eszik =eat 

ebben =in this 
aut6t berel = hire a car 

eszrevesz = notice 
egesz = the whole 

felad =send 
aut6t szerel = f zx a car 

Egri Csillagok = (Stars of 
aut6verseny = car race Eger, title of a novel) 

feladat =task 

az angolok = the English egy kicsit = a little 
felesegill vesz = marry 
(take as wife) 

batran viselkedik = behave egyetem = university 
felhiv = call 

bravely 
egyetert = agree 

felismer =recognise 
bead = hand in 

egyezik a velemenye = be 
felkoszont = toast 

becsap =cheat/deceive of the same opinion 
somebody 

somebody 
egyszer = once 

feloltozik = get dressed 
befejez =finish 

egyilttjar = go out together 
ferfi =man 

beleszeret egy lanyba =fall 
el= live 

in love with a girl ferj =husband 

bemegy = go in 
elalszik = go to sleep 

fia = one 's son 

bemutat =introduce 
elfelejt =forget 

finomra vag = cut finely 

benne =in it 
elhisz =believe 

fog= shall 

beszel = talk 
eljon =come 

fogat mos = brush one's 

beszelget =chat 
elmegy=go teeth 

beteg =ill 
elmosogat = wash up fogorvos = dentist 

bevasarol = do the 
el0adas = lecture folyton = all the time 

shopping elolvas = read forditva = vice versa 

birk6z6 =wrestler elszomorodik = get sad franciaul = in French 

biztos valamiben = be elutazik =travel gondol = think 
certain about something 

elvalik =get divorced gyakran = often 
bolond =mad 
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gyalog = on foot kerdez =ask meg egyszer = once more 

gyerek =child keres =earn megbant = offend 

gy6gyszert szed =take kert = garden 
somebody 

medicine 
kesobb = later 

megbocsat =forgive 

ha= if keves =few 
megerkezik = arrive 

hagyma = onion 
kevesebb =fewer 

megert =understand 

hatha =maybe 
kez =hand 

megfazik = catch a cold 

hatra van = remain 
kezet fog = shake hands 

meggy6gyul = recover 

haz =house 
kezet mos = wash one's 

meghiv =invite 

hazaj<>n = come home hands megint = again 

hazasodik = get married kimos =wash megismer = get to know 

het =week kinek = whose megmos = wash 

hiaba = in vain kisbaba = baby megnez=see 

hiba = mistake kisfiad =your little son megnyer = win 

hibasan = wrong (adverb) kit= whom megvan =be found 

hideg =cold kivel =with whom megver = beat up 

hirtelen =suddenly kocsi =car megvesz = buy 

hisz =believe k<>lcsC>nad = lend melyik = which 

hova =where koran kel = get up early mennyi = how many 

hug =younger sister krumplit pucol =peel mert =because 

ido = time, weather 
potatoes 

mi= what 

idonkent =from time to 
kulcs =key 

mibOI =from what 
time killfi>ldre utazik =go 

miert =why 
abroad ilyen = like this 

mikor =when 
is= also 

lakas =flat 

lanya =one's daughter mil yen = what ... like 
iszik = drink 

lassan mulik =pass slowly 
minden nap = every day 

jatek =toy 
lat= see 

mindenki =everybody 
jatszik =play 

mindenkinek =for 
jezusom = my god 

lecket ir = write homework 
everybody 

johban szeretne = would 
leesik =fall down 

min dig = always 
rather Jenne = would be 

mit =what 
j61 esik =feels good lesz = will be 

mond =say 
jon =come letesz egy vizsgat = sit an 

most= now 
jovo heten = next week 

exam 
moziba megy = go to the 

kabat =coat 
level= letter 

cinema 

kastely =palace magyarul = in Hungarian 
mukOdik =work 

kell = have to 
mar = already 

munkaba jar =go to work 

kellene = would have to 
matek 6ra = maths lesson 

munkahely = workplace 
meg = still, yet 
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nadrag = trousers 

nagybatyja = one 's uncle 

nagyi = granny 

nagymama =grandmother 

nagypapa = grand/ ather 

napfeny = sunshine 

napozik = sunbathe 

neha = sometimes 

nehany = a Jew 

nem igazan = not really 

nem szamit = doesn't 
mall er 

nev =name 

nines = there is not 

no= woman 

nonap = Women's day 

nyar = summer 

olyan = like that 

orosz =Russian 

orvos =doctor 

osszetor = break 

osztalytalalkoz6t tart = 
hold a class reunion 

pedig = however 

pohar = glass 

raer = have time for 

reggelit keszit =make 
breakfast 

rendbe hozlrak/tesz = tidy 
up, put in order 

rendet csinal =make order 

rendetlen =messy 

reszt vesz =take part 

ritkabban =more rarely 

ritkan =rarely 

rosszul hall hear badly 

segit =help 

sir= cry 

soha =never 

Appendix D (i): L2 pilot study: Word list 

sokan =many 

sokszor = often 

se>rt iszik = drink beer 

szepen = nicely 

szeret = like 

szeretne = would like 

szivesebben = would rather 

szoba =room 

szokott =no equivalent (do 
something habitually) 

szomoru =sad 

szomszed =neighbour 

szomyil elmeny = terrible 
experience 

szillei = one 's parents 

sziiloertekezletet tart = hold 
a parents' meeting 

szilnetben = in the break 

tanar = teacher 

tanul =learn 

tanyer =plate 

teged =you (ACC) 

tegnap =yesterday 

terv =plan 

tevet nez = watch TV 

tonkremegy = break down 

tortenik =happen 

tud =know 

rul sok = too many 

ugy = like that 

uj munkat kap =get a new 
job 

uszik =swim 

uszoda = swimming pool 

utazik = travel 

ilzletember = businessman 

iizletet kot = make a deal 

vacsorat roz = cook supper 

vagy =or 

valahol = somewhere 

valaki = somebody 

valakivel = with somebody 

valami =something 

valtozik = change 

van= is 

varos =town 

varr =sew 

velemeny = opinion 

vide6t nez = watch videos 

viz= water 

vizsga = exam 

vizsgazik = take an exam 

zavar = disturb 
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Appendix D (ii): L2 pilot study: List of experimental 
sentences for magnitude estimation 
I. 
Mit csinalnak a gyerekek? 
what do-they the children 
'What are the children doing?' 
Eva lecket ir, Jancsi moziba megy. 
Eve homework writes, John cinema-to goes 
'Eve is writing homework, John is going to the cinema.' 
Eva ir lecket, Jancsi megy moziba. 

2. 
Mit csinal egy ilzletember? 
what does a businessman 
'What does a businessman do?' 
Kiilloldre utazik es iizletet kot. 
abroad travels and deals makes 
'He travels abroad and makes deals.' 
Utazik kiilloldre es kot iizletet. 

3. 
Mi az esti programod? 
what the evening program-yours 
'What are you doing in the evening?' 
Tanulni fogok. 
study-INF will-I 
'I will be studying.' 
Fogok tanulni. 

4. 
Mi a terved nyarra? 
what the plan-yours summer-for 
'What are your plans for the summer?' 
Utazni akarok Europaban. 
travel-INF want-I Europe-in 
'I want to travel in Europe.' 
Akarok utazni Europaban. 

5. 
Mi tOrtenik a filmben? 
what happens in the film 
'What happens in the film?' 
A flu beleszeret a binyba. 
the boy PREF-loves the girl 
'The boys falls in love with the girl.' 
A flu a tanyba beleszeret. 

6. 
Hova mesz? 
where go-you 
'Where are you going?' 
Feladom a levelet. 
PREF-post the letter-A CC 
'I'm going to post the letter.' 
A levelet feladom. 
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7. 
Mit fogsz csinalni a szilnetben? 
what-A CC will-you do-INF the holidays-in 
'What will you do in the holidays?' 
El fogom olvasni az Egri Csillagokat 
PREF will-I read-INF the Eger Stars-A CC 
'I' 11 read The Stars of Eger.' 
Fogom elolvasni az Egri Csillagokat 

8. 
Mit tud mar a kisbaba? 
what-ACC knows already the baby 
'What can the baby do yet?' 
Fel tud olt<izni. 
PREF knows dress-INF 
'She can get dressed.' 
Tud felolt0zni. 

9. 
Miert szeretsz napozni? 
why like-you sunbathe-INF 
'Why do you like sunbathing?' 
Joi esik a napfeny. 
good feels the sunshine 
'I like the sun.' 
A napfeny jol esik. 

10. 
Miert j<Stt ma Kati gyalog? 
why came today Kate on-foot 
'Why did Kate come on foot today?' 
Kolcsonadta a kocsijat 
PREF-gave the car-hers 
'She's lent her car to somebody.' 
A kocsijat kolcs0nadta. 

11. 
Mit kell tenni, ha beteg vagy? 
what-A CC must do-INF if ill are-you 
'What do you have to do if you are ill?' 
Gy6gyszert kell szedni. 
medicine-ACC must take-INF 
'You have to take some medicine.' 
Kell gy6gyszert szedni. 

12. 
Miert megy Janos Edinburghba? 
why goes :John Edinburgh-to 
'Why is John going to Edinburgh?' 
Reszt akar venni a fesztivalon. 
part-A CC wants take-INF the festival-on 
'He wants to perform at the Festival.' 
Akar reszt venni a fesztivalon. 

13. 
Kit szeret Eva? Az angolokat? 
who-ACC likes Eve? the English-ACC 
'Who does Eve like? The English?' 
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A skotokat szereti, nem az angolokat 
the Scots-ACC likes not the English-ACC 
'She likes the Scots, not the English.' 
Szereti a skotokat, nem az angolokat. 

14. 
Hova megy Zoli? A koncertre? 
where goes :ZO/i? the concert-to? 
'Where is Zoli going? To the concert?' 
A moziba megy, nem a koncetre. 
the cinema-to goes not the concert-to 
'He is going to the cinema, not the concert.' 
Megy a moziba, nem a koncertre. 

15. 
Mit szokott Tamas csinalni? Teniszezni? 
what-A CC habitual Tom do-INF? play-tennis-INF 
'What does Tom do? Does he play tennis?' 
Uszni szokott, nem teniszezni. 
swim-INF habitual not play-tennis-JNF 
'He usually swims and does not play tennis.' 
Szokott uszni, nem teniszezni. 

16. 
Mit akarsz enni? 
what-A CC want-you eat-INF 
'What do you want to eat?' 
Inni akarok, nem enni. 
drink-INF want-I not eat-INF 
'I want to drink, not eat.' 
Akarok inni, nem enni. 

17. 
Leesett a pohar. 
PREF-fell the glass 
'The glass has fallen.' 
A tanyer esett le, nem a pohar. 
the plate fell down not the glass 
'It's the plate that's fallen, not the glass.' 
A tanyer leesett, nem a pohar. 

18. 
Kimostad a kabatom? 
PREF-washed-you the coat-mine 
'Did you wash my coat?' 
A nadrigod mostam ki, nem a kabatod. 
the trousers-yours washed-I PREF not the coat-your 
'I washed your trousers, not your coat.' 
Kimostam a nadrigod, nem a kabatod. 

19. 
Delutan mesz bevasarolni? 
in-the-afternoon go-you PREF-shop-INF 
'Are you going shopping in the afternoon?' 
Delelott fogok bevasarolni, nem delutan. 
in-the-morning will-I PREF-shop-INF not in-the-afternoon 
'I'm doing shopping in the morning, not in the afternoon.' 
Fogok bevasarolni delelott, nem delutan. 
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20. 
At kell szallni az Oktogonnal? 
PREF must change-INF the O/rtogon-at 
'Do you have to change at Oktogon?' 
Az Astorianal kell ats7.8llni, nem pedig az Oktogonn81. 
the Astoria-at must PREF-change not the Oktogon-at 
'You have to change at Astoria, not Oktogon.' 
Kell atszallni az Astorian81, nem pedig az Oktogonn81. 

21. 
Nagypapa sok gyogyszeyt szed. 
grandfather many medicine takes 
'Grandfather takes a lot of medicine.' 
Nagymama szed gy6gyszert, nem nagypapa. 
grandmother takes medicine not grandfather 
'It's grandmother who takes medicine, not grandfather.' 
Nagymama gy6gyszert szed, nem nagypapa. 

22. 
Zoli rendbe hozta a hazat. 
Zo/i order-into brought the house-ACC 
'Zoli has cleaned up the house.' 
A kertet hozta rendbe, nem a hazat. 
the garden-ACC brought order-into not the house-A CC 
'It's the garden he cleaned up, not the house.' 
Rendbe hozta a kertet, nem a ha:zat. 

23. 
Mi fog valtozni az uj munkahelyeden? 
what will change-INF the new workplace-yours-on 
'What will be different at your new workplace?' 
Kes0bb fogok munk8ba jarni. 
later will-I work-into go-INF 
'I'll be leaving for work later in the morning.' 
Fogok munkaba jarni kesobb. 

24. 
Soha nines idom. 
never is-not time-mine 
'I never have enough time.' 
Kevesebbet kellene tevet nezni. 
less-ACC should TV-ACC watch-INF 
'You should be watching less TV.' 
Kellene tevet nezni kevesebbet. 

25. 
Szokott sort inni a ferjed? 
habitual beer-ACC drink-INF the husband-yours 
'Does you husband drink beer?' 
Nem iszik sort. 
not drinks beer-ACC 
'He doesn't drink beer.' 
Nem sort iszik. 

26. 
Szeret fogat mosni a kisfiad? 
likes tooth-A CC wash-INF the son-yours 
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'Does your son like brushing his teeth?' 
Nern mos fogat. 
not washes tooth-ACC 
'He doesn't brush his teeth.' 
Nern fogat mos. 

27. 
Simi fogsz a fogorvosnal? 
cry-INF will-you the dentist-at 
'Will you cry at the dentist's?' 
Nern fogok sirni. 
not will-I cry-INF 
'I won't cry.' 
Nem sfrni fogok. 

28. 
Tud varrni az anyukad? 
can saw-INF the mother-yours 
'Can your mother saw?' 
Nern tud varrni. 
not can saw-INF 
'She cannot saw.' 
Nern varrni tud. 

29. 
Elhitte neked? 
PREF-believed you-for 
'Did he believe you?' 
Nem bitte el. 
not believed PREF 
'He didn't believe me.' 
Nem elbitte . 

. 30. 
Raersz? 
PREF-have-time-you 
'Have you got time?' 
Nem erek ri. 
not have-time PREF 
'I haven't got time.' 
Nem raerek. 

31. 
Mi lesz, ha elalszol? 
what will-be if PREF-sleep-you 
'What will happen if you go to sleep?' 
Nern fogok elaludni. 
not will-I PREF-sleep-INF 
'I won't go to sleep.' 
Nern el fogok aludni. 

32. 
Meg akarod nezni a filmet? 
PREF want-you see-INF thefilm-ACC 
'Do you want to see the film?' 
Nern akarom megnezni. 
not want-I PREF-see-INF 
'I don't want to see it.' 
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Nem meg akarom nezni. 

33. 
Emlekszel a nevere? 
remember-you the name-his-onlo 
'Do you remember his name?' 
Nem jut eszembe. 
not comes mind-mine-to 
'I can remember it just now.' 
Nem eszembe jut. 

34. 
Egyetertesz a dontessel? 
PREF-agree-you the decision-with 
'Do you agree with the decision?' 
Nem ertek egyet. 
not agree-I PREF 
'I don't agree with it.' 
Nem egyetertek. 

35. 
Eszre szoktad venni? 
to-mind habitual-you take-INF 
'Do you usually notice it?' 
Nem szoktam esnevenni. 
not habitual-I to-mind-take-INF 
'I don't usually notice it.' 
Nem eszre szoktam venni. 

36. 
Felesegill akarja venni Evat? 
wife-as wants take-INF Eve-ACC 
Does he want to marry Eve?' 
Nem akarja felesegill venni. 
not wants wife-as take-INF 
'He doesn't want to marry her.' 
Nem felesegfil akarja venni. 

37. 
Angol vagy? 
English are-you 
'Are you English?' 
Nem vagyok angol. 
not am-I English 
'I'm not English.' 
Nem angol vagyok. 

38. 
Biztos vagy benne? 
sure are-you in-it 
'Are you sure in it?' 
Nem vagyok biztos. 
not am-I sure 
'I'm not sure.' 
Nem biztos vagyok. 
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39. 
Mindig ilyen rendetlen a szobad? 
always such messy the room-yours 
• f s you room always so messy?' 
lgen, ritkan csinalok rendet 
yes, rarely make-I order-ACC 
'Yes, I clean it only rarely.' 
lgen, ritkan rendet csinalok. 

40. 
Tudtal a franciakkal beszelni? 
could-you the French-with talk-INF 
'Could you talk to the French? 
Nern, hiaba tanultarn franciaul. 
no, in-vain learnt-I French 
'No, I learnt it in vain.' 
Nern, hiaba franciaul tanultarn. 

41. 
Ertheto volt az eloadas? 
understandable was the lecture 
'Was the lecture clear?' 
Nern. Alig ertettern rneg. 
no, hardly Wlderstood-1 PREF 
'No, I could hardly understand it.' 
Nern. Alig megertettern. 

42. 
Sokszor vagy szomoru? 
often are-you sad 
'Are you often sad?' 
Nern, ritkan szornorodok el 
no, rarely get-sad-I PREF 
'No, I get sad only rarely.' 
Nern, ritkan elszomorodok. 

43. 
Erdemes volt konin kelni? 
worth was early raise-INF 
'Was it worth getting up so early?' 
Nern. Hiaba keltiink koran. 
no, in-vain raised-we early 
'No, we shouldn't have got up so early. (We got up early in vain.)' 
Nern. Hiaba koran keltiink. 

44. 
Az orvosok gyakran megmossak a kezilket? 
the doctors often PREF-wash-they the hands-theirs-A CC 
'Do the doctors often wash their hands?' 
Nern, ritkan rnosnak kezet 
no, rarely wash-they hands-ACC 
'No, they rarely wash their hands.' 
Nern, ritkan kezet mosnak. 

45. 
Sok vizsgat kell meg letenned? 
many exam-A CC must yet PREF-take-you-INF 
'Do you have to take lots of exams? 
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Nem. Keves van hatra. 
no, few is behind 
'No, I have only a few.' 
Nem. Keves batra van. 

46. 
Hideg volt a viz az uszodaban? 
cold was the water the swimming-pool-in 
'Was the water cold in the swimming pool?' 
Nem. Alig volt bideg. 
no, hardly was cold 
'No it was not so cold.' 
Nern. Alig bideg volt 

47. 
Estenkent mit csinal a ferjed? 
evenings what-ACC does the husband-yours 
'What does your husband do in the evenings?' 
Mindig tevet oh. 
always TV watches 
'He always watches TV.' 
Mindig nez tevet 

48. 
Miert nem tudsz meg magyarul? 
why not know-you yet Hungarian 
'Why can't you speak Hungarian yet?' 
Mert folyton angolul beszelek.. 
because always English speak-I 
'Because I always speak English.' 
Mert folyton beszelek angolul. 

49. 
Elhitted, amit mondott? 
PREF-believed-you what-ACC said-he 
'Did you believe what he said?' 
Igen. Atland6an elbittem, amit mondott 
yes, always PREF-believed-I what-A CC said-he 
'Yes, I always believed what he said.' 
Igen. Atland6an bittem el, amit mondott 

50. 
Agi megint beteg? 
Agnes again ill 
'Is Agnes ill again?' 
lgen. Folyton megfazik.. 
yes, always PREF-cat hes-cold 
'Yes, she keeps catching a cold.' 
Igen. Folyton fazik meg. 

51. 
Gyakran gondolod, hogy Zsuzsa egy kicsit bolond? 
often think-you that Zsuzsa a little mad 
'Do you often think that Zsuzsa is a bit mad?' 
lgen. ldonkent bolondnak tartom. 
yes, sometimes mad-DAT think-I 
'Yes, I sometimes think she is mad.' 
Igen. Idonkent tartom bolondnak.. 
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52. 
Mindenkinek egyezett a velemenye? 
everybody-DAT agreed the opinion-his 
'Did everybody agree?' 
Igen. Mindenki egyetertett. 
yes, everybody one-agreed 
'Yes, everybody agreed.' 
lgen. Mindenki ertett egyet 

53. 
Sokszor bilszkelkedsz a fiaddal? 
often be-proud-you the son-yours-with 
'Do you often boast off with your son?' 
lgen. Neha biiszke vagyok ra. 
yes, sometimes proud am-I on-him 
'Yes, sometimes I'm proud of him.' 
Igen. Neha vagyok biiszke ra. 

54. 
Milyen lesz novemberben az ido? 
what will-be November-in the weather 
'What will the weather be like in November?' 
Minden nap esos lesz. 
every day rainy will-be 
'It will be rainy every day.' 
Minden nap lesz esos. 

55. 
Rosszul hall a nagypapa. 
badly hears the grandfather 
'Grandfather cannot hear well.' 
Ki hall rosszul? 

. who hears badly? 
'Who cannot hear well? 
Ki rosszul hall? 

56. 
Batran viselkedett. 
bravely behaved 
'He behaved very bravely.' 
Ki viselkedett batran? 
who behaved bravely 
'Who behaved very bravely?' 
Ki batran viselkedett? 

57. 
Keszitek kavet es teat. 
make-I coffee-ACC and tea-ACC 
'I' 11 make coffee and tea.' 
Mit iszol szivesebben? 
what-ACC drink-you rather-more 
'Which one would you rather have?' 
Mit szivesebben iszol? 

58. 
J6l beszeli az oroszt. 
well speaks the Russian-ACC 
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'He speaks good Russian.' 
Mit beszel jol? 
what-ACC speaks well 
'What does he speak well?' 
Mit jol beszel? 

59. 
Mindenkinek van feladata a csaladban. 
everybody-DAT is task-his the family-in 
'Everybody has a task in the family.' 
Ki szokott mosogatni? 
who habitual wash-up-INF 
'Who does the washing up?' 
Ki mosogatni szokott? 

60. 
A nagyi alud.ni szeretne. 
the granny sleep-INF would-like-she 
'Granny would like to sleep.' 
Ki szeretne aludni? 
who would-like sleep-INF 
'Who would like to sleep?' 
Ki aludni szeretne? 

61. 
Uj munkat kaptam. 
new job-A CC got-I 
'I've got a new job.' 
Mennyit fogsz keresni? 
how-much-ACC will-you earn-INF 
'How much will you earn?' 
Mennyit keresni fogsz? 

62. 
Apa, jatsszunk valamit! 
daddy, play-SUB-we something-ACC 
'Daddy, let's play something.' 
Mit akarsz jatszani? 
what-A CC want-you play-INF 
'What do you want to play?' 
Mit jatszani akarsz? 

63. 
Valaki megerkezett. 
somebody PREF arrived 
'Somebody has arrived.' 
Ki erkezett meg? 
who arrived PREF 
'Who has arrived?' 
Ki megerkezett? 

64. 
Megvan a kulcsom. 
PREF-is the key-mine 
'I've found my key.' 
Mi van meg? 
what is PREF 
'What have you found?' 
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Mi megvan? 

65. 
Nehany embert meghivtam estere. 
some people-ACC PREF-invited-I evening-for 
'I've invited some people for the evening.' 
Kit meghivtal? 
who-A CC PREF-invited-you 
'Who did you invite?' 
Kit hivtal meg? 

66. 
Jezusom, elfelejtettem. 
Jesus-mine, PREF-forgot-I 
'Jesus, I've forgotten.' 
Mit felejtettel el? 
what-A CC forgot-you PREF 
'What have you forgotten?' 
Mit elfelejtettel? 

67. 
Meg fog gy6gyulni. 
PREF will recover-INF 
'She'll recover.' 
Ki fog meggyt)gyulni? 
who will PREF-recover-INF 
'Who will recover?' 
Ki meg fog gyogyulni? 

68. 
0 is el akar jonni. 
he also PREF wants come-INF 
'He also wants to come.' 
Ki akar eljonni? 
who wants PREF-come-INF 
'Who wants to come?' 
Ki el akar jonni? 

69. 
Meg fogok bocsatani neki. 
PREF will-I forgive-INF he-DAT 
'I'll forgive him/her.' 
Mit fogsz megbocsatani neki? 
what-ACC will-you PREF-forgive-INF he-DAT 
'What will you forgive him/her?' 
Mit meg fogsz bocsatani neki? 

70. 
El tudom olvasni. 
PREF can-I read-INF 
'I can read it.' 
Mit tudsz elolvasni? 
what-ACC can-you PREF-read-INF 
'What can you read?' 
Mit el tudsz olvasni? 
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71. 
Hirtelen eszembe jutott valami. 
suddenly mind-mine-to came something 
'Suddenly I remembered something.' 
Mi jutott eszedbe? 
what came mind-yours-to 
'What did you remember?' 
Mi eszedbe jutott? 

72. 
Olyan lassan mulik ez a het. 
so slowly passes this the week 
'This week goes so slowly.' 
Mi mulik lassan? 
what passes slowly 
'What goes slowly?' 
Mi lassan mulik? 

73. 
Kati mindig kolcsonadja a jatekait. 
Kate always PREF-gives the toys-hers 
'Kate always lend her toys.' 
Most mit adott kiilcson? 
now what-ACC gave PREF 
'What did she lend now?' 
Most mit kolcsonadott? 

74. 
Finomra vagjuk a hagymat. 
fine-onto chop-we the onion-ACC 
'We chop the onions finely.' 
Mit vagunk finomra? 
what-A CC chop-we fine-onto 
'What do we chop finely?' 
Mit finomra vagunk? 

75. 
A nagyMtyam sokszor nez vide6t. 
the uncle-mine often watches video-ACC 
'My uncle watches a lot of videos.' 
Ki szokott vide6t nezni? 
who habitual video-ACC watch-INF 
'Who watches a lot of videos?' 
Ki vide6t szokott nezni? 

76. 
Vacsorat kell rozni. 
supper-ACC must cook-INF 
'We have to cook supper.' 
Ki akar krumplit pucolni? 
who wants potatoes-ACC peel-INF 
'Who wants to peel potatoes?' 
Ki krumplit akar pucolni? 

77. 
Tamas hazasodni akar. 
Tom marry-INF wants 
'Tom wants to get married.' 
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Kit fog felesegiil venni? 
who-ACC will-he wife-as take-INF 
'Who does he want to marry?' 
Kit felesegiil fog venni? 

78. 
Az egesz haz rendetlen. 
the whole house messy 
'The whole house is messy.' 
Mit kell rendbe tenni? 
what-ACC must order-into put-INF 
'What needs to be cleaned?' 
Mit rendbe kell tenni? 

79. 
Mondtam, hogy Katit Parizsban ismertem meg. 
said-I that Kate-ACC Paris-in learn-I-I PREF 
'I said I met Kate in Paris.' 
De en azt kerdeztem, hogy melyik varosban ismerted Evat meg? 
but I that-ACC asked-I that which city-in learnt-you Eve-ACC PIIBF 
'But I asked which town did you meet Eve in?' 
De en azt kerdeztem, hogy melyik varosban ismerted meg Evat? 

80. 
Peter nem ment be matek 6rara. 
Peter not went in Maths lesson-to 
'Peter didn't go to Maths.' 
De a tanar azt akarta tudni, hogy melyik orara nem ment Janos be? 
but the teacher that-ACC wanted know-INF that which lesson-to not went John PIIBF 
'But the teacher wanted to know which lesson did John not go into?' 
De a tanar azt akarta tudni, hogy melyik orara nem ment be Janos? 

81. 
Janos bantott meg teged, vagy forditva? 
John hurt PREFyou-ACC or vice versa 
'Did John hurt you or did you hurt him?' 
Nem, en banto~m ot meg. 
no, I hurt-I him PREF 
'No, I hurt him.' 
Nem, en bantottam meg ot. 

82. 
0 hivott meg bennilnket? 
he invited PREF us 
'Did he invite us?' 
Forditva, en hivtam ot meg. 
other-way-round, I invited-I him P IIBF 
'No, I invited him.' 
Forditva, en hivtam meg ot. 

83. 
Laci es Eva telefonon beszelgettek. 
Lesley and Eve phone-on talked-they 
'Lesley and Eve were talking on the phone.' 
Ki hivott fel kit? 
who called P IIBF whom 
'Who called up whom?' 
Ki kit hivott fel? 
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84. 
Ket birk6z6 volt a ringben. 
two wrestler was the ring-in 
'There were two wrestlers in the ring.' 
Ki vert rneg kit? 
who beat PREF whom 
'Who beat whom?' 
Ki kit vert rneg? 

85. 
Osztalytalalkozot tartottunk, es sokan eljottek. 
c/ass-reunion-ACC held-we and many PREF-came-they 
'We had a class reunion and lots of people turned up.' 
Ki kit isrnert fel? 
who whom recognised PREF 
'Who recognised whom?' 
Ki isrnert fel kit? 

86. 
A nonapon minden ferfi felkoszontott egy not. 
the women's-day-on every man PREF-greeted a woman-A CC 
'On international women's day every man greeted a woman.' 
Ki kit koszontott fel? 
who whom greeted PREF 
'Who greeted whom?' 
Ki kiiszontott fel kit? 

87. 
Atnezem meg egyszer a feladatot, hatha van benne hiba. 
PREF-look-I yet once the exercise-ACC in-case is in-it mistake 
'I' II go through the exercise in case there is a mistake in it.' 
Nern lenne jo hibasan adni be. 
not would-be good faulty hand-INF in 
'It wouldn't be good to hand it in with mistakes in it.' 
Nern lenne jo hibasan beadni. 

88. 
Ez szOrnyfi elmeny volt! 
this horrific experience was 
'This was a horrific experience.' 
Jo lenne ezt ritkabban elni at. 
good would-be this-A CC rarely-more live-INF through 
'I wish I didn't have to live through it again.' 
Jo lenne ezt ritkabban atelni. 

89. 
Apu nem igaz.311 tud ebben segiteni. 
dad not really can-he in-this help-INF 
'Dad cannot really help with this.' 
Jobb lenne anyut hivni fel. 
better would-be mom-A CC call-INF up 
'We'd better call Mum.' 
Jobb lenne anyut felhivni. 
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90. 
Peter nem tud aut6t szerelni. 
Peter not can-he auto-A CC frx-INF 
'Peter cannot fix cars.' 
Jobban szeretnem Janoshoz vinni el az autot. 
better would-like-I John-to take-INF PREF the car-ACC 
'I'd rather take it to John.' 
Jobban szeretnem Janoshoz elvinni az autot. 

91. 
Azt mondjak, valaki becsapta Mariat. 
that-ACC say-they somebody PREF-cheated Mary-ACC 
'They say somebody cheated Mary.' 
Kit mondanak, hogy becsapta Mariat? 
who-ACC say-they that PREF-cheated Mary-ACC 
'Who do they say cheated Mary?' 
Kit mondanak, becsapta Mariat? 

92. 
Azt mondjak, valaki becsapta Mariat. 
that-A CC say-they somebody PREF-cheated Mary-ACC 
'They say somebody cheated Mary.' 
Mit mondanak, hogy ki csapta be Mariat? 
what-ACC say-they that who cheated PREF Mary-ACC 
'Who do they say cheated Mary?' 

93. 
Azt hiszem, valami eszebe jutott. 
that-ACC believe-I something mind-his-to came 
'I think he remembered something.' 
Mit hiszel, hogy eszebe jutott? 
what-ACC believe-you that mind-his-to came 
'What do you think he remembered?' 
Mit hiszel, eszebe jutott? 

94. 
Azt hiszem, valami eszebe jutott. 
that-ACC believe-I something mind-his-to came 
'I think he remembered something.' 
Mit hiszel, hogy mi jutott eszebe? 
what-ACC believe-you that what came mind-his-to 
'What do you think he remembered?' 

95. 
Gondolom, megneztek a kastelyt. 
think-IP REF-saw-they the palace-A CC 
'I believe they had a look at the palace.' 
Mit gondolsz, hogy megneztek? 
what-ACC think-you that PREF-saw-they 
'What do you believe they had a look at?' 
Mit gondolsz, megneztek? 

96. 
Gondolom, megneztek a kastelyt. 
think-I PREF-saw-they the palace-A CC 
'I believe they had a look at the palace.' 
Mit gondolsz, hogy mit neztek meg? 
what-ACC think-you that what-ACC saw-they PREF 
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'What do you believe they had a look at?' 

97. 
Azt hiszem, a tanar eszrevette a csalast. 
that-A CC believe-I the teacher mind-to-took the cheating 
'I think the teacher noticed the cheating.' 
Mit biszel, hogy a tanar eszrevett? 
what-ACC believe-you that the teacher mind-to-took 
'What do you think the teacher noticed?' 
Mit biszel, a tanar eszrevett? 

98. 
Azt hiszem, a tanar eszrevette a csalast. 
that-A CC believe-I the teacher mind-to-took the cheating 
'I think the teacher noticed the cheating.' 
Mit biszel, hogy mit vett eszre a tanar? 
what-ACC believe-you that what-ACC took mind-to the teacher 
'What do you think the teacher noticed?' 

99. 
Gondolom, hogy a jovo heten haz.ajon a flunk. 
think-I that the next week-on home-comes the son-ours 
'I think our son is coming home next week.' 
Mikor gondolod, hogy bazajon? 
when think-you that home-comes 
'When do you think he is coming home?' 
Mikor gondolod, bazajon? 

100. 
Gondolom, hogy a jovo heten hazajon a flunk. 
think-I that the next week-on home-comes the son-ours 
'I think our son is coming home next week.' 
Mit gondolsz, hogy mikor jon baza? 
what-ACC think-you that when comes home 
'When do you think he is coming home?' 

IOI. 
Tudom, hogy valakivel egyilttjar. 
know-I that somebody-with together-goes-he 
'I know he's going out with somebody.' 
Kivel tudod, hogy egyiittjar? 
who-with know-you that together-goes-he 
'Who do you know he's going out with?' 
Kivel tudod, egyiittjar? 

I 02. Tudom, hogy valakivel egyilttjar. 
know-I that somebody-with together-goes 
'I know he's going out with somebody.' 
Mit tudsz, hogy kivel jar egyiitt? 
what-A CC know-you that who-with goes together 
'Who do you know he's going out with?' 

103. 
Azt akarom, hogy orvos nezze meg a gyereket. 
that-A CC want-I that doctor look-SUB-he PREF the child-A CC 
'I want a doctor to see the child.' 
Kit akarsz, hogy megnezze a gyereket? 
who-ACC want-you that PREF-look-SUB-he the child-ACC 
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'Who do you want to see the child?' 
Kit akarsz, megnezze a gyereket? 

104. 
Azt akarom, hogy orvos nezze meg a gyereket. 
that-A CC want-I that doctor look-SUB-he PREF the child-A CC 
'I want a doctor to see the child.' 
Mit akarsz, hogy ki nezze meg a gyereket? 
what-A CC want-you that who look-SUB-he PREF the child-A CC 
'Who do you want to see the child?' 

105. 
Azt szeretnem, hogy Eva keszitsen reggelit. 
that-A CC would-like-I that Eve make-SUB-she breakfast-ACC 
'I would like Eve to make breakfast.' 
Kit szeretnel, hogy reggelit keszitsen? 
who-ACC woul-like-you that breakfast-ACC make-SUB-she 
'Who would you like to make breakfast?' 
Kit szeretnel, reggelit keszitsen? 

106. 
Azt szeretnem, hogy Eva keszitsen reggelit. 
that-A CC would-like-I that Eve make-SUB-she breakfast-A CC 
'I would like Eve to make breakfast.' 
Mit szeretnel, hogy ki keszitsen reggelit? 
what-ACC would-like-you that who make-SUB-she breakfast 
'Who would you like to make breakfast?' 

107. 
Azt akarom, hogy a hugat mutassa be. 
that-ACC want-I that sister-ACC introduce-SUB-he PREF 
'I want him to introduce his sister.' 
Kit akarsz, hogy bemutasson? 
who-ACC want-you that PREF-introduce-SUB-he 
'Who do you want him to introduce?' 
Kit akarsz, bemutasson? 

108. 
Azt akarom, hogy a hugat mutassa be. 
that-A CC want-I that sister-ACC introduce-SUB-he PREF 
'I want him to introduce his sister.' 
Mit akarsz, hogy kit mutasson be? 
what-ACC want-you that who-A CC introduce-SUB-he PREF 
'Who do you want him to introduce?' 

109. 
Szeretnem, ha a szobadat rendberaknad. 
would-like-I if the room-yours-ACC order-into-take-COND-you 
'I would like you to clean up your room.' 
Mit szeretnel, hogy rendbe rakjak? 
what-ACC would-like-you that order-into take-SUB-I 
'What would you like me to clean up?' 
Mit szeretnel, rendbe rakjak? 

110. 
Szeretnem, ha a szobadat rendberaknad. 
would-like-I if the room-yours-ACC order-into-take-COND-you 
'I would like you to clean up your room.' 
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Mit szeretnel, hogy mit rakjak rendbe? 
what-A CC would-like-you that what-A CC take-SUB-I order-into 
'What would you like me to clean up?' 

111. 
Szeretnem, ha Amerikaba utaznank el. 
would-like-I if America-to travel-COND-we PREF 
'I would like to travel to America.' 
Hova szeretned, hogy elutazzunk? 
where would-like-you that travel-SUB-we 
'Where would you like to travel?' 
Hova szeretned, elutazzunk? 
where would-like-you travel-SUB-we 

112. 
Szeretnem, ha Amerikaba utaznank el. 
would-like-I if America-to travel-COND-we PREF 
'I would like to travel to America.' 
Mit szeretnel, hogy hova utazzunk el? 
what-A CC would-like-you that where travel-SUB we 
'Where would you like to travel?' 

113. 
Bereljiink egy aut6t valahol. 
hire-SUB-we a car-ACC somewhere 
'Let's hire a car somewhere.' 
Hol akarod, hogy autot bereljiink? 
where want-you that car-ACC hire-SUB-we 
'Where do you want to hire a car?' 
Hol akarod, autot bereljiink? 

114. 
Bereljilnk egy aut6t valahol. 
hire-SUB-we a car-ACC somewhere 
'Let's hire a car somewhere.' 
Mit akarsz, hogy hol bereljiink autot? 
what-ACC want-you that where hire-SUB-we car-A CC 
'Where do you want to hire a car?' 
Mit akarsz, hogy hol bereljiink autot? 

115. 
Tegnap nem tudtam elmenni az aut6versenyre. 
yesterday not could-I PREF-go-INF the car-race-to 
'Yesterday I could not go to the car race.' 
Nern tudom, hogy kinek a:i autoja nyerte meg a versenyt 
not know-I that whose the car-his won PREF the race-ACC 
'I don't know whose car won the race.' 
Nern tudom, hogy kinek az autoja megnyerte a versenyt. 

116. 
Tegnap szilloertekezletet tartottunk. 
yesterday parent-meeting-ACC held-us 
'Yesterday we held a parents' meeting.' 
Azt akartuk megnezni, hogy melyik gyerek anyukaja jon eL 
that-A CC wanted-we PREF-see-INF that which child mom-his come PREF 
'We wanted to see which child's mother will come.' 
Azt akartuk megnezni, hogy melyik gyerek anyukaja eljon. 
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117. 
MibOl vizsgaztal? 
what-from exam-take-you 
'What did you take an exam in?' 
Azt kerdezed, hogy milyen vizsgat tettem le? 
that-ACC ask-you that what exam took-I PREF 
'Are you asking what exams I have already taken?' 
Azt kerdezed, hogy milyen vizsgat letettem? 

118. 
Az nem szamit, hogy mit lattal a teveben. 
that not matters that what-ACC saw-you the TV-in 
'It doesn't matter what you saw on TV.' 
Az erdekel, hogy mit olvast81 el. 
that interests-me that what-ACC read-you PREF 
'I'm interested in what you've read.' 
Az erdekel, hogy mit elolvastal. 

119. 
Nern mllkodik a telefonom. 
not works the telephone-mine 
'My phone is out oforder.' 
Tegnap azt mondtad, hogy a teved ment tonkre! 
yesterday that-ACC said-you that the TV-yours went wrong 
'Yesterday you said your TV was out of order.' 
Tegnap azt mondtad, hogy a teved tonkrement! 

120. 
A szomszed lakast megvettek. 
the neighbour flat-A CC PREF-bought-they 
'The flat next door has been bought.' 
Azt hiszem, hogy a Szaboek vettek meg. 
that-ACC think-I that the Szab6s bought-they PREF 
'I think the Szab6s bought it.' 
Azt hiszem, hogy a Szaboek megvettek. 

121. 
Szepen elmosogatott a lanyod. 
nicely PREF-washed-up the daughter-yours 
'Your daughter did a nice job washing up.' 
Csak az zavar, hogy tul sok poharat tort ossze! 
only that bothers-me that too many glass-ACC broke-she PREF 
'I'm only worried because she broke too many glasses.' ;;!;' , 

Csak az zavar, hogy tul sok poharat osszetort! 

122. 
Tudtad, hogy J6zsi elvette Katit? 
knew-you that Joseph PREF married Kate-A CC 
'Did you know that Joseph married Kate?' 
Nem tudtam, hogy Ka tit vette felesegiil. 
not knew-I that Kate-ACC took wife-as 
'I didn't know that he married Kate.' 
Nem tudtam, hogy Katit felesegiil vette. 

123. 
Befejezte az egyetemet? 
PREF-finished the university-ACC 
'Did he finish university?' 

•··'= 
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Azt mondta, hogy meg nem f ejezte be. 
that-A CC said-he that yet not finished PREF 
'He said he hadn't finished it yet.' 
Azt mondta, hogy meg nem befejezte. 

124. 
Elvaltak a szillei? 
PREF-divorced the parents-his 
'Have his parents got divorced?' 
Ugy hallottam, hogy nem valtak el. 
so heard-I that not divorced PREF 
'I heard that they haven't had a divorce yet.' 
Ugy hallottam, hogy nem elvaltak. 
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Appendix C (iii): L2 pilot study: Instructions for 

magnitude estimation 

General instructions 

This is an experiment to find out what you as an English speaker think about Hungarian. I 
would like your opinion on some Hungarian sentences. There are no 'correct' or 'wrong' 
answers, whatever opinion you express will be useful and interesting. 

I want you to decide whether sentences are 'possible' sentences in Hungarian. That is, what 
you intuitively 'feel' about sentences rather than 'correct' according to the 'grammar rule'. 

Two sentences will be shown to you at a time. You will have to decide whether the second 
sentence sounds good or not. You will be given ten seconds to read the sentences and decide 
on your answer. 

I am interested in your spontaneous impression of the sentences, so please don't change the 
answer once you've decided. I don't want you to spend too long thinking about 'grammar 
rules', so I'm going to pace the test so that you won't have time to think about them. 

Some sentences may sound strange. Everybody has a different opinion as to exactly how bad 
these sentences sound. Even Hungarian native speakers cannot agree on them! So if you are 
not sure whether a sentence is correct or not, it's possible that a Hungarian person would agree 
with you. So don' worry if you can't decide or if you don't know. I don't expect you to have a 
definite opinion about every sentence. There are no 'correct' answers, so whatever seems right 
to you is a valid response. 

It is very important that you answer all the questions. Please don't leave any out. Remember 
to write each of your answers on the answer sheet. 

Please do not write your name. 
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Specific instructions 

In the first task what you have to do is assign numbers to sentences according to how 
acceptable you think they are. You have to judge sentences in proportion to one another. That 
is, give the first sentence any number you wish (except for negative numbers and zero). Then 
assign the successive sentences numbers depending on how acceptable you think they are in 
proportion to the first. 

This is not easy, so we will do some examples. 

Example 1. 

We will practice by estimating the length of lines in proportion to one another. 

First, look at Line I : 

Line I. 

Now think of a number to represent the length of Line I. Any number will do, including 
fractions and decimals. Please remember that it cannot be zero or a negative number. Write it 
in the box. 

Look at Line 2: 

Line 2. 

How long do you think Line 2 is in proportion to the first? If, for example, you think it is 
twice as long, multiply the number you gave Line I by two and write it in the box. 

Look at Line 3: 

Line 3. 

Now, how long do you think Line 3 is in proportion to the first? Half? One third? whatever 
you think, assign a number that is half/one third of the number you assigned to Line I. 

Example2 

You can estimate the acceptability of sentences in the same way by assigning numbers 
according to how acceptable you think they are in proportion to the first sentence. 

You will see two sentences on each slip of paper. Look at Sentence Pair I: 

Sentence Pair 1. 
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In each case you have to judge the second sentence. The first one is there for you to give a 
context to the second. Your task is to judge how good or bad each second sentence is in the 
context of the first. Do you think the second sentence in Sentence Pair 1 is acceptable? Assign 
this sentence any number that seems appropriate to you and write it in the box. 

Now consider Sentence Pair 2: 

Sentence Pair 2 Mari adott egy almat Janosnak. 
Janos nem szeret az almat. 

Is the second sentence more acceptable or less acceptable than the first example above? If you 
think it is more acceptable, give a higher number. But if you think it is less acceptable, try to 
judge how much it is less acceptable, try to judge how much it is worse than the first. You'll 
assign a smaller number in proportion to the first. For example if you think it is 5 times worse 
than the first example, you would give it a number a fifth of the number you gave the first 
example. Write your answer in the box. 

Now look at Sentence Pair 3 

Sentence Pair 3 Mari adott egy almat Janosnak. 
Janos szeret az almat nem. 

How acceptable do you think this is in proportion to the first example? In proportion to the 
second example? Now write your answer in the box. You might think, for instance, that it is 
I 0 times as worse as the first, so you might give it a tenth of the number of the first example. 

Remember you can use any range of positive numbers that you like, including, if necessary 
fractions and decimals. There is no upper limit to the numbers you can use, but you cannot 
use zero or negative numbers. Try to distinguish as many degrees of acceptability as you can. 

You will have I 0 seconds to turn the page, read the two sentences and give it a numbe~ on the 
answer sheet. Please turn the page when you hear the next number from me. Please keep to the 
dictated speed. 

There are 124 sentence pairs here, so it should take approximately 20 minutes. It's difficult to 
concentrate for that long, so we'll do the test in two halves with a short break in between. 
Before the experiment you will have a chance to practice. There are five sentences in the 
practice unit. 

Remember: 

• Use any number you like for the first pair of sentences 
• Judge each pair of sentence in proportion to the first. 
• Use any positive numbers which you think are appropriate. 
• Use high numbers for good sentences, low numbers for 'bad' sentences, and intermediate 

numbers for sentences which are intermediate in acceptability. 
• Try to distinguish as many degrees of acceptability as you can. 
• Do not leave any questions unanswered. 
• If you can't decide or don't know the answer, give an intermediate number to the sentence. 
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Appendix D (v): L2 pilot study: Answer sheet for 

magnitude estimation 

Student ID: 

Prl. I 1. 18. 

Pr2.1 2. 19. 

Pr3. I 3. 20. 

Pr4. I 4. I 21. 

Pr5. I 5. I 22. 

6. I 23. 

7. I 24. 

8. I 25. 

9. 26. 

10. I 27. 

11. I 28. 

12. I 29. 

13. I 30. 

14. I 31. 

15. I 32. 

16. I 33. 

17. I 34. 
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35. I 54. I 73. I 
36. I 55. I 74. I 
37. I 56. I 75. I 
38. I 57. I 76. I 

39. I 58.1 11. I I 
40. I 59. , 78. I I 

41. I 60.1 79. I I 
42. I 61. I 80. 

43. I 62. I 81. 

44. I 63. I 82. 

45. I 64. I 83. 

46. I 65. I 84. 

47. I 66. I 85. 

48. I 67. I 86. 

49. I 68. I 87. 

5o. I 69. I 88. 

51. I 70. I 89. 

52. I 71. I 90. 

53. I 72. I 91. 
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92. 111. I 

93. i 12. I 

94. 113. I 

95. i 14. I 

96. i 15. I 

97. i 16. I 

98. i 11. I 

99. i 18. I 

100. I i 19. I 

101. I i20. I 

102. I 121. I 

103. I 122. I 

io4. I 123. I 

105. I 124. I 

106. I 

101. I 

108. I 

io9. I 

i 10. I 
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Appendix D (vi): L2 pilot study: Questionnaire 

Student ID: 

Questionnaire 

I would like you to fill out this questionnaire which is asking about your particulars and 
facts regarding your language learning. Your help would greatly help me in my research. 
Thank you very much. 

About your language learning experiences 

1. What is your mother tongue? 
British English 0 
American English O 
Canadian English 0 
Australian English O 
Russian 0 
German 0 
Other ................................................ O 

2. What other languages do you speak? How long have you been studying each one? What level of 
knowledge have you reached in each one? 

Language: 
Level (i.e. beginner/lower intermediate/ 

Years of study/experience with it: upper intermediate/advanctld/near-native): 

3. Is Hungarian the most recent language you are learning? YES NO 

4. If no, what language have you been learning apart from Hungarian? ....................................... . 

5. Could you list the languages you speak in chronological order as you started learning them? 
1st . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2nd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3rd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5th ......................... . 

6. How long have you been learning Hungarian? Please give number of years or months. 

7. How long have you been living in Hungary? Please specify number of years and months. 

8. How long do you intend to stay in Hungary? Please indicate year and month. 

9. Do you learn Hungarian on a language course? YES NO 

10. Do you learn it with a private teacher? YES NO 

11. If yes, how many Hungarian lessons do you have per week? 

12. How long is a lesson? Please circle. 45mins 60mins 1 hour 30 mins Other: ............ . 
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13. Which activities do you usually undertake in class? Please tick or add your own. 

casual conversation .............................. 0 task-based spoken exercises ............... O 
discussion of current affairs .................. 0 language games ................................... 0 
grammar exercises ............................... 0 Other(please specify): .......................... 0 
discussion of a short article .................. 0 ................................................................ 0 
following one particular course book ..... O ................................................................ O 

14. What materials (course books, short articles, short stories, taped conversations, videos etc.) do you 
use? Please give the title/ author of the textbook(s) you can recall. 

15. When did you start learning Hungarian with a teacher (either on a course or with a private teacher)? 

16. If you are not going to Hungarian classes any longer, when did you stop studying it with a teacher? 

17. Why do you learn Hungarian? Please tick the reasons from the list and/or add any additional ones you 
might have. 

• I have Hungarian relatives YES NO 
• I need it for my studies/ job YES NO 
• I have Hungarian ancestors YES NO 
• Other: ................................................................................... . 
• 

18. Do you agree or disagree with the following statements? Please indicate. 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 

• It is an intriguing language to learn .................. . 
• I want to be able to communicate 

with Hungarians around me .................. . 
• I'm interested in the culture .................. . 
• I'm only learning it because I have to .................. . 

19. Could you assess your fluency in Hungarian on a scale from 1 (Very hesitant) to 5 (Completely 
fluent). Tick the appropriate box. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Very hesitant in speaking I I I I I I Completely fluent in speaking 
Very hesitant in writing ---------------1 Completely fluent in writing 
Very hesitant in reading Completely fluent in reading 

Very hesitant in listening Completely fluent in listening 

20. Could you assess your confidence in Hungarian on a scale from 1 (Lacking in confidence) to 
·5 (Completely confident). Tick the appropriate box. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Lacking in confidence when speaking I I I I I I Completely confident in speaking 
Lacking in confidence when writing Completely confident in writing ----------------1 Lacking in confidence when reading Completely confident in reading 

Lacking in confidence when listening Completely confident in listening 

21. In using Hungarian in conversation I feel 

• frustrated 
• stressed 
• hesitant 
• comfortable 
• confident 
• talkative 
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22. Learning the grammar structures of Hungarian is 

strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 

• difficult . .................. . ............ 
• challenging . .................. . ............ 
• boring . .................. . ............ 
• important . .................. . ............ 

23. When meeting Hungarian speakers I 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 

• try to avoid conversations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
• tend to switch to my native language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
• ask questions for clarification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
tend to keep quiet and try to understand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 

24. Could you assess your use of Hungarian word order? 
strongly agree agree undecided disagree strongly disagree 

• conscious attempt to get it right .................. . 
• using only the rules my teacher taught... ............. . 
• using random word order .................. . 
• by 'feel' .................. . 

25. Do you try to find rules in native Hungarian speakers' word order? YES NO 

26. What rules, if any, can you specify that you have observed? 

27. For what purposes do you use Hungarian? How much time do you spend on each per day? 
Never Less than 1 hr 1-2 hrs 2-3 hrs more than 4 hrs 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

talking to friends/relatives/co/leagues in H. 
doing homework/ grammatical exercises in H. 
watching Hungarian TV/ Hungarian movies 
reading Hungarian newspapers/ books 
listening to Hungarian radio programs 
writing letters/ notes/etc . 
talking on the phone 
thinking in Hungarian for practice 

28. How much do you use your mother tongue per day? Please estimate the time . 
.. 

················································································································································· 

About yourseff 

29. How old are you? Please circle the age group you belong to. 
under 18 18-22 23-30 31-40 over 40 

30. Please circle: Are you male or female? 
31. Please tick your qualifications (or the equivalent) below and add any additional ones you have. 
• High school finals (A-levels) ................. 0 
• College/University degree ................... 0 in ............................................................................. . 
• Teachers' certificate ............................ 0 
•............................................................. 0 
32. Please give your name .......................................................................................... . 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION, I AM LOOKING FORWARD 
TO WORKING WITH YOU IN THE FUTURE !II 
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Appendix D (vii): L2 pilot study: Cloze test 

Student ID: 

Please fill in the empty gaps with ONE suitable word. To help you, the first letter 
of each missing word is provided. Write your answers on the dotted lines. 
Remember to write only one word on each line. 

A szakertok szerint a pozitiv beallit6das gyakran j6 eredmenyhez vezet. Aki 

azzal az erzessel (1) k ....... fol reggel, hogy nagyszen1 (2) n ........ all elotte, jobb 

kedvvel (3) i .............. munkaba. Aki nagy onbizalommal (4) 1.. ....... munkahoz, 

sikeresebb lesz, mint (5) a ......... ketelkedik onmaga kepessegeiben. Ha a 

(6) p ........................ hozzaallas mellett meg azt a (7) k ............................. is 

elsajatitjuk, hogy a szerencsetlenseget (8) n ........ nagyitjuk fel, konnyebben 

tuljutunk a kellemetlen (9) p ............................. Ha viszont a kakan (I 0) i .... . 

csom6t keresiink, meg is ( 11) t ................... A tiirelem fontos merfoldko a 

(12) b ............................... vezeto uton. 

Az iden nem megyilnk nyaralni - hatarozzuk el, majd piheniink a nagymruruinal. 

Az olcs6bb. Aztan a konyvekrol kell (13) !.. ........................ Szinhazba, moziba 

evek 6ta (14) n ............ jarunk, ez mar nem (15) i.. ..... faj, csak mikor kedvenc 

( 16) u .................... elofizetesen gondolkodunk el, akkor ( 17) sz .............. ossze 

a torkunk. De a (18) gy .................... kell a cipo es (19) a ....... gondolunk, neha 

gyfunolcsot is (20) k ......... ennie. A ruhait igyeksziink (21) m ....................... Es 

persze magunknak is, (22) h ..... szeretnenk valami olyat, ami (23) h .................. . 

a divatoshoz. Arr61, hogy (24) £. ..................... valami kis penzt, mar (25) n ..... . 

is almodunk, pedig j6 (26) 1.. ........ valami normalis lakasba koltozni. (27) D ..... . 

mindent elvisz a rezsi (28) e ....... az egyre magasabb elelmiszerarak. 

Nagyon sok gyerek van, aki azt gondolja, akkor lesz felnott, ha nezheti a 

televizi6t. Gyerekkoromban en is ilyen tevebolond (29) v ................... Aztan 

egyetemistakent alberletbe kellett (30) k. ............................ egy oreg nenihez. 

Egyetlen (31) v ................ ajt6 valasztott el benniinket, s a (32) n ........... sajnos 

nagyothallott. Reggeltol (33) e ............ otthon iilt es teljes (34) h ...................... . 

bOmbOltette a kesziileket. Harom (35) k ...................... hUztam a fiilemre es 

(36) u ........ aludtam. Orok eletre megutaltam a (37) !.. .................. A lanyom 

persze, ha (38) v ............... tevehezjut a nagymruruinfil, (39) k. ................ . 
szemmel kepes nezni hosszil-hosszil ( 40) p ........................ , kiilonosen a 

reklamokat. De (41) h ..... van helyette mas program, (42) a ............ egyfiltalan 

nem erdekli, mi ( 4 3) m ....... a teveben. Engem sem ( 44) e ..................... Azt 

viszont egeszen furcsanak ( 45) t .................. , hogy az emberek kepesek ( 46) 

6 ................. targyalni, mi van most (47) e ........... Pamelaval, mikozben 

egyaltalan nem ( 48) £. ............................. oket sajat csaladjuk gondja. 
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Appendix E (i) Main study: List of experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 

Appendix E (i): List of experimental sentences 
for rating on a scale of 1-10 
I. 
Mit csinalnak a gyerekek? 
what-A CC do-they the children 
'What are the children doing?' 
Eva lecket ir, Jancsi moziba megy. 
Eve homework-ACC writes, John cinema-to goes 
*Eva ir lecket, Jancsi megy moziba. 
Eve writes homework-ACC, John goes cinema-to 

'Eve is writing homework, John is going to the cinema.' 
2. 
Mit csinal egy ilzletember? 
what-ACC does a businessman 
'What does a businessman do?' 
Kiilfoldre utazik es iizletet kot. 
abroad-to travels and deal-A CC brokers 
*Utazik kiilloldre es kot iizletet 
travels abroad-to and brokers deal-ACC 

'He travels abroad and buys and sells.' 
3. 
Mi az esti programod? 
what the evening program-yours 
'What are you doing in the evening?' 
Tanulni fogok. 
study-INF will-I 
*Fogok tanulni. 

will-I study-INF 
'I will be studying.' 
4. 
Mi a terved nyarra? 
what the plan-yours summer-for 
'What are your plans for the summer?' 
Utazni akarok Europaban. 
travel-INF want-I Europe-in 
* Akarok utazni Europaban. 

want-I travel-INF Europe-in 
'I want to travel in Europe.' 
5. 
Mi tortenik a filmben? 
what happens the film-in 
'What happens in the film?' 
A flu bele-neret a tanyba. 
the boy PRE:F-loves the girl-into 
*A fiu a lanyba bele-neret 
the boy the girl-into PRE:F-loves 

'The boys falls in love with the girl.' 
6. 
Hova mesz? 
where go-you 
'Where are you going?' 
Fel-adom a levelet 
PRE:F-post-1 the letter-ACC 
*A levelet fel-adom. 

the letter-ACC PRE:F-post-1 
'I'm going to post the letter.' 
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7. 
Mit fogsz csinalni a szilnetben? 
what-A CC will-you do-INF the holidays-in 
'What will you do in the holidays?' 
El fogom olvasni az Egri Csillagokat. 
PREF will-I read-INF the Eger Stars-ACC 
*Fogom el-olvasni az Egri Csillagokat 

will-I PREF-read-INF the Eger Stars-A CC 
'I' II read The Stars of Eger.' 
8. 
Mit tud mar a kisbaba? 
what-ACC knows already the baby 
'What can the baby do yet?' 
Fel tud oltozni. 
PREF knows dress-INF 
*Tud fel-oltozni. 

knows PREF-dress-INF 
'She can get dressed.' 
9. 
Miert szeretsz napozni? 
why like-you sunbathe-INF 
'Why do you like sunbathing?' 
Joi esik a napfeny. 
good/eels the sunshine 
*A napfeny jol esik. 
the sunshine good feels 

'I like the sun.' 
10. 
Miert jott ma Kati gyalog? 
why came today Kate on-foot 
'Why did Kate come on foot today?' 
Kolcson-adta a kocsijat 
PREF-gave the car-hers-ACC 
*A kocsijat kolcson-adta. 

the car-hers-A CC PREF-gave 
'She's lent her car to somebody.' 
11. 
Mit kell tenni, ha beteg vagy? 
what-ACC must do-INF if ill are-you 
'What do you have to do if you are ill?' 
Gy6gyszert kell szedni. 
medicine-ACC must take-INF 
*Kell gy6gyszert szedni. 

must medicine-ACC take-INF 
'You have to take some medicine.' 
12. 
Miert megy Janos Edinburghba? 
why goes John Edinburgh-to 
'Why is John going to Edinburgh?' 
Reszt akar venni a fesztivalon. 
part-A CC wants take-INF the festival-on 
* Akar reszt venni a fesztivalon. 

wants part-A CC take-INF the festival-on 
'He wants to perform at the Festival.' 
13. 
Kit szeret Eva? Az angolokat? 
who-ACC likes Eve? the English-ACC 
'Who does Eve like? The English?' 
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A skotokat szereti, nem az angolokat. 
the Scots-ACC likes not the English-ACC 
*Szereti a skotokat, nem az angolokat. 
likes the Scots-A CC not the English-A CC 

'She likes the Scots, not the English.' 
14. 
Hova megy Zoli? A koncertre? 
where goes Zoli? the concert-to? 
'Where's Zoli going? To the concert?' 
A moziba megy, nem a koncetre. 
the cinema-to goes not the concert-to 
* Megy a moziba, nem a koncertre. 
goes the cinema-to not the concert-to 

'He's going to the cinema, not the concert.' 
15. 
Mit szokott Tamas csinalni? Teniszezni? 
what-ACC habitual Tom do-INF? play-tennis-INF 
'What does Tom usually do? Does he play tennis?' 
Uszni szokott, nem teniszezni. 
swim-INF habitual not play-tennis-INF 
*Szokott tlszni, nem teniszezni. 

habitual swim-INF not play-tennis-INF 
'He usually swims and does not play tennis.' 
16. 
Mit akarsz enni? 
what-A CC want-you eat-INF 
'What do you want to eat?' 
Inni akarok, nem enni. 
drink-INF want-I not eat-INF 
* Akarok inni, nem enni. 

want-I drink-INF not eat-INF 
'I want to drink, not eat.' 
17. 
Le-esett a pohar. 
down-fell the glass 
'The glass has fallen.' 
A tanyer esett le, nem a pohar. 
the plate fell down not the glass 
*A tanyer le-esett, nem a pohar. 
the plate down-fell not the glass 

'It's the plate that's fallen, not the glass.' 
18. 
Ki-mostad a kabatom? 
PREF-washed-you the coat-mine-ACC 
'Did you wash my coat?' 
A nadragod mostam ki, nem a kabatod. 
the trousers-yours-(ACC) washed-I PREF not the coat-yours-(ACC) 
*Ki-mostam a nadragod, nem a kabatod. 

PREF-washed-/ the trousers-yours-(ACC) not the coat-yours-(ACC) 
'I washed your trousers, not your coat.' 
19. 
Delutan mesz be-vasarolni? 
in-the-afternoon go-you PREF-shop-INF 
'Are you going shopping in the afternoon?' 
Delelott fogok be-vasarolni, nem delutan. 
in-the-morning will-I PREF-shop-INF not in-the-afternoon 
*Fogok be-vasarolni delelott, nem delutan. 

will-I PREF-shop-INF in-the-morning not in-the-afternoon 
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'I'm doing shopping in the morning, not in the afternoon.' 
20. 
At kell szallni az Oktogonnal? 
PREF must change-INF the Oktogon-at 
'Do you have to change at the Oktogon?' 
Az Astorianal kell at-szallni, nem pedig az Oktogonnal. 
the Astoria-at must PREF-change not indeed the Oktogon-at 
*Kell at-szallni az Astorianal, nem pedig az Oktogonnal. 

must PREF-change the Astoria-at not indeed the Oktogon-at 
'You have to change at Astoria, not Oktogon.' 
21. 
Nagypapa sok gyogyszert szed. 
grandfather many medicine-ACC takes 
'Grandfather takes a lot of medicine.' 
Nagymama szed gyogyszert, nem nagypapa. 
grandmother takes medicine-ACC not grandfather 
*Nagymama gy6gyszert szed, nem nagypapa. 
grandmother medicine-ACC takes not grandfather 

'It's grandmother who takes medicine, not grandfather.' 
22. 
Zoli rendbe hozta a hazat. 
Zoli order-into brought the house-ACC 
'Zoli has cleaned up the house.' 
A kertet hozta rendbe, nem a hazat 
the garden-ACC brought order-into not the house-A CC 
*Rendbe hozta a kertet, nem a hazat 

order-into brought the garden-ACC not the house-ACC 
'It's the garden he cleaned up, not the house.' 
23. 
Mi fog valtozni az uj munkahelyeden? 
what will change-INF the new workplace-yours-on 
'What will be different at your new workplace?' 
Kesobb fogok munkaba jarni. 
later will-I work-into go-INF 
*Fogok munkaba jarni kesobb. 

will-I work-into go-INF later 
'I'll be leaving for work later in the morning.' 
24. 
Soha nines idom. 
never is-not time-mine 
'I never have enough time.' 
Kevesebbet kellene tevet nezni. 
less-ACC should TV-ACC watch-INF 
*Kellene tevet nezni kevesebbet 

should TV-ACC watch-INF less-A CC 
'You should be watching less TV.' 
25. 
Szokott sort mm a ferjed? 
habitual beer-ACC drink-INF the husband-yours 
'Does you husband drink beer?' 
Nem iszik sort. 
not drinks beer-A CC 
*Nem sort iszik. 

not beer-ACC drinks 
'He doesn't drink beer.' 
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26. 
Szeret fogat mosni a kisfiad? 
likes tooth-A CC wash-INF the little-son-yours 
'Does your son like brushing his teeth?' 
Nern mos fogat. 
not washes tooth-ACC 
*Nern fogat mos. 

not tooth-ACC washes 
'He doesn't brush his teeth.' 
27. 
Simi fogsz a fogorvosnal? 
cry-INF will-you the dentist-at 
'Will you cry at the dentist's?' 
Nern fogok sirni. 
not will-I cry-INF 
*Nern sirni fogok. 

not cry-INF will-I 
'I won't cry.' 
28. 
Tud varrni az anyukad? 
can saw-INF the mother-yours 
'Can your mother saw?' 
Nern tud varrni. 
not can saw-INF 
*Nem varrni tud. 

not saw-INF can 
'She cannot saw.' 
29. 
El-hitte neked? 
PREF-believed you-for 
'Did he believe you?' 
Nern hitte el. 
not believed PREF 
*Nern el-hitte. 

not PREF-believed 
'He didn't believe me.' 
30. 
Ra-ersz? 
PREF-have-time-you 
'Have you got time?' 
Nern erek ra. 
not have-time PREF 
*Nern ra-Crek. 

not PREF- have-time 
'I haven't got time.' 
31. 
Mi lesz, ha el-alszol? 
what will-be if PREF-sleep-you 
'What will happen if you go to sleep?' 
Nern fogok el-aludni. 
not will-I PREF-sleep-INF 
*Nern el fogok aludni. 

not PREF will-I sleep-INF 
'I won't go to sleep.' 
32. 
Meg akarod nezm a filmet? 
PREF want-you see-INF thefilm-ACC 
'Do you want to see the film?' 
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·Nern akarorn rneg-nezni. 
not want-I PREF-see-INF 
*Nern rneg akarorn nezni. 
not PREF want-I see-INF 

'I don't want to see it.' 
33. 
Emlekszel a nevere? 
remember-you the name-his-onto 
'Do you remember his name?' 
Nern jut eszernbe. 
not comes mind-mine-to 
*Nern eszernbe jut. 
not mind-mine-to comes 

'I can remember itjust now.' 
34. 
Egyet-ertesz a dontessel? 
PREF-agree-you the decision-with 
'Do you agree with the decision?' 
Nern ertek egyet 
not agree-I PREF 
*Nern egyet-ertek. 
not PREF-agree 

'I don't agree with it.' 
35. 
Eszre szoktad venni? 
to-mind habitual-you take-INF 
'Do you usually notice it?' 
Nern szoktarn eszre-venni. 
not habitual-I to-mind-take-INF 
*Nern eszre szoktam venni. 
not to-mind habitual-I take-INF 

'I don't usually notice it.' 
36. 
Felesegill akarja venni Evat? 
wife-as wants take-INF Eve-ACC 
'Does he want to marry Eve?' 
Nern akarja felesegiil venni. 
not wants wife-as take-INF 
*Nern felesegiil akarja venni. 
not wife-as wants take-INF 

'He doesn't want to marry her.' 
37. 
Angol vagy? 
English are-you 
'Are you English?' 
Nern vagyok angol. 
not am-I English 
*Nem angol vagyok. 

not English am-I 
'I'm not English.' 
38. 
Biztosvagy benne? 
sure are-you in-it 
'Are you sure in this?' 
Nem vagyok biztos. 
not am-I sure 
*Nem biztos vagyok. 
not sure am-I 
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'I'm not sure.' 
39. 
Mindig ilyen rendetlen a szobad? 
always so messy the room-yours 
'Is you room always so messy?' 
lgen, ritkan csinalok rendet 
yes, rarely make-I order-ACC 
*lgen, ritkan rendet csinalok. 
yes, rarely order-ACC make-I 

'Yes, I put it in order only rarely.' 
40. 
Tudtal a franciakkal beszelni? 
could-you the French-with talk-INF 
'Could you talk to the French? 
Nern, hiaba tanultarn franciaul. 
no, in-vain studied-I French 
*Nern, hiaba franciaul tanultarn. 

no, in-vain French studied-I 
'No, I learnt it in vain.' 
41. 
Ertheto volt az eloadas? 
understandable was the lecture 
'Was the lecture clear?' 
Nern. Alig ertettern rneg. 
no, hardly understood-I PREF 
*Nem. Alig meg-ertettem. 

no, hardly PREF- understood-I 
'No, I could hardly understand it.' 
42. 
Sokszor vagy szomoru? 
often are-you sad 
'Are you often sad?' 
Nem, ritkan s-zomorodok el. 
no, rarely get-sad-I PREF 
*Nem, ritkan el-szornorodok. 

no, rarely PREF-get-sad-I 
'No, I get sad only rarely.' 
43. 
Erdemes volt koran kelni? 
worthwhile was early raise-INF 
'Was it worth getting up so early?' 
Nem. Hiaba keltilnk koran. 
no, in-vain raised-we early 
*Nem. Hiaba koran keltilnk. 

no, in-vain early raised-we 
'No, we shouldn't have got up so early.' 
44. 
Az orvosok gyakran meg-mossak a kezilket? 
the doctors often PREF-wash-they the hands-theirs-ACC 
'Do the doctors often wash their hands?' 
Nern, ritk&n rnosnak kezet 
no, rarely wash-they hands-ACC 
*Nern, ritkan kezet rnosnak. 

no, rarely hands-A CC wash-they 
'No, they rarely wash their hands.' 
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45. 
Sok vizsgat kell meg le-tenned? 
many exam-A CC must yet PREF-take-you-INF 
'Do you have to take lots of exams? 
Nem. Keves van batra. 
no, few is behind 
*Nem. Keves hatra van. 

no, few behind is 
'No, I have only a few.' 
46. 
Hi deg volt a viz az uszodaban? 
cold was the water the swimming-pool-in 
'Was the water cold in the swimming pool?' 
Nem. Alig volt bideg. 
no, hardly was cold 
*Nem. Alig bideg volt 

no, hardly cold was 
'No it was not so cold.' 
47. 
Estenkent mit csinal a ferjed? 
evenings what-ACC does the husband-yours 
'What does your husband do in the evenings?' 
Mindig tevet nez. 
always TV-A CC watches 
*Mindig nez tevet. 
always watches TV-ACC 

'He always watches TV.' 
48. 
Miert nem tudsz meg magyarul? 
why not know-you yet Hungarian 
'Why can't you speak Hungarian yet?' 
Mert folyton angolul beszelek. 
because always English speak-I 
* Mert folyton beszelek angolul. 

because always speak-I English 
'Because I always speak English.' 
49. 
El-hitted, amit mondott? 
PREF-believed-you what-ACC said-he 
'Did you believe what he said?' 
Igen. Allandoan el-bittern, amit mondott. 
yes, always PREF-believed-lwhat-ACC said-he 
*lgen. Allandoan bittern el, amit mondott. 
yes, always believed-I PREFwhat-ACC said-he 

'Yes, I always believed what he said.' 
50. 
Agi megint beteg? 
Agnes again ill 
'Is Agnes ill again?' 
Igen. Folyton meg-fazik. 
yes, always PREF-catches-cold 
*lgen. Folyton fazik meg. 
yes, always catches-cold PREF 

'Yes, she keeps catching a cold.' 
51. 
Gyakran gondolod, hogy Zsuzsa egy kicsit bolond? 
often think-you that Zsuzsa a little-ACC mad 
'Do you often think that Sue is a bit mad?' 
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Igen. ldonkent bolondnak tartom. 
yes, sometimes mad-DAT think-I 
*lgen. ldonkent tartom bolondnak. 
yes, sometimes think-I mad-DAT 

'Yes, I sometimes think she is mad.' 
52. 
Mindenkinek egyezett a velemenye? 
everybody-DAT coincided the opinion-his 
'Did everybody agree?' 
lgen. Mindenki egyet-ertett. 
yes, everybody PREF-agreed 
*lgen. Mindenki ertett egyet. 
yes, everybody agreed PREF 

'Yes, everybody agreed.' 
53. 
Sokszor biiszkelkedsz a fiaddal? 
often boast-you the son-yours-with 
'Do you often boast off with your son?' 
Igen. Neha biiszke vagyok ra. 
yes, sometimes proud am-I onto-him 
* lgen. Neha vagyok biiszke ra. 
yes, sometimes am-I proud onto-him 

'Yes, sometimes I'm proud ofhim.' 
54. 
Milyen lesz novemberben az ido? 
what will-be November-in the weather 
'What will the weather be like in November?' 
Minden nap esos lesz. 
every day rainy will-be 
*Minden nap lesz es0s. 

every day will-be rainy 
'It will be rainy every day.' 
55. 
Rosszul hall a nagypapa. 
poorly hears the grandfather 
'Grandfather cannot hear well.' 
Ki hall rosszul? 
who hears poorly? 
'Who cannot hear well? 
*Ki rosszul hall? 

who poorly hears? 
'Who cannot hear well? 
56. 
Batran viselkedett. 
bravely behaved 
'He behaved bravely.' 
Ki viselkedett batran? 
who behaved bravely 
'Who behaved bravely?' 
*Ki batran viselkedett? 

who bravely behaved 
'Who behaved bravely?' 
57. 
Keszitek kavet es teat. 
make-I coffee-ACC and tea-ACC 
'I'll make coffee and tea.' 
Mit iszol szivesebben? 
what-ACC drink-you rather-more 
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*Mit szivesebben iszol? 
what-ACC rather-more drink-you 

•Which one would you rather have?' 
58. 
J61 beszeli az oroszt. 
well speaks the Russian-A CC 
'He speaks good Russian.' 
Mit beszel jol? 
what-ACC speaks well 
*Mit jol beszel? 

what-A CC well speaks 
'What does he speak well?' 
59. 
Mindenkinek van feladata a csaladban. 
everybody-DAT is task-his the family-in 
'Everybody has a task in the family.' 
Ki szokott mosogatni? 
who habitual wash-up-INF 
*Ki mosogatni szokott? 

who wash-up-INF habitual 
'Who does the washing up?' 
60. 
A nagyi aludni szeretne. 
the granny sleep-INF would-like-she 
'Granny would like to sleep.' 
Ki szeretne aludni? 
who would-like sleep-INF 
*Ki aludni szeretne? 

who sleep-INF would-like 
'Who would like to sleep?' 
61. 
Uj munkat kaptam. 
new job-A CC got-I 
'I've got a new job.' 
Mennyit fogsz keresni? 
how-much-A CC will-you earn-INF 
*Mennyit keresni fogsz? 

how-much-ACC earn-INF will-you 
'How much will you earn?' 
62. 
Apa, jatsszunk valamit! 
daddy, play-SUB-we something-ACC 
'Daddy, let's play something.' 
Mit akarsz jatszani? 
what-A CC want-you play-INF 
*Mit jatszani akarsz? 

what-A CC play-INF want-you 
'What do you want to play?' 
63. 
Valaki meg-erkezett. 
somebody PREF arrived 
'Somebody has arrived.' 
Ki erkezett meg? 
who arrived PREF 
*Ki meg-erkezett? 

who PREF- arrived 
'Who has arrived?' 
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64. 
Meg-van a kulcsom. 
PREF-is the key-mine 
'I've found my key.' 
Mi van meg? 
what is PREF 
*Mi meg-van? 

what PREF-is 
'What have you found?' 
65. 
Nehany embert meg-hivtam estere. 
some people-ACC PREF-invited-I evening-for 
'I've invited some people for the evening.' 
Kit hivtal meg? 
who-ACC invited-you PREF 
*Kit meg-hivtal? 

who-ACC PREF-invited-you 
'Who did you invite?' 
66. 
Jezusom, el-felejtettem. 
Jesus-mine, PREF-forgot-I 
'Jesus, I've forgotten.' 
Mit felejtettel el? 
what-A CC forgot-you PREF 
*Mit el-felejtettel? 

what-A CC PREF- forgot-you 
'What have you forgotten?' 
67. 
Meg fog gy6gyulni. 
PREF will recover-INF 
'She'll recover.' 
Ki fog meg-gyogyulni? 
who will PREF-recover-INF 
*Ki meg fog gyogyulni? 

who PREF will recover-INF 
'Who will recover?' 
68. 
6 is el akar jonni. 
he also PREF wants come-INF 
'He also wants to come.' 
Ki akar el-jonni? 
who wants PREF-come-INF 
*Ki el akar jonni? 

who PREF wants come-INF 
'Who wants to come?' 
69. 
Meg fogok bocsatani neki. 
PREF will-I forgive-INF he-DAT 
'I'll forgive him/her.' 
Mit fogsz meg-bocsatani neki? 
what-ACC will-you PREF-forgive-INF he-DAT 
*Mit meg fogsz bocsatani neki? 

what-ACC PREFwi/1-youforgive-INF he-DAT 
'What will you forgive him/her?' 
70. 
El tudom olvasni. 
PREFcan-1 read-INF 
'I can read it.' 
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Mit tudsz el-olvasni? 
what-ACC can-you PREF-read-INF 
*Mit el tudsz olvasni? 

what-A CC PREF can-you read-INF 
'What can you read?' 
71. 
Hirtelen eszembe jutott valami. 
suddenly mind-mine-to came something 
'Suddenly I remembered something.' 
Mi jutott eszedbe? 
what came mind-yours-to 
*Mi eszedbe jutott? 

what mind-yours-to came 
'What did you remember?' 
72. 
Olyan lassan mulik ez a het. 
so slowly passes this the week 
'This week goes so slowly.' 
Mi mulik lassan? 
what passes slowly 
*Mi lassan mulik? 

what slowly passes 
'What goes slowly?' 
73. 
Kati mindig kolcson-adja a jatekait. 
Kate always PREF-gives the toys-hers-A CC 
'Kate always lends her toys.' 
Most mit adott kolcson? 
now what-ACC gave PREF 
*Most mit kolcson-adott? 

now what-ACC PREF-gave 
'What did she lend now?' 
74. 
Finomra vagjuk a hagymat. 
fine-onto chop-we the onion-ACC 
'We chop the onions finely.' 
Mit vagunk finomra? 
what-A CC chop-we fine-onto 
*Mit finomra vagunk? 

what-A CC finely chop-we 
'What do we chop finely?' 
75. 
A nagyMtyam sokszor nez vide6t. 
the uncle-mine often watches video-ACC 
'My uncle watches a lot of videos.' 
Ki szokott vide6t nezni? 
who habitual video-A CC watch-INF 
*Ki vide6t szokott nezni? 

who video-ACC habitual watch-INF 
'Who watches a lot of videos?' 
76. 
Vacsorat kell tozni. 
supper-A CC must cook-INF 
'We have to cook supper.' 
Ki akar krumplit pucolni? 
who wants potatoes-ACC peel-INF 
*Ki krumplit akar pucolni? 

who potatoes-A CC wants peel-INF 
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'Who wants to peel potatoes?' 
77. 
Tamas hazasodni akar. 
Tom marry-INFwants 
'Tom wants to get married.' 
Kit fog felesegiil venni? 
who-ACC will-he wife-as take-INF 
*Kit felesegiil fog venni? 

who-ACC wife-as will-he take-INF 
'Who does he want to marry?' 
78. 
Az egesz haz rendetlen. 
the whole house messy 
'The whole house is a mess.' 
Mit kell rendbe tenni? 
what-ACC must order-into put-INF 
*Mit rendbe kell tenni? 

what-ACC order-into must put-INF 
'What needs to be cleaned?' 
79. 
Mondtam, hogy Katit Parizsban ismertem meg. 
said-I that Kate-ACC Paris-in learnt-I PREF 
'I said I met Kate in Paris.' 
De en azt kerdeztern, hogy rnelyik varosban isrnerted Evat rneg? 
but I that-ACC asked-I that which city-in met-you Eve-ACC PREF 
De en azt kerdeztem, hogy melyik varosban isrnerted rneg Evat? 
but I that-ACC asked-I that which city-in met-you PREF Eve-ACC 
'But I asked which town did you meet Eve in?' 
80. 
Peter nem ment be matek 6nira. 
Peter not went in Maths lesson-to 
'Peter didn't go to Maths.' 
De a tanar azt akarta tudni, hogy rnelyik orara nern rnent Janos be? 
but the teacher that-ACC wanted know-INF that which lesson-to not went John PREF 
De a tanar azt akarta tudni, hogy rnelyik orara nern rnent be Janos? 
but the teacher that-ACC wanted know-INF that which lesson-to not went PREF John 
'But the teacher wanted to know which lesson did John not go into?' 
81. 
Janos bantott meg teged, vagy forditva? 
John hurt PREF you-A CC or vice versa 
'Did John hurt you or did you hurt him?' 
Nern, en bantottarn ot rneg. 
no, I hurt-I him PREF 
Nern, en bantottarn rneg ot. 
no, I hurt-I PREF him 
'No, I hurt him.' 
82. 
6 hivott meg bennilnket? 
he invited PREF us 
'Did he invite us?' 
Forditva, en hivtarn ot rneg. 
other-way-round, I invited-I him PREF 
Forditva, en hivtarn rneg ot. 
other-way-round, I invited-I PREF him 
'No, I invited him.' 
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83. 
Laci es Eva telefonon beszelgettek. 
Laci and Eve phone-on talked-they 
'Laci and Eve were talking on the phone.' 
Ki hivott fel kit? 
who called PREF who-A CC 
Ki kit hivott fel? 
who who-A CC called PREF 
'Who called up whom?' 
84. 
Ket birk6z6 volt a ringben. 
two wrestler was the ring-in 
'There were two wrestlers in the ring.' 
Ki vert meg kit? 
who beat PREF who-A CC 
Ki kit vert meg? 
who who-ACC beat PREF 
'Who beat whom?' 
85. 
Osztalytalalkoz6t tartottunk, es sokan el-jottek. 
c/ass-reunion-ACC held-we and many PREF-came-they 
'We had a class reunion and lots of people turned up.' 
Ki kit ismert fel? 
who whom recognised PREF 
Ki ismert fel kit? 
who recognised PREF whom 
'Who recognised whom?' 
86. 
A nonapon minden ferfi fel-koszontott egy not. 
the women's-day-on every man PREF-greeted a woman-A CC 
'On international women's day every man greeted a woman.' 
Ki kit koszontott fel? 
who whom greeted PREF 
Ki koszontott f el kit? 
who greeted PREF whom 
'Who greeted whom?' 
87. 
At-nezem meg egyszer a feladatot, hatha van benne hiba. 
PREF-look-I yet once the task-A CC in-case is in-it mistake 
'I' II go through the exercise in case there is a mistake in it.' 
Nem Jenne jo hibasan adni be. 
not would-be good faulty hand-INF in 
Nem Jenne jo hibasan be-adni. 
not would-be good faulty in- hand-INF 
'It wouldn't be good to hand it in with mistakes in it.' 
88. 
Ez szornyfi elmeny volt! 
this horrific experience was 
'This was a horrific experience.' 
Jo Jenne ezt ritk.abban elni at 
good would-be this-A CC rarely-more live-INF through 
Jo Jenne ezt ritkabban at-elni. 
good would-be this-A CC rarely-more through-live-INF 
'I wish I didn't have to live through it again.' 
89. 
Apu nem igazan tud ebben segiteni. 
Dad not really can-he in-this help-INF 
'Dad cannot really help with this.' 
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Jobb Jenne anyut bivni fel. 
better would-be Mom-ACC call-INF up 
Jobb Jenne anyut fel-hivni. 
better would-be Mom-ACC up-call-INF 
'We'd better call Mum.' 
90. 
Peter nem tud aut6t szerelni. 
Peter not can-he auto-A CC frx-INF 
'Peter cannot fix cars.' 
Jobban szeretnem Janosboz vinni el az autot. 
better would-like-I John-to take-INF PREF the car-ACC 
Jobban szeretnem Janoshoz el-vinni az autot. 
better would-like-I John-to PREF-take-INF the car-ACC 
'I'd rather take it to John.' 
91. 
Azt mondjak, valaki be-csapta Mariat. 
that-ACC say-they somebody PREF-cheated Mary-ACC 
'They say somebody cheated Mary.' 
Kit mondanak, hogy be-csapta Mariat? 
who-ACC say-they that PREF-cheated Mary-ACC 
*Kit mondanak, be-csapta Mariat? 

who-A CC say-they PREF-cheated Mary-A CC 
Mit mondanak, hogy ki csapta be Mariat? 
what-ACC say-they that who cheated PREF Mary-ACC 
'Who do they say cheated Mary?' 
92. 
Azt hiszem, valami eszebe jutott. 
that-ACC believe-I something mind-his-to came 
'I think he remembered something.' 
Mit hiszel, hogy eszebe jutott? 
what-ACC believe-you that mind-his-to came 
*Mit hiszel, eszebe jutott? 
what-ACC believe-you mind-his-to came 

Mit hiszel, bogy mi jutott eszebe? 
what-ACC believe-you that what came mind-his-to 
'What do you think he remembered?' 
93. 
Gondolom, meg-neztek a kastelyt. 
think-I PREF-saw-they the palace-ACC 
'I believe they had a look at the palace.' 
Mit gondolsz, hogy meg-neztek? 
what-ACC think-you that PREF-saw-they 
*Mit gondolsz, meg-neztek? 

what-ACC think-you PREF-saw-they 
Mit gondolsz, hogy mit neztek meg? 
what-ACC think-you that what-ACC saw-they PREF 
'What do you believe they had a look at?' 
94. 
Azt hiszem, a tanar eszrevette a csalast. 
that-ACC believe-I the teacher mind-to-took the cheating-ACC 
'I think the teacher noticed the cheating.' 
Mit hiszel, hogy a tanar eszrevett? 
what-ACC believe-you that the teacher mind-to-took 
*Mit hiszel, a tanar eszre-vett? 

what-ACC believe-you the teacher mind-to-took 
Mit hiszel, hogy mit vett eszre a tanar? 
what-ACC believe-you that what-ACC took mind-to the teacher 
'What do you think the teacher noticed?' 
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95. 
Gondolom, hogy a jovo heten haza-jon a fiunk. 
think-I that the next week-on home-comes the son-ours 
'I think our son is coming home next week.' 
Mikor gondolod, hogy haza-jon? 
when think-you that home-comes 
*Mikor gondolod, haza-jon? 

when think-you home-comes 
Mit gondolsz, hogy mikor jon haza? 
what-A CC think-you that when comes home 
'When do you think he is coming home?' 
96. 
Tudom, hogy valakivel egyiitt-jar. 
know-I that somebody-with together-goes-he 
'I know he's going out with somebody.' 
Kivel tudod, hogy egyiitt-jar? 
who-with know-you that together-goes-he 
* Kivel tudod, egyiitt-jar? 

who-with know-you together-goes-he 
Mit tudsz, hogy kivel jar egyiitt? 
what-ACC know-you that who-with goes together 
'Who do you know he's going out with?' 
97. 
Azt akarom, hogy orvos nezze meg a gyereket. 
that-ACC want-I that doctor look-SUB-he PREF the child-ACC 
'I want a doctor to see the child.' 
Kit akarsz, hogy meg-nezze a gyereket? 
who-ACC want-you that PREF-look-SUB-he the child-ACC 
*Kit akarsz, meg-nezze a gyereket? 

who-A CC want-you PREF-look-SUB-he the child-A CC 
Mit akarsz, hogy ki nezze meg a gyereket? 
what-A CC want-you that who look-SUB-he PREF the child-ACC 
'Who do you want to see the child?' 
98. 
Azt szeretnem, hogy Eva keszftsen reggel it. 
that-A CC would-like-I that Eve make-SUB-she breakfast-A CC 
'I would like Eve to make breakfast.' 
Kit szeretnel, hogy reggelit keszitsen? 
who-ACC would-like-you that breakfast-AC:C make-SUB-she 
*Kit szeretnel, reggelit keszitsen? 

who-ACC would-like-you breakfast-A CC make-SUB-she 
Mit szeretnel, hogy ki keszitsen reggelit? 
what-A CC would-like-you that who make-SUB-she breakfast-A CC 
'Who would you like to make breakfast?' 
99. 
Azt akarom, hogy a hugat mutassa be. 
that-ACC want-I that the sister-his-A CC introduce-SUB-he PREF 
'I want him to introduce his sister.' 
Kit akarsz, hogy be-mutasson? 
who-A CC want-you that PREF-introduce-SUB-he 
*Kit akarsz, be-mutasson? 

who-A CC want-you PREF-introduce-SUB-he 
Mit akarsz, hogy kit mutasson be? 
what-A CC want-you that who-A CC introduce-SUB-he PREF 
'Who do you want him to introduce?' 
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100. 
Szeretnem, ha a szobadat rendbe-raknad. 
would-like-I if the room-yours-ACC order-into-take-COND-you 
'I would like you to clean up your room.' 
Mit szeretnel, hogy rendbe rakjak? 
what-A CC would-like-you that order-into take-SUB-I 
*Mit szeretnel, rendbe rakjak? 

what-ACC would-like-you order-into take-SUB-I 
Mit szeretnel, hogy mit rakjak rendbe? 
what-A CC would-like-you that what-A CC take-SUB-I order-into 
'What would you like me to clean up?' 
IOI. 
Szeretnem, ha Amerikaba utaznank el. 
would-like-I if America-to travel-COND-we PREF 
'I would like to travel to America.' 
Bova szeretned, hogy el-utazzunk? 
where would-like-you that PREF-travel-SUB-we 
*Hova szeretned, el-utazzunk? 

where would-like-you PREF-travel-SUB-we 
Mit szeretnel, hogy hova utazzunk el? 
what-ACC would-like-you that where travel-SUB-we PREF 
'Where would you like to travel?' 
102. 
Bereljilnk egy aut6t valahol. 
hire-SUB-we a car-ACC somewhere 
'Let's hire a car somewhere.' 
Hol akarod, hogy autot bereljiink? 
where want-you that car-ACC hire-SUB-we 
*Hol akarod, autot bereljiink? 

where want-you car-ACC hire-SUB-we 
Mit akarsz, hogy hol bereljiink autot? 
what-ACC want-you that where hire-SUB-we car-A CC 
'Where do you want to hire a car?' 
103. 
Azt mondjak, valaki el-vette Jutkat. 
that-ACC say-they somebody PREF-married Judy-ACC 
'They say somebody married Jude.' 
Mit mondanak, hogy ki vette el Jutkat? 
what-ACC say-they that who married PREF Judy-ACC 
*Mit mondanak, hogy ki el-vette Jutkat? 
what-A CC say-they that who PREF-married Judy-ACC 

'Who do they say married Jude?' 
104. 
Azt hiszem, a fejembe szallt a bor. 
that-A CC believe-I the head-mine-into flew the wine 
'I think the wine has gone right into my head.' 
Mit hiszel, hogy mi szallt a fejedbe? 
what-ACC believe-you that what flew the head-yours-into 
*Mit hiszel, hogy mi a fejedbe szallt? 

what-A CC believe-you that what the head-yours-into flew 
'What do you think has gone right into your head?' 
105. 
Gondolom, meg-kerdezte az apjat. 
think-I PREF-asked-she the father-hers-A CC 
'I think she asked her father.' 
Mit gondolsz, hogy kit kerdezett meg? 
what-ACC think-you that who-ACC asked PREF 
*Mit gondolsz, hogy kit meg-kerdezett? 
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what-ACC think-you that who-ACC PREF-asked 
'Who do you think she asked?' 
106. 
Azt hiszem, a kormany nyilvanossagra hozta a dontest. 
that-A CC believe-I the government public-into brought the decision 
'I think the government has announced the decision.' 
Mit hiszel, hogy mit hozott nyilvanossagra a kormany? 
what-A CC believe-you that what-A CC brought public-into the government 
*Mit hiszel, hogy mit nyilvanossagra hozott a kormany? 

what-A CC believe-you that what-A CC public-into brought the government 
'What do you think that the government has announced?' 
107. 
Gondolom, valahol kiesett a taskamb61 a kulcs. 
think-I somewhere PREF-fell the bag-mine-from the key 
'I think my keys have fallen out of my bag.' 
Mit gondolsz, hogy hol esett ki a taskadbOI? 
what-ACC think-you that where fell PREF the bag-yours-from 
*Mit gondolsz, hogy hol ki-esett ki a taskadbOI? 

what-ACC think-you that where PREF-fell the bag-yours-from 
'Where do you think they fell out?' 
108. 
Tudom, hogy tegnap otthon maradt. 
know-I that yesterday at-home stayed-he 
'I know he stayed at home yesterday.' 
Mit tudsz, hogy miert maradt otthon? 
what-ACC know-you that why stayed-he at-home 
*Mit tudsz, hogy miert otthon maradt? 

what-ACC know-you that why at-home stayed-he 
'He stayed at home? Why?' 
109. 
Azt akarjuk, hogy ne az igazgat6 mondja el a beszedet. 
that-ACC want-we that no the director tell-SUB-he PREF the speech-ACC 
Mit akartok, hogy ki mondja el a beszedet? 
what-A CC want-you-pl that who say-SUB-he PREF the speech-ACC 
*Mit akartok, hogy ki el-mondja a beszedet? 

what-ACC want-you-pl that who PREF-say-SUB-he the speech-ACC 
'Who would you like to hold the speech?' 
110. 
Azt szeretnem, hogy ok is reszt vegyenek. 
that-A CC like-COND-1 that they too part-A CC take-SUB-they 
'I would like them too to take part.' 
Mit szeretnel, hogy ki vegyen reszt? 
what-ACC like-COND-you that who take-SUB-he part-ACC 
*Mit szeretnel, hogy ki reszt vegyen? 

what-ACC like-COND-you that who part-ACC take-SUB-he 
'Who would you like to take part?' 
111. 
Azt akarom, hogy a spen6tot k6stold meg. 
that-ACC want-I that the spinach-ACC taste-SUB-you PREF 
'I want you to try the spinach.' 
Mit akarsz, hogy mit kostoljak meg? 
what-A CC want-you that what-A CC taste-SUB-I PREF 
*Mit akarsz, hogy mit meg-k6stoljak? 

what-ACC want-you that what-A CC PREF-taste-SUB-I 
'What do you want me to try?' 
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112. 
Szeretnem, ha a szeket helyre tenned. 
like-COND-1 if the chair-ACC place-to put-COND-you 
'I would like you to put the chair back.' 
Mit szeretnel, hogy rnit tegyek helyre? 
what-ACC like-COND-you that what-ACC put-SUB-I place-into 
*Mit szeretnel, hogy rnit helyre tegyek? 
what-ACC like-COND-you that what-ACC place-into put-SUB-I 
'What would you like me to put back?' 
113. 
Szeretnem, ha sokszor meg-latogatnal benniinket. 
like-COND-1 if often PREF-visit-COND-you-sg us-ACC 
'I would like you to visit us often.' 
Mit s-zeretnel, hogy hanys-zor latogassalak rneg benneteket? 
what-ACC like-COND-you-sg that how many times visit-SUB-I PREF you-pl-ACC 
*Mit szeretnel, hogy hanys-zor rneg-latogassalak benneteket? 
what-ACC like-COND-you-sg that how many times PREF-visit-SUB-lyou-pl-ACC 

'How many time would you like me to visit you?' 
114. 
Kerjilnk kolcson egy magn6t. 
ask-SUB-we loan a cassette-player-ACC 
'Let's borrow a cassette player.' 
Mit akarsz, hogy kitol kerjiink kolcson egy rnagnot? 
what-A CC want-you that who-from ask-SUB-we loan a cassette-player-ACC 
*Mit akarsz, hogy kitol kolcson kerjiink egy rnagnot? 

what-A CC want-you that who-from loan ask-SUB-we a cassette-player-ACC 
'Who do you want to borrow a cassette-player from?' 
115. 
Tegnap nem tudtam el-menni az aut6versenyre. 
yesterday not could-I PREF-go-INF the car-race-to 
'Yesterday I could not go to the car race.' 
Nern tudorn, hogy kinek az autoja nyerte rneg a versenyt. 
not know-I that whose the car-his won PREF the race-ACC 
*Nern tudorn, hogy kinek az autoja rneg-nyerte a versenyt. 

not know-I that whose the car-his PREF-won the race-ACC 
'I don't know whose car won the race.' 
116. 
Tegnap szilloertekezletet tartottunk. 
yesterday parent-meeting-ACC held-us 
'Yesterday we held a parents' meeting.' 
Azt akartuk rneg-nezni, hogy rnelyik gyerek anyukaja jon el. 
that-A CC wanted-we PREF-see-INF that which child mom-his come PREF 
* Azt akartuk meg-nezni, hogy rnelyik gyerek anyukaja el-jon. 
that-ACC wanted-we PREF-see-INF that which child mom-his PREF-come 

'We wanted to see which child's mother will come.' 
117. 
Miool vizsgaztal? 
what-from exam-took-you 
'What did you take an exam in?' 
Azt kerdezed, hogy milyen vizsgat tettem le? 
that-ACC ask-you that what exam-ACC took-I PREF 
* Azt kerdezed, hogy milyen vizsgat le-tettem? 
that-ACC ask-you that what exam-ACC PREF-took-I 

'Are you asking what exams I have already taken?' 
118. 
Az nem szamit, hogy mit lattal a teveben. 
that not matters that what-ACC saw-you the TV-in 
'It doesn't matter what you saw on TV.' 
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Az erdekel, bogy mit olvastal el. 
that interests-me that what-A CC read-you P REF 
* Az erdekel, bogy mit el-olvastal. 
that interests-me that what-ACC PREF- read-you 

1'm interested in what you've read.' 
119. 
Nem mUk&iik a telefonom. 
not works the telephone-mine 
'My phone is out of order.' 
Tegnap azt mondtad, bogy a teved ment tonkre! 
yesterday that-A CC said-you that the TV-yours went wrong 
*Tegnap azt mondtad, bogy a teved tonkre ment! 
yesterday that-A CC said-you that the TV-yours wrong went 
'Yesterday you said your TV was out of order.' 
120. 
A szomszed lakast meg-vettek. 
the neighbour jlat-ACC PREF-bought-they 
'The flat next door has been bought.' 
Azt biszem, bogy a Szaboek vettek meg. 
that-A CC think-! that the Szab6s bought-they PREF 
* Azt biszem, bogy a Szaboek meg-vettek. 
that-ACC think-! that the Szab6s PREF-bought-they 
'I think the Szab6s bought it.' 
121. 
Szepen el-mosogatott a hmyod. 
nicely P REF-washed-up the daughter-yours 
'Your daughter did a nice job washing up.' 
Csak az zavar, bogy tul sok pobarat tort ossze! 
only that bothers-me that too many glass-ACC broke-she PREF 
*Csak az zavar, bogy tul sok pobarat ossze-tort! 
only that bothers-me that too many glass-ACC PREF-broke-she 

'I'm only worried because she broke too many glasses.' 
122. 
Tudtad, bogy J6zsi el-vette Katit? 
knew-you that Joseph PREF-married Kate-ACC 
'Did you know that Joseph married Kate?' 
Nem tudtam, bogy Katit vette felesegiil. 
not knew-! that Kate-ACC took wife-as 
*Nem tudtam, bogy Katit felesegiil vette. 

not knew-! that Kate-ACC wife-as took 
'I didn't know that he married Kate.' 
123. 
Be-fejezte az egyetemet? 
PREF-finished-he the university-ACe 
'Did he finish university?' 
Azt mondta, bogy meg nem fejezte be. 
that-ACC said-he that yet not finished-he PREF 
* Azt mondta, bogy meg nem be-fejezte. 
that-ACC said-he that yet not PREF-.finished-he 

'He said he hadn't finished it yet.' 
124. 
El-valtak a sziilei? 
PREF-divorced the parents-his 
'Have his parents got divorced?' 
Ugy ballottam, bogy nem valtak et 
so heard-! that not divorced PREF 
*Ugy ballottam, bogy nem el- valtak. 
so heard-! that not P REF-divorced 
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'I heard that they haven't had a divorce yet.' 
125. 
Mari adott egy almat Janosnak. 
Mari gave-she an apple-A CC John-to 
'Mary gave John an apple.' 
*Janos nem szeret az alma. 

John not like-INDEF the apple-NOM 
'John does not like apples.' 
126. 
A haziasszony hozott nekiink torbit. 
the hostess brought-she us-for cake-A CC 
'The hostess brought us some cake.' 
*A torta nem szeretiink. 

the cake-NOM not like-we-INDEF 
'We do not like cake.' 
127. 
Mit csimllnak a gyerekek? 
what-A CC do-they the children 
'What are the children doing?' 
*Meg-esznek a fagyi. 

PREF-eat-they-INDEF the ice-cream-NOM 
'They eat ice-cream.' 
128. 
Honnan van kutyajuk? 
where-from is dog theirs 
'Where do they have a dog from?' 
*Meg-talaltak egy kiskutya. 

PREF-found-they-INDEF a puppy-NOM 
'They found a puppy.' 
129. 
En meg-rozom a vacsorat. 
I PREF-cook-I the supper-A CC 
'I'll cook supper.' 
*Es mi csimilom en? 

and what-NOM do-DEF I 
'And what will I do?' 
130. 
Szereted a kollegaidat? 
like-you the collegues-yours-ACC 
'Do you like your collegues?' 
*Nem nagyon szeretem mindenki. 

not very lf/ce-1 everybody-NOM 
'I don't like everybody very much.' 
131. 
Elvezed a tanitast? 
enjoy-you the teaching-A CC 
'Do you enjoy teaching?' 
*lgen. Nagyon szeretem eloadas tartani. 
yes very /ike-1-DEF lecture-NOM hold-INF 

'Yes, I like giving lectures.' 
132. 
Lat engem, Mariska neni? 
see-you-sg me-A CC, Mary aunt 
'Can you see me aunt Mary?' 
*Sajnos te nem latom mar. 

unfortunately you-NOM not see-it already 
'Unfortunately I cannot see you any more.' 
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Appendix E (i) Main study: List of experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 

133. 
Miert nem szereted a Karacsonyt? 
why not like-you the Christmas-ACC 
'Why do you not like Christmas?' 
*Sok.an van az iizletek. 

many is the shops 
'There are many people in the shops.' 
134. 
Magyarorszagon hol lehet gyilmolcsot venni? 
Hungary-on where possible fruit-A CC buy-INF 
'Where can you buy fruits in Hungary?' 
*Rengetegen vasarol a piac. 

many shop-he the market 
'Lots of people go to the market place.' 
135. 
Miert nem mesz ki a terre? 
why not go-you out the square-to 
'Why don' you go out to the square?' 
*Mert az messze. 

because that Jar 
'Because it is far.' 
136. 
Miert nem vetted meg a tankonyveket? 
why not buy-you PREF the course-books-ACC 
Why didn't you buy the course books?' 
*Mert az tul draga van. 

because that too expensive is 
'Because they are too expensive.' 
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Dear Speaker of Hungarian, 

The University of Edinburgh 
Department of Applied Linguistics 

14 Buccleuch Place 
Edinburgh EH8 9LN 

Tel: day: 01316503864/6881, 
evening: 0131 553 5684 

e-mail: papps@srvO.apl.ed.ac.uk 

3rd February, 1997 

Thank you very much for offering to ass.ist me in the linguistic experiment.I am 
doing for my PhD thesis. ¥ ou are one of the 240 people who will take part in this 
study. It is the first of its kind, so your help is greatly appreciated. If you follow the 
instructions closely., the completion of the test should take you approximately an hour. 

Please find enclosed the materials necessary for the experiment. On the first 
page you will find the Instructions for the rating task. The next eleven pages contain 
the actual linguistic materials. You are kindly asked to follow the instructions and 
record your answers on the following Answersheet. (Please feel free to take the staple 
off to remove the Answersheet.) Please do not write on the pages with the Hungarian 
sentences on. This task should take about 30 mins. 

Next, on the Questionnaire I would like to ask some questions about you and 
your linguistic experiences. It will take you less than 10 mins to answer all the 
questions. 

Finally, please spend 20 mins at the most on the last task. It is a so-called 
Cloze-test consisting of three short passages from a popular Hungarian magazine. 
Please do not leave this task out. Do attempt to fill in the gaps with the missing words 
even if you find the first passage too difficult 

Once finished, please put all of the materials (including the Hungarian 
sentences for re-use) into the envelope and post it to me as soon as possible. 

If you know of anybody else who would be interested in taking part in this 
experiment, please send me their address. 

And finally, please feel free to keep in touch with me if you have any queries or 
comments about this study. If you are interested, I will try to find a way to let you 
know about the results of this experiment, my findings and also my interpretations of 
this study. I can be contacted at the above address. 

Thank you for your kind co-operation in this study. I hope you will enjoy doing 
the test. And last but not least please let me express my respect for you for studying 
Hungarian, this beautiful unique language. 

Yours, · .. 

Szilvia Papp 
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Instructions for rating task 

This is a linguistic experiment designed to find out how and to what extent the grammar of English, 
your native language, affects your intuitions about the grammar of Hungarian Therefore I would 
like your opinion on some Hungarian sentences. 

I want you to decide whether sentences are 'possible' sentences in Hungarian That is, what you 
intuitively 'feel' about the sentences rather than what is 'correct' according to some 'grammar 
rule'. 

On the following pages two sentences will be shown to you at a time. The first sentence is only 
there for you to give a context for the second. You will have to decide whether the second sentence 
sounds good or not and assign it a number between I and I 0 according to your judgement. If you 
think the sentence sounds very bad, you give it a 1, and if you decide that a sentence sounds 
absolutely good, you will give it I 0. For sentences that are not absolutely good or bad, please assign 
any number on the scale from I to I 0. Please try to judge sentences using the whole range between 
I and 10. 

I am interested in your spontaneous impressions of the sentences, so please don't change your 
answer once you've decided. Please do not spend too long thinking about 'grammar rules'. Once 
you've answered a question, please do not look back at previous sentences. 

Sonie sentences will sound strange. Everybody has a different opinion as to exactly how bad these 
sentences sound. Even Hungarian native speakers cannot agree on them! So if you are not sure 
whether a sentence is correct or not, it's possible that a Hungarian person would agree with you. So 
don't worry if you can't decide or if you don't know. I don't expect you to have a definite opinion 
about every sentence. You can indicate your uncertainty by assigning the item an interm~ate 
number on the scale. There are no 'correct' answers, so whatever seems right to you is a valid 
response. Remember that if you are not sure about a sentence, please give it an intermediate number 
on· the scale. 

· Please read each item carefully before you answer. Concentrate on the structure of the second 
sentence. It is very important that you answer all the questions. Please don't leave any out. 
Remember to write each of your answers on the separate answer sheet provided. Do not consult a 
native speaker or a dictionary, otherwise your data will invalidate the results. 

There are 136 sentences to judge here. It should take you at most 30 minutes to answer all of them. 
At the beginning you'll have a chance to practice on five items. 

Please remember: 
• This experiment is not a test of proficiency since there are no 'correct' or 'wrong' answers. 

Whatever opinion you express will be useful and interesting. 
• You are judging the second sentence each time. 
• Use all of the numbers between I and I 0 to distinguish a wide range of acceptability. The worst 

judgement is I and the best judgement is 10, but there are 8 different grades in between on the 
scale. Try to distinguish as many degrees of acceptability as you can, so feel free to use all of 
the numbers! 

• Use intermediate numbers for sentences which are intermediate in acceptability or in cases when 
you can't decide or don't know the answer. 

• Do not leave any questions unanswered on the answer sheet. 
• Do not consult a native speaker or a dictionary. 
• Please do not write your name. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND CO-OPERATION. Let's start. 

' 
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Group A 

Practice 1. 
Hanyan voltak a boltban? 
Sok ember voltak a boltban. 

Practice 2. 
Tegnap nem volt iskolaban. 
Ki nem volt iskolaban tegnap? 

Practice 3. 
KijOtt: el? 
Senki eljott. 

Practice 4. 
Tudsz magyarul beszelni? 
lgen, mar ket eve tanulok. 

Practice 5. 
Mit Iatt:al Angliaban? 
Latok a kirfilyno. 

Now please start. Remember: Read each item only once and assign it a number immediately. Do not 
change your decision once you have decided. Do not look back to an item once you have answered 
it. Try to use all the numbers, including I and I 0. If you are not sure about an ite~ give it an 
intermediate number. Write the appropriate number on the answersheet for each item. Please do not 
consult a native speaker or a dictionary! 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Tudom, hogy valakivel egyiittjar. 
Kivel tudod, hogy egyiittjar? 

A haziasszony hozott nekiink tortat. 
A torta nem szeretiink. 

Raersz? 
Nem erek r&. 

Magyarorszagon hol lehet gyiimolcsot venni? 
Rengetegen vasarol a piac. 

Mindenkinek van feladata a csaladban. 
Ki mosogatni szokott? 

Az nem szclmit, hogy mit Iattal a teveben. 
Az erdekel, hogy mit olvastfil el. 

Elhitted, amit mondott? 
Igen. Alland6an bittern el, amit mondott. 



18. 

;....---

~. 

!10. 

l __ 
11. 

......-

12. 

......--

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

; 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

l 
L 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group A 

Kati mindig kolcsonadja a jatekait. 
Most rnit kolcsonadott? 

Miert szeretsz napozni? 
A napfeny j61 esik. 

Sok vizsgat kell meg letenned? 
Nern. Keves hatra van. 

Emlekszel a nevere? 
Nern eszernbe jut • 

Hova mesz? 
Feladorn a levelet. 

¥it csinalnak a gyerekek? 
Eva fr Iecket, Jancsi rnegy rnoziba. 

Egyetertesz a dontessel? 
Nern ertek egyet. 

Meg fog gy6gyulni. 
Ki rneg fog gyogyulni? 

Mindig ilyen rendetlen a szobad? 
lgen, ritkan rendet csinruok. 

MiboI vizsgazt:aI? 
Azt kerdezed, hogy milyen \'Wgat letettem? 

Nern mukOdik a telefonom. 
Tegnap aZt rnondtad, hogy a teved tonkrernent! 

Gyakran gondolod, hogy Zsuzsa egy kicsit bolond? 
lgen. ldonkent tartom bolondnak. 

Elhitte neked? 
Nern elhitte. 
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21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group A 

Keszitek kavet es teat. 
Mit szivesebben iszol? 

Azt akarom, hogy a spen6tot k6stold meg. 
Mit akarsz, hogy mit megkostolj ak? 

Mi fog valtozni az uj munkahelyeden? 
Fogok munkiba jami kesobb. 

Mit csinal egy iizletember? 
Kiilffildre utazik es iizletet kot. 

Szokott sort inni a ferjed? 
Nern sort iszik. 

J 61 beszeli az oroszt. 
Mit beszel jot? 

Simi fogsz a fogorvosnal? 
Nern si'mi fogok. 

Mit fogsz csinalni a sziinetben? 
Fogom elolvasni az Egri Csillagokat. 

Batran viselkedett. 
Ki viselkedett batran? 

Mi tortenik a filmben? 
A fiu a lanyba beleszeret. 

Jezusom, elfelejtettem. 
Mit felejtettel el? 

- .. 

Miert nem vetted meg a tankonyveket? 
Mert az tul draga van. 

Erthero volt az eloadas? 
Nern. Alig megertettem. 
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Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group A 

Milyen lesz novemberben az ido? 
Minden nap esos lesz. 

Mit akarsz enni? 
Inni akarok, nem enni. 

Hirtelen eszembe jutott valami. 
Mi esudbe jutott? 

Angol vagy? 
Nern angol vagyok. 

Mari adott egy almat Janosnak. 
Janos nem szeret az alma. 

Soha nines idom. 
Kevesebbet kellene tevet nezni. 

Valaki megerkezett. 
Ki megerkeutt? 

Mit kell tenni, ha beteg vagy? 
Kell gy6gysurt sudni. 

Sokszor vagy szomoru? 
Nern, ritkin szomorodok el. 

Miert jOtt: ma Kati gyalog? 
KOlcsonadta a kocsijat. 

Meg fogok bocsatani neki. 
Mit meg "rogsz bocsatani neki? 

Zoli rendbe hozta a hazat. 
A kertet hozta rendbe, nem a hazat. 

Hideg volt a viz az uszodaban? 
Nern. Alig volt hideg. 
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47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group A 

Azt akarjuk, hogy ne az igazgat6 mondja el a beszedet. 
Mit akartok, hogy ki elmondja a beszedet? 

6 is el akar jonni. 
Ki akar eljonni? 

Tamas hazasodni akar. 
Kit felesegul fog venni? 

Tegnap szfiloortekezletet tartottunk. 
Azt akartuk megnemi, hogy melyik gyerek anyukaja jon el. 

Tud varmi az anyukad? 
Nem tud varrni. 

Mindenkinek egyezett a velemenye? 
lgen. Mindenki egyetertett. 

Sokszor biiszkelkedsz a fiaddal? 
lgen. Neha vagyok biiszke ra. 

Mi lesz, ha elalszol? 
Nern el fogok aludni. 

Nehany embert meghivtam estere. 
Kit meghivtaI? 

A nagybatycim sokszor nez vide6t. 
Ki videot szokott nezni? 

Nagypapa sok gy6gyszert szed. 
Nagymama gyogyszert szed, nem nagypapa. 

---
Miert megy Janos Edinburghba? 
Reszt akar venni a fesztivalon. 

A szomszed lakast megvettek. 
Azt hiszem, hogy a Szab6ek vettek meg. 
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Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group A 

A nagyi aludni szeretne. 
Ki szeretne aludni? 

Uj munkat kaptam. 
Mennyit keresni fogsz? 

Miert nem szereted a Karacsonyt? 
Sokan van az iizletek. 

Tudtal a franciakkal beszelni? 
Nern, hiaba tanultam franciaul. 

Megvan a kulcsom. 
Mi van meg? 

Szereted a kollegaidat? 
Nern nagyon szeretem mindenki. 

Elvaltak a sziilei? 
Ugy hallottam, hogy nem valtak el. 

Peter nem ment be matek 6rara. 
De a tanar azt akarta tudni, hogy melyik 6rara nem ment Janos be? 

Miert nem tudsz meg magyarul? 
Mert folyton angolul beszelek. 

Azt mondjak, valaki becsapta Mariat. 
Kit mondanak, becsapta Mariat? 

Kit szeret Eva? Az angolokat? 
Szereti a sk6tokat, nem az angolokat. 

-
Az1. hiszem, valami eszebe jutott. 
Mit hiszel, hogy eszebe jutott? 

( 

Olyan lassan mulik ez a het. 
Mi mulik lassan? 

06/12/96 
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73. 
Delutan mesz bevasarolni? 
Fogok bevasarolni delelott, nern delutan. 

74. 
Eszre szoktad venni? 
Nern eszre szoktam-venni. 

75. 
Bereljiink egy aut6t valahol. 
Hol akarod, hogy autot bereljiink? 

76. 
Befejezte az egyetemet? 
Azt rnondta, hogy rneg nern befejezte. 

77. 
Tudtad, hogy Jozsi elvette Katit? 
Nern tudtam, hogy Katit vette felesegfil. 

78. 
Azt hiszem, a tanar eszrevette a csalast. 
Mit hisul, hogy a tanar eszrevett? 

79. 
Mi a terved nyarra? 
Utami akarok Europaban. 

80. 
Ez sz6myfi elmeny volt! 
J6 lenne ezt ritkabban atelni. 

81. 
-- Lat engem, Mariska neni? 

Sajnos te nem latom mar. 

82. 
Honnan van kutyajuk? 
Megtalaltak egy kiskutya. 

83. 
Laci es :Eva telefonon beszelgettek. 
Ki kit hfvott fel? 

84. 
At kell szallni az Oktogonnal? 

---
' 

Az Astorianil kell atszillni, nern pedig az Oktogonnil. 

85. 
Janos bantott megteged, vagy forditva? 
Nern, en bantottam ot rneg. 



• 

6. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group A 

Peter nem tud aut6t szerelni. 
Jobban szeretnem Janoshoz elvinni az aut6t. 

Atnezem meg egyszer a feladatot, bcitha van benne hiba. 
Nern lenne j6 hibasan adni be. 

Mondtam, hogy Katit Parizsban ismertem meg. 
De en azt kerdeztem, hogy melyik varosban ismerted meg Evat? 

Azt hiszem, a konnany nyilvanossagra hozta a dontest. 
Mit hiszel, hogy mit hozott nyilvanossagra a kormany? 



99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group A 

Agi megint beteg? 
Igen. Folyton megf azik. 

Azi. akarom, hogy a hugat mutassa be. 
Kit akarsz, bemutass·on? 

Szeretnem, ha Amerikaba utazn3nk el. 
ff ova szeretned, elutaxrunk? 

Azi. hiszem, a fejembe szalh a bor. 
Mit hiszel, hogy mi swlt a fejedbe? 

Estenkent mit csinal a ferjed? 
Mindig nez tevet. 

Szeretnem, ha sokszor meglatogatnal benniinket. 
Mit szeretnel, hogy hanyszor meglatogassalak benn~teket? 

Mit tud mar a kisbaba? 
Fel tud oltomi. 

Szepen elmosogatott a lanyod. 
Csak az zavar, hogy tUI sok poharat osszetort! 

..-
Gondolom, valahol kiesett a taskamb61 a kulcs. 
Mit gondolsz, hogy hol kiesett a taskadbol? 

Tudom, hogy tegnap otthon maradt. 
Mit tudsz, hogy miert maradt otthon? 

Kimostad .. a kabatom? 
A nadragod mostam ki, nem a kabatod. 

----. 
Azi. szeretnem, hogy ok is reszt vegyenek. 
Mit szeretnel, hogy ki vegyen reszt? 

Szeret fogat mosni a kisfiad? 
Nern mos fogat. 

06/12/96 
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Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group A 

Mi az esti programod? 
Fogok tanulni. 

Biztos vagy benne? 
Nern vagyok biztos. 

Az egesz haz rendetlen. 
Mit kell rendbe tenni? 

Tegnap nem tudtam ehnenni az aut6versenyre. 
Nem tudom, hogy kinek az aut6ja megnyerte a versenyt. 

Finomra vagjuk a hagymat. 
Mit vagunk finomra? 

'~, --~~--1~--~--~~~~--~--~~~~~~--~~--~--~--~~---1 

117. 

'118. 

119. 

: 120. 

·' 121. 

· 122. 

123. 

., 124. 

Leesett a pohar. 
A tanyer leesett, nem a pohar. 

Gondolom, megkerdezte az apjat. 
Mit gondolsz, hogy kit megkerdeutt? 

Kerjiink kolcson egy magn6t. 
Mit akarsz, hogy kitol kerjiink kolcson egy magn6t? 

El tudom olvasni. 
Mit tudsz elolvasni? 

A nonapon minden ferfi felkosz0nt0tt egy nOt:. 
Ki kit kosz0ntott fel? 

A:z! mondjak, valaki elvette Jutkat. 
Mit mondanak, hogy ki elvette Jutkat? 

Erdemes volt koran kelni? 
Nern. Hiaba koran keltiink. 

Rosszul hall a nagypapa. 
Ki rosszul hall? 

06/12/96 



125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

134. 

135. 

136. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group A 

Hova megy Zoli? A koncertre? 
A moziba megy, nem a koncetre. 

En megfOzom a vacsorat. 
:Es mi csinalom en? 

Mit csinalnak a gyerekek? 
Megesznek a fagyi. 

Az orvosok gyakran megmossak a keziiket? 
Nern, ritkan mosnak keut. 

Szeretnem, ha a szeket helyre tenned. 
Mit suretnel, hogy mit tegyek he lyre? 

Vacsorat kell rozni. 
Ki akar krumplit pucolni? 

Elvezed a tanitast? 
Igen. N agyon szeretem eIOadas tartani. 

Miert nem mesz ki a terre? 
Mert az messze. 

Mit szokott Tamas csinalni? Teniszezni? 
Szokott usmi, nem teniszezni. 

Azt akarom, hogy orvos nezze meg a gyereket. 
Kit akarsz, megnb:ze a gyereket? 

Apu nem _igazan tud ebben segiteni. 
Jobb lenne anyut hfvni fel. 

-- .. 

Ket birk6z6 volt a ringben. 
Ki vert meg kit? 

06/12/96 
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Instructions for rating task 

This is a linguistic experiment designed to find out how and to what extent the grammar of English, 
your native language, affects your intuitions about the grammar of Hungarian. Therefore I would 
like your opinion on some Hungarian sentences. 

I want you to decide whether sentences are 'possible' sentences in Hungarian. That is, what you 
intuitiYely "feel' about the sentences rather than what is 'correcf according to some 'grammar 
rule'. 

On the following pages two sentences will be shown to you at a time. The first sentence is only 
there for you to give a context for the second. You will have to decide whether the second sentence 
sounds good or not and assign it a number between I and I 0 according to your judgement. If you 
think the sentence sounds very bad, you give it a I, and if you decide that a sentence sounds 
absolutely good, you will give it I 0. For sentences that are not absolutely good or bad, please assign 
any number on the scale from I to I 0. Please try to judge sentences using the whole range between 
I and 10. 

I am interested in your spontaneous impressions of the sentences, so please don't change your 
answer once you've decided. Please do not spend too long thinking about 'grammar rules'. Once 
you ·ye answered a question, please do not look back at previous sentences. 

Some sentences will sound strange. Everybody has a different opinion as to exactly how bad these 
sentences sound. EYen Hungarian native speakers cannot agree on them! So if you are not sure 
whether a sentence is correct or not, it's possible that a Hungarian person would agree with you. So 
don't worry if you can't decide or if you don't know. I don't expect you to have a definite opinion 
about every sentence. You can indicate your uncertainty by assigning the item an intermediate 
number on the scale. There are no 'correct' answers, so whateYer seems right to you is a valid 
response. Remember that if you are not sure about a sentence, please give it an intermediate number 
on the scale. 

Please read each item carefully before you answer. Concentrate on the structure of the second 
sentence. It is very important that you answer all the questions. Please don't leave any out. 
Remember to write each of your answers on the separate answer sheet pro,ided. Do not consult a 
native speaker or a dictionary, otherwise your data will invalidate the results. 

There are 136 sentences to judge here. It should take you at most 30 minutes to answer all of them. 
At the beginning you '11 have a chance to practice on five items. 

Please remember: 
• This experiment is not a test of proficiency since there are no 'correct' or 'wrong' answers. 

Whatever opinion you express will be useful and interesting. 
• You are judging the second sentence each time. 
• Use all of the numbers between I and 10 to distinguish a wide range of acceptability. The worst 

judgement is I and the best judgement is I 0, but there are 8 different grades in between on the 
scale. Try to distinguish as many degrees of acceptability as you can, so feel free to use all of 
the numbers! 

• Use intermediate numbers for sentences which are intermediate in acceptability or in cases when 
you can't decide or don't know the answer. 

• Do not leave any questions unanswered on the answer sheet. 
• Do not consult a native speaker or a dictionary. 
• Please do not \\Tite your name. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND CO-OPERATION. Let's start. 



Practice 1. 

Practice 2. 

Practice 3. 

Practice 4. 

Practice 5. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Hanyan voltak a boltban? 
Sok ember voltak a boltban. 

Tegnap nem volt iskolaban. 
Ki nem volt iskolaban tegnap? 

Ki jott el? 
Senki elj ott. 

Tudsz magyarul beszelni? 
lgen, mar ket eve tanulok. 

Mit lattal Angliaban? 
Latok a kiralyno. 

06/12/96 

Now please start. Remember: Read each item only once and assign it a number immediately. Do not 
change your decision once you have decided. Do not look back to an item once you have answered 
it. Try to use all the numbers, including 1 and 10. If you are not sure about an item, give it an 
intermediate number. Write the appropriate number on the answersheet for each item. Please do not 
consult a native speaker or a dictionary! 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Szeret fogat mosni a kisfiad? 
Nern fogat mos. 

Egyetertesz a dontessel? 
Nern egyetertek. 

Szeretnem, ha sokszor meglatogatnal benniinket. 
Mit szeretnel, hogy hanyszor latogassalak meg benneteket? 

Felesegiil akarja venni Evat? 
Nern felesegiil akarja venni. 

Ket birk6z6 volt a ringben. 
Ki kit vert meg? 

Tudom, hogy valakivel egyiittjar. 
Kivel tudod, egyiittjar? 

Azt hiszem, a fejembe szallt a bor. 
Mit hiszel, hogy mi a fejedbe szallt? 



t..--
8. 

i 
I 
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i 9. 
i 
! -10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Gondolom, megkerdezte az apjat. 
Mit gondolsz, hogy kit kerdezett meg? 

A nagyi aludni szeretne. 
Ki aludni szeretne? 

Elhitted, amit mondott? 
Igen. Alland6an elhittem, amit mondott. 

A haziasszony hozott nekiink tortat. 
A torta nem szeretiink. 

At kell szallni az Oktogonnal? 
Kell atszallni az Astorianal, nem pedig az Oktogonnal. 

Keszitek kavet es teat. 
Mit iszol szi'vesebben? 

Batran viselkedett. 
Ki batran viselkedett? 

Mit szokott Tamas csinalni? Teniszezni? 
Uszni szokott, nem teniszezni. 

Mit kell tenni, ha beteg vagy? 
Gy6gyszert kell szedni. 

Delutan mesz bevasarolni? 
Delelott fogok bevasarolni, nem delutan. 

Mi tortenik a filmben? 
A fiu beleszeret a lanyba. 

Mit csinal egy iizletember? 
Utazik kiilffildre es kot iizletet. 

Ertheto volt az eloadas? 
Nern. Alig ertettem meg. 

06/12/96 



21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Nagypapa sok gy6gyszert szed. 
N agymama szed gy6gyszert, nem nagypapa. 

Janos bantott meg teged, vagy forditva? 
Nern, en bantottarn meg ot. 

6 hivott meg benniinket? 
Forditva, en hivtarn ot meg. 

Mit fogsz csinalni a sziinetben? 
El fogom olvasni az Egri Csillagokat. 

Kit szeret Eva? Az angolokat? 
A sk6tokat szereti, nem az angolokat. 

En megffizom a vacsorat. 
ts mi csinalom en? 

Az nem szamit, hogy mit lanai a teveben. 
Az erdekel, hogy mit elolvastal. 

Rosszul hall a nagypapa. 
Ki hall rosszul? 

Raersz? 
Nern raerek. 

Vacsorat kell ffizni. 
Ki krumplit akar pucolni? 

Gondolom, valahol kiesett a taskamb61 a kulcs. 
Mit gondolsz, hogy hol esett ki a taskadb61? 

Meg akarod nezni a filmet? 
Nern meg akarom nemi. 

Miert nem szereted a Karacsonyt? 
Sokan van az iizletek. 

06/12/96 
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141. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Szeretnem, ha a szobadat rendberaknad. 
Mit szeretnel, rendbe rakjak? 

Szeretnem, ha a szeket helyre tenned. 
Mit szeretnel, hogy mit helyre tegyek? 

Azt hiszem, a konnany nyilvanossagra hozta a dontest. 
Mit hiszel, hogy mit nyilvanossagra hozott a kormany? 

A nagybatyam sokszor nez vide6t. 
Ki szokott vide6t nemi? 

Kerjiink kolcson egy magn6t. 
Mit akarsz, hogy kitol kolcson kerjiink egy magn6t? 

Mit akarsz enni? 
Akarok inni, nem enni. 

Ez szornyfi elmeny volt! 
J6 Jenne ezt ritkabban elni at. 

Apu nem igazan tud ebben segiteni. 
Jobb Jenne anyut felhivni. 

Miert nem mesz ki a terre? 
Mert az messze. 

Erdemes volt koran kelni? 
Nern. Hiaba keltiink koran. 

Finomra vagjuk a hagymat. 
Mit finomra vagunk? 

Tudom, hogy tegnap otthon maradt. 
Mit tudsz, hogy miert otthon maradt? 

Szepen elmosogatott a lanyod. 
Csak az zavar, hogy tiil sok poharat tort ossze! 

n--- A 
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47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Mit csinalnak a gyerekek? 
Megesznek a fagyi. 

Emlekszel a nevere? 
Nern jut eszembe. 

Mi a terved nyarra? 
Akarok utazni Eur6paban. 

Hideg volt a viz az uszodaban? 
Nern. Alig hideg volt. 

Befejezte az egyetemet? 
Azt rnondta, hogy rneg nem f ejezte be. 

Mindenkinek egyezett a velemenye? 
Igen. Mindenki ertett egyet. 

Mi fog valtozni az uj munkahelyeden? 
Kesobb fogok munkaba jarni. 

Tudtal a franciakkal beszelni? 
Nern, hiaba franciaul tanultarn. 

Az orvosok gyakran megmossak a keziiket? 
Nern, ritkan kezet mosnak. 

Azt hiszem, valami eszebe jutott. 
Mit hiszel, eszebe jutott? 

Nern miikooik a telefonom. 
Tegnap azt mondtad, hogy a teved ment tonkre! 

Tud varmi az anyukad? 
Nern varrni tud. 

Azt akarom, hogy a hugat mutassa be. 
Kit akarsz, hogy bemutasson? 

n .. - .. c 
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65. 
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67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Mit tud mar a kisbaba? 
Tud f elOltOzni. 

Uj munkat kaptam. 
Mennyit fogsz keresni? 

Hova mesz? 
A levelet feladom. 

Valaki megerkezett. 
Ki erkezett meg? 

Tegnap szi.iloertekezletet tartottunk. 
Azt akartuk megnezni, hogy melyik gyerek anyukaja eljon. 

Mit csinalnak a gyerekek? 
Eva lecket fr, J ancsi moziba megy. 

Mi az esti programod? 
Tanulni fogok. 

Lat engem, Mariska neni? 
Sajnos te nem latom mar. 

Szereted a kollegaidat? 
Nern nagyon szeretem mindenki. 

Osztalytalalkoz6t tartottunk, es sokan eljOtt:ek. 
Ki kit is me rt f el? 

Meg fogok bocsatani neki. 
Mit fogsz megbocsatani neki? 

Olyan lassan mulik ez a het. 
Mi lassan mulik? 

Kimostad a kabatom? 
Kimostam a nadragod, nem a kabatod. 

06/12/96 



73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Azt mondjak, valaki becsapta Mariat. 
Kit mondanak, hogy becsapta M ariat? 

Miert szeretsz napozni? 
Joi esik a napfeny. 

Estenkent mit csinal a ferjed? 
Mindig tevet nez. 

Tamas hazasodni akar. 
Kit fog felesegiil venni? 

A nonapon minden ferfi felkoszontott egy not. 
Ki koszontott fel kit? 

Az egesz haz rendetlen. 
Mit rendbe kell tenni? 

Hannan van kutyajuk? 
Megtalaltak egy kiskutya. 

Nehany embert meghivtam estere. 
Kit hivtal meg? 

Kati mindig kolcsonadja a jatekait. 
Most mit adott kolcson? 

Eszre szoktad venni? 
Nern szoktam eszrevenni. 

Laci es Eva telefonon beszelgettek. 
Ki hivott fel kit? 

Soha nines idom. 
Kellene tevet nezni kevesebbet. 

El tudom olvasni. 
Mit el tudsz olvasni? 

n---.., 
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91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Sok vizsgat kell meg letenned? 
Nern. Keves van hatra. 

Gondolom, hogy a jovo heten hazajon a flunk. 
Mikor gondolod, hogy hazajon? 

Tudtad, hogy Jozsi elvette Katit? 
Nern tudtam, hogy Katit felesegiil vette. 

A szomszed lakast megvettek. 
Azt hiszem, hogy a Szab6ek megvettek. 

Peter nem tud autot szerelni. 
Jobban szeretnem Janoshoz vinni el az aut6t. 

Azt akarom, hogy a spen6tot kostold meg. 
Mit akarsz, hogy mit k6stoljak meg? 

Peter nem ment be matek 6rara. 
De a tanar azt akarta tudni, hogy melyik 6rara nem ment be Janos? 

Mondtam, hogy Katit Parizsban ismertem meg. 
De en azt kerdeztem, hogy melyik varosban ismerted Evat meg? 

Azt hiszem, a tanar eszrevette a csalast. 
Mit hiszel, a tanar eszrevett? 

Atnezem meg egyszer a felaciatot, hatha van benne hiba. 
Nern Jenne j6 hibasan beadni. 

Azt szeretnem, hogy ok is reszt vegyenek. 
M it szeretnel, hogy ki reszt vegyen? 

Gondolom, megneztek a kastelyt. 
Mit gondolsz, hogy megneztek? 

Azt szeretnem, hogy Eva keszitsen reggelit. 
Kit szeretnel, reggelit keszitsen? 
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100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Szokott sort inni a ferjed? 
Nern iszik sort. 

Mil yen lesz novemberben az ido? 
Minden nap lesz esos. 

Szeretnem, ha Amerikaba utaznank el. 
Bova szeretned, hogy elutazzunk? 

Meg fog gy6gyulni. 
Ki fog meggy6gyulni? 

161 beszeli az oroszt. 
Mit j61 beszel? 

Jezusom, elfelejtettem. 
Mit elfelejtettel? 

Elvaltak a sziilei? 
Ugy hallottam, hogy nem elvrutak. 

Leesett a pohar. 
A tanyer esett le, nem a pohar. 

Tegnap nem tudtam elmenni az aut6versenyre. 
Nern tudom, hogy kinek az aut6ja nyerte mega versenyt. 

Zoli rendbe hozta a hazat. 
Rendbe hozta a kertet, nem a hazat. 

Azt akarjuk, hogy ne az igazgat6 mondja el a beszedet. 
Mit akartok, hogy ki mondja el a beszedet? 

Miert nem vetted meg a tankonyveket? 
Mert az tiil draga va-11. 

Agi megint beteg? 
lgen. Folyton fazik meg. 

n ... - ... " 
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Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 06/12/96 
Group B 

j --i 112. 
Miert nem tudsz meg magyarul? 
Mert folyton beszelek angolul. 

~ 

1113. 
Bereljiink egy aut6t valahol. 
Hol akarod, aut6t bereljiink? 

'-" 

114. 
Biztos vagy benne? 
Nern biztos vagyok. 

-
115. 

Azt mondjak, valaki elvette Jutkat. 
Mit mondanak, hogy ki vette el Jutkat? 

U6. 
Miert megy Janos Edinburghba? 
Akar reszt venni a fesztivalon. 

117. 
Hova megy Zoli? A koncertre? 
Megy a moziba, nem a koncertre. 

us. 
Mi lesz, ha elalszol? 
Nern fogok elaludni. 

119. 
Mindenkinek van feladata a csaladban. 
Ki szokott mosogatni? 

120. 
Simi fogsz a fogorvosnal? 

1 
Nern fogok sfrni. 

121. 
Hirtelen eszembe jutott valami. 

I Mi jutott eszedbe? 

i 122. 
I Megvan a kulcsom. 

Mi megvan? 

123. 
Miertjott ma Kati gyalog? 
A kocsijat kolcsonacita. 

1 

i 
: 124. 

Mindig ilyen rendetlen a szobad? 
lgen, ritkan csinalok rendet. 



125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131. 

132. 

133. 

134. 

135. 

136. 

Experimental sentences for rating on a scale of 1-10 
Group B 

Mari adott egy almat Janosnak. 
Janos nem szeret az alma. 

Mibol vizsgaztal? 
Azt kerdezed, hogy milyen vizsgat tettem le? 

Angol vagy? 
Nern vagyok angol. 

Elhitte neked? 
Nern hitte el. 

Gyakran gondolod, hogy Zsuzsa egy kicsit bolond? 
lgen. Idonkent bolondnak tartom. 

Sokszor vagy szomoru? 
Nern, ritkan elszomorodok. 

Elvezed a tanitast? 
I gen. N agyon szeretem eloadas tartani. 

Sokszor bi.iszkelkedsz a fiaddal? 
Igen. Neha biiszke vagyok ra. 

6 is el akar jonni. 
Ki el akar jonni? 

Magyarorszagon hol lehet gyilmolcsot venni? 
Rengetegen vasarol a piac. 

Azt akarom, hogy orvos nezze meg a gyereket. 
Kit akarsz, hogy megnezze a gyereket? 

Apa, jatsszunk valamit! 
Mit jatszani akarsz? 
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Answer Sheet for Rating Task on a Scale of 1-10 
Remember to use the whole range between 1-1 O: 
(very bad) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O (perfect) 

Prl. I 1. I 
Pr2. I 2. 

Pr3. I 3. 

Pr4. I 4. I 
Pr5.1 5. I 

6. I 
7. I 
8. I 
9. 

10. I 

11. I 

12. I 

13. I 
14. I 
15. I 

16. I 

17. I 

18. I 
19. I 
20. I 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

Student ID: ~ -OOT 

I 
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Answer Sheet for Rating Task on a Scale of 1-10 Student ID: 
Remember to use the whole range between 1-1 O: 
(very bad) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (perfect) 

41. I I 61. 81. 

42. I I 62. 82. 

43. I 63. 83. 

44. I 64. 84. 

45. I 65. 85. 

46. I 66. I 86. 

47. I 67. I 87. 

48. I 68. I 88. 

49. I 69. I 89. 

50. I 70. I 90. 

51. I 71. I 91. 

52. I 72. I 92. 

53. I 73. I 93. 

54. I 74. I 94. 

55. 1 75. I 95. I I 

56. 1 76. I 96. ·1 I 

57. I 77. I 97. I 

58. I 78. 1 98. I 
59. I 79. I 99. 

60. I 80. 1 100. I 
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Answer Sheet for Rating Task on a Scale of 1-10 
Remember to use the whole range between 1-10: 
(very bad) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 O (perfect) 

101. 121. I 
102. 122. I 
103. 123. I 
104. I 124. I 
105. I 125. I 

106. I 126. I 

101. I 127. I 

108. I 128. I 

109. I 129. I 

110. I 130. I 

11 i. I 131. I 

112. I 132. I 

113. I 133. I 

114. I 134. I 

115. I 135. I 

116. I 136. I 

111. I 
11 s. I 
119. I 

120. I 

, .. . ~ . . 
' .; .. . · .... ~ .. ;. ·' ... ; ·.; .~·: 

Student 1b: ! •007 
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Questionnaire 1996 Student ID: 

Questionnaire 

I would like you to fill in this questionnaire. It asks you about your language learning and 
your particulars. Your help would greatly help me in my research. Thank you very much. 

About your language learning experiences 

1. What is your mother tongue? 

British English a 
American English a 
Canadian English a 
Australian English a 
Russian a 
German a 
Other ................................................ a 

2. What other languages do you speak? How long have you been studying each one? 
What level of knowledge have you reached in each one? 

Language: Years of study/experience with it: Level (i.e. beginner I intermediate I 
advanced I near-native): 

1st ..................... . 
2nd .................... . 
3rd ..................... . 
4th ..................... . 

3. Is Hungarian the most recent language you are learning? YES NO 

4. How old were you when you first started learning Hungarian? ................... years old 

5. How much time have you spent in Hungary? ........ years ....... months ....... weeks ...... days 

6. On average, how many hours per day do you use Hungarian (speak/read/write/listen to it)? 

appr ........................... hours 

7. Have you learnt Hungarian on a language course? YES NO 

8. Have you learnt it with a private teacher? YES NO 

9. What materials (coursebooks, short articles, short stories, taped conversations, videos etc.) 
do you use? Please give the title/author of the coursebook(s) you can recall. 

10. Why do you learn Hungarian? Please circle the reasons from the list and/or add any 
additional ones you might have. 

• I have Hungarian ancestors I relatives (incl. spouses) 
• I need it for my studies I job 
• For personal development I interest 
• Other(s): .................................................................................... . 

• . ................................ ~ ................................................ . 

YES 
YES 
YES 

NO 
NO 
NO 



Questionnaire 1996 

. .. . ' ... 
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11. Indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements. 
When I speak Hungarian, 

. -

~ • t { I ·: • ... ~ 

Student ID: 

strongly disagree disagree undecided agree strongly agree 

• I consult the rules my teacher taught .......... ............ .... ...... . .......... . 

• I have a 'feel' for what sounds good or wrong ............... . 

• I don't know how to tell what is right or wrong.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 

12. Have you been able to work out any rules for Hungarian word.order that you weren't actually 
taught? 

YES NO 

13. What rules, if any, can you specify that you have observed? 

About yourself 

15. Please circle: Are you male or female? 

16. How old are you? ................... years old 

17. What is your occupation? ................................................................................ .. 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION. 

Next there is a so-called 'cloze test' for you to fill in. After that we are finished! 

Szilvia 
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Cloze Test Student ID: 

Please fill in the empty gaps with ONE suitable word. To help you, the first letter 
of each missing word is provided. Write your answers on the dotted lines. Please 
spend max. 20 minutes on this task. Remember to write only one word on each 
line. Please do not consult a dictionary or a native speaker. 

A szakertok szerint a pozitiv beallit6das gyakran j6 eredmenyhez vezet. Aki 
azzal az erzessel (I) k ....... fol reggel, hogy nagyszen1 (2) n ........ all elotte, jobb 

kedwel (3) i .............. munkaba. Aki nagy onbizalommal. ( 4) 1.. ....... munkahoz, 

sikeresebb lesz, mint (5) a ......... ketelkedik onmaga kepessegeiben. Ha a 

(6) p ........................ hozzaallas mellett meg azt a (7) k. ............................ is 
elsajatitjuk, hogy a szerencsetlenseget (8) n ........ nagyitjuk fel, konnyebben 

ruljutunk a kellemetlen (9) p ............................. Ha viszont a kakan ( 10) i .... . 

csom6t keresilnk, meg is (I I) t ................... A tilrelem fontos merfoldko a 

(I2) b ............................... vezeto uton. 

Az iden nem megyilnk nyaralni - hatarozzuk el, majd pihenilnk a nagymamanal. 

Az olcs6bb. Aztan a konyvekrol kell (I 3) I. ......................... Szinhazba, moziba 

evek 6ta (I4) n ............ jarunk, ez mar nem (I5) i ....... faj, csak mikor kedvenc 

(I 6) u .................... elofizetesen gondolkodunk el, akkor (I 7) sz .............. ossze 

a torkunk. De a (I8) gy .................... kell a cipo es (I9) a ....... gondolunk, neha 

gyilmolcsot is (20) k. ........ ennie. A ruhait igyekszilnk (2 I) m ....................... Es 

persze magilnknak is, (22) h ..... szeretnenk valami olyat, ami (23) h .................. . 

a divatoshoz. Arr61, hogy (24) f. ..................... valami kis penzt, mar (25) n ..... . 

is almodunk, pedig j6 (26) 1.. ........ valami normalis lakasba koltozni. (27) D ..... . 

mindent elvisz a rezsi (28) e ....... az egyre magasabb elelmiszerarak. 

Nagyon sok gyerek van, aki azt gondolja, akkor lesz felnott, ha nezheti a 

televizi6t. Gyerekkoromban en is ilyen tevebolond (29) v ................... Aztan 

egyetemistakent alberletbe kellett (30) k ............................. egy oreg nenihez. 

Egyetlen (3 I) v ................ ajt6 valasztott el bennilnket, s a (32) n ........... sajnos 

nagyothallott. Reggeltol (33) e ............ otthon tilt es teljes (34) h ...................... . 

bomboltette a keszilleket. Haram (35) k ...................... huztam a fulemre es 

(36) u ........ aludtam. Grok eletre megutaltam a (37) t.. .................. A lanyom 

persze, ha (38) v ............... tevehez jut a nagymamanal, (39) k ................. . 

szemmel kepes nezni hosszil-hosszil ( 40) p ........................ , kiilonosen a 

reklamokat. De ( 4 I) h ..... van helyette mas program, ( 42) a ............ egyaltalan 

nem erdekli, mi ( 43) m ....... a teveben. Engem sem ( 44) e ..................... Azt 

viszont egeszen furcsanak (45) t.. ................ , hogy az emberek kepesek (46) 

6 ................. targyalni, mi van most (47) e ........... Pamelaval, mikozben 

egyaltalan nem ( 48) f. ............................. oket sajat csaladjuk gondja. 

Thank you for your help! Please return the Answer sheet, the Questionnaire and 
the Cloze test to me in the envelope provided. Szilvia 

4 



Appendix F ANOV A tables for rating 

Appendix F: Main study: ANOVA tables for rating 

Table 1a: Neutral sentences: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1011. 72 66 15.33 
LEVEL 30.54 3 10.18 .66 .577 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 522.56 132 3. 96 
PRE VERB 47.18 2 23.59 5.96 .003 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 158.89 6 26.48 6.69 .000 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 298.12 66 4.52 
VERB 16.28 1 16.28 3.60 . 062 
LEVEL BY VERB 156.83 3 52.28 11. 57 .000 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 64 9. 41 66 9.84 
GRAM 57 9. 59 1 579.59 58.90 .000 
LEVEL BY GRAM 352.88 3 117. 63 11. 95 .000 

WITHIN CELLS 602.31 132 4.56 
PREVERB BY VERB 10.02 2 5.01 1.10 .337 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 91.91 6 15.32 3.36 .004 
VERB 

WITHIN CELLS 487.49 132 3.69 
PREVERB BY GRAM .73 2 .36 .10 .906 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 54.34 6 9.06 2.45 .028 
GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 360.65 66 5. 46 
VERB BY GRAM 99.41 1 99.41 18.19 .000 
LEVEL BY VERB BY GRA 41. 81 3 13.94 2.55 .063 
M 

WITHIN CELLS 670. 97 132 5.08 
PREVERB BY VERB BY G 44.55 2 22.27 4.38 . 014 
RAM 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 49.09 6 8.18 1. 61 .149 
VERB BY GRAM 

Table 1b: Neutral sentences: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1298.82 66 19.68 
LEVEL 705.76 3 235.25 11. 95 .000 

WITHIN+RESIDUAL 974.98 132 7.39 
PRE VERB 1. 45 2 .73 .10 .906 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 108.68 6 18.11 2. 45 .028 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 721. 30 66 10.93 
VERB 198.81 1 198.81 18.19 .000 
LEVEL BY VERB 83.62 3 27.87 2.55 . 063 

WITHIN CELLS 1341. 94 132 10.17 
PREVERB BY VERB 89.10 2 44.55 4.38 .014 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 98.19 6 16.36 1. 61 .149 
VERB 
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Table 2a: Focused sentences: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN CELLS 1129.73 66 17.12 
LEVEL 64.25 3 21. 42 1. 25 .298 

WITHIN CELLS 506.41 132 3.84 
PRE VERB 60.34 2 30.17 7.86 .001 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 125.27 6 20.88 5.44 .000 

WITHIN CELLS 356.31 66 5.40 
VERB 51.26 1 51. 26 9.50 .003 
LEVEL BY VERB 19. 62 3 6.54 1. 21 .313 

WITHIN CELLS 809.68 66 12.27 
GRAM 1491. 09 1 14 91. 09 121. 54 .000 
LEVEL BY GRAM 625.5 

WITHIN CELLS 678.83 132 5.14 
PREVERB BY VERB 20.02 2 10.01 1. 95 .147 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 41.66 6 6.94 1. 35 .240 
VERB 

WITHIN CELLS 662.09 132 5.02 
PREVERB BY GRAM 26. 72 2 13.36 2.66 .073 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 42.99 6 7.16 1. 43 .208 
GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 410.30 66 6.22 
VERB BY GRAM 24.59 1 24.59 3. 96 .051 
LEVEL BY VERB BY GRAM 41.13 3 13. 71 2.21 .096 

WITHIN CELLS 562.14 132 4.26 
PREVERB BY VERB BY G 18. 04 2 9.02 2.12 .124 
RAM 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 82.92 6 13.82 3.25 .005 
VERB BY GRAM 

Table 2b: Focused sentences: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1619.37 66 24.54 
LEVEL 1251. 03 3 417. 01 17.00 .000 

WITHIN+RESIDUAL 1324.19 132 10.03 
PRE VERB 53.44 2 26.72 2.66 .073 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 85.98 6 14.33 1. 43 .208 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 820.59 66 12. 43 
VERB 49.19 1 49.19 3. 96 .051 
LEVEL BY VERB 82.26 3 27.42 2.21 .096 

WITHIN CELLS 1124. 27 132 8.52 
PREVERB BY VERB 36.09 2 18. 04 2.12 .124 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 165.84 6 27. 64 3.25 .005 
VERB 
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Table 3a: Negative sentences: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN CELLS 904.35 66 13.70 
LEVEL 78.98 3 26.33 1. 92 .135 

WITHIN CELLS 565.35 132 4.28 
PRE VERB 22.37 2 11.19 2.61 .077 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 30.53 6 5.09 1.19 .317 

WITHIN CELLS 276.22 66 4.19 
VERB .50 1 .50 .12 .732 
LEVEL BY VERB 27. 64 3 9.21 2.20 .096 

WITHIN CELLS 810. 03 66 12.27 
GRAM 3670.88 1 3670.88 299.10 .000 
LEVEL BY GRAM 684.06 3 228.02 18.58 .000 

WITHIN CELLS 636. 42 132 4.82 
PREVERB BY VERB 17.47 2 8.73 1. 81 .167 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 7.14 6 1.19 .25 . 960 
VERB 

WITHIN CELLS 899.30 132 6.81 
PREVERB BY GRAM 120.26 2 60.13 8.83 .000 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 85.80 6 14.30 2.10 .057 
GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 446.84 132 3.39 
PREVERB BY VERB BY G 54.55 2 27.27 8.06 .000 
RAM 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 27.43 6 4.57 1. 35 .240 
VERB BY GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 235.95 66 3.58 
VERB BY GRAM 32.34 1 32.34 9.05 .004 
LEVEL BY VERB BY GRAM 16.05 3 5.35 1. 50 .224 

Table 3b: Negative sentences: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1620.05 66 24.55 
LEVEL 1368 .13 3 456.04 18.58 .000 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1798.60 132 13.63 
PRE VERB 240.52 2 120.26 8.83 .000 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 171. 60 6 28.60 2.10 .057 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 471. 90 66 7.15 
VERB 64. 67 1 64. 67 9.05 . 004 
LEVEL BY VERB 32.09 3 10.70 1. 50 .224 

WITHIN CELLS 893.69 132 6.77 
PREVERB BY VERB 109.10 2 54.55 8.06 .000 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 54.85 6 9.14 1. 35 .240 
VERB 
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Table 4a: Sentences with negative adverb: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 830.50 66 12.58 
LEVEL 42.03 3 14.01 1.11 .350 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 538. 72 132 4.08 
PRE VERB 1. 05 2 .52 .13 .880 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 49.25 6 8.21 2.01 .069 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 692.38 66 10.49 
GRAM 241. 46 1 241. 46 23.02 .000 
LEVEL BY GRAM 613.01 3 204.34 19.48 .000 

WITHIN CELLS 664.51 132 5.03 
PREVERB BY GRAM 18.72 2 9.36 1. 86 .160 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 21. 80 6 3. 63 .72 .633 
GRAM 

Table 4b: Sentences with negative adverb: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+RESIDUAL 1384.75 66 20.98 
LEVEL 1226.03 3 408.68 19.48 .000 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1329.01 132 10.07 
PRE VERB 37.44 2 18. 72 1. 86 .160 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 43.61 6 7.27 . 72 .633 

Table Sa: Sentences with positive adverb: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN CELLS 708.90 66 10.74 
LEVEL 33.45 3 11.15 1. 04 .382 

WITHIN CELLS 523.79 132 3.97 
PRE VERB 6.67 2 3.34 .84 . 434 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 96. 79 6 16.13 4.07 .001 

WITHIN CELLS 581.10 66 8.80 
GRAM 576. 92 1 576. 92 65.53 .000 
LEVEL BY GRAM 387.40 3 129 .13 14. 67 .000 

WITHIN CELLS 476.91 132 3. 61 
PREVERB BY GRAM 18.88 2 9.44 2. 61 .077 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 60.34 6 10.06 2.78 .014 
GRAM 

Table Sb: Sentences with positive adverb: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1162 .19 66 17.61 
LEVEL 774.80 3 258.27 14.67 .000 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 953.83 132 7.23 
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PRE VERB 37.75 2 18.88 2.61 .077 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 120.68 6 20.11 2.78 .014 

Table 6a: Wh-questions: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN CELLS 2223.91 66 33.70 
LEVEL 89.86 3 29.95 .89 . 452 

WITHIN CELLS 626. 34 132 4.75 
PRE VERB 4. 68 2 2. 34 .49 .612 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 36.90 6 6.15 1. 30 .263 

WITHIN CELLS 200.38 66 3.04 
VERB 10.04 1 10.04 3.31 .073 
LEVEL BY VERB 2. 67 3 .89 .29 .830 

WITHIN CELLS 210.70 66 3.19 
EXTRACT I 3.17 1 3.17 .99 .322 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT! 4.95 3 1. 65 .52 .672 

WITHIN CELLS 1868.08 66 28.30 
GRAM 5281. 23 1 5281. 23 186.59 .000 
LEVEL BY GRAM 1477.45 3 4 92. 48 17.40 .000 

WITHIN CELLS 523.99 132 3. 97 
PREVERB BY VERB 40.52 2 20.26 5.10 .007 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 12. 46 6 2.08 .52 . 790 
VERB 

WITHIN CELLS 371. 70 132 2.82 
PREVERB BY EXTRACT! 9.99 2 4.99 1. 77 .174 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 6.59 6 1.10 .39 .884 
EXTRACT I 

WITHIN CELLS 647.26 132 4. 90 
PREVERB BY GRAM 4.60 2 2.30 .47 .627 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 51. 66 6 8.61 1. 76 .113 
GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 133.59 66 2.02 
VERB BY EXTRACT! 8.93 1 8.93 4.41 .040 
LEVEL BY VERB BY EXT 28.54 3 9.51 4.70 .005 
RACTI 

WITHIN CELLS 312.85 66 4.74 
VERB BY GRAM 7.54 1 7.54 1. 59 .212 
LEVEL BY VERB BY GRAM 7.24 3 2.41 .51 . 677 

WITHIN CELLS 237.04 66 3.59 
EXTRACT I BY GRAM 30.56 1 30.56 8.51 .005 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT! BY . 66 3 .22 .06 .980 
GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 601.01 132 4.55 
PREVERB BY VERB BY E 25.69 2 12.84 2.82 . 063 
XTRACTI 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 65.57 6 10.93 2. 40 .031 
VERB BY EXTRACT! 

WITHIN CELLS 636. 4 9 132 4.82 
PREVERB BY VERB BY G 103.03 2 51. 51 10.68 .000 
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RAM 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 88.24 6 14. 71 3.05 .008 
VERB BY GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 522.84 132 3. 96 
PREVERB BY EXTRACTI 32.09 2 16.04 4.05 .020 
BY GRAM 
LEVEL BY PRE VERB BY 62.66 6 10.44 2. 64 .019 
EXTRACT I BY GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 265.84 66 4.03 
VERB BY EXTRACTI BY 6.88 1 6.88 1. 71 .196 
GRAM 
LEVEL BY VERB BY EXT 11. 81 3 3.94 . 98 . 409 
RAC TI BY GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 423.47 132 3.21 
PREVERB BY VERB BY E 55.45 2 27.73 8.64 .000 
XTRACTI BY GRAM 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 37.03 6 6.17 1. 92 .082 
VERB BY EXTRACTI BY 
GRAM 

Table 6b: Wh questions: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+RESIDUAL 3967. 31 70 56.68 
LEVEL 3270.43 3 1090.14 19.23 .000 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1342.79 140 9.59 
PRE VERB 8.90 2 4.45 . 46 .630 
LEVEL BY PREVERB 98.44 6 16.41 1. 71 .123 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 649.14 70 9.27 
VERB 23.00 1 23.00 2.48 .120 
LEVEL BY VERB 11. 24 3 3.75 .40 .751 

Table 7a: Long extraction: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1894.86 66 28. 71 
LEVEL 50.17 3 16. 72 .58 .629 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 436.40 66 6.61 
TENSE 109.15 1 109.15 16.51 .000 
LEVEL BY TENSE 68.36 3 22.79 3. 45 .022 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 861.00 132 6.52 
EXTRACT 29.38 2 14.69 2.25 .109 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT 83.55 6 13.93 2.13 .053 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 466.08 66 7.06 
GRAM 470.73 1 470.73 66.66 .000 
LEVEL BY GRAM 120.34 3 40.11 5.68 .002 

WITHIN CELLS 603. 46 132 4.57 
TENSE BY EXTRACT 4 4. 94 2 22.47 4.91 .009 
LEVEL BY TENSE BY EX 42.19 6 7.03 1. 54 .171 
TRACT 
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WITHIN CELLS 435 .11 66 6.59 
TENSE BY GRAM 80.33 1 80.33 12.18 .001 
LEVEL BY TENSE BY GR 96.39 3 32.13 4.87 .004 
AM 

WITHIN CELLS 644.47 132 4.88 
EXTRACT BY GRAM 13.23 2 6.61 1. 35 .262 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT BY 78.09 6 13.02 2. 67 .018 
GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 636.22 132 4.82 
TENSE BY EXTRACT BY 7. 94 2 3. 97 .82 .441 
GRAM 
LEVEL BY TENSE BY EX 56.20 6 9.37 1. 94 .078 
TRACT BY GRAM 

Table 7b: Long extraction: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 932 .17 66 14.12 
LEVEL 240.69 3 80.23 5. 68 .002 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 870.21 66 13.19 
TENSE 160.65 1 160. 65 12.18 .001 
LEVEL BY TENSE 192.78 3 64. 26 4.87 . 004 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1288.95 132 9.76 
EXTRACT 26. 46 2 13.23 1. 35 .262 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT 156.18 6 26.03 2. 67 .018 

WITHIN CELLS 1272. 43 132 9. 64 
TENSE BY EXTRACT 15.88 2 7. 94 .82 .441 
LEVEL BY TENSE BY EX 112. 39 6 18.73 1. 94 .078 
TRACT 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 476. 42 70 6.81 
EXTRACT I 59.10 1 59.10 8.68 .004 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT! 2.33 3 .78 .11 .951 

WITHIN CELLS 1315.99 140 9. 40 
PREVERB BY VERB 201.51 2 100.75 10. 72 .000 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 17 4. 59 6 29.10 3.10 .007 
VERB 

WITHIN CELLS 1089.29 140 7.78 
PREVERB BY EXTRACT! 55.27 2 27. 64 3.55 .031 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 126. 84 6 21.14 2. 72 .016 
EXTRACT I 

WITHIN CELLS 556.03 70 7. 94 
VERB BY EXTRACT! 9.79 1 9.79 1. 23 .271 
LEVEL BY VERB BY EXT 25.72 3 8.57 1. 08 . 363 
RACTI 

WITHIN CELLS 869.98 140 6.21 
PREVERB BY VERB BY E 129.21 2 64. 60 10.40 .000 
XTRACTI 
LEVEL BY PREVERB BY 76.12 6 12.69 2.04 . 064 
VERB BY EXTRACT! 
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Table Ba: Partial wh-movement: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1623.29 66 24.60 
LEVEL 7.61 3 2.54 .10 .958 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 321. 58 66 4.87 
TENSE . 67 1 . 67 .14 . 711 
LEVEL BY TENSE 15.85 3 5.28 1. 08 .362 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 547.39 132 4.15 
EXTRACT 51. 50 2 25.75 6.21 .003 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT 5.66 6 . 94 .23 .967 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1033.38 66 15.66 
GRAM 659. 45 1 659.45 42.12 .000 
LEVEL BY GRAM 490.81 3 163.60 10.45 .000 

WI'l'HIN CELLS 612.26 132 4. 64 
TENSE BY EXTRACT 3.55 2 1. 78 .38 .683 
LEVEL BY TENSE BY EX 31.12 6 5.19 1.12 .355 
TRACT 

WITHIN CELLS 220.22 66 3.34 
TENSE BY GRAM 5.10 1 5.10 1. 53 .221 
LEVEL BY TENSE BY GR 13.16 3 4.39 1. 31 .277 
AM 

WITHIN CELLS 535.51 132 4.06 
EXTRACT BY GRAM 46.78 2 23.39 5.77 .004 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT BY 44.29 6 7.38 1. 82 .100 
GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 488.86 132 3.70 
TENSE BY EXTRACT BY 6.33 2 3.17 .86 .428 
GRAM 
LEVEL BY.TENSE BY EX 59.12 6 9.85 2.66 .018 
TRACT BY GRAM 

Table Bb: Partial wh-movement: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 2066.75 66 31.31 
LEVEL 981. 63 3 327.21 10.45 .000 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 440.44 66 6.67 
TENSE 10.20 1 10.20 1. 53 .221 
LEVEL BY TENSE 26.32 3 8.77 1. 31 .277 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1071. 02 132 8.11 
EXTRACT 93.56 2 46.78 5.77 .004 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT 88.59 6 14.76 1. 82 .100 

WITHIN CELLS 977.72 132 7.41 
TENSE BY EXTRACT 12.67 2 6.33 .86 . 428 
LEVEL BY TENSE BY EX 118. 25 6 19. 71 2.66 .018 
TRACT 
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Table 9a: Embedded sentences: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 780.46 66 11. 83 
LEVEL 118 .11 3 39.37 3.33 .025 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 433.36 66 6.57 
OPERATOR 76.18 1 76.18 11. 60 .001 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR 71.11 3 23.70 3.61 .018 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 292.63 66 4.43 
EXTRACT 21. 76 1 21. 76 4.91 .030 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT 94.45 3 31. 48 7.10 .000 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 352.50 66 5.34 
GRAM 159.64 1 159. 64 29.89 .000 
LEVEL BY GRAM 361. 57 3 120.52 22.57 .000 

WITHIN CELLS 237.77 66 3.60 
OPERATOR BY EXTRACT . 02 1 .02 .01 .938 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR BY 93.30 3 31.10 8. 63 .000 

EXTRACT 

WITHIN CELLS 433.87 66 6.57 
OPERATOR BY GRAM 11. 35 1 11. 35 1. 73 .193 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR BY 71. 96 3 23.99 3.65 .017 

GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 264.38 66 4.01 
EXTRACT BY GRAM 1. 35 1 1. 35 . 34 . 564 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT BY 10.48 3 3.49 .87 . 460 
GRAM 

WITHIN CELLS 275.25 66 4 .17 
OPERATOR BY EXTRACT 12.21 1 12.21 2.93 .092 
BY GRAM 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR BY 9.40 3 3.13 .75 .525 
EXTRACT BY GRAM 

Table 9b: Embedded sentences: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 705.01 66 10.68 
LEVEL 723.14 3 241. 05 22.57 .000 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 867.73 66 13.15 
OPERATOR 22. 71 1 22.71 1. 73 .193 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR 143.93 3 47.98 3.65 .017 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 528.77 66 8.01 
EXTRACT 2.70 1 2.70 .34 .564 
LEVEL BY EXTRACT 20.95 3 6.98 .87 .460 

WITHIN CELLS 550.51 66 8.34 
OPERATOR BY EXTRACT 24.41 1 24.41 2.93 .092 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR BY 18.81 3 6.27 .75 .525 
EXTRACT 
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Appendix F ANOV A tables for rating 

Table 10a: Double focus sentences: mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 620.56 66 9. 40 
LEVEL 128.38 3 42.79 4.55 .006 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 513.05 66 7.77 
OPERATOR 32.20 1 32.20 4.14 .046 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR 32.15 3 10. 72 1. 38 .257 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 324.51 66 4. 92 
GRAM .22 1 .22 . 04 .833 
LEVEL BY GRAM 11. 43 3 3.81 .78 .512 

WITHIN CELLS 332.47 66 5.04 
OPERATOR BY GRAM 236.56 1 236.56 46.96 .000 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR BY 65.10 3 21. 70 4.31 .008 
GRAM 

Table 10b: Double focus: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 649.02 66 9.83 
LEVEL 22.86 3 7. 62 .78 .512 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 664.94 66 10.07 
OPERATOR 473.11 1 4 73 .11 46.96 .000 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR 130. 20 3 43.40 4.31 .008 

Table 11a: Double wh: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 895.42 66 13.57 
LEVEL 143.66 3 47.89 3.53 .019 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 196.25 66 2.97 
SEMANTIC 1. 07 1 1. 07 . 36 . 552 
LEVEL BY SEMANTIC 22.95 3 7. 65 2.57 .061 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 228. 98 66 3.47 
GRAM 27. 72 1 27. 72 7.99 .006 
LEVEL BY GRAM 8.79 3 2.93 .84 .474 

WITHIN CELLS 701. 28 66 10.63 
SEMANTIC BY GRAM 1. 09 1 1. 09 .10 .750 
LEVEL BY SEMANTIC BY 62.21 3 20.74 1. 95 .130 
GRAM 

Table 11b: Double wh: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 457.96 66 6.94 
LEVEL 17.58 3 5.86 .84 .474 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 1402. 55 66 21. 25 
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SEMANTIC 
LEVEL BY SEMANTIC 

2.18 
124.42 

1 
3 

2.18 
41. 47 

Table 12a: Focused infinitives: Mean acceptability 

Source of Variation SS OF MS 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 850.41 66 12.88 
LEVEL 120.74 3 40.25 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 235. 71 66 3.57 
OPERATOR 43.13 1 43.13 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR 26. 46 3 8.82 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 453.35 66 6.87 
GRAM 363.06 1 363.06 
LEVEL BY GRAM 58.37 3 19.46 

WITHIN CELLS 323.83 66 4.91 
OPERATOR BY GRAM .37 1 .37 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR BY 1. 32 3 .44 
GRAM 

Table 12b: Focused infinitives: Mean preferences 

Source of Variation SS OF MS 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 906.70 66 13.74 
LEVEL 116.74 3 38.91 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 64-Z.66 66 9.81 
OPERATOR .75 1 .75 
LEVEL BY OPERATOR 2.63 3 .88 

.10 
1. 95 

F 

3.12 

12.08 
2.47 

52.86 
2.83 

.08 

.09 

F 

2.83 

.08 

.09 

.750 

.130 

Sig of F 

.032 

.001 

.070 

.000 

.045 

.783 

. 966 

Sig of F 

.045 

.783 

.966 

Table 13a: Long extraction vs. partial movement of operators::Mean 
acceptability 

Source of Variation SS OF MS F Sig of F 

WITHIN+RESIDUAL 1444.06 66 21. 88 
LEVEL 211. 90 3 70.63 3.23 .028 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL 431. 24 66 6.53 
MOOD 80.76 1 80.76 12.36 .001 
LEVEL BY MOOD 83.03 3 27.68 4.24 .008 

WITHIN+RESIDUAL 658.07 66 9.97 
TYPE 161.11 1 161.11 16.16 .000 
LEVEL BY TYPE 97.29 3 32.43 3.25 .027 

WITHIN+ RESIDUAL ··-805. 65 •. 132 .. 6.10 
SITE 53.53 2 26. 76 4.38 .014 
LEVEL BY SITE 52.44 6 8.74 1. 43 .207 

WITHIN CELLS 320.44 66 4.86 
MOOD BY TYPE 108.65 1 108.65 22.38 .000 
LEVEL BY MOOD BY TYPE 56. 71 3 18.90 3.89 .013 
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WITHIN CELLS 701. 35 132 5.31 
MOOD BY SITE 5.90 2 2.95 .56 .575 
LEVEL BY MOOD BY SITE 35.49 6 5.91 1.11 .358 

WITHIN CELLS 666.32 132 5.05 
TYPE BY SITE 48.20 2 24.10 4.77 .010 
LEVEL BY TYPE BY SITE 52.52 6 8.75 1. 73 .118 

WITHIN CELLS 4 71. 38 132 3.57 
MOOD BY TYPE BY SITE 20.56 2 10.28 2.88 .060 
LEVEL BY MOOD BY TYPE 41. 51 6 6.92 1. 94 .079 
BY SITE 
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